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Note to the reader 

As a visual contribution to this thesis, I made a documentary named ‘The Smell of Freedom’ (Vabaduse 

Tuul) in the summer of 2012, while attending the annual reunion and commemoration of Estonian SS-

veterans. In it, I have attempted to show their non-contested status in Estonian society and the historical 

friendship between these men. The documentary is not yet widely available, but I would like to give you – 

the reader of my thesis – the opportunity to watch it, as it will provide images, colour and sound to the 

thesis (especially to Chapter 7). Please do not distribute the link to the film without my permission. You 

can watch it here: http://youtu.be/gBgd2osQqIQ\ 
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Abbreviations 

ECP = Estonian Communist Party = EKP = Eestimaa Kommunistlik Partei 

ENSV = Eesti Nõukogude Sotsialistlik Vabariik = ESSR 

ERSP = Eesti Rahvusliku Sõltumatuse Partei = Estonian National Independence Party (ENIP) 

ESSR = Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic, existed from 1940 – 1941 and 1944 – 1991 

EU = European Union 
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Siseasjade Rahvakomissariaat = People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs 
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Rahvarinne = Popular Front (of Estonia) 
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PREFACE 

 

2015 is a year full of commemorations and celebrations for me. We will commemorate 10 years since my 

dear brother passed away. We will celebrate the two years that my father has remained with us after the 

weeks long fear of losing him to a heart attack. We will celebrate the birth of Jonah’s little sister in June. 

My partner and I will get married somewhere this year and, hopefully, this PhD thesis will be successfully 

defended and celebrated in 2015. 

Commemorating and celebrating are an essential part of our lives as humans. Without them we 

would feel as if we would live lives without meaning and without meaningful relationships. 

Commemorating and celebrating lay at the essence of who we are, as they mark what and who we find 

important in life. The extent to which we attach importance to celebrations and commemorations, however, 

differs between people. 

I wonder whether my deep interest in this topic is related to how I was raised to celebrate and 

commemorate. My parents seem to think that things should not be made extraordinary in order to mark 

their importance. In fact, as long as they remain in the realm of the everyday, they believe, they maintain 

their value, and lose it once they require collective rituals. This is not to say that we did not celebrate 

birthdays and holidays at home, as it is impossible to escape social norms. But these events were always 

celebrated modestly, in an attempt to mark them without making them extraordinary. And of course we 

had rituals on important days, yet they were never explicitly performed and always hidden under a blanket 

of intended ordinary, everydayness. 

It is therefore perhaps no wonder I became intrigued by the questions that provide guidance to 

this thesis. In 2006, in my last bachelor year in Cultural Anthropology, I followed a course which 

questioned the dichotomy between modernity and tradition. In the same year, I organised a study trip to 

Estonia and Latvia. Not only did I fall in love with the spirit of the ‘kissing students’ on Raekoja Plats in 

Tartu, I also saw the lessons I had learned in Nijmegen reflected in society. Young students with many 

international friends and a strong worldly perspective sang the national anthem for us with a sincerity that 

made many of us Dutch students shiver. They asked us to sing the Dutch anthem, which we did while 

seated and we were not even able to sing more than the first line. At the time I recognised that national 

identity was of immense importance to them, and the essence of their being as individuals. We had felt so 

similar as students, yet so different in relation to our respective nation’s pasts. I became so intrigued by 
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these questions of history and national identity, that I devoted my Bachelor Thesis, Master Thesis and PhD 

Thesis to its exploration. 

In the PhD thesis you are holding, you will be able to read about this journey and the many 

encounters with interesting and dear people that I came to know, understand and befriend. 



 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Insecurity, storytelling and Estonia’s recent past 

 

It was autumn 2007, when I found myself in the sauna with Anna (born 1987), at her parents’ place in 

Rakvere, a small city in the north of Estonia. We had just met in Tartu, where she was studying law. I had 

been looking for an Estonian language partner, she for a Dutch one. Just a few weeks later she invited me to 

her place of birth, as she wanted to show me ‘real Estonian life’. She had cooked potatoes, vegetables, 

minced meat sauce, and had offered pickled mushrooms that the family had gathered during the summer, 

accompanied by the usual black bread and sour cream. She took me to the garden of the house and told me 

what was growing where. She took me on a tour through the house, showing me how her father had built 

this house himself, sharing stories about every room we passed. Then she took me to the room with the 

library, a source of pride in every Estonian household, and began to show me Estonian history by handing 

books over to me, one by one. 

In the sauna later that evening Anna felt like sharing stories about her family. “My grandmother 

tells me stories about how Estonians were deported,” she spoke respectfully. Suddenly she began to 

complain about the Russian minority which does not want to learn the Estonian language: “I was once in 

Tallinn in a shop and wanted to buy white bread. The cashier was not able to understand me.” It annoyed 

Anna that ‘Russians’ were not willing to take any step forward, yet they complained about being treated as 

second-class citizens. Then she continued the story of her family: 

“My granduncle was told to get his stuff in 10 minutes [before he was sent to 

Siberia]. But he had a son of 2 months old. He put him in a shoe box under the 

bed. At least his son did not have to go to Siberia. The son was found by another 

Estonian because he was crying. That woman raised him. Later the father returned 

but the mother had died.” 

In order to explain to a Western European how terrible these Soviet deportations to Siberia in the 1940s 

had been for her family and the Estonian people in general, Anna continued: “The German period was 

great. My relatives also say that.” Anna and I remained friends over the years, even though she was studying 

for a long period in Germany while I was in Estonia and we did not see each other often. I noticed how she 

became more tolerant throughout those years. She told me about two Russian students she had met in 

Berlin who had said sorry for the Soviet deportations. She had been very touched by that. Yet at the same 
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time, she felt she could not escape her family history when she fell in love with a boy in Berlin. She 

confided me: “The only problem is that he is Russian. And we have enough Russians in Estonia, I do not 

want to bring any more.” 

Anna’s story shows how closely the past and the present are entangled in Estonia. Current events 

and encounters evoke feelings from decades ago. More than that, Anna uses these feelings to guide her 

contemporary attitude and decisions. The story also shows the close link between family stories and 

contemporary national politics. And finally, by the emotional way in which she shared the story with me, 

you would almost forget that Anna herself has not been deported. Yet the story has affected her almost as 

if she experienced it herself. 

In this thesis I interrogate how people that live in a society with an extremely complicated, violent 

past and only a short history of independence engage with the past, both within their families as well as 

members of a national community. The short period of independence is significant as I will argue 

throughout this thesis, because time is required for the formation of an established collective story, which 

provides guidance in life. I will explore the importance of such a collective story for different groups in 

society. Since Estonia became a member of the European Union (EU) in 2004, which increased the 

visibility of completely different historical experiences in Eastern and Western Europe, this case provides 

the perfect lens through which to look at the dilemmas that people face while providing meaning to their 

lives through remembrance and narration. They have to negotiate between their personal experiences, family 

stories, issues of justice, power and loyalty. In such context an important role is reserved for those who 

write the collective story. In other words, how do various groups of people relate to a collective story of the 

nation’s past, when the past is as emotional and personal as it is in the case of Estonia? 

Just like many other people in Eastern Europe, the inhabitants of Estonia have not been spared 

the horrors of the twentieth century. Being a small country (1,133,917 inhabitants in 1939, source: stat.ee) 

with a short independent history (1920-1939) and a strategic geo-political location, Estonia became a kind 

of plaything of history. From 1939 to 1941, the country was annexed by the Soviet Union. In 1941 the 

German troops arrived and took over control. Estonian men were mobilised both into the Soviet and 

German army. In 1944, when the Soviet army again approached the Baltic States, ten thousands of 

Estonians joined the German army voluntarily in order to defend their home country. On the battlefields 

they faced their own brothers, fathers, friends and neighbours; men who had been recruited into the Soviet 

army. Eventually the Soviet authorities expelled the German rulers and again took over until 1991. 

Eliisa, born in 1940, told me in a 12-hour long interview what these dramatic political turns in 

history have meant for her personal life story: 

“On the 25th of March 1949 we were taken away from our house. […] We have 

seen how they put everything on fire, and how they filled their own pockets with 

those things that could still be of any use. From the trip I remember mainly how 

those Russians were screaming at us as: ‘fascists’. And the cold. There was so much 
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snow outside and people were sleeping in front of the door. We had 5 families in 

our wagon. […] We were in the train for about a month before we arrived. Imagine 

how often we stopped on the way. After the train ride, we went by car to a village 

and met the other families. We got 10 kilos of potatoes, which was really too little. 

[…] No vegetables or anything. And every month someone would come to see 

whether we had not escaped. I could not speak Russian yet at the time. The first 

word I learned was ‘fascist’, because these Russian guards in the train called us that 

way. There were many mountains in this area and after we had returned to Estonia, 

I missed the mountains. My mother did not but I was a child and I missed them. 

But here in Estonia we have the forest instead, which I missed when I was there.” 

Eliisa was deported from Estonia to Siberia in 1949. With her, another 33,861 Estonians (= 3% of the 

total population of 1939) have lived parts of their lives in Gulag (Soviet forced labour camps) for being 

‘enemies of the people’ (Rahi-Tamm, 2005). This number excludes political prisoners sent to Russia, men 

mobilised into the Red Army and people arrested and murdered on the spot. In total, 134,600 Estonians – 

men, women, elderly people, children, intellectuals, farmers, and workers – were repressed by the Soviet 

regime between 1939 and 1991 in one or another way. Not only Estonian families have been deprived of 

their freedom by the Soviet authorities. People of all ethnicities living in Soviet territory – Russians, 

Ukrainians, Latvians, Georgians, Uzbeks, Jews, Chechens, etc. – were in potential danger if they did not live 

according to the Communist rules (Mole, 2012; Polian, 2004). Historians have estimated that between 

1928 and 1953, about 25 million people in total have circulated through the Gulag system (Gheith & 

Jolluck, 2011, p. 3). 

In other words, Eastern Europeans grew up in the ‘bloodlands’, the land between Moscow and the 

German border; the place where Hitler and Stalin fought each other’s armies and where terror would 

inevitably intrude the everyday lives of the locals at some point (Snyder, 2010, pp. vii-viii). Unfortunately, 

these experiences have remained largely unknown to people outside of the region. I – a Dutch person born 

in 1985 – remember the maps in my history textbooks; capitalist Europe in the west in danger of 

Communist Russia in the east, and – what we nowadays call – ‘the Eastern Bloc’ in between; as a black 

spot, hiding the lives – even the existence – of millions of people. After the defeat of Nazi Germany in 

1945 by the US and the Soviet Union, the world became divided between two super powers, which both 

had different political and economic ideals. The Cold War lowered the Iron Curtain over parts of Europe 

and while no longer ‘physically’ present since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, it still exists in the minds 

of many Europeans. This ‘imagined curtain’ is reflected in stories of the past, of those who grew up in 

either a capitalist or communist society. 

What struck me the most while listening to the stories of both young and old Estonians were not 

in the first place their different and painful historical experiences, but rather the emotions with which they 

shared their stories. It felt as if the ghosts of the past were still haunting them and had not been able to find 

rest in a meaningful and coherent story. The absence of a story is problematic because memories of painful 

events that cannot be put into words will return as experiences rather than discursive memories: “they can 
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never be representations, but only presence” (Argenti & Schramm, 2009). Without a meaningful story, 

thus, painful historical experiences are a burden in the present, and are doomed to determine the future 

because one is not able to live fully in the present (Kattago, 2012). Besides that, stories of the past are 

essential to guide us through life (Cattell & Climo, 2002, p. 1): 

“Without memory, the world would cease to exist in any meaningful way, as it does 

for persons with amnesias or dementias that make them forget the self through 

inability to remember some or all of their past and or to create new memories in 

their ongoing life.” 

Meaningful and coherent stories are not only important for individuals but also for communities. They 

inform their members where they come from and what binds them to their neighbours. An officially 

acknowledged story of the past moreover can restore historical injustices by acknowledging the victims and 

condemning the perpetrators and helps to recover a community’s identity (cf. Müller, 2004, p. 18). In the 

absence of such an official story, the past will leave “indelible marks upon their group consciousness” 

(Alexander, Eyerman, Giesen, Smelser, & Sztompka, 2004, p. 1). The absence of an established collective 

story not only threatens the identity of the group but also risks that the past keeps informing political 

decisions in the present (Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003; Lambek & Antze, 1996), or as the well-known quote 

says: “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it” (George Santayana). Such 

societies might get excessively preoccupied with the past. According to Huyssen (2003), the past stays alive 

when it “is still not in place”, when it “has no possibility to settle down” . Jay Winter (2010, p. 12) has 

argued that “less fortunate are people overwhelmed by it”. In other words, power holders in society find 

themselves on the “slippery slope of memory”: “too much memory can make one a slave to the past, but 

too little can undermine identity and lead to repetition” (review by Olick in Kattago, 2012). 

As we will see throughout this thesis, Estonia’s collective story written in the early 1990s has been 

based on individuals’ life stories and has come into being at a time that personal and national pains 

completely overlapped. The injustice inflicted by the Soviet repressions and the victimhood of the native 

inhabitants of the region, became central to the new story of the national community. Almost every family 

knew someone who had been deported, arrested or murdered by the Soviet authorities (Feest, 2007; 

Kõresaar, 2007). In other words, the story that “restore[d] a nation-state” (Ahonen, 2001) has been based 

on ‘responsive memory’, which is likely to evoke emotion rather than a story (Rüsen, 2005a), instead of on 

‘constructive memory’, which is based on a discourse, “moulded […] into a meaningful history and those 

who remember seem to be masters of their past” (Rüsen, 2005a, p. 340). Hungarian anthropologist Eva 

Kovacs (2003, p. 156) has argued that this is often the case with memories of Communism, because the 

“wheels of communicative memory are [still] turning”, which means “we have in our possession no 

coherent, condensed narrative of communism.” 
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In this thesis, I look at the encounters with what my informants perceive to be that ‘collective Estonian 

story’: at commemorations, in the urban landscape, in politics, but also on birthday parties and in their 

family’s farm. I have explored what such a collective story means to various individuals and groups in 

society. What I argue in this thesis is that a strong and established collective story in a peripheral and small 

state like Estonia is desired, yet at the same time as I will show, this brings along new insecurities in a world 

where people and stories are increasingly on the move.  

Setting the scene 

My fieldwork took place, with interruptions, between 2007 and 2014, about 20 years after Estonia 

regained independence, and a couple of years after it joined the EU. In scholarly discourse this period has 

often been described as a ‘transition’ or ‘transformation’: the reconfiguration of a post-communist and post-

authoritarian society to a more European and democratic society (e.g. Bennich-Björkman, 2007; Berdahl, 

Bunzl, & Lampland, 2000; Burawoy & Verdery, 1999; Calhoun, 2004; Elster, 1998; Jaskovska & Moran, 

2006; Lauristin & Vihalemm, 1997; Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2009, 2010; Mole, 2012; Teitel, 2005). Of 

course, societies do not simply become less communist or more ‘European’. How a society deals with its 

heritage depends first and foremost on the people in power and on their ideals for the future. 

Estonia’s political elite has been very fragmented since the early 1990s. The newborn republic was 

predominantly governed by right-wing nationalist conservative parties. There was little legitimacy left for 

left-wing parties because leftist ideas were tainted by the Soviet experience. Since 1999, the two main 

political parties have been the neo-liberal, right-of-centre Estonian Reform Party [Reformierakond] headed 

by Siim Kallas (1948) – former member of the Communist Party and co-initiator of the economic reforms 

(IME) during the struggle for independence – and the centre-left Centre Party [Keskerakond], headed by 

Edgar Savisaar (1950). Savisaar is one of the most controversial Estonian politicians: for some he is a hero 

who struggled for independence in the late 1980s as leader of the Popular Front (more on this in Chapter 

3), for others he is authoritarian, corrupt and a traitor to Estonian interests. Savisaar’s party is the most 

popular party among the Russian minority and has had a cooperation agreement with Putin’s United 

Russia since 2004 (Estonian Public Broadcasting ERR, 18 March 2014, politics). He has been mayor of 

Tallinn from 2001-2004 and since 2007. 
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Table 1- Seats of Parliament (Riigikogu) 

 2003 2007 2011 

Centre Party 28** 29 26 
Reform Party 19*/** 31* 33* 
Res publica 28*   
Pro Patria   7   
Fatherland (3+4)   19* 23* 
Moderates/Social Democrats   6 10~ 19 
People’s Union 13*/**   6   0 
The Greens    6   0 
*=coalition, **=second coalition, same term, ~=left coalition during term 

In 2003, a new centre-right party headed by Juhan Parts (1966) – Res Publica – gained the popular votes 

of the conservative Pro Patria Party, headed by Mart Laar. Mart Laar (1960) had been the founder of the 

Heritage Society in the late 1980s, independence activist, prime-minister from 1992-1994 and 1999-2002 

and an important national historian. Res Publica polled second during the 2003 elections, right after the 

Centre Party, and formed a coalition with the Reform Party and the rural-oriented People’s Union. After 

two years this coalition collapsed and Andrus Ansip (1956, Reform Party) – former Communist Party 

member, banker and former mayor of Tartu – succeeded Parts as Prime Minister, in coalition with the 

Centre Party and the People’s Union. In the elections of 2007, the Reform Party and the Centre Party won 

most votes. Res Publica and Pro Patria decided to join forces and as the national-conservative Fatherland 

Party (Pro Patria and Res Publica Union) they became third, headed by Mart Laar. The new social-

democratic president Toomas-Hendrik Ilves assigned Ansip the task of forming the new government. The 

new centre-of-right coalition was composed of the Reform Party, the Fatherland Party and the Social 

Democrats. In 2009 the Social Democrats left the coalition after disagreements on how to respond to the 

economic crisis. Ansip remained Prime Minister. These two ruling parties – the Reform Party and the 

Fatherland Party – won again in the 2011 elections and remained in power. The Centre Party lost votes to 

the growing Social Democrats. The latter merged with the small right-of-centre Russian Party (Vene 

Erakond Eestis) in 2012. The Social Democrats are currently led by Sven Mikser (1973), a former member 

of the Centre Party (Pääbo, 2008; Heinsalu et al, 2012). 

In contrast to other post-Soviet countries, Estonia’s political elite have since the early 1990s 

turned away from Communist politics as far as possible. Towards the late 1990s it changed in the direction 

of the centre-left, but has turned again towards the right in the 2000s. Estonian political scientist Evald 

Mikkel (2006, p. 32) has argued that the Estonian party system is not yet consolidated, and therefore open 

to populist rhetoric. 

As we will see throughout this thesis, the Soviet legacy has been an important topic of political 

debate for all political parties, which is closely related to the question of integration into Europe. Even 

during my fieldwork period – 15 to 20 years after the first parliamentary elections – the question of how to 

deal with the remnants of the Soviet past again steered both political and societal discussion. The stories of 
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my informants should thus be seen in the context of the ‘war of monuments’ that took place when I arrived 

and its immediate aftermath in the years after.  

The War of Monuments and its aftermath 

In August 2007, when I left The Netherlands for my first fieldwork period (until February 2008), I arrived 

in a society divided by ethnic tensions and feelings of insecurity. In April 2007, only a few months before, 

the so-called ‘War of Monuments’ (Brüggemann & Kasekamp, 2008; Burch & Smith, 2007) or ‘War of 

Memories’ (Pääbo, 2008) had escalated into a major clash between Russian-Estonians and ethnic 

Estonians. This ‘war’ had started five years earlier, in 2002, when the Freedom Fighters’ Union 

[Vabadusvõitlejate Liit] wanted to erect a monument in Pärnu, “to all the Estonian soldiers who fell in the 

Second War of Independence for their homeland and a free Europe 1940-1945.” The problem with the 

monument was that it portrayed Nazi symbols, including the uniform in which Estonian men had fought 

against Communism. 

The initiative to erect this monument was voiced in a time of intense societal debate about how to 

deal with the Soviet legacy. For instance, the newly elected president of Estonia (2001-2006) Arnold 

Rüütel, who had been part of the Soviet nomenklatura (people who held key positions in the former Soviet 

Union), became the centre of a controversy about the intentions of the former nomenklatura members. 

Should a former Communist Party member have the right to become president of Estonia? Rüütel argued 

that Estonians who joined the Communist Party did so for patriotic reasons, in order to secure an ‘Estonian 

say’ in politics (Jõesalu, 2012, p. 1022). With the approaching EU accession, another question extensively 

discussed at that time was to what extent the Estonian state should deal with history as ‘the West’ would 

like to see it. Estonia had to fulfil several requirements for joining the EU, such as improving the status of 

the Russian minority and critically investigating the role of Estonians in WWII. Afraid of reactions from 

international bodies, the national government urged the local authorities to remove the monument even 

before its unveiling (Brüggeman and Kasekamp, 2008).  

This removal was salt on the wounds of these Estonian veterans. Why were they not allowed to 

commemorate their compatriots in an independent, free and democratic society?1 Two years later, when the 

Estonian state had just realised its entrance into the EU, the Freedom Fighters’ Union made a second 

attempt to erect the monument. This time in a different municipality – Lihula – and with a different 

plaque: “To Estonian men who fought in 1940-1945 against bolshevism and to restore Estonia’s 

independence”. The monument caused strong critique from the international Jewish community and the 

Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) (Pääbo, 2008, p. 13, and see for example 

“The OSCE condemns the Lihula monument,” 2004). Estonian state authorities were invited to the 

unveiling ceremony, but declined the offer. Prime Minister Juhan Parts stated that although he honours the 

                                                             

1 This feeling has been clearly voiced in the many interactions I have had with Estonian veterans who served in the 
German army in the fight against Communism. 
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Estonian WWII soldiers, they should be remembered by “honouring their actual aims and motives and not 

a uniform that has been forced unto them” (“The people threw stones at those who removed the Lihula 

memorial,” 2004). Kristiina Ojuland, of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, said: “The Lihula monument is 

not understood in the world” (“Ojuland: The Lihula monument is not understood in the world,” 2004). 

Most of all, the state authorities were afraid that their international reputation would be damaged if they 

would allow the monument to stay (Feest, 2007, p. 259). A couple of days after its unveiling, the 

monument was again removed under heavy protest from Estonian national radicals and veterans (Pääbo, 

2008, p. 13) and eventually ended up in a museum. 

The ‘war of monuments’ began to escalate once Estonian national radicals successfully managed 

to mobilise a society-wide fear of being still a non-sovereign, ‘spiritually occupied’ country (Feest, 2007, p. 

259). As we will see in Chapter 5, part of these radicals have a history and social network that provides 

them with quite a powerful position in society. The question about how to deal with the Soviet legacy 

began to engage a much larger part of society than just veterans, politicians and cultural intellectuals. In an 

attempt to lessen the fear that was spreading and to reckon with the desire for a stronger political stance, 

Estonian president Arnold Rüütel announced – despite contrary advice from members of Estonia’s cultural 

elite – that he would not attend the 60th anniversary of the defeat over Nazism, organised in Moscow in 

2005. The end of WWII, he argued, meant freedom for a large part of Europe, but not for Estonia 

(Onken, 2007a). At the same time, this decision polished his personal image, confirming his earlier 

statement that former nomenklatura members can simultaneously be patriots. 

Rüütel’s decision aggravated Russian-Estonians. I will use ‘Russian-Estonians’ to refer to the 

Russian speakers that live in Estonia. In everyday Estonian language, they are simply referred to as 

‘Russians’ [venelased], which does not distinguish them in any way from the Russians that live in Russia. 

Nowadays this group makes up 24.8% of the population of Estonia (census 2012: 84.3% of all 

inhabitants has Estonian citizenship, 8.9% has another citizenship – primarily Russian – and 6.8% has no 

citizenship). These Russian-Estonians (or their parents) had primarily come to the Estonian Soviet 

Socialist Republic (ESSR) during the 1950s-1960s, when the Soviet authorities sent them there to work. 

They were considered more reliable than ethnic Estonians, and thus the authorities in Moscow placed them 

in higher positions (e.g. Estonian Communist Party) and gave them the better houses (often of Estonian 

intellectuals who had fled the Soviet occupation in 1944) (Raun, 2001). They were moreover not 

encouraged to learn the local language, because Russian was institutionalised as the primary language in the 

Soviet territories. This situation made many ethnic Estonians feel treated as second class citizens and as 

inferior to Russians in the period 1944-1991. 

As we will see in Chapter 1, this ‘historical injustice’ was set straight right away after regaining 

independence in 1991. Those Russian-Estonians who had not lived in Estonian territory before the war 

and had not registered as Estonian citizens in the late 1980s, were left without Estonian citizenship. Many 

Russian-Estonians lost their jobs, partly because they were required to speak Estonian, and citizenship 
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rights. These Russian speakers, who had moved within Soviet territory, suddenly lived in a ‘foreign’ land, 

where they had become an ethnic minority and could not speak the local language. The proportion of 

Estonian media in the Russian language has been fairly limited (P. Vihalemm, 2006) and many Russian-

Estonians follow Russian media sources instead. During the war of monuments, this fact very much divided 

Estonian society along ethnic lines. Russian media sources portrayed the Soviet victory over Nazism in 

WWII as central to Russian identity, and framed the decisions of the Estonian state as being based on a 

discourse that Estonia was not liberated in 1944 but occupied (Pääbo, 2008, pp. 11-12) as ‘fascist’. That is 

why the decision of the Estonian president not to attend the anniversary of the Soviet victory was so 

painful for many Russian-Estonians; a historical event of so much importance to them was simply denied in 

the history of the country in which they live. 

A group of radical Estonians could not stand the idea that Russian-Estonians dared to publicly 

voice a different view about history. This reminded them too much of the superior position of Russians in 

the past (Lehti, Jutila, & Jokisipila, 2008). On the 9th of May 2006 some of these Estonians went to the 

Victory Day celebration near the ‘Bronze Soldier’ (or Alyosha as he is called in Russian) – a WWII 

memorial erected after the war by the Soviet authorities – to demonstratively wave the Estonian flag and to 

put red paint on the soldier. If the Lihula monument was not allowed for being a symbol of a totalitarian 

regime, then also the Bronze Soldier had no right to stay in the capital’s centre, they argued. Radical 

Russian-Estonians responded to this provocative visit to the 9th of May commemoration by carving SS 

insignia into the gravestones of Estonian soldiers. Both groups were now backed politically. The Fatherland 

Party who was in the opposition supported the Estonian radicals, with whom they have good connections, 

as I will show in Chapter 5. The small centre-left Constitutional Party – mainly supported by the Russian 

minority – said they would defend the statue (Pääbo, 2008, p. 13). 

This political involvement as well as the events taking place provided the Estonian radicals with a 

sense of legitimacy. In the name of security, Estonian police forces interfered on 9 May 2006 and removed 

the group of Estonian radicals from the Russian speaking mass. Public discourse became very heated after 

that: why was the Estonian flag removed from the capital of an independent country and the Soviet flag 

not? The eagerness to remove the Bronze Soldier from the city centre grew among Estonians (Ehala, 2009, 

p. 145). With the increasing ethnic tension, the ruling parties were also forced to take position. The Centre 

Party did not want to lose its Russian speaking electorate and argued that the monument should stay 

(Pettai & Mölder, 2011, p. 208): as an important symbol for about 200,000 Estonian inhabitants, its 

relocation would divide society and increase ethnic tensions (Pääbo, 2008, p. 15). 

The Reform Party considered its position in the upcoming elections. Because Res Publica and 

Pro Patria had merged and Andrus Ansip, leader of the Reform Party, was afraid to lose votes to them, he 

also chose a strong national stance (Pääbo, 2008, p. 16). He argued in favour of relocating the monument 

from the city centre to a military cemetery in the outskirt of Tallinn, because it guaranteed safety and 

removed a symbol of occupation from the country’s capital. If the monument would stay, the situation 
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between radical Estonians and radical Russian-Estonians might escalate. Besides that, these radical Russian-

Estonians (organised in ‘the Night Watch’ / ‘Ночной дозор’ / ‘Öine Vahtkond’, founded in 2006) were 

suspected of having close connections with the Kremlin, which could create political problems between 

Estonia and Russia (“The shadow of Russian diplomats appears behind the actions of extremists,” 2007). 

The Bronze Soldier transformed from a monument that had not bothered the majority of 

Estonians for years, into a major stake in a political contest. The main question that was being fought over 

was: who has the right to decide what is going to happen with it? Arguments in favour of relocation were 

based on ethnic nationalism or the idea that Estonians have the right to decide what happens on Estonian 

territory. Leaving the monument in the city centre was publicly framed as handing over the power again to 

the Russian minority and Russia. The struggle over the monument was thus essentially a struggle over 

power. By relocating the monument from the city centre to the outskirts, the political elite made a clear 

statement: the stories of the ethnic minority do not belong in the centre. Such silencing of narratives of 

ethnic minorities is not uncommon (Berger & Lorenz, 2008; Berger, Lorenz, & Melman, 2012). The 

dominant classes use memory politics to legitimise their actions (Booth, 1999; Friedman, 1992; Huyssen, 

2003; Müller, 2004; Olick & Robbins, 1998; Wertsch, 2002; Winter & Sivan, 1999). By relocating the 

monument, they conveyed the message that the Soviet period was an occupation and not liberation. The 

Russian minority was thus disempowered in two ways: framed as an ethnic minority and as the descendants 

of former occupiers (Kattago, 2009; Melchior & Visser, 2011). 

The reason why the relocation was so widely supported among ethnic Estonians was because the 

political threat – both from inside by the Russian minority, which is still perceived as very influential and as 

strongly attached to its Russian origins, and from outside by Russia but also by the EU – that was being 

spread, was perceived as very real. The emotions that I observed when I arrived for that first fieldwork 

period were emotions of insecurity. And these were no marginalised individuals, but primarily Estonian 

students I spoke to, with whom I could communicate in English. Some of my informants were seriously 

afraid that Estonia would lose its independence again. Others felt very insecure about how to position 

themselves in their daily interactions: were Estonians allowed not to support the relocation and how to 

relate to one’s Russian speaking colleagues? Even Estonians and Russian-Estonians who had lived 

peacefully together for years, were suddenly – by the emotions evoked by the public and private discussions 

– forced to re-evaluate and justify their relationship with their Russian/Estonian colleagues, neighbours, 

friends, etcetera (Melchior & Visser, 2011). 

Of course, there were also ethnic Estonians who believed that the relocation was a bad idea. As I 

have argued elsewhere, these were people who did not feel threatened by the Russian minority; who saw 

them as victims rather than occupiers (Melchior & Visser, 2011). But in the public discourse there was 

little space for these ‘counter-memories’ (Foucault, 1977), as in that time of immense insecurity they were 

perceived as threatening the homogeneity of the group and independence. Just to be clear, as I will show in 

Chapter 6 in more detail, there have definitely been times in Estonia’s recent history with more space for 
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counter-memories and for marginalised groups to voice themselves publicly. But during the ‘War of 

Monuments’ the sense of insecurity was so high and history so emotional, that many were no “masters of 

their past” (Rüsen, 2005a, p. 340). Hungarian memory scholar Eva Kovacs (2003, p. 156) explains why it 

is difficult to be open to the stories of others in such a context of insecurity. This would mean that 

“despite our own dispersed and fragmentary experiences, we would be capable of 

accepting not only that other people possess fundamentally different experiences but 

perhaps that our own experiences, when viewed from our present-day perspective, 

are unpleasant and difficult to bear”. 

In other words, in times of uncertainty and crisis people long more for coherent stories of the past and for 

memory (Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003; Lambek & Antze, 1996). “When identity is not in question, neither 

is memory” (Lambek & Antze, 1996, p. xxii). Also Czech writer Milan Kundera (1984) has recognised 

that an established story of the past becomes more important in times of a perceived threat: 

“The identity of a people and of a civilization is reflected and concentrated in what 

has been created by mind – in what is known as ‘culture’. If this identity is 

threatened with extinction, cultural life… becomes the living value around which all 

people rally. That is why in… Central Europe the collective cultural memory… 

assumed roles so great…” 

The increasing integration into the EU and the discussion raised by the Estonian radicals created as it were 

a ‘liminal phase’, as defined by anthropologist Victor Turner (1967), in which old structures dissolve and 

new ones are to be constructed. Elaborating on Clifford Geertz’ claim about belief systems (1973), Van de 

Port (1994) argues that in such liminal phases and moments of chaos people dream of uncontested and 

non-ambivalent stories, stories that are lived as ‘the truth’ and that stay unquestioned. By removing the 

Bronze Soldier in the heat of that moment, the ruling elite took a clear stance on history and provided the 

people with such a clear story. 

I left Estonia for half a year and returned in the summer of 2008 to take a summer course in 

Estonian. The feelings of insecurity that I had observed half a year before were again evoked when the war 

between Russia and Georgia broke out. Estonian politicians felt very committed to their Georgian 

colleagues. Mart Laar went directly to Georgia as advisor of president Saakashvili. In the media, Estonian 

politicians again spread fear about the threat of Estonian independence. Laar argued that “it would be crazy 

to reduce the defence budget now” (“Laar: to decrease the defence expenses now would be madness,” 

2008) and president Ilves said that “we are strong when we unite ourselves” (“President: we are strong 

when we unite ourselves,” 2008). Laar (“Laar,” 2008) criticised the passive attitude of the West. An 

Estonian reserve Lieutenant Colonel discussed with a map in the newspaper how Estonian citizens should 

flee the country when Russian tanks enter and how Estonian defense troops will defend the country (“Leo 

Kunnas: Estonians have to defend their state themselves,” 2008).  
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Figure 1- A map published in the Postimees (“Leo Kunnas,” 2008), showing how Russian tanks might enter Estonia 

My friend Anna showed me the map in Figure 1 in that summer of 2008, arguing that Estonia’s 

independence was really in danger and invited me over to a Georgian restaurant in order to “support 

Georgia”. She was not the only Estonian who felt a moral obligation to ‘do something’. Over a million 

crowns were donated to Georgia (“More than a million crowns has been donated to support the 

Georgians,” 2008) and there was a drive to buy Georgian products (“Latvians started to buy Georgian wine 

diligently,” 2008). In Chapter 4 I will go deeper into this sense of moral obligation that especially my 

younger highly educated informants perceive. 

For now it is especially important to understand that the legacy of the Soviet past in Estonia is 

not solely a political discussion, but became at the beginning of my fieldwork – as in the beginning of the 

1990s – a very urgent and actual topic in the lives of many of my informants. The relocation of the Bronze 

Soldier and the Georgian war supported the nationalist argument that independence cannot be taken for 

granted and that both the political elite as well as every Estonian citizen have an obligation to defend that 

independence. 

This does not mean of course that all Estonians are thinking about their nation’s cruel history day 

and night, or are considering how they can prevent its repetition in the future. When I returned for a longer 

fieldwork period, from April 2010 to June 2011, I definitely noticed a different atmosphere. The ethnic 

tension had become less obvious and the past did not seem to interrupt everyday life that often anymore. 

What did remain, though, was the recurring discourse of insecurity (also observed by other scholars such as 

G. Feldman, 2008a; Mälksoo, 2010), in various domains: when the euro was introduced in 2011, the 

shrinking population size and the economic crisis. 

Because of that recurring sense of insecurity, the state and civic society are quite active in organising public 

events to bring Estonians together and celebrate their greatness. For instance, the year 2008 was dedicated 

to the 90th anniversary of the Republic of Estonia. About 1000 commemorative and educative events were 
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organised all over the country. Events were also organised in other countries to draw attention to Estonia’s 

anniversary. In Estonia, historical battles were re-enacted, significant dates in the national history were 

marked, children’ films were launched to educate Estonian children about the importance of their country’s 

history, and a national cleaning campaign, a night Song Festival in remembrance of the one of the 

reawakening period in 1988, special theatre plays (“Truth and justice” by Estonian author Tammsaare) and 

museum exhibitions (“The will to be on our own”) were organised.2  

“The aim of the jubilee year of the Estonian Republic is to encourage all the 

citizens of Estonia to feel the happiness of independent Estonia, and to carry our 

country forward in the future. The celebrated jubilee year of the republic’s 90th 

anniversary carries the slogan: “A country built together”. The aim of the jubilee 

year is to deepen the Feelings of One’s Country [Oma Riigi Tunne].” 

In 2009, the Song and Dance Festival that takes place every 5 years was organised. This tradition goes back 

to the end of the 19th century to the period of the National Awakening, and continues to attract visitors 

(230,000 people - 18% of the total population of Estonia). The songs are about the preciousness of 

freedom and about the love for the land and its culture. Speeches at these festivals emphasise the strengths 

of the Estonian people, if they unite spiritually and culturally. They remind the population of the fact that 

independence is not something that should be taken for granted. 

In 2011 Tallinn took the opportunity to present itself as a ‘European Cultural Capital’ to a 

foreign audience, very seriously. For instance, the shopkeepers in the centre of Tallinn had to take a course 

on polite behaviour towards customers in order to help create a perfect image of the country. “As a 

candidate for the European Capital of Culture 2011, Tallinn and Estonia have the potential to return to 

the European cultural map as full members, forming a new European identity.”3 In the summer of this year 

the concert ‘Vabaduse Laul’ [‘Song of Freedom’] was organised to mark 20 years of regained independence 

(20th of August 1991). Estonian president Ilves delivered a speech, emphasising that freedom is not 

something to take for granted: 

“If a day as a free person feels like a second, a day in a prison feels like eternity. 

Then every moment of light and a brief glittering of freedom become important and 

stay in mind. The Estonian people remember that. They remember the sweet 

exuberance of the Song Festival, the twilight of freedom here at the same Song 

Festival grounds, which our people have taken to heart as their home.” 

Ilves here stressed the victory of 20 years ago when Estonians regained their independence, at the very spot 

where it happened. But he emphasised as well Estonia’s most recent ‘victory’ – becoming visible in Europe: 

                                                             

2 More information can be found on www.90eesti.ee 
3 The original application can be found here: www.kultuurikatel.ee See page 25 for this quotation. 
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“We can be very proud. Twenty years ago it would have been a dream to think that we are the European 

capital of culture this year. But we have achieved this dream.” 

Positioning this research: An anthropology of post-Soviet 

remembering 

Western social scientists have become more and more interested in the former socialist republics – although 

slowly – since the fall of the Iron Curtain in Europe. In the early 1990s, political scientists and sociologists 

were primarily intrigued by the large-scale protests that had taken place in the socialist and Soviet states in 

the 1980s. Western social movement theories were not able to explain the spontaneous mobilisation of 

masses of communist citizens (Jenkins and Perrow 1977 and Tilly 1978 in Opp & Gern, 1993, p. 659). 

Since the late 1990s, interest has shifted to the political and economic transformation of communist to 

capitalist societies. How do Central and Eastern European countries become more ‘modern’? Several of 

these studies focusing on macro social changes assume an evolutionary development of states, and describe 

the former socialist states as having “fall[en] behind over the preceding decades, if not centuries” and their 

need to “catch up” with the west (Bafoil, 2009, p. 1). How have these states accepted European regulations 

in the light of their wish to become ‘European’? In this context, the Baltic States have provided the perfect 

case study, having successfully turned towards Western Europe while implementing harsh measures to 

adopt capitalism (Clemens Jr, 2001; Jacobsson, 2010; Norgaard, Johannsen, Skak, & Sorensen, 1999; 

Pabriks & Purs, 2001). Several western and Baltic scholars have studied the support for the EU in the 

1990s, the transition from dependence to independence, and the political adaptation to the European 

Union. 

The transformation of the post-socialist world has mainly been studied in terms of the transition 

of macro structures, such as the state and economy (Berdahl, et al., 2000, p. 3; Burawoy & Verdery, 1999, 

p. 1). Although some of these macro-studies do recognise that change often involves challenges (cf. Pabriks 

& Purs, 2001) and questions of insecurity, when a ‘David’-state turns its back to a ‘Goliath’-state (Clemens 

Jr, 2001), they fail to see how the uncertainty created by these changes are experienced by the people who 

actually live them. Such a macro approach not only hides the unintended consequences of change, but also 

the very way in which new structures develop. Sociologist Michael Burawoy and anthropologist Katherine 

Verdery (1999, p. 2) argue that it is in the transformation of macro structures that micro-worlds have a 

space to “produce autonomous effects that may have unexpected influence over the structures that have 

been emerging”. In other words, macro changes tell us little if we have no idea of how people deal with the 

emerging uncertainties. Anthropologists are pre-eminently the social scientists who could provide this in-

depth, micro perspective on social change in the post-socialist world. Their methodological approaches 

allow us to get beyond a sole focus on extraordinary events such as WWII and the horrors of Stalinism and 
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beyond macro changes, and instead provide an understanding of the largely unknown ‘blank pages’ of 

everyday life in this post-socialist transformation process (cf. Humphrey, 2002, p. x). 

Unfortunately, the number of anthropological studies on this region is still fairly limited. There 

are several reasons for that. First of all, anthropology did not develop as a social scientific discipline in the 

socialist academy. The focus was rather on folklore and ethnology, inspired by Herder’s ideas of Volk. 

Folklorism as a discipline served the political purpose of searching for and preserving the essence of the 

Volksgeist (Kürti & Skalník, 2009, p. 295 and further). Social and cultural anthropology in the post-

socialist world therefore only began to grow from the 1990s onwards. Secondly, there has been little 

interest on the part of Western European anthropologists to study Eastern Europe. Exotic places have 

received much more attention. From the 1970s onwards, European anthropologists refocused their 

attention from their former colonies to places closer to home, especially in Western and Southern Europe 

(Boissevain, 1975). They were not able to do research in Eastern Europe. The few anthropologists that did 

manage to study ‘the east’ used local scholars as well-informed informants, rather than taking them 

seriously as academic scholars. This hierarchy continues to stymie cooperation between Western and 

Eastern European anthropologists, for example through edited volumes and journals, and stands in the way 

of the growth of anthropological insights on the challenges and uncertainties of post-socialist changes 

(Kürti & Skalník, 2009, p. 14). 

Another field of studies to which I want to contribute in this thesis is memory studies. This 

booming field has been studied from various disciplinary angles: psychology, political science, history, 

sociology, literary studies, media studies and also increasingly anthropology. Many studies focus on the 

production of memory on the macro level, thus in commemorations, text books, films or museums (Nora, 

1989; Winter & Sivan, 1999; Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003). With the increasing number of oral historians, 

also the interest in the experience of the past has grown in memory studies. The studies on memory done in 

Estonia can be mainly located in this domain. Ethnologist Ene Kõresaar (2002a, 2004, 2005, 2007, 

2011a, 2011b, 2011c) has introduced this concept in Estonia in the early 2000s. Together with 

ethnologists Kirsti Jõesalu (Jõesalu, 2005, 2010), Terje Anepaio (2002) and Kristi Grünberg (2009), 

literary scholars Tiina Kirss and Rutt Hinrikus (2009) and sociologist Aarelaid Tart (2006), she has done 

extensive analyses of the life stories gathered in the late 1980s by the Heritage Society, and later on 

organised new life story campaigns as well. These studies have shown how the Soviet period has been 

framed as a ‘rupture’ in many people’s personal stories, but also how this discourse has diminished over 

time, focusing more on the everyday life in mature socialism. Since accession to the EU in 2004, academics 

have also started to investigate the memory of WWII and the different experiences under German and 

Soviet occupation (Kõresaar, 2007, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c). Estonian historians and political scientists have 

also become increasingly interested in memory politics and the representation of history (Kasekamp, 2007; 

Pääbo, 2008, 2011a; Pettai & Onken, 2009; Saarts, 2008). 
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What I would like to add to these studies is especially an insight in the encounters between personal/family 

stories and collective stories. Many of the scholars who focus on the individual level, focus on individuals 

who have themselves lived through a specific historical period. They often do take the time in which the 

story is recollected into account (Jõesalu & Kõresaar, 2013) but that is not the objective as such. I attempt 

to bring the collective and personal and the public and private together by focussing on different 

generations and on those moments that the collective story starts to matter to people. In Chapter 2 I will 

ask for example what does it mean to people to have their story represented in a collective story? After all, it 

is still largely unknown how memory politics in a turbulent society with a lack of an established public 

memory passes on an emotional history to its members and gains ground in the everyday lives of its people. 

This study will thus not only provide a better understanding of story making and the impossibility of story 

making on both an individual and collective level in times of crisis, but will also bring together studies on 

post-Soviet transition, anthropology and memory studies. 

Estonia as part of the post-Socialist world 

Of course, many of the questions Estonia had to deal with in these recent years have been faced by other 

post-communist countries as well. For instance, the question which history books should be used for 

rewriting national history? Like in Estonia, Lithuanian intellectuals decided to use interwar history 

textbooks as historical truths, herewith rigorously deciding that the Soviet past was no part of the ‘natural’ 

and ‘national’ history of the nation-state (Snyder, 2003, p. 101). And how should be dealt with the Russian 

minority, as ‘remnants’ of the Soviet past? Like Estonia, the Latvian state implemented a rather harsh 

citizenship policy, which granted citizenship only to people of Latvian descent or inhabitants of Latvia 

before 1939 (Verdery, 1998, p. 294). And what should be done with property that had been confiscated 

by the former Communist authorities? Like in Estonia, Romanian land claims are back dated to prior 

ownership, kinship ties with the land and the hard work one has put in there (Verdery, 1998, p. 299). As 

in Estonia, most post-Soviet countries still deal with the question of what to do with the public remains of 

the Soviet/Communist period: street names, monuments, etcetera (Therborn, 2006, p. 224). The answers 

given to these questions largely depend on the specifics of the current situation in each country. 

If we compare Estonian society to other post-communist societies in Europe, it is first of all 

important to distinguish between the former satellite states (the post-socialist or post-communist states) 

and the states that constituted the USSR (the post-Soviet states). The former were officially independent 

after WWII, but in practice were under the economic, political and ideological hegemony of the Soviet 

Union. In 1955 this cooperation, friendship and mutual assistance was officially declared in the Warsaw 

Pact, on the initiative of the USSR, who wanted to secure its territory from future invasions from the west. 

The latter states were actual Soviet Republics from 1945 to 1991, centrally governed from Moscow. Soviet 

citizens had significantly less freedom to travel or to use pre-war national symbols than the inhabitants of 

the satellite states. Besides that, in contrast to the satellite states, the political elite of the ESSR initially 
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consisted not of Communists of the local nationality but primarily of Communists sent from Moscow (cf. 

Clemens Jr, 2001, p. xxiv). In 1946, the Communist Party of Estonia consisted of 52% Russians, 21% 

‘Yestonians’ (Estonians who had moved to Russia before 1920 – the ‘Y’ refers to their heavy Russian 

accent in Estonian (O’Connor, 2003, p. 124)) and only 27% local Estonians (Raun, 2001). This is a 

crucial difference when speaking about people’s experiences. Poles might have resisted Communism as a 

political system and as foreign domination to some extent; Estonians who resisted, resisted not only the 

system but also the process of Russification and Russians as a national group. Estonians can blame an 

Other, a foreigner who came from outside, and had no right to rule the country. 

Secondly, those post-communist countries that have known a period of independence and thus 

have a memory of statehood differ significantly from those which did not. In this respect, Estonia and the 

other Baltic States – having been independent between WWI and WWII – have more in common with the 

Soviet satellite states than with post-Soviet countries. This is also one of the reasons why the Baltic States 

in contrast to the other post-Soviet states have turned completely away from cooperation with Russia in the 

early 1990s. Right after the collapse of the Soviet Union, Belarus, Ukraine and Russia established the 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). All post-Soviet states became a member, except for the three 

Baltic States. They decided to seek affiliation with the EU and NATO. Because of their strong orientation 

towards the West and abrupt break with the east, the Baltic States were quite successful in their aim to 

enter into a Western sphere of influence (Berg, 2002; Lamoreaux & Galbreath, 2008). As we have seen in 

the section ‘Setting the scene’, this orientation towards the West has not only brought along good things 

but also new insecurities. 

Thirdly, it is important to acknowledge that although the three Baltic States – Estonia, Latvia and 

Lithuania – have a lot in common in terms of history, there are some particularities to Estonian history and 

society that deserve some attention here. Compared to Latvia and Lithuania, Estonia’s Jewry, numbering 

4381 Jews in 1934, was relatively small and their settlement in Estonia had a much shorter history. Because 

three quarters of all Estonian Jews managed to flee to Soviet Russia before the Germans arrived, ‘only’ 963 

Estonian Jews (22% out of 4381 Estonian Jews in 1934) were killed. Because of this small number, the 

communicative memories about Jews have been few and a public Holocaust memory has been perceived in 

Estonia as ‘not ours’. I will say more about this in Chapter 7. The Latvian and Lithuanian population and 

state simply cannot ignore the legacy of the Holocaust and the question how to deal with that, since they 

respectively lost 61,000 (65% of the Latvian Jewry) and 195,000 Jews (95% of the Lithuanian Jewry) 

(Weiss-Wendt, 2008). 

Fourthly, in contrast to for instance Lithuania, Georgia or Poland, institutionalised religion has 

played a minor role in Estonian identity formation. In Lithuania, Georgia and Poland, nationalism and 

religion have been closely linked to each other during the Communist period and therefore still today, link 

national feelings to faith (Moes, 2009; Pelkmans, 2006).  
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A fifth significant characteristic of Estonian society is its big Russian minority. This immigration of 

Russian speakers has not only changed the experience of Communism – as this necessarily brought along a 

process of Russification – it also posed difficult questions to a newly established nation: how to deal with 

that minority? This, together with the sixth particularity, Estonia’s extremely small size (1.3 million 

inhabitants), being one of the smallest nation-states in the world, and the seventh, its geographical location 

between the super power Russia and the western world, make that fear of cultural extinction is a very real 

concern. Whereas other (post-communist) countries struggle with fears for cultural extinction as well, in 

Estonia it concerns a fear for the extinction of a whole people. 

Eighthly, Estonia has been integrating very rapidly into the EU. As we will see in Chapter 3, in 

the ESSR an elite network of intellectuals had formed from the 1960s onwards who read foreign literature 

smuggled from Sweden and Finland (Stöcker, 2012). Unwittingly, they had prepared themselves for life in 

freedom and democracy. Such networks emerged in the Latvian and Lithuanian SSR only in the 1980s. By 

that time many of Tallinn’s inhabitants secretly watched Finnish television and learned about life behind 

the Iron Curtain. Once Estonia regained its independence, these intellectuals became leading politicians 

who implemented the market-liberal measures they had read about in foreign literature during the Soviet 

period. Although this ‘shock therapy’ increased the inequality in society, it boosted the national economy. 

Between 2000 and the economic crisis, the growth was amongst the highest in Europe, earning the name 

‘Baltic Tiger’. Estonia is in the top ten most liberal economies in the world (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2009, 

p. 4). It also scores high on level of democracy, according to a scale of the Freedomhouse. Although 

Estonian democracy comes with footnotes as we will see later on and such scales are dubious, its ranking as 

second (1.93, after Slovenia - 1.89) of all other European post-communist countries (the lower the better – 

compared to e.g. Latvia 2.11, Hungary 2.86, Poland 2.14, and Russia 6.18), the level of democracy might 

actually be relatively high.4 A final sign of rapid integration into ‘modern Europe’ is Estonia’s successful 

image of being E-stonia; a high-tech, internet oriented country.5 Many things that take a long bureaucratic 

process in other European countries can be easily arranged online in Estonia. For instance, Estonia is the 

first country in the world that has implemented internet voting. Whereas this fast integration in the West is 

presented in literature focussing on macro structures as primarily a positive development, meaning turning 

away from Russia (Lamoreaux & Galbreath, 2008), it evokes new questions of insecurity in people’s 

everyday lives as well. 

The concerns, uncertainties and questions discussed here are of course to a large extent shared on 

a national level, being represented in national media and implemented through national policies. But the 

ways in which Estonians perceive them might differ from region to region and person to person, because of 

                                                             

4 See http://www.freedomhouse.org/report-types/nations-transit 
5 Here is an example to show how proud Estonians feel about their internet facilities. This is what president Ilves 
posted on his Facebook: http://www.cominghomethebook.com/2012/11/estonia-internet-u-s-culture/ 
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different historical and current experiences. I will come to these differences in the next section, where I 

explain the process through which I have gathered the data analysed in this thesis. 

The research setting  

I chose Tartu as my fieldwork location for various reasons. From the 13th century onwards Tartu has been 

an important international trading city as part of the Hanseatic League and since the 17th century the 

university city of Estonia. The university was my first incentive for establishing my fieldwork in Tartu, as I 

wanted to get the status of an exchange PhD student. Whereas Tallinn has the image of being the business 

centre of Estonia, Tartu is said to be the country’s cultural and spiritual heart and to have a spirit of 

intellectual freedom, culture and youth. In this social climate the first anti-Soviet movements of intellectuals 

emerged in the 1970s-1980s and also the first mass protests against the Soviet occupation started in Tartu. 

This appreciation of independence and national culture is still present in the urban landscape and spirit of 

the city, which made me curious for the stories of its inhabitants.  

Another reason was Tartu’s size and composition. Tartu is the second-biggest city of the country, 

with 98,522 inhabitants.6 Because of its small size I felt I could really get to know Tartu. In Tartu region, 

12.2% of the population is Russian-Estonian, in contrast to 31.3% in Tallinn region and 72.8% in north-

eastern Estonia.7 Especially in the beginning it was important that I could intensively practise my Estonian, 

something I had found difficult in Tallinn because of the high number of Russian speakers (46.7% in 

2011)8 and the many tourists. Of course, this absence of regular daily interactions with Russian speakers 

was also a drawback. However, my third reason – my personal social network – weighted heavier in my 

decision. 

  

                                                             

6 Information can be found on http://info.raad.tartu.ee. Data as on 1 January 2012. 
7 Information can be found on www.stat.ee (Estonian Statistics): "Population by sex, ethnic nationality and County, 1 
January 2013". Retrieved on 28 March 2014. 
8 Information can be found on www.tallinn.ee 
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Figure 2- Distribution of the Russian language in Estonia according to data from the 2000 Estonian census. Source: 
ru.wikipedia 

 

Because I had studied in Tartu University during my master research, I had already established a social 

network in Tartu that I could use when I returned for my PhD fieldwork. I decided that I would at least 

start my fieldwork there. But as my fieldwork proceeded, I realised more and more how important a 

personal relationship with informants is for the quality and depth of the information I would get. Five 

months after I had arrived to Estonia I went for the first time to a commemoration in Tallinn. Although I 

had attended many events around Tartu already, I felt again as ‘alien’ as five months before: I did not know 

anyone and no one knew me. The commemorations in Tartu in the meantime had become a meeting point 

of acquaintances. 

Getting acquainted with my informants 

When I arrived in Tartu, I was interested in both the ‘ordinary’ and the ‘extraordinary’, the ‘everyday’ and 

the ‘official’, the ‘latent’ and the ‘manifest’ forms of the past (the latter distinction is used by Ginkel, 2011, 

p. 25). In order to understand the ordinary I had to look at “the everyday mythologies and rituals of 

ordinary life” (Boym, 1994, p. 2). But that sounds easier than it actually is, since “[e]veryday life belongs to 

the largely neglected realm of the familiar, taken-for-granted, common sense and trivial – in short, the 

unnoticed” (Jacobsen, 2009, p. 2). The official forms of remembering were easier to get access to than the 

everyday. I could easily attend commemorations and other public events that were publicly announced 

beforehand. If I could not find any announcement, but I would know it was a ‘national day’, I would ask 

Tallinn Narva Kohtla-Järve 

Pärnu 

Jõekülla 

Tartu 
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around in my academic circle of acquaintances. After attending more and more public events, people started 

to recognise me and approach me. Simultaneously, my Estonian language skills improved and it became 

easier for me to verbally interact with people. From that moment onwards the boundaries between the 

official and the everyday started to fade. Kalev was the first one of this social circle that I met outside of the 

commemorations. We would go for a coffee, he would visit my apartment, he would take me to a museum, 

show me a film, and bring me to his friends. Kalev eventually became my key informant; the one who 

immersed me into his everyday life and that of his close-ones, and provided me an in-depth glimpse of what 

happened ‘backstage’. 

Thus, attending commemorations was my first strategy to meet informants. Of course, the people 

that attend commemorations – ‘active memory carriers’ – are not a representative sample of the Estonian 

population.9 Most of them have a direct relationship to the past and act on that relationship. They have 

autobiographical memories of the Soviet deportations to Siberia, of being imprisoned in a Soviet camp or 

of WWII. Their position in society changes from time to time. The deportees had a high status in the early 

1990s, because they had the experiences of a hidden and unknown part of history. Several former political 

prisoners were very influential in politics at that time. Nowadays, some of the active memory carriers are 

disappointed in independent Estonia. They had dreamt of an independent republic as it had been before 

WWII. Therefore they are perceived by some as whiners (Anepaio, 2002). Generally, they are respected for 

their suffering and honoured for their sacrifices. To this category of ‘active memory carriers’ I also count 

the ‘memory activists’ (W. J. Booth, 2009); they act not necessarily on their personal relationship to the 

past but on a sense of duty towards a person or the community. All the ‘active memory carriers’ I have 

spoken to, not only encounter the past in their everyday lives: they actively contribute to the production of 

its memory. 

Although my relationship with ‘active memory carriers’ became more and more personal over 

time, their stories could not give me an insight in how Estonians who had not lived through WWII and the 

Soviet repressions themselves, relate to that past. To my surprise – as shown in the story of Anna – the past 

can be(come) highly emotional even for the younger generations. This part – to get in touch with the 

ordinary, everyday and latent rather than the extraordinary, official and manifest – was much more difficult. 

There is no particular entry point, as in the case of the ‘active memory carriers’ – commemoration and 

repression organisations – through which to approach this group. That is why meeting ‘ordinary people’ 

required a major investment in time and creativity; they were ‘ordinary’ in the sense that I met them at 

‘ordinary places’ that had nothing explicit to do with the past. My strategy was to participate in as many as 

possible. I joined a folk dance group (age group 18-30), with whom I had training twice a week and several 

dance camps. I went to film evenings. I went on organised nature trips that I read about in the newspaper. I 

volunteered in nature cleaning camps. I looked after children. I took sewing classes and cooking classes. By 

designing my everyday life – my life outside of research related activities – to take place as much as possible 

                                                             

9 An overview of all my informants can be found in the appendix. 
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in public spaces, I encountered the everyday lives of many other people. It did not only inform me about 

the feeling of everyday encounters with the past, it was a place where I formed several long-term 

relationships with ‘ordinary people’. 

The third group that can be discerned among my informants are the ‘(young) intellectuals’. I met 

them primarily through university related events: at conferences, in seminars, university workshops, student 

activities, and in my language classes. Several of them are studying similar questions as I am, but with the 

difference that their own family stories are part of what they are studying. Compared to my other 

informants, the scholars have a more liberal approach towards memory politics, to questions of how the 

state should deal with a particular monument, street name or commemoration day. But when it comes to 

family stories, their stories are as full of injustices and atrocities as those of others. In other words, their 

(personal or family) experiences of the past are generally not different from those of non-intellectuals, but 

the ways of dealing with the past are different. 

At this point I would like to make an important point about the small size of Estonia’s 

population and how it came to matter for people’s imagination of the national community. I noticed that 

many of my informants have the feeling that they know basically every Estonian, or that at least they know 

someone who knows that person. When I would say something about someone I had met, I was always 

asked for his/her name. Especially people who live in Tallinn and Tartu have the feeling that their ties with 

other Estonians are very close. According to Zerubavel (2003), that means that they take more the 

character of ties in a ‘small world’, the world of acquaintances. Although they have of course imagined ties 

as well, the fact that they perceive them to be so personal and real is very significant not only in terms of 

identification with the political elite – which seems relatively close as well – but also the emotional impact 

when something happens to another Estonian. For instance, in March 2011 7 Estonians were kidnapped in 

Lebanon. Someone I met at a wedding explained to me how something that is just national news in other 

countries, is very personal news in Estonia: 

“Everyone empathised with them and I think it increased a national feeling as well. 

Estonia is so small. Everyone knows at least one of them. One was the brother of a 

friend. Another one I also knew quite closely. That is the thing with Estonia, we are 

such a small country.” 

In other words, the various groups that I describe here might not be perceived to be as divided as this 

classification suggests. 

All informants I have introduced so far are people that I met somewhere, spent time with and 

later on approached for an interview or for a more in-depth informal conversation. Thus, by the time they 

told me their stories, we had built up a relationship of mutual trust. The fourth group of informants 

concerns those whom I just met for the interview. I asked them for an interview because of their societal 

role. For instance, I asked Marju because I wanted to understand what the past means for a student 

organisation member, as these organisations are known for their patriotic education. Andres Raid had just 
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published a book which was very critical about the memory politics of the Estonian state. Tanel organised 

the student commemoration on Tartu’s central square to commemorate the deportations. Lagle played a 

crucial role during the process of regaining independence and the first years of building the new republic. 

Eli was one of the historians of the Memory Institute, an institute about which I wanted to know more. 

These ‘public figures’ provided me much more than other informants with ‘factual’ and ‘public’ stories 

rather than personal ones. For example Andres spoke a lot about how society deals with the past, but not 

about his family history. Because I did not have any personal relationship with him, it felt completely 

inappropriate to ask about that. 

The fifth group entered my research only 9 months after the start of my fieldwork. During a visit 

to the parents of a friend, Riina10 I realised that in order to fully understand memory in the making, I also 

had to speak to Estonians that live in the countryside. In contrast to the stories I had heard in the city, 

Riina’s parents spoke fairly positively about the Soviet period, and very negative about the current political 

situation. Until then I had heard in Tartu that only Russians long for the Soviet past and that a good 

Estonian should be loyal to the Estonian state. But Riina’s parents are Estonians, feel Estonians, but still 

dare to voice positive stories about the Soviet period. These voices, however, are not heard in public. I 

wanted to hear more of these stories, not least in order to contextualise and contest the ones I had gathered 

in Tartu. Therefore, after one year of fieldwork in Tartu, I moved for two additional months to the 

countryside in southern Estonia. 

The south is a region known for its variety of mushrooms, forests and little villages. I decided to 

reside in Jõekülla, a village of 217 people, 5 kilometres away from the village of Riina’s parents.11 They had 

promised to help me around. The village has a few buses a day to Tartu and to Valga, which is on the 

border with Latvia. I stayed in a guest house, which is located in the centre of the village, having the only 

restaurant, café and shop in the area. The village also has a community house, a doctor, an old-peoples-

home and a post office. For my folk dancing classes I went to the neighbouring village, where I danced now 

with a group of middle-aged women rather than students. 

Getting in contact with people and moving around here differed completely from my experience 

in Tartu. People cannot tell from my face that I am not Estonian – which made me incognito in Tartu – 

but in the village people of course knew I was not from there. Because of their curiosity in who I was and 

because of my contacts with Riina’s parents (Luule and Tõnis), it was fairly easy to meet new people. They 

introduced me to people and invited me to events. Luule is a teacher in a local high school and thus has 

many acquaintances in the region. I also engaged in public life as much as possible. I participated in the day 

Estonians collectively clean the country. I visited the village fair. I visited a local kolkhoz party. I donated 

blood when Tartu hospital came to the community house to collect blood donors. I went to Folk Dance 

                                                             

10 I had met Riina already in 2007 in Tartu. 
11 The name of the village is a pseudonym, in order to guarantee the anonymity of my informants. 
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Festivals. I hung around at the post office, to chat with Tiia the post office employer, who was the spider in 

the social web of the village. 

Not only the stories but also the historical experiences of these informants have been different 

from the people in the city. They lived in a region where the majority of the Forest Brothers – anti-Soviet 

resistance fighters – was active. People in the villages provided them with food, which in many cases led to 

deportation and expropriation of farms. The stories of the ‘countryside people’ are less permeated with tales 

of food shortages, since they could provide their own food and depended less on shops. Besides that, 

countryside Estonians did not encounter Russification as the people in the city did. The few Russians that 

settled in these rural areas had no other option than to learn Estonian. Finally, villages were much better 

connected to urban life than nowadays. Buses would run more frequently and cultural events would travel 

to smaller places as well. Actually, it was during the Soviet period that Estonia became more and more 

urbanised. Before WWII, Estonia was a primarily rural country. During the National Awakening in the 

19th and early 20th century the idea that ‘real Estonian culture’ can be found in peasant culture became so 

strong, that even nowadays life on the countryside is romanticised rather than associated with backwardness 

(cf. Schwartz, 2006). 

Gathering the data: research methods and decisions 

The informants mentioned in the overviews in the appendix are the people I have spoken to intensively. I 

have spoken to many more people at commemorations and other events, but not that in-depth that I have 

an insight in their life stories. When I had informal conversations with people, it was not always obvious 

that I was gathering data at that very moment. With Joosep for example – who is a close friend of Kalev – I 

visited the countryside, the graves of his parents, drank coffee and had dinner together. Joosep and my 

other informants knew I was a researcher, but they did not constantly see me like that. I was often more 

considered a curious friend, which of course allowed me to gather different kinds of stories. With those 

with whom I have had an interview in addition to the informal conversations, I sat down with either a bloc-

note or recorder, and it was very obvious that he/she was providing me with information for my research. 

In contrast to the informal conversations, the interviews were pre-arranged and did not happen 

spontaneously. 

The kinds of questions I posed to informants of each of these five groups differ. From people of 

the ‘active memory carriers’ group, I mainly wanted to hear their personal life stories and reasons why they 

are so actively involved in public remembering. I was also interested in the extent to which they feel their 

stories to be recognised in society by the state and younger generations. With ‘ordinary people’, ‘(young) 

scholars’ and ‘countryside people’, I primarily spoke about the ways in which the past is still part of their 

everyday lives and whether they believe that it is important or a duty to remember collectively. The ‘societal 

actors’ I met for a particular reason: because they have (had) a specific societal role. With them I mostly 
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spoke about their particular experiences, rather than their family stories or society’s way of dealing with the 

past. 

I should point out here that there is an important group whose stories I leave completely out of 

my research: the Russian-Estonians. Because of their migrant history, their family stories differ from those 

of their Estonian compatriots. Whereas their relatives might have fought for liberty in the Soviet army in 

WWII, this is not recognised in Estonia’s official history account. Russian-Estonians thus might not find 

‘themselves’ in the official history account, or if they do, only as remnants of an unwanted and enforced 

past (Kello & Masso, 2013, p. 34). Many Russian-Estonians often do find recognition of their stories in 

Russian-Estonian newspapers, Russian newspapers or Russian history books, which from time to time 

intentionally try to segregate the Russian speakers from the ethnic Estonians for the sake of political power 

(Jakobson, 2002, p. 89), as do Estonian language newspapers (Maimone, 2004, p. 6). Whereas media 

sources from Russia are relatively popular among Russian-Estonians, research has pointed out that the 

majority do not identify as Russian-Russian either, but rather as a Russian speaker or Russian-Estonian (T. 

Vihalemm & Masso, 2000). This makes their relationship between the past and identity different from 

both ethnic Estonians and Russian Russians, who can claim to have a nation-state and a legal system to deal 

with the past. 

This minority question has attracted the attention of several Western scholars (cf. Andersen, 

1997; G. Feldman, 2008a; G. Feldman, 2008b; Maimone, 2004). Also Estonian scholars have developed a 

growing interest in this subject in the 2000s (Jakobson, 2002; Kello & Masso, 2013; Vetik & Helemäe, 

2011; T. Vihalemm, 2005; T. Vihalemm & Masso, 2000). Besides that, anthropologists and memory 

scholars more generally have questioned memory making among minority groups, in order to get a better 

understanding of the relationship between memory and power (Cappelletto, 2005b; Müller, 2004). A focus 

on a national but tiny majority group – ethnic Estonians – will provide new insights to our understanding 

of memory and power. Estonians have a nation-state that provides legitimacy and power to processes of 

memory making, but – as we have seen – struggle with similar insecurities as minority groups, being such a 

small nation in an enlarged Europe. 

Besides being theoretically interesting, I focus solely on Estonian speakers because of language. I 

chose to invest my time in learning one language fluently rather than two languages (Estonian and Russian) 

superficially, as I believe fluency in speech is essential to develop the trust that is key to ethnographic 

fieldwork. This decision of course does not mean that Russian speakers do not play a significant role 

throughout the chapters. They do so in the stories of my Estonian informants. 

Another group that is missing from my data are Estonians from lower social classes. Estonians 

with lower education are very likely to relate differently to the past. Their families might have had different 

historical experiences, but especially might have different ideas on the need to remember. I did not exclude 

this group on purpose. Because of the nature of my own entry into Estonian society, I was unable to find 

and meet them. Even my informants of the countryside or among the memory activists have almost all been 
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to university. At least I have been able to contextualise my informants’ stories by using survey data. In 

Chapter 4 I have compared highly educated Estonians with lower educated Estonians regarding the extent 

to which they attach importance to remembrance. 

Anthropological reflection 

Personal relationships with the local population based on trust and confidence are essential to gather in-

depth data (Cappelletto, 2005a). Anthropologists should therefore carefully reflect upon the mechanisms 

that underlie the relationships they have with their informants, how they have positioned themselves in the 

field and the general drive behind their research. 

Let me pose the last, but perhaps most important question: ‘Why Estonia?’ This question has 

been posed most often to me during the last seven years, both inside and outside of Estonia. I normally 

answer that I believe that Estonia is a very interesting country, where people have experienced the Soviet 

Union and yet live their lives now in Europe. In other words, what intrigues me are the small differences: 

much is the same, and yet it is different, because of different historical experiences. People both inside and 

outside Estonia are often not convinced by this answer. There has to be a ‘real’ explanation. Do I have an 

Estonian boyfriend? Relatives? This in itself is interesting, because if I would have done research in, say, 

France or Ghana, this would be much less of a question, being a Western European and an anthropologist. 

Estonia is in a way too small, meaningless, peripheral and not different enough; too random to choose out 

of simple curiosity. This also explains why most studies about Estonia are still being done by Estonians 

themselves. 

To be honest, the fact that I am one of the few non-Estonian researchers with no social duty to 

choose this region, who studied Estonian, ultimately made it very easy for me to do my research. The fact 

that I am young might have helped me as well. Being young and Western European, I represent two groups 

of people who are perceived to be little interested in Estonia’s past. The endless appreciation I got in return 

from Estonians has perhaps been the main drive behind my research. It happened from the very beginning 

when I could just say a few words in Estonian. I noticed how happy it made people, registering as a gesture 

of being interested in their culture, of being loyal to their society and of adaptation. As a small nation, 

Estonians have always had to adapt to others. There is even an anecdote in Estonian that makes fun of this 

self-consciousness of Estonians: 

“A German, a Frenchman and an Estonian see an elephant. The German thinks, 

‘how can I catch him?’. The Frenchman thinks, ‘how would he taste?’ The Estonian 

sees the elephant and thinks: ‘What does he think of me?’” 

The welcoming and embracing response to my presence and my effort to learn the language, say a lot about 

the widespread feeling among Estonians of being unknown and marginal. As we will see in Chapter 7 as 

well, many have the impression that most Western Europeans do not even know that Estonia exists. And 
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although it felt good to hear that they were happy with my interest and effort, this also instilled a kind of 

moral obligation in me. By listening to their largely unknown stories, like the terrible stories of deportation, 

I felt I had become a witness. “In communities that were the theatre of extreme events, it is not possible to 

carry out fieldwork with detachment” (Cappelletto, 2005a, p. 25). Listening to these stories made me 

complicit (Cappelletto, 2005a, p. 30). As a person, I felt I could not disappoint them. I perceived a 

responsibility to continue my search for more stories and to pass them on to those who had not heard them 

yet. While analysing and writing up my data, I needed to detach myself again, which was not an easy 

process, yet inevitable for analysing my data with a critical eye. 

In conversation with other anthropologists, I realised how much this wish of my Estonian 

interlocutors to be heard had eased my fieldwork. I almost never had to invite someone for an interview, 

they offered it themselves. First of all, people were very curious about this ‘stranger’ that speaks Estonian, 

since it is not a language that is spoken by many non-native speakers. So they were interested in me, which 

made a good start of a conversation. Secondly, people often gave me the feeling they wanted to help me. 

According to Marcel Mauss (1990), a gift is never voluntary. If we see ‘helping me’ as a gift, what were 

they repaying me for? Who was the receiver and who was the giver in the relationship between me and my 

informants? At the beginning I was convinced I was the receiver: I needed them to do my research 

successfully. However, they gave me the feeling that I was the giver: the fact that I had chosen to do my 

research there, that I was interested in them, that I had invested time and effort to learn the language and to 

study the local context. From their perspective, I had started to give – not to them personally, but to the 

group with which they identify – before we had even met. Thirdly, people saw me as a bridge to the outside 

world. Especially some of the deportees asked me to translate their life story to Dutch or English, or to pass 

on their stories. These three reasons regarding why my informants allowed me to walk into their lives for 

some time are important to reflect upon, because they say something about the colour of my data. 

One last methodological reflection before turning to the survey data, has to do with Estonia’s 

small size. Several of my informants are also scholars whose work I cite. Thus, in some places in my thesis I 

analyse their personal stories as social constructions, in other places I refer to their scientific stories as 

‘scholarly truths’. This posed a methodological challenge. I assume a kind of trustworthiness when I cite 

them as scholars, as if what they say stands outside their personality, whereas when I refer to them as 

informants I try to understand their ideas in the context of their particular lives. I had a similar challenge 

with individuals such as Mart Laar, Marju Lauristin, Viktor Niitsoo and ‘the white book’. I have analysed 

these people as significant individuals in Estonian history, and the book as a political production of 

national history. Yet at the same time, it was impossible to write this thesis without also quoting them as 

scientific sources. I have tried to do this as carefully as possible, and when I had another source available, I 

chose it instead. Sometimes this was not possible. For instance in the case of Lauristin, initiator of the 

independence movement in the late 1980s and a widely known public figure, yet at the same time also 

Professor of Social Communication at Tartu University who works on Estonia’s relationship with the EU, 
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I simply could not ignore her scholarly contribution to this field while writing in her area of research. 

Besides that, she was one of the colleagues with whom I designed the Me, the World, Media survey. 

Surveys 

No person’s story is exactly the same as another’s. In order to contextualise and position these stories 

within Estonian society more generally, I also use survey data. For instance, the survey can answer the 

question: to what extent do Estonians believe that there is nothing good to remember about the Soviet past? 

Subsequently it can answer who the people are that are more likely to have positive memories about the 

Soviet period: countryside versus city, age, level of education or experience of Soviet repression might all be 

explanatory variables. 

The questions of the survey used here are designed by the Journalism Department at Tartu 

University: Mina, Maailm, Meedia [Me, the world, media]. The survey was conducted over several years, 

which means that changes over time can be studied as well: December 2002 – January 2003, November 

2005, November 2008, October – November 2011. Tartu University hires trained interviewers from a 

research institute to gather the data. First, the interviewer visits the homes of a representative sample of the 

Estonian population to ask people to fill out about 600 questions in written form. Second, he/she made a 

second visit to pose 200 additional questions verbally. The respondents are randomly selected and 

representative for different regions, social and ethnic groups in Estonia. With regard to the latter, about 

1000 respondents are Estonian speakers and about 500 Russian speakers. That means that in the 

quantitative parts throughout this thesis I do compare Estonian and Russian speakers. In 2003, the 

question that measures ethnicity is the respondent’s mother tongue. After that, I have used a question that 

asked about one’s self-perception as either Estonian, Russian or else. These two questions measure almost 

the same: in 2005 only 6.7% of the Russian speakers identified as Estonian (84.7% as Russian, 8.5% as 

something else), and only 1.8% of the Estonian speakers identifies as Russian or something else. 

The topics of the survey range from consumption behaviour, travelling and media use to attendance at 

commemorations, evaluations of the Soviet past and familial experiences of repression. The latter topics are 

included in the 2005 and 2011 questionnaire. In 2011 a special section of the questionnaire was dedicated 

to attitudes towards the past and to memory. I had the chance to discuss and formulate the questions to be 

included together with scholars from Communication Science and Ethnology. I have thus actively 

contributed to the 2011 survey. The questions I have proposed concern:12 

 Whether one feels at peace with the transition to independence and in the slightest misses 

something from the Soviet past (posed in 2003, 2005, 2008, 2011) 

 Participation in organisations and (commemoration) events dealing with history (new in 2011) 

                                                             

12 I proposed to keep particular questions in that had been posed in previous years and to add new ones. 
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 Opinion about the involvement and interest of young Estonians in national history and cultural 

heritage (new in 2011) 

 Opinion about Estonian memory politics, e.g. dealing with former communists, memory of 

Holocaust (2005, 2011) 

 Familial experiences with Soviet repression and forced mobilisation in the army (2005, 2011) 

 Importance of several national commemoration / celebration days (new in 2011) 

Besides the data from this representative survey, I have designed two surveys based on my fieldwork 

experiences and focused on a specific group and topic: 

1. Survey filled out by members of the Tartu Memento organisation for those repressed by the Soviet 

regime. The focus was on the extent to which they experience societal acknowledgement of the 

repressive past. (N = 36) 

2. Survey filled out by two classes of high school students in Tartu. The focus is on attachment to place, 

people and history. (N = 32) 

The data gathered by these two surveys are of course not representative for a larger group, but are meant to 

get a better understanding of a certain issue in a certain group. 

Structure of the thesis 

Every chapter in this dissertation starts off with a description of a commemoration, which introduces both 

a specific historical period and raises a thematic question. In Chapter 1, I will explore the ties that my 

informants perceive to have with their ‘soil of origin’ and national culture, and how this relates to their 

understandings of ‘being Estonian’. In Chapter 2, I will dive into the meaning of having a public, collective 

story for those who had lived through traumatic experiences. In Chapter 3 I will describe the historical 

process in which the past of Estonia became a public story. I will trace the main mobilisers of history 

writing and also address the groups in society that did not have the power to contribute to the new history. 

In Chapter 4, I will question the ways in which stories of the past can be passed on from one generation to 

the next. Here, I will provide an answer to the question why the past is so emotional even for the younger 

generations by an elaboration of their sense of moral obligation. 

In Chapter 5, I will go into the stories of the ‘memory activists’ in order to see what drives them 

to put so much of their time in the production of a public story of the past. I also argue here why these 

‘patriots’ are taken rather seriously in society, even though their discourse seems fairly radical. In Chapter 6, 

I will zoom in on my countryside informants who feel that their stories are not reflected in the collective 

story. I will show how public closure on the past always excludes the stories of some and what this does to 

the people whose stories ‘do not fit’. In Chapter 7, I will focus on how WWII has entered the stage in 
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Estonia, and how this memory, which has a hegemonic discourse in Europe, is perceived to threaten the 

Estonian story and approach towards the past. In the concluding chapter I will get back to the main 

question of this thesis, and bring to the fore how established, collective stories of the past are both desirable 

and threatening at the same time. 



 

 

CHAPTER 1: 

Born from the land: 

Preserving roots and cultural traditions 

 

We have driven all the way to the middle of nowhere in the south of Estonia, to camp on a piece of land 

with a derelict house and dilapidated stables. It is the 23rd of June, the longest day of the year when the sun 

keeps spreading its light until deep into the night. This long day has since pagan times inspired Estonian 

families to gather in the countryside. They danced, sang and ate in order to mark the beginning of the 

harvest. The most important part has been the lighting of the bonfire, to honour the spirits of nature. 

Traditionally, it was believed that non-participation in the ritual would bring bad luck; your house could 

catch fire, you could expect crop failure and witches could curse you for the rest of your life. The ritual was 

moreover important to ensure that the souls of the dead could return home, that they could find rest in the 

place of their dreams (Linton, 1936). During my first Jaanipäev [St John’s Day] experience in the southern 

Estonian countryside, I was urged by my host Kaia (1970), her husband, sister and brother-in-law to jump 

over the bonfire to avert bad luck and to search for a blossoming fern: “It is said that if you find a 

blossoming fern during Jaaniöö, all your wishes will come true.” Although the firm belief in the power of 

this annual ritual has deteriorated, the Jaanipäev traditions are still appreciated for their supernatural powers 

and their reflection of the idealised ‘natural’ belief system of Estonian ancestors. 

The case of Jaanipäev beautifully illustrates the importance of land and nature, and of folklore 

and culture in the notions of belonging that I have encountered in the stories of my informants. The land 

where Kaia and her family celebrate Jaanipäev every year is not just any piece of land. It is the land where 

Kaia’s grandfather once used to live. In the 1940s he fled from here when he discovered he was on the list 

for deportation to Siberia. The Soviet authorities subsequently confiscated the land and used the house for 

decades as a kolkhoz (a collective farm) centre. When Kaia was a child, her grandfather would drive her to 

this region, showing her the wide meadows and rustling grain fields. But he never dared to actually visit the 

land and house again. When this beloved land was returned to the family as part of the post-1991 

restitution laws, Kaia – who has grown up in the city of Tallinn – felt committed to take care of this rural 

place and to enjoy it as much as her grandfather once did. That is why she comes here every Jaanipäev with 

her children and sister’s family; to mow the grass, harvest vegetables and fruits from the land, to collect 
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mushrooms and berries from the surrounding forest and to light the annual bonfire. While returning to the 

land of her grandfather and of the generations that preceded him, Kaia feels she returns to her roots, to the 

place where she belongs. Visiting the graves of her relatives, a couple of kilometres from there, is an 

essential part of the Jaanipäev program. This shows the importance of ‘rootedness in the land’ within the 

notion of belonging, not just for Kaia but for many of my informants. It is interesting that this rootedness 

is not only important for those who actually grew up in the countryside, but also for those who grew up in 

the city and have come to live in their family stories. 

These feelings of familial belonging evoked by the rootedness in the land have become 

inextricably linked with feelings of national belonging, through political processes such as the National 

Awakening at the end of the 19th century, the nation-state building project in the interwar period and the 

Singing Revolution in the late 1980s. The owning of land and the performance of ancient Estonians’ rituals 

have become symbols of the right to self-determination and of national independence. 

In this chapter I will explore contemporary conceptions of belonging in Estonia, which is 

necessary for understanding the creation and importance of a national (hi)story in the chapters that follow. 

I will show how understandings of pureness/naturalness and pollution/unnaturalness are attached to 

certain periods in Estonian history and how my informants use this as a legitimisation for the ‘natural’13 

(and thus rightful) relationship that they and other Estonians have with their land. After a brief theoretical 

exploration, I will flesh out the historical roots of contemporary Estonians’ understanding of the 

relationship between the land and the ancestors, and the political developments that have attributed this 

land to ‘Estonians as a people’. In the following section, I will argue that the Singing Revolution of the late 

1980s and early 1990s created an image of Estonian society in the interwar period as a time of pureness, of 

‘natural order’ and a lost ideal that needed to be restored. Subsequently I will show how life in the maakodu 

(house on the land), where my informants feel really at home, is based on this ideal picture of ‘the real 

Estonian life’ and perceived as completely apolitical. Finally I will argue how an understanding of belonging 

in ‘natural’ terms and in terms of moral rootedness is actually highly political, as it excludes Russian 

speakers from Estonian historiography and society. 

Belonging, roots and the national home 

To belong somewhere means to be part of something bigger than oneself. One can belong to a hockey 

team, to a group of friends or to a political party. But human beings usually perceive such a belonging as 

different from the way in which we belong to our family, to our clan, our ethnic group and to the place 

where we were born. The former is a chosen belonging, which determines one’s ‘achieved status’ (Linton, 

1936), based on merit and the effort put into becoming a member. The latter is perceived as a more 

                                                             

13 Both in the meaning of ‘nature’ as in ‘self-evident’. 
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natural, inborn or inherited form of belonging, which is related to one’s ‘ascribed status’, based on 

characteristics that are involuntarily assigned to a person at birth. Anthropologist Clifford Geertz (1963, p. 

107) has referred to this sentiment as ‘primordial attachment’. Accordingly, the members of the former 

collectives might share a bond of mutual interests, the latter perceive a bond of shared ‘blood’. The 

difference between these two forms of belonging is essential, because in the case of ascribed belonging, the 

members of the community feel they have no free will in ‘escaping’ their membership since membership is 

perceived as involuntary. People who would like to become a member cannot simply decide to do so. 

Especially when it comes to belonging to a nation – “an imagined political community […] inherently 

limited and sovereign” (Anderson, 1983, p. 6) – the conceptualisation of belonging in either the one or the 

other way is essential for the political and human rights that particular individuals are entitled to. 

What I am pointing at is the difference between what scholars have called ‘civic nationalism’ and 

‘ethnic nationalism’ (Anderson, 1983; Gellner, 1983; E. J. Hobsbawm, 1990; A. D. Smith, 2001).14 Civic 

nationalists rely on the principle of jus soli: every person born on a state’s territory is defined as a member 

of the nation, and is thus entitled to all civic rights attached to that. In this light, Ernest Renan (1882) has 

argued that the existence of a nation is “a daily plebiscite”; it exists by the will and current consent of the 

people to live together and “to continue a common life”, not on some shared, mythical past. Similar to the 

previously described ‘voluntary’ character of achieved belonging, in a true civic nationalist society 

“belonging and togetherness is no longer a matter that has already been decided for the people by history 

(or by ‘nature’), but is something they decide for themselves” (Rüsen, 2005a, p. 345). Hans Kohn (1945) 

has also referred to this as a ‘voluntarist’ and ‘good type’ of nationalism, as it underlines the democratic 

principles of equality, liberty, human and civil rights. 

In contrast, in the case of ethnic nationalist societies, belonging is inherited or ascribed by birth, 

rather than acquired or achieved later on in life (A. D. Smith, 2001). It concerns an ‘organic’ type of 

nationalism, from which one can never free oneself (Kohn, 1945). According to this reasoning, those who 

belong to the ‘imagined community’ necessarily share a common past and common ancestry. In these 

societies, national belonging is based on jus sanguinis; the right of blood. American Sociologist Eviatar 

Zerubavel (2003) has argued that biological/genetic closeness is the mental structure through which people 

understand their national belonging. In other words, the idea that one is genetically closer to the people 

who lived 500 years ago on the same territory than to contemporaries of another nation-state, is what 

makes people feel they belong to a particular national community. That feeling of biological and related 

sense of ‘real’ closeness is, Zerubavel (2003, p. 60) claims, moreover stressed by the fact that societies are 

characterised by intergenerational overlap. One’s grandmother can tell stories she heard from her 

                                                             

14 Rogers Brubaker (1998) has criticised this distinction because of its unclearness concerning the cultural dimension of 
nationhood. He proposes instead the distinction ‘state framed’ and ‘counter-state’ forms of nationalism. In the former, 
the nation is framed according to the institutional and territorial boundaries of the state, whereas in the latter the nation 
is seen as different from the state boundaries. While acknowledging Brubaker’s rightful criticism, I will use the 
distinction of civic-ethnic nationalism here, due to its widely known and self-explanatory meaning. 
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grandmother. That makes one feel directly linked to someone who lived in the 19th century. These “ties 

between members of the acquaintance chains” closely resemble the more imagined “historical contact 

chains” between different generations within a nation-state (Zerubavel, 2003, p. 57). 

This deeply metaphysical and mental structure, through which people who understand belonging 

to an ‘imagined community’ in terms of ethnic belonging, takes the form of a tree (Malkki, 1992, p. 27). 

Hugh Baker (p.63 in Zerubavel, 2003, p. 63) explains: 

“If we think of descent as a tree with the founding ancestor as the trunk… we can 

also visualise the disastrous effect on that tree when the trunk died – the branches 

would all fall apart as there was nothing left to hold them together.” 

The trunk of the tree thus not only connects people to their ancestors, but also to their contemporaries. 

Preservation of the trunk is essential for the continued existence of present day feelings of national 

belonging. Metaphors of kinship and home, such as ‘fatherland’, 

“suggest that each nation is a grand genealogical tree, rooted in the soil that 

nourishes it. By implication, it is impossible to be part of more than one tree. Such a 

tree evokes both temporal continuity of essence and territorial rootedness” (Malkki, 

1992, p. 28). 

For those who identify with a national community based on ethnicity, shared blood and a common past, 

this rootedness provides an identity, as it tells them to whom and where they belong. Since the rise of 

nationalism in the 18th century, it has become natural for us to think that (members of) particular nation-

states have a right to particular plots of land. This affirms the idea that nation-states are necessarily 

territorialised (Miller, 1995, pp. 24-25) and have fixed demarcated territories (Malkki, 1992, p. 26). 

Nation-states and their members are perceived to be rooted somewhere physically and to belong to a 

specific territory. In the case of civic nationalism this right to particular land can be acquired by all 

inhabitants who live according to the rules of the state, and the concomitant citizenship rights that accrue 

therefrom, whereas rootedness in an ethnic nationalist society is perceived to be of a more ‘natural’ and 

‘inborn’ kind: as the roots of the tree described above. The shorter the chain to the trunk, the more ‘native’, 

‘indigenous’ or ‘autochthonous’ one is perceived to be. The culture of ‘native people’ is believed to be 

ideally adapted to the environment. This idea that people are born from a particular soil has been referred 

to as ‘autochthony’ (Geschiere, 2011, p. 3). Because of the tree structure, birth is perceived to bring along a 

certain language, cultural customs and traditions. In contrast in the case of a true civic nationalist society, 

however, belonging does not take the form of a tree, since contemporary loyalty is considered much more 

important than one’s historical roots. 

Consequently, ethnic minorities who possibly have a different mother tongue or cultural 

traditions than the majority, like the Russian speakers in Estonia, are understood differently by people who 

see national belonging either in a civic or ethnic way. While they may enjoy equal rights to the land as 
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‘autochthonous people’ have according to civic nationalists, they are viewed as stemming from a different 

tree by ethnic nationalists. Because the members of the ethnic minority are perceived to stem from a tree 

that has its roots elsewhere, they have no right to decisions about life and culture on the soil where they 

reside (Lindholm, 2008, p. 100). 

Finnish Anthropologist Liisa Malkki (1992) argues that such ‘uprooted’ people, who do not live 

in their homeland, are often perceived as a threat to moral behaviour in their new social environment. Roots 

provide people with a cultural set of rules, with duties and social responsibilities. Uprooted people are seen 

as “torn loose from their culture” (Marrus, 1985, p. 8 in Malkki, 1992, p. 34), “no longer trustworthy as 

“honest citizens”” (Malkki, 1992, p. 32). This conception of belonging does assume that everyone belongs 

somewhere and that clear characteristics exist to ‘measure’ who belongs where. The people who pollute 

these ‘pure’ categories might be constituted as a ‘dangerous category’ or ‘matter out of place’ (Douglas, 

1966). They contest and blur the boundaries that are taken as natural. 

Belonging in an ethnic nationalist society is thus more based on emotional attachment to others, 

whereas in a civic nationalist society belonging is more a matter of rational attachment, although emotions 

obviously also play a role in the latter (Ignatieff, 1993, p. 7). In contrast to rational attachment, emotional 

attachment needs constant feeding. The trunk needs to get water to make sure that the branches will not 

fall apart. The trunk also needs to be defended from ‘foreign’ or ‘modern’ forces that might consume its 

roots. In many nation-states for example, the native language is seen as important cement that holds society 

together and which needs to be kept ‘pure’ and ‘special’. A similar status is preserved for a common history 

of the people (Miller, 1995, p. 33). The belief that one shares the same blood, ancestors and culture with 

those people who one perceives to stem from the same trunk, creates a sense of solidarity and belonging 

that involves certain obligations and duties. This means, one has duties towards other members of the 

national community, which is considered natural and not on the basis of a tacit contract, that one does not 

have in relation to people generally (Miller, 2005). 

Although it is problematic for obvious reasons to claim that an entire society can be characterised 

as solely civic or ethnic nationalist, it is fairly safe to say that the Estonian constitution aims to preserve the 

values of ethnic Estonians as the core of the nation and thus emphasises predominantly ethnic nationalist 

ideas of belonging (Brubaker, 1998; Järve, 2000). I will explore this political picture in more depth in 

Chapter 3. In the present chapter, I will rather explore the everyday understanding of belonging in the 

stories of my informants.15 That obviously does not mean that this chapter deals with stories outside the 

realm of politics. I will depart though from a realm that my interviewees experience as completely personal 

and apolitical: life in the countryside and nature (maakodu). Eventually I will link their stories of belonging 

in this ‘everyday realm’ to the discussed forms of nationalism. It is precisely in this everyday realm that we 

                                                             

15 ‘The everyday’ is an intensively discussed concept in the social sciences (see for the best known example the work of 
Certeau, 1984). I use the ‘everyday’ to refer to situations that are perceived to be apolitical, daily and familiar by my 
informants. 
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can come to understand why the exclusion of some individuals and inclusion of others is perceived as so 

natural that it is not even considered an issue. 

Before embarking on my ethnographic description, I will first delve into the historical roots of the 

relationship between the Estonian people, the land and folklore. 

The historical ties of a people, its land and folklore 

Before 1860: ‘People of the land’ – maarahvas, class identification 

The linguistic ancestors of Estonians were not literally born in what is present day Estonia. Around 2200 

B.C. they moved to the Baltic Sea region as hunter-fisher tribes from north of the Black Sea. During the 

first millennium (C.E.), these tribes, who are also the ancestors of the Finns, Ingrians, and Karelians, were 

pushed into the geographical locations they live today as a result of pressure exerted by migrating German 

and Slavic tribes (O'Connor, 2003, pp. 9-10). The Finno-Ugric people were divided from the tribes who 

spoke Baltic languages, which would later develop into Latvian and Lithuanian, along the Daugava River, 

running from Riga through the north of Belarus. 

Some Finn-Ugric people traded furs with Germanic tribes, but they were, like their Slavic 

neighbours, primarily involved in farming. In terms of social organisation, however, the tribes in the Baltic 

region differed from their neighbours in two significant ways. Firstly, Finn-Ugric people did not live in 

communal rural dwellings, but on independent farms, which made them politically loosely organised 

(O'Connor, 2003, p. 11). For Latvian and Lithuanian ancestors this was different. They lived in smaller, 

independent kingdoms. Secondly, the Finn-Ugric and Baltic tribes remained pagan until well after the 13th 

century.16 Russian ancestors, in contrast, had adopted Orthodox Christianity already in the 10th century and 

Roman Catholicism was brought to Germanic tribes in the 8th century. The Baltic tribes had various 

religious practices, but a common reverence for the earth as the source of life. They worshiped the spirits of 

the forests, the rivers and the fields. 

Because neighbouring populations (e.g. Sweden, Muscovy and Poland) were bigger and politically 

better organised, the Baltic Sea region has been colonised from 650 B.C. onwards. Scandinavians, Slavs and 

Germanic merchants saw its location as strategic in the transit trade between east and west (O'Connor, 

2003, p. 12). From the 13th to the 17th century, Reval (present day Tallinn) and Dorpat (present day 

Tartu) were members of the Hanseatic League. Germanic merchants dominated the region’s economy, 

trading Baltic timber, wax, grain, furs and flax against weapons, salt, cloth, metal goods and luxury products 

                                                             

16 From the Latin meaning ‘rural’, ‘of the land’, ‘paganism’ has a rather negative connotation since its original meaning is 
‘not being Christian’ or ‘godless’. I prefer to use this term here as this is the word used in Estonian [pagan] to refer to 
the spiritual beliefs perceived to be the ‘authentic’ or ‘original’ belief system in Estonia. 
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and Germanic warriors, known as Teutonic Knights, dominated its religious life. The latter came to the 

region to Christianise the pagans of the Baltic Sea region, afraid that the Slavs would convert them to 

Orthodoxy. From the 13th century onwards, the region was ruled by German knights of the Livonian Order 

and German noblemen, who established ‘Livonia’ on nowadays south-Estonian and Latvian land. 

The previously loose social organisation was now organised along the lines of the feudal system, 

in which a small German speaking landowning elite looked down on a large Estonian speaking peasantry. 

This social stratification in itself was not different from the order in Western Europe at that time. A 

significant difference, though, was the ethnic basis of social status in the Baltic region (Deutsche versus 

Undeutsche) (O'Connor, 2003, p. 35). The Baltic Germans were the landowners, who lived in manors, 

apart from the Baltic peasants who cultivated the land. The majority of the peasants were landless serfs, 

who were allowed to live in small farms on the land of the Baltic Germans in return for their labour. The 

distinction was not completely ‘ethnic’. Local tribe leaders were sometimes germanised in order to become 

part of the German landowning elite. Local languages survived in the everyday speech of subjugated 

peasants (O’Connor, 2003, p. 14).17 

Until the 19th century, these Estonian speaking peasants did not identify themselves as a Volk or 

people (Ruutsoo, 1997, p. 74). Because of the small average village size of only 3-5 farms scattered across a 

wide territory, it was impossible to speak of a common identity (Annist, 2011, pp. 95-96). What mattered 

to their distinction from others in their everyday lives were their lack of rights to land ownership and to 

education. The peasants referred to Estonian speakers as maarahvas, meaning people of the land. This 

subordinate position of Estonian speakers did not change much during Swedish rule in the 17th century. 

And yet, the groundwork for later processes of emancipation was laid (O'Connor, 2003, p. 29). 

Protestantism spread the ideal of equality of men and due to Lutheran clergymen religious books were 

translated into native languages, which turned Estonian into a literary language. Also, the first elementary 

parish schools were opened in the 1680s, which made it possible for a few peasants’ children to receive 

some basic education albeit in German. In 1632 the Swedish king founded Academia Dorpatensis, 

presently known as Tartu University, as the first university in the region. Although the university was not 

accessible for the peasantry, it attracted intellectuals to the region and facilitated conditions for the 

institutionalisation of local science, which would later prove important for the emancipation of the 

peasants. 

The subordinate position of the Estonian speaking peasants did not change much after the Great 

Northern War (1700-1721) either, in which Estonia and Livonia were allocated to the growing Russian 

empire. The Baltic Germans remained influential. Peter the Great needed the political and scholarly 

expertise of the Baltic Germans in order to reform the Russian empire according to the European model 

(O'Connor, 2003, p. 36). The Baltic Germans were well represented in prestigious positions (in officers’ 

                                                             

17 The situation of inequality was a bit different for Lithuanian ancestors, since their kingdoms had united and they 
enjoyed a long period of prosperity and independence in Europe (O'Connor, 2003, p. 20). 
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corps of the Russian army, as ambassadors in foreign policy relations with Western Europe), handed the 

newly regained land, and encouraged to play a key role in the economic life. The German language was 

institutionalised as the language of administration (O'Connor, 2003, p. 30). The Baltic Germans very much 

depended on this political support from the Russian tsar, because they were small in number, and never 

made up more than 10% of the population (O'Connor, 2003, p. 38).18 This enhanced status of the Baltic 

Germans lasted until 1762, when Catherine II (the Great) became empress. 

Catherine II, influenced by the ideals of the Enlightenment, paved the way for what historians 

have later pointed out as the two main factors in the changing relationship with the land and the emergence 

of national consciousness among the Estonian speaking peasants (Page, 1970; Uustalu, 1952; White, 

1996). The first factor was the abolition of serfdom in 1816 in Estonia and 1819 in Livonia, a decision 

made by Catherine II’s grandson tsar Alexander I. This law did not immediately affect the direct 

relationship of the emancipated peasants with the land, because even though it allowed them to move freely 

and gave them hereditary land tenure, the Baltic Germans still owned the land, which made the maarahvas 

still economically enslaved (O'Connor, 2003, p. 41; Page, 1970). Evidently, for a short time it even 

worsened the situation for peasants, because their Germanic landlords failed to look after their serfs and a 

famine broke out (1845-1846). Thousands of Baltic peasants fled to tsarist Russia to find work in 

factories. They begged the Russian tsar for help, knowing that they shared the interest to diminish the 

power of the Germanic elite (O'Connor, 2003, p. 50). In light of the 20th century, it is rather ironic that in 

the 19th century the main Other were not the Russian but rather German speakers (Petersoo, 2007). This 

new law, despite all these unforeseen troubles, however made it possible for the first time in history for a 

few Estonian speakers to educate themselves and question their group identity.  

The second significant factor in the emancipation of the maarahvas was the Russification process 

that began under the reign of Alexander III (1881-1894). Alexander III saw nationalism arising in Europe 

and was afraid that the Baltic peasants would become germanised rather than Russified, especially since 

Germany was unified in 1871. He therefore changed the official language in the Baltic region from German 

to Russian (O'Connor, 2003, p. 53; Page, 1970, p. 23). Ironically, this suppression of the power of the 

Baltic Germans by the Russian tsar gave the maarahvas more control over their own lives. 

1860 – 1918: From maarahvas to an ethnic group 

Gradually, the relationship between the Estonian speaking peasants and their land started to change. In 

1866 serfdom was abolished in the whole Russian empire (O'Connor, 2003, p. 52). The peasants were no 

longer attached to a plot of land through the German landlords for whom they worked and after whom 

they were named, but could now independently live as families on their own land. The formerly big 

                                                             

18 The situation in Lithuania was different because their elite was mainly Polish, who were not granted the same 
privileges by the Russian tsar as the Baltic Germans in the north (O'Connor, 2003, p. 33). 
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allotments of land were parcelled off into small holdings. This affected social life since village centres began 

to disappear. Instead, social life now became organised in wider circles of association, according to the 

Baltic Germans’ model (Annist, 2011, p. 97; Jansen, 2004, p. 93). These organisations and societies, a 

development which was completely absent in the Russian speaking territories (Prozorov 1894 and 

Minaudier 2009 in Annist, 2011, p. 98; Raun, 2003, p. 138), were in the first place aimed at bringing 

people together to discuss agriculture, but also brought people together to jointly read, sing and dance. 

These emerging civil structures have been an important site of gathering and public life and, concomitantly, 

important for the production of Estonian identity up to today (Ruutsoo, 1997, p. 75). 

These developments did not take place in a vacuum. This was the period that processes of 

industrialisation and urbanisation took place in Europe. Since the 18th century, also nationalism had begun 

to flourish in Europe. Intellectuals in contemporary France and England had been inspired by the upsurge 

of nationalism in the Americas, which they saw as a solution to the constraining of the power of the local 

nobility. In the spirit of Enlightenment, intellectuals were inspired by the ideals of equality, individual and 

human rights and requested more power for the Volk (Greenfeld, 1992, p. 14). Moreover, the popularity 

of nationalism as a ‘new’ cultural system, should be understood against the background of “the erosion of 

religious certainties” (Anderson, 1983, p. 12). Nationalism was believed to be able to bridge the gap 

between peasants and the elites, by granting all citizens equal rights (Ignatieff, 1993, p. 7), and to provide 

the people with the certainties of a nation-state (Anderson, 1983). 

In this period of ‘National Awakening’ in Europe, Baltic German intellectuals became inspired by 

the ideas of the German Romantics, who believed in the power of “people’s pre-existing ethnic 

characteristics: their language, religion, customs, and traditions” (Ignatieff, 1993, p. 7), especially in those 

cases that could be seen as “scarce remains of past cultures” (Abrahams, 1993, p. 3). The great romantic 

philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder (1744-1803) had even taken Latvian and Estonian speaking peasants 

as epitomising ‘real’ culture; they possessed folk songs, dances and customs that had survived outside the 

realm of contaminated high culture (Dirks, 1995). These Baltic German ‘Estophiles’ began to collect 

Estonian folklore and founded the Learned Estonian Society [Õpetatud Eesti Selts 1838] aimed at cultural 

preservation. At the same time, the abolition of serfdom made some peasants decide to move to the city. By 

1862-1863 the proportion of city dwellers increased to 8.7 percent. By the mid-19th century the 

proportion of Baltic Germans in the cities no longer exceeded the Estonian speakers (Raun, 2001, p. 52). 

Due to these developments, several Estonian speaking peasants, who were often still named after 

their German landlords, managed to get access to higher education (O'Connor, 2003, p. 42). Some of them 

were direct sons of serfs, others of teachers. The first Estonian speaking intellectuals who joined the 

Learned Estonian Society played a crucial role in the National Awakening. Their very existence signified 

that what united Estonian speakers, was not just that they were peasants (a maarahvas). The fact that they 

could also be intellectuals, meant that there should be something else that united them: the most obvious 

element being their common language (Raun, 2001, p. 56). These Estonian speaking intellectuals (such as 
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Carl Robert Jakobson (1841-1882), Johann Köler (1826-1899), schoolteacher and journalist Johannes 

Jannsen (1819-1890) and his daughter poet Lydia Koidula (1843-1886)) also began to address the 

question of ethnic belonging and to discuss the rights of the peasants and the role that both the Baltic 

Germans and tsarist Russia should play in the lives of the Estonian speaking peasants (O'Connor, 2003, p. 

51).  

It should be stressed here, though, that the establishment of a nation-state and political 

independence were no aims from the start (Hackmann, 2007; Hroch, 1995; Raun, 2003, p. 142). Rather, 

these Estonian speaking intellectuals aspired to equal rights for Estonian speaking peasants and recognition 

as a cultural group within the Russian empire (Page, 1970; Uustalu, 1952). Cultural recognition was 

important as these intellectuals began to see it as a means to free the peasants from subordination: “We can 

never become politically a powerful nation, but we can be great in the spiritual-cultural sense”, argued 

theologian Jakob Hurt (1839-1907) (Ruutsoo, 1997, p. 75). Together with the Baltic German Estophiles, 

Estonian speaking intellectuals such as Hurt, poet Kristjan Jaak Peterson (1801-1822), Friedrich Reinhold 

Kreutzwald (1803-1882) and Friedrich Robert Faehlmann (1798-1850) began to collect and record folk 

tales, customs, dances and songs (O'Connor, 2003, p. 45; Raun, 2003, p. 134). Using the Finish epic 

Kalevala as a template, Kreutzwald synthesised this collection into what is presently considered to be the 

Estonian national epic Kalevipoeg (1853). In the 1860s and 1870s they established the Estonian Alexander 

School movement (1860s) and the Society of Estonian Literati (1870s) (Raun, 2001, pp. 74-75). All these 

initiatives reflect the belief that education and the preservation of culture could help Estonian peasants 

overcome their challenging political and socioeconomic circumstances (O'Connor, 2003, p. 50; for an 

elaborate perspective on the situation of Latvian peasants see  Schwartz, 2006). 

At this initial stage of what Estonians call the National Awakening, the idea of a national 

consciousness only existed among a small intellectual elite (Hroch, 1985). This intellectual interest for 

what was believed to be ‘Estonian culture’ spread among the peasant population with the rise of literacy. At 

the end of the 18th century, slightly more than half of the adult peasants could read. In the 1897 census, 

96.1% of the Estonian speakers could read, which, at the time was among the highest in Europe (Raun, 

2003, p. 136). With an increase of publications by Estonian intellectuals and the publication of several 

Estonian language newspapers, a sense of national consciousness spread more widely amongst the peasantry. 

Hroch (1985) has referred to this as phase B in the growth of nationalist commitment: the intellectuals 

spread their patriotic ideas to the masses. Especially important in this social construction of national 

consciousness was the moment that Johannes Jannsen gave the maarahvas the name ‘Estonians’ in the Pärnu 

Postimees newspaper in 1860 (Raun, 2001, pp. 55-56).19  

                                                             

19 Aestii was used by Germanic tribes and Eistland in ancient Scandinavian sources. See Anthony Smith’s (1986, pp. 
23-24) ‘Ethnic Origins of Nations’ for an explanation of the importance of a collective name, which according to him 
is “a sure sign and emblem of ethnic communities. […] [A] name summons up images of the distinctive traits and 
characteristics of a community in the minds and imaginations of its participants and outsiders.” 
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The growing national consciousness among the masses (beginning of phase C (Hroch, 1985)) was reflected 

in the first Estonian Song Festival, organised in 1869 in Tartu, which brought together about 20,000 

Estonian speakers to listen to folkloristic songs performed by 1,000 Estonian singers (O'Connor, 2003, p. 

52). The maarahvas developed into a Kulturnation defined by language and folklore (Ruutsoo, 1997) with 

which they could define themselves against other cultural groups, like Russian and Swedish speakers living 

in the same territory (O'Connor, 2003, p. 27).20 Following the political freedoms inaugurated after the 

Russian Revolution in 1905, newspaper editors and nationalists Jaan Tõnisson and Konstantin Päts 

established the first Estonian political party based on these ideas of the Kulturnation, that formed the basis 

of the Staatsnation that developed (Raun, 2003, p. 137; Ruutsoo, 1997, p. 74). In contrast to France, 

England and the US, an Estonian nation-state would not only bridge the class gap between the peasants and 

elite, but also an ethnic gap (Dirks, 1995; Hroch, 1998; Raun, 2003, p. 140; Ruutsoo, 1997; Wilson, 

1973). As such, the idea of who belonged to the nation and who was granted civil rights, was defined in 

France and England as being based on citizenship, whereas the Baltic elite used language – as a 

characteristic of ethnicity – as a determining factor for belonging.21 

1918 – 1939: ‘Estonian time’, from an ethnic group to a nation-state 

Konstantin Päts adjudged Estonian speakers to be the rightful owners of the land when the Estonian 

Republic was founded as an independent nation-state from the Soviet Union on 24th of February 1918. 

After only one day of independence, German troops occupied the newly named Estonian territory. Until 2 

February 1920, when the Soviet Union recognised Estonia’s independence in the Tartu Peace Treaty, a 

primarily ethnic Estonian army fought against both the German army and the Bolsheviks for sovereignty of 

‘Estonian lands’ during the ‘War of Independence’ (Raun, 2001; Ruutsoo, 1997). After its victory, 

members of the Estonian national movement such as Päts became Estonia’s first political leaders, but as had 

been the case throughout history, these political dynamics were far removed from the everyday lives of the 

peasants (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 338; Kasekamp, 2000). 

The formation of a nation-state directly influenced the relationship between the people and the 

land. Many of the peasants who had come to live in the cities, attracted by work opportunities in large-scale 

industries, returned to their homes in the countryside. Mass production for the Russian market was no 

longer needed and the focus of economic productivity shifted to agriculture and forestry (Tammaru, 2001, 

                                                             

20 Because of the distinguishable ethnolinguistics of Estonian speakers, it was relatively easy to identify Estonians from 
other cultural groups. Latvians’ ancestors were much more mixed, as Latvians stem from Latgalians, Couronians, 
Zemgalians, Livonians, and Selonians. Also the population of Latvia in that era was much more diverse than in Estonia. 
Latvians, Germans, Poles, Jews, Belarusians, Lithuanians, and Russians were all living together in the south-east of 
Latvia (O'Connor, 2003, p. 39). 
21 A clear-cut dichotomy between Western European (civic) and Eastern European (ethnic) nationalism, which has 
been assumed by scholars such as Kohn (1945), Hobsbawm (1990) and Ignatieff (1994), is not very helpful. For 
criticism of this geographical approach towards different types of nationalism, see Norman Davies (1997, pp. 812-
823) and Clifford Geertz (1998, pp. 101-102). 
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p. 1347). This was accentuated by major land reforms, such as the expropriation and parcelling off of large 

tracts of land formerly owned by Baltic Germans (Raun, 2001, p. 132). In the early 1920s, 55,000 new 

small and independent family farms were created and by 1939 this had grown to 140,000, or 1 farm for 

every 8 people (Valk, 2006, p. 37). National independence thus went hand in hand with an increased sense 

of personal independence that was directly linked to ownership of land: families could grow their own food 

and secure their survival (Caldwell, 2011), “the ultimate insurance policy and pension plan” (Verdery, 

1998, p. 298). 

In addition, families were now ‘rooted’ in a specific place, as they no longer could be directed to 

another manor. Due to an agnatic ideology dominant for centuries already, land was inherited along the line 

of the patriarchal descent group rather than the nuclear family. Land inheritance was considered the best 

provision for one’s children, and simultaneously brought along a social obligation to take care for the land 

and the family (Kaser, 2002, pp. 378-380). To own land was both a practical tool for living an 

independent life and a symbol of power. The previously powerful Baltic Germans were left without land, 

which was now in hands of the previously poor Estonian peasantry (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 335). 

This new situation was perceived as the correction of a historical injustice and emphasised the natural 

relationship between Estonians and their land (Rausing, 2004). In 1935, Estonian agronomist Kaarel 

Liidak opined: “the German speaking nobility has required its right to the land through violent conquests.” 

In that sense, theirs was not a ‘valid right’ whereas “[o]ur right is an older, primordial, natural right” 

(Liidak, 1989 [1935]). The fact that Estonians had grown out of the maarahvas, was a legitimation for the 

claim that they were the ‘natives to the area’ (Raun, 2001, p. 132).  

The Baltic Germans were not completely disempowered though, since a Law on Cultural 

Autonomy was implemented to satisfy their needs: “as partners at the state level to organise mother tongue 

instruction and the development of national cultures, using state subsidised funds and stipends”. In 

addition to the Baltic Germans, also Jews made use of this law (Kionka, 2007, p. 34). 

The formation of a nation-state also influenced the relationship between the people and their 

culture. I already pointed out how due to increasing literacy rates, Estonian intellectuals had been able to 

spread their interest in folklore and need for education to the wider population. Politicians now used the 

‘pure’ character of Estonian culture to legitimise their nation-building projects, even, at times, framing 

ethnicity in biological terms (Felder, 2013). Estonian peasant folklore became part of the realm of high 

culture (Jansen, 2004, p. 103). Written Estonian was standardised and new words invented, mainly based 

on peasant vocabulary with few words for abstract concepts. Estonian theatre was professionalised, with 

about half of the plays written by Estonian writers. Also the national Song Festival was now regularly 

organised, every 5 years, which was a stimulus for the emergence of choirs and local composers (Raun, 

2001, pp. 136-137). Much of the literature written at that time presented a romantic image of rural 

Estonia and rural values and the proportion of religious works diminished (Raun, 2001, p. 135). Education 

was now primarily in the Estonian language, also at Tartu University (Raun, 2001, pp. 133-134). Also the 
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birth of student fraternities, based on the German model (Burschenschaften), further stimulated interest in 

‘Estonian culture’ (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 332).  

What was particular to the Estonian situation, was that the first civil structures had emerged in 

the countryside after the abolishment of serfdom and were not the exclusive preserve of intellectuals. 

Estonian peasants were therefore also actively involved in these important political societies. They shared 

their common interest in literature, agriculture, folk dance or folk song in these societies. With the birth of 

the nation-state, participation in these cultural societies constituted the basis of the vibrant civil society of 

interwar Estonia (Hope, 1994, p. 56). Participation was understood as a duty that came with citizenship: 

“Estonia was a young state that needed you” (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 338). Many people trusted the 

famous words of folklorist Hurt that even though a people might be small, they can be culturally and 

spiritually strong (Raun, 2003, p. 140). In 1939, one of every three people was part of a civic society or 

organisation (Annist, 2011, p. 99). Another reason why the appreciation of culture and education was so 

widely spread among the Estonian speaking population was because there was little social stratification. 

The previous generation had all been peasants and the new generation was a primarily peasant society with 

only a small bourgeoisie. Class distinctions that did exist were not regarded as important (Bennich-

Björkman, 2007; Uustalu, 1952). 

This strong and widespread development of civil society is very specific for the context of 

interwar Estonia. For example, Latvia also developed a tradition of civic societies, but this was wiped out 

with the authoritarian rule of the 1930s. In contrast, civic societies continued to flourish despite the 

authoritarian rule of Päts between 1934 and WWII (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 340; Raun, 2001, p. 

123). The strong interest in education and culture shared within these civic organisations cultivated liberal 

values alongside the development of a clearly inward looking nationalism. This was due to a young, 

cosmopolitan generation of Estonian intellectuals who had studied in St Petersburg, Scandinavia or France. 

They believed that Estonian culture could only be great by becoming part of European culture (Jansen, 

2004, p. 103). This value of an outward looking orientation was reflected in the vast number of translated 

English, French and Scandinavian texts that became available, and the fact that students were eager to study 

these languages (Ruutsoo, 1997, p. 80). This civic model of the world was also reflected in the cultural 

autonomy that was granted to cultural minorities of over 3000 people living in Estonia, namely Russians, 

Swedes, Jews and Germans (Raun, 2001, p. 133; Ruutsoo, 1997, p. 78). An individual self-sufficiency 

mentality, partly due to the long history of scattered farm life, placed great emphasis on people’s individual 

achievements: “everybody is the architect of one’s own future” (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 337). This 

combination of a vast civic society, aware of the need to learn from societies with a longer history of 

independence, with strong roots in the land and with a particular concern for the preservation of local 

folklore, proved to be very successful in teaching its citizens the need for and the naturalness of 

independent statehood. 
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1939 – 1991: WWII and ‘Russian time’, the loss of land 

Estonians’ relationship with the land and culture changed drastically from 1939 onwards. During the two 

periods of Soviet occupation (1939-1941 and 1944-1991) and the German occupation (1941-1944), the 

well-established civic institutions were destroyed. Being a member of a cultural or professional society could 

now result in arrest and deportation, as membership was perceived as a possible threat to the regime. These 

changes did not immediately lead to a radical transformation of cultural values (Raun, 2001, pp. 154-155). 

However, everyday life changed considerably since friends and acquaintances who used to gather in societies 

were no longer able to do so. 

During the German occupation, Estonians had more freedom to gather and express themselves, 

thanks to the laissez-faire attitude that the authorities had towards Estonian culture (Raun, 2001, pp. 166-

167). Estonian scholars and artists were relatively free to contribute to cultural activities and products. For 

example, Estonians were allowed to celebrate Independence Day (Raun, 2001, pp. 166-168). German 

authorities were also tolerant of the collectivisation processes of land and property of the preceding Soviet 

authorities (Raun, 2001, pp. 164-165).  

The social fabric of the pre-war Estonian nation-state, to a large extent based in these societies, 

was completely destroyed during the Stalinist era (1944-1953). Under Soviet cultural doctrine, cultural 

expressions had to comply to the socialist-realist norms: to be ideologically pure and devoid of ‘bourgeois 

nationalism’ (Raun, 2001, p. 186). Under these conditions, the Soviet authorities were actually very happy 

with the local tradition of Song and Dance Festivals. This tradition was ideal to encourage people to 

participate in mass cultural events that were ‘national in form, socialist in content’ (Gross, 2002, p. 348; 

Raun, 2001, p. 188). The same applied to literature published in the ESSR: Estonian writers were allowed 

to publish, but only if they abided by the Soviet scheme. After the death of Stalin and during Khrushchev’s 

thaw, the Estonian intelligentsia “considerably expanded the parameters of socialist realism” (Raun, 2001, 

p. 214). Although ordinary Estonians could thus still read Estonian literature and be part of choirs and 

folk dance groups, the experience of folklore and literature changed completely because social life was no 

longer organised in grassroots’ associations, but by state controlled and oriented organisations. It had lost 

its public value as ‘a political tool for a small ethnic group’, as Hurt had emphasised in the 19th century. 

Cultural and intellectual life were not the only spheres of life to be affected by state driven 

measures to create a classless society. Landownership, which had become so central to the sense of 

sovereignty of Estonians, also became collectivised (Valk, 2006, p. 38). In practice this meant that all 

farmers who had more than 30 hectares of land, lost part of their plots without compensation. By the 

summer of 1941, this confiscated land was given to landless peasants and used to build 100 sovkhozes 

(state farms) and 10 kolkhozes (collective farms) (Raun, 2001, pp. 151-153). The land, which had 

provided for over 60 percent of Estonia’s economy prior to 1939 (Estonian Information Centre, 1962, p. 

16), was being prepared for a general economic switch towards mass production, industry and urban life. 
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By August 1940, about 90 percent of the large industry and banks was in hands of the Soviet authorities. 

Smaller businesses were destroyed by the imposition of extremely high taxes. Houses with a floor surface of 

more than 170 m2 or 220 m2 in large cities, were confiscated by the state and repurposed for kolkhoz 

centres or cultural centres. During the second Soviet occupation, similar policies were implemented as 

punishment against those who had fled to the West or collaborated with the Germans. 

This collectivisation process, though, was implemented slowly: only 8.2 percent of all farms had 

been collectivised by March 1949. Taxes were raised, so that independent farmers had no chance to survive 

without joining the kolkhoz system. Under the slogan ‘liquidation of the kulaks as a class’, a group who 

had big land plots, about 1,200 Estonian families were deported to Siberia. Since these measures still did 

not have the desired results, mass deportations to Siberia seemed the only option (Fitzpatrick, 2000, p. 4). 

Those who refused to join the kolkhoz system were threatened with deportation (Raun, 2001, pp. 176-

179). In total, 20,531 Estonians were deported, of which 2,870 families accused of being kulaks (Rahi-

Tamm, 2012b, p. 144). This intimidation worked, since by April 1949 63.8 percent of all farms were 

collectivised and continued to increase (Raun, 2001, p. 179). By the end of 1949, about 80% of ESSR’s 

farms were collectivised (Mole, 2012, p. 59). 

This process of collectivisation had a direct impact on the housing and land inheritance system 

common in pre-war Estonia that I described in the previous section. It was no longer self-evident that 

houses were passed on to the next generation. In the post-Stalinist era, more and more people moved away 

from the countryside, in order to live closer to the places where workers were needed. After finishing their 

studies people were either allocated or encouraged by good housing facilities and financial benefits to live in 

the newly built blocks of flats, part of the large-scale standardised housing projects, close to industrial bases 

(Tammaru, 2001, p. 1350). Due to the booming of the shale-oil industry, workers from other parts of the 

Soviet Union such as Soviet Russia, Ukraine and Belarus were also encouraged to settle in the ESSR as 

well. Between 1945 and 1950, the number of industrial workers in the ESSR tripled to 80,800 people 

(Raun, 2001, pp. 175-176). These new settlers were provided housing depending on their job positions. 

Labourers were mainly housed in the newly built Soviet flats, close to the industries. Settlers who were 

given a higher position in the Communist system often acquired big houses in the most prestigious parts of 

Tallinn, formerly the homes of Estonians who had been deported, killed or had fled to the West. Partly 

due to this job related migration, the total population of the ESSR grew from 854,000 in 1945 to 

1,566,000 in 1989 (M. Feldman, 1999, p. 167). 

In the 1980s, when food problems led to major investment in agricultural programs, people 

moved back to the countryside. It again became financially viable to live in the countryside. These people 

did not move to old farmhouses, but into the standardised multiple family housing, similar to the ones near 

the cities, that arose in the countryside as well (Tammaru, 2001, p. 1353). Of course not all Estonians were 

on the move during the Soviet period. Those farmers, who were not deported and had subscribed to the 

new policy of collectivisation, could remain in their own homes. The same was true for urban citizens who 
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had no suspicious past and were ready to adjust to the Soviet system. The only thing that changed for them 

in terms of their living was that they were no longer owners of the property but rather got the right to use 

it, which was the case for about one-third of residential space at the end of the Soviet period. This was less 

favourable than to be housed as renter in a public residence (about two-thirds of all housing): public 

tenancy was highly subsidised and moreover, renters had often more rights of use than those who semi-

privately owned their pre-war living (M. Feldman, 1999, p. 167; Kährik, 2000, p. 3). Communal housing 

was emphasised, where families would share spaces such as the kitchen. If new housing was needed during 

the Soviet period, large-scale building projects were launched, aimed at housing masses of people, rather 

than single families. From the 1970s, though, the building of dachas, or summer cottages, was permitted 

for one’s own use, as part of the state’s Food Programme. This way, urban citizens were encouraged to live 

in the countryside during the summer, where they could grow their own food (Tammaru, 2001, p. 1354). 

In sum, the political developments of the last century had a major impact on the everyday lives of 

Estonian speakers. Before WWII, the majority of the Estonian speakers (66.4%) lived together with several 

generations in the countryside (Raun, 2001, p. 183), in houses that they owned or had built themselves. 

They were born and died in the same house. The next generation would continue the work of the previous 

generation by taking care of the land and the family’s real estate, in order to most efficiently preserve and 

perpetuate the family’s accumulated wealth. When land became collectivised and industry became the focus 

of the economy, the place of living was no longer determined by birth, or by personal choice – as was a 

common motivation behind migration flows in Western Europe – but by where the state would allocate 

one for work. Living in a house with which one had no familial ties became more common. This increasing 

number of people who moved during their lifetime and the fact that land was no longer owned by families, 

broke pre-war ‘traditions’ of home inheritance and cohabitation of several generations. 

1987 – early 1990s: the Singing Revolution and the ‘natural order’ 

At the end of the 1980s, the majority of the Estonian population had been born in this Soviet reality. 

Stories about pre-war property and living arrangements might still have circulated in families, but belonged 

to a past that no longer was (see Yurchak, 2005 for more on everyday life in Soviet reality). And yet, the 

domestic sphere was also used to maintain some sense of cultural continuity. Estonian ethnologist Anu 

Kannike (2006, pp. 218-219) has argued that many homes in Soviet Estonia were decorated with hand-

made objects in order to cope with the reality of industrially produced houses. In this way, some values 

such as privacy, individuality and authenticity that were cherished during the pre-war period were preserved 

during the Soviet period within domestic spaces. 

These pre-war ideals gained ground in the public sphere when Gorbachev came to power and 

glasnost was introduced. A network of Estonian intellectuals had been organising themselves in secret since 

the 1970s: not based on ideas of anti-Communism, but out of a cultural interest (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, 

more on resistance during the Soviet period in Chapter 3 and 5). Once it was possible, they established the 
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Estonian Heritage Society [Eesti Muinsuskaitse Selts] and began to collect life stories of the ‘real 

Estonians’: those who had grown up in the first Estonian Republic. This generated an increasing interest in 

and valuation of the stories about interwar Estonia. According to Estonian ethnologist and memory scholar 

Ene Kõresaar (2002a), the farm life in independent Estonia became a symbol of the Estonian nation-state: 

the ideal society, based on solidarity, equality, and mutual trust. Life in the countryside also symbolised 

freedom: to go wherever one wanted to go and to be really in touch with one’s land and the land’s nature. 

In this context of an increasing idealisation of the first Estonian Republic, the childhood memories of the 

interwar generation became the foundation for the idea of a nation-state. The love for nature and the 

connection to a specific place in the land became an integral part to the essence of being Estonian 

(Kõresaar, 2002a) and, as I will argue throughout this chapter, have had such a strong appeal that even 

twenty years later, visiting the country house of one’s relatives is perceived as an ideal by many of my 

informants. 

In other words, the central lesson of Jakob Hurt during the National Awakening was revived in a 

new form by this coterie of late Soviet era intellectual and political elite: Estonians will never be great in 

number, but they can become great by their culture if they stay close to their roots (Ruutsoo, 1995). This 

implied not only an idealisation of peasant life, but also encouraged the actual use of folklore as a tool of 

political power in the Singing Revolution.22 For example, at the end of the Old Town Festival in Tallinn in 

June 1988, a mass of people spontaneously moved towards the Song Festival grounds, 4 kilometres out of 

the city. They waved Estonian flags and sang patriotic songs. The same happened a few months later, when 

the official Song Festival was organised. Due to the influence of cultural figures such as the intellectuals of 

the Estonian Heritage Society, these cultural gatherings became political events, where the wish to become 

independent was publicly voiced for the first time. In 1990, 28,000 singers and musicians participated in 

the festival, alongside 300,000 audience members (Raun, 2001, p. 238). On 23rd of August 1989, 2 

million Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians held hands in ‘the Baltic Chain’ from Tallinn to Vilnius as a 

peaceful protest against Soviet domination. These large numbers of participants show that this romantic 

nationalist argument of restoring the natural order of interwar Estonia was not just an ideal proclaimed by a 

small group of political and cultural elite, but that it had a wide appeal among ordinary ethnic Estonians. 

As I will show in Chapter 3, the political wing of ‘restorationists’ used the romantic stories of the 

pre-war generation to argue that in order to completely restore the ‘natural order’, post-Soviet Estonia 

should not just incorporate interwar ideals, but restore pre-war Estonia: private farms, civil society, a clean 

environment but also the absence of Russian speakers (Ruutsoo, 1995, p. 173). The moderates, in contrast, 

shared similar romantic ideals about interwar Estonia, but believed that a new kind of Estonia was needed. 

In Chapter 3 I describe how the restorationists eventually ‘won’ the battle and turned these ideals into 

reality after independence was restored on 20 August 1991. One of the leading slogans during the first 

                                                             

22 This term was invented by Estonian artist Heinz Valk, after the first spontaneous mass gatherings where patriotic 
songs were sung in 1988. 
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parliamentary election, for instance, contained the telling words: ‘Wipe the slate clean’ (M. Feldman, 1999, 

p. 168). A citizenship law ensured that all citizens who or whose (grand)parents had lived in Estonia before 

WWII were granted citizenship; all those who had arrived after and had not registered for Estonian 

citizenship with the Estonian Citizens’ Committee were left without civil rights (Pettai, 2004, p. 174). 

This resulted in all Estonian speakers (61.5% of the ESSR population in 1989 and the Estonians who had 

fled in 1944 and lived in exile) and about 75,000 Russian speakers (G. Feldman, 2008a, p. 682) being 

granted automatic citizenship. In 1992 and 1993 more than 47,000 people, who had no roots in pre-war 

Estonia and did not feel at home anymore, left Estonia (Raun, 2001, pp. 256-257). 

Another law implemented with the aim to legally, morally and culturally restore the natural order, 

concerned the restitution of land and property: to repair Estonia ‘as it really was’, to purify Estonia, to 

make Estonia as it had been before it was polluted by ‘foreign’ culture (M. Feldman, 1999; Kährik, 2000). 

Land and property had to be given back to the rightful, seen as pre-war, owners. If at least 50% of the pre-

war building was left, the property was returned; if less, the family would be given financial compensation. 

This led to complete chaos. About one third of the population (half a million people) reclaimed property 

(in total 220,000 restitution claims), that often, of course, was not vacant. People who lived in Soviet 

housing in 1991 were lucky in the sense that no pre-war owner could claim that property. Moreover, they 

got the possibility to buy the place. The most unfortunate were the people who lived in pre-war houses, as 

they either had to leave the house or had to find an agreement with the new owner on a renting price. 

Russian speakers were overrepresented among the most unfortunate; often been given the empty pre-war 

houses (M. Feldman, 1999, p. 169). Because most of them had moreover arrived after 1940, they had no 

property to reclaim themselves (see Table 2). This was the case for many people who lived in reclaimed 

property: in Tartu 79% of those people did not have any property to reclaim him/herself. They suddenly 

found themselves homeless. More than half (54%) of these people had lived in these appropriated houses 

for more than 20 years (M. Feldman, 1999, p. 168). 

Table 2 - Property restitution claims in percentages 

 Percentage of total population 

People involved in the 220,000 claims for restitution 33.3% 
-of which people personally deprived of property   6.0% 
-of which descendants/relatives of people personally deprived  94.0% 
People who did not reclaim 66.7% 
-of which Estonian speakers 40.0% 
-of which non-Estonian speakers 60.0% 
Source: Merje Feldman (1999), page 168 
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As the numbers in Table 2 show, restitution of land and property not only restored the ideal of ownership 

but also turned the power relations between ethnic Estonians and Russian speakers upside down.23 The fact 

that many Russian speakers were not eligible for restitution – only those with Estonian citizenship on 16th 

of June 1940 – had of course very deep symbolic consequences; they were deprived of the right to roots, to 

one’s own place in the land, which had become essential to Estonian identity (Kõresaar, 2002b). Of course, 

there was also a substantial group of ethnic Estonians, about 400,000, who could not reclaim any property. 

They, though, had the opportunity to buy the house in which they lived, in case no one reclaimed it. This 

was most beneficial for the former members of the Soviet nomenklatura, since they lived in newer houses of 

better quality, which they could buy for little money after 1991 (Kährik, 2000, p. 10). 

Despite these unequal chances for reclaiming property, the biggest proportion of the Estonian 

population (43.4% against 33.9%) agreed that the restitution of land restored more historical justice than 

that it created new injustices. This question was posed to a representative sample of the Estonian 

population in 2005 (Mina Meedia Maailm). 35.9% of the people answered that they or their relatives had 

been given back land, property or financial compensation. People could choose whether they agreed more 

with statement A or B: 

A. Mistakes have been made with the returning of land. That has created a new injustice, which 

is bigger than the justice that has been restored. 

B. The returning of land was in principle right, because it enabled many people, who have 

suffered from injustice in the Soviet period, to restore their justice. 

  

                                                             

23 According to Estonian/Canadian geographer Merje Kuus/Feldman (1999a, p. 172), most problems that emerged 
during the process of restitution had to do with its politicisation. The media portrayed the renters as ‘reds’ and 
‘repressers’, the owners were called ‘blackshirts’ by the renters. In public debate those who were opposing restitution 
were framed as members of the proletariat, who could not reclaim any property themselves. The reform was not 
creating a situation in which renters and owners had to find a solution together. Rather, the restorationist discourse 
encouraged owners to correct the injustice done to them and their families. This created a situation driven by emotions, 
in which renters felt treated as second rank citizens: the rights of the owners overshadowed the rights of the occupants 
(M. Feldman, 1999a, p. 171). 
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Table 3 - Was it just to return land to the pre-WWII owners? 

 Total population Estonians Russians and  
other non-Estonians24 

I agree completely with A 15.3%  (226) 13.4%  (136) 19.7%  (77) 

I agree more with A 18.6%  (274) 16.0%  (163) 24.0%  (94) 

Difficult to say 21.8%  (321) 18.6%  (189) 30.7% (120) 

I agree more with B 28.9%  (426) 33.3%  (338) 17.4%  (68) 

I agree completely with B 14.5%  (214) 17.6%  (179)   7.9%  (31) 

Unanswered   0.9%    (14)   1.1%    (11)    0.3%    (1) 

Total 100 % (1475) 100 % (1016) 100 % (391) 

Source: Mina, Maailm, Meedia, year 2005. Own calculations. 

The significant differences between ethnic Estonians and non-Estonians – 50.9% of those who identify as 

Estonians and 25.3% of those as Russian speakers and other non-Estonians feel that historical justice has 

been restored – reflect the appeal of the romantic nationalist argument for restoration of the natural order 

among ethnic Estonians. It needs to be mentioned that a quarter of the Russian and other non-Estonians 

found it just to return property to the pre-war owners. 

This romantic ideal of restoring the pre-war order can also be seen in Estonians’ preference for 

pre-war houses, either in a suburb or countryside. Even though Soviet flat apartments are financially much 

more affordable and in certain respects more modern than the wooden houses that often lack(ed) running 

water and central heating, the wooden pre-war houses seem to embody pre-war ideals of safety, cleanliness, 

privacy and tradition that at the moment are more valued by many Estonian speakers (Kannike, 2013, p. 

8). 

Romanticising home 

About twenty years after the Singing Revolution the ideal picture of the home has not changed much. As 

we have seen in the introduction to this chapter, Kaia and her family return every year to her grandfather’s 

land. Sirje (1982) also invites me every summer to her grandparents’ home, where she spends weeks with 

her relatives, picking berries and potatoes, where she observes her grandfather making honey and where she 

feels closest to nature and her childhood. Since she has a son (born 2010), she is even more conscious of 

what these weeks in the countryside mean to her and how important it is for her to have her son appreciate 

this romantic way of life. Although she has spent most of her life in the city (Tartu, Tallinn and now 

Prague), her grandparents’ rural land is where she “really feels at home”. Kalev (1941) has lived in several 

places as well during his life, but he has always returned to the farm built by his grandfather in 1936. Every 

                                                             

24 As explained in the introduction, ethnicity is measured by self-perception. I argued there that the correlation with 
mother tongue is very strong. I myself prefer to refer to Russian-Estonians, but while describing the survey data I try to 
keep as close to the language used in the questionnaire as possible, mainly for clarity. 
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summer he spends his time there to mow the grass, maintain the wooden walls of the house, tidy up the 

stables and play some melodies on his grandfather’s piano. Tõnis and Luule (born 1950 and 1955), who 

live all year round in the countryside, visualise their perfect summer harvesting vegetables from their garden, 

picking mushrooms in the forest and preparing vast dinners with blueberry cakes. Their daughters, who are 

in their twenties and live in Tallinn and Tartu, return home for a few weeks every year to collectively enjoy 

these summer rituals. 

American anthropologist Melissa Caldwell (2011) explores the meaning of these natural ways of 

living in her book ‘Dacha Idylls’. Like Estonians, Russians (in Russia) have a similar appreciation for 

natural food and being in the countryside. Many Russians spend their summers at their (or their relatives’ / 

friends’) ‘dachas’. They cultivate their own food, gather berries in the forest and spend quality time with 

their close relatives. Caldwell (2011) argues that this yearly flight to the countryside is a way to be in touch 

with nature, to escape the everyday chaos of city life, enjoy a slower rhythm and to be in harmony with 

oneself. In addition, ‘dachniki’ feel free from state interference (Caldwell, 2011, p. 43) and the capitalist 

system during their dacha stay. At their dachas, they participate in a different kind of exchange, based on a 

gift economy with their intimate social contacts (Caldwell, 2011, p. 94). There they are completely ‘free’ 

because they are self-sufficient. This is also how foreign and domestic observers have explained the 

popularity of dacha life: the shortages of material goods in the Soviet Union has inspired this alternative 

way of living. Caldwell (2011, pp. 79-80) however, argues that there is more to the popularity of dacha 

life, because nowadays it is not necessarily financially beneficial to have a dacha. It is rather rooted in a 

sense of primordial geographic nationalism, in which people experience an intimate relationship with the 

physical landscape “colored by ideas of national heritage, sociality, and even spirituality” (Caldwell, 2011, 

p. 82). In this spirit, natural foods are seen as the purest and cleanest, independent of and not contaminated 

by any political system. Furthermore, since fresh greens were cultivated in Russian soil, they are seen as 

more pure than food grown in any other soil (Caldwell, 2011, p. 88). 

I have heard my informants use similar arguments while explaining the love for being in the 

countryside. Sirje referred to the ‘natural’ rhythm you experience when there as a result of living according 

to the harvest cycle. “You have the time when everything is made with rhubarb, than raspberries, and so on. 

I could not imagine a life without this rhythm.” Anna likes to feel in touch with the environment in which 

she lives by being familiar and in tune with nature. After a day picking berries and mushrooms, we end up 

in the sauna of her parents’ house with nettles to wash our hair and rhubarb leaves to prevent cellulite. At 

that moment I experienced first-hand the power of nature. For Jaan (1960) it is especially important to be 

in the countryside and use his knowledge of nature in order to be ‘free’ from the political system. Kalev sees 

eating from his own land as much healthier than eating food cultivated from other regions or mass 

produced food: “You never know what they put in there.” Similar to dacha life in Russia, life in the 

Estonian countryside evokes a feeling among my informants of being in a direct relationship with the Volk 
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spirit; by rekindling the close bond with nature, the natural way of living, that was so important to their 

ancestors. 

There is also a significant difference though, between the case of Russian dacha life and the 

stories of my informants. This has to do with the particular history of Estonians and the ideals such as 

preservation and education of a small people with little political experience, that gained ground during the 

National Awakening and the interwar period. As I will argue in the following sections, these ideals are still 

widely reflected in my informants’ very personal stories about belonging and home. First of all, I will 

explore the stories of those who actively take care of their inherited land/property. By spending time in the 

countryside, they try and live up – in the very personal sphere of family life – to the pre-war ideal of 

preserving one’s roots. Secondly, I will show that emotional attachment to the soil and its culture is not 

only an ideal of those who have a familial/natural relationship with the land, but is widespread in Estonia. 

Put another way, all my informants, from memory activists to young scholars to countryside people, deeply 

value local knowledge, involvement and interest. As such, attachment to the (hi)stories and culture of one’s 

‘ancestral home’ is highly appreciated, even expected. It is this emotional attachment to the place where one 

lives, either through ‘natural ties’ or ‘local knowledge’, that gives my informants a sense of security, as it 

preserves the power of a small nation. 

Natural ties to the family’s land 

The deep emotional attachment to the Estonian soil in case of inherited land should be understood in light 

of familial belonging and the love for one’s relatives. In the introduction we already saw that Kaia’s 

recurrent visits to the south of Estonia are inspired by her grandfather’s dreams about the wide meadows 

and the rustling grain fields of his childhood. My peer Sirje once elaborated on her grandmother’s story 

when I asked her about her emotional attachment to specific places in the Estonian landscape. Sirje’s 

paternal great-grandmother had fled deportation from the family’s farm in 1949. She managed to reach the 

farm of her oldest daughter, who had been deported with her family in 1941. The family who occupied the 

farm provided Sirje’s great-grandmother shelter. In 1952, she passed away. Because the family was afraid to 

give her an official burial, because she was an enemy of the state, they buried her in the stable. Fifty years 

later, as a teenager Sirje wrote a school essay, in which she tried to articulate her great-grandmother’s feeling 

for this particular piece of land: 

“A family living, a shed, a barn, a horse stable of stone, in the distance ancient trees 

growing into the sky. This has been home, a place where flowers, sun and meadow 

have been. Home, where the pain, blood, sweat and tears of decades have been set in 

stone forever. From here one was forced to leave. Far away. New people and a new 

time came. The sun still rose from east to west and set from west to east, but 

something was not anymore the same. […] How beautiful life could have been 

being in one’s own home.” 
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Also Leena (1944), who had been deported with her parents in 1949, recollects the importance of the land 

and farm for her father. He had inherited the land from his father. During their stay in Siberia, Leena’s 

father used to speak about the farm as ‘home’, the place to return to one day, even though that seemed very 

unlikely at that time. After their return to Estonia in the late 1950s, he took Leena and his son-in-law to 

his confiscated land and showed them the borders of their family’s land and forest; just in case the land 

would be returned one day. 

These unfulfilled dreams of relatives are also important for those informants whose family 

property was not confiscated. Kalev’s grandfather was one of the many farmers who ‘voluntarily’ signed for 

collectivisation in 1949. Although he could stay in the house that he had built with ‘his own hands’ in 

1936, Kalev’s grandfather could no longer retain his dreams for his land and family. Because his land was 

now state property, he could no longer cultivate his own food since only 0.6 hectares was allocated for 

private cultivation. He also lost his say about the house. The family had to share the wooden farm, 

consisting of 3 small rooms and a kitchen, with at least one other family for several years. Kalev recalls his 

grandfather’s love for his land: 

“My grandfather had a small horse that helped him plough the land. The horse was 

really dear to him. I wanted to learn to plough the land as well, and my grandfather 

helped me drive the horse. When our farm became part of the kolkhoz, the horse 

became property of the collective. He died during the first winter. They did not 

take good care of him. He was left outside, in the cold winter rain.” 

Kalev spent all his childhood summers with his grandparents and was very much aware of the love of his 

grandfather for his land, house and animals. 

The restitution of land in the 1990s was of great importance to Kaia, Sirje, Leena and Kalev. 

Finally the dreams of their loved-ones were fulfilled. Sirje’s grandmother was still alive when Estonia 

regained its independence. Sirje recalls how happy her grandmother was that her mother could finally get a 

proper burial, close to home, rather than in a place without emotional attachment. Sirje narrates: 

“Her remains were taken from under the stable and properly reburied. My 

grandmother said that she now finally could be at peace, as her mother had been 

haunting her in her sleep. I am very happy that my grandmother had the 

opportunity to see Estonia become independent again.” 

In 1992, after the reburial, Sirje’s grandmother died. Only years later was her farm returned to the family. 

Since then, Sirje feels a close emotional attachment and commitment to this piece of land. With tears in her 

eyes, she tells me: 

“I still feel that sometime in my life I want to live in her farm, where she grew up. I 

realise that I probably mythologise the place. It is still in our family although people 

are renting it now from us. I would never like to sell it, and my father neither. It just 
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feels that I have connections with the land there, because my family has lived there. 

[…] If I would imagine having a countryside house somewhere in Estonia, it would 

be awkward to buy another house instead of living in this place where I have my 

roots. It has been so important to my grandmother.” 

Kaia’s grandfather, Leena’s father and Kalev’s grandfather have never seen Estonia regain its independence. 

Even though it came too late for their forefathers, Kaia, Leena and Kalev felt very happy when their 

ancestral property was returned to the family, fulfilling a long-held family dream. The restored land is not 

simply real estate to them, but a home, a place of roots, whose return has restored the ‘natural order’. None 

of them considered selling their property, even though they all already had a roof over their heads when it 

was restored. Kaia has built a small wooden house on her grandfather’s land, where she spends every 

summer with her children and her sister’s family. In her grandfather’s derelict former house, they have 

exhibited a brief history of the family and the land. Leena got the land of her childhood back in 1997. The 

house had been so badly maintained by the family that occupied it, that it had simply collapsed. Together 

with her son-in-law, Leena cultivated the land for six years. Now she is happy to rent it to a man with good 

technical skills, who “knows how to take care of the land.”  

Also Kalev has been taking good care of the land and his grandfather’s house, which was 

privatised in the 1990s. In 1994, when Kalev was 53 years old and his daughters had become adults, he 

decided to move from Tallinn to Tartu. He felt he needed to help his ageing parents to maintain the land 

and his grandparents’ country house, which is 15 kilometres from Tartu. After his parents’ deaths, he 

continued to live close to his grandparents’ house. When I ask him whether it is not difficult to live so far 

away from his wife for almost 20 years, he answers: 

“My grandfather and father have died a long time ago, and someone has to take care 

of the farm. So I take care of this one and my wife of the one near Tallinn. And 

then we visit each other. Our families’ memories are in this house, in the 

environment. We cannot just sell it.” 

Kalev spends a lot of time in the countryside. During the winter he has to heat the place from time to time. 

During the summer he mows the grass and maintains the house. The house is made of wood and needs 

constant maintenance.  

It is not just the deprivation of property that makes Kaia, Sirje, Leena and Kalev feel so attached 

to the land. It is also the pre-war tradition of agnatically oriented land inheritance in Estonia (Kaser, 2002, 

p. 378), that makes being on the land of one’s forefathers appear to be a restoration of the ‘natural order’. 

My oldest informant, Mändi (1918), grew up in a farm in Võrumaa, in the south of Estonia. It was a small 

farm, built by her father, where several generations lived together under one roof. Because of its size and 

lack of employees, the farm was collectivised without personally depriving the family too much. Mändi 

recalls that many things changed during the Soviet period and that it was a poor time, but she did not 

experience this as a loss of property or freedom. It is her family’s long history with the house and land that 
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makes her emotionally attached to it. Her father had built the house, Mändi’s grandmother lived in it, she 

was born there, her husband moved in with them after their marriage in 1940, her grandparents and parents 

are buried close to the land and her children and some of her grandchildren were born there. This 

continuity is what she experiences as ‘natural’: “Everyone used to die in their own house.” The fact that her 

children did not want to move in with her and she is now living in one of Estonia’s few old-aged-homes 

makes her sad, as she cannot take care of the house anymore. “If you have land, you should take care of it. 

You should grow vegetables there.” Her biggest fear is that her children will sell the place one day and the 

familial connection to the land will be lost. 

To care about place 

What I found striking the longer I stayed in Estonia, was that this ideal of investing a deep emotional 

attachment in a house and local environment is valued not solely by those who inherited property, but also 

by people themselves had bought property. Basically all my informants, regardless of their social position or 

living place, seem to have a hunger for local stories related to homes and place. Who has lived here before? 

What is the story of this building? Which berries grow where and when? How do the local folk patterns 

look like? Tõnis, for instance, lives in a Soviet-era house in a village of 50 inhabitants, where he was 

allocated for work in the 1980s. He was not born in the house and did not build it himself, and yet he 

stresses his deep attachment to this environment. During my stay near their place, Tõnis would often take 

me on a car drive through the landscape, to point towards a house that once belonged to an important 

Estonian writer, to tell me stories about each farm we passed and to describe farm life of yesteryear. He has 

gathered this local knowledge and fostered his interest in this region since childhood. He grew up 10 

kilometres from his current home: 

“I am a full countryside boy. I grew up in the forest. The son of a forester. From the 

moment I opened my eyes, there was just forest, everywhere around me.” 

By having grown up ‘in the forest’, Tõnis stresses his ‘natural’ and self-evident relationship with the region 

where he lives. 

Mari (1960), who in contrast to Tõnis has always lived in the city, also considers it essential that 

people are willing to invest in knowing their environment. She herself grew up with the stories of her 

grandfather about Viljandi, where he once owned a house. When Mari moved from Tallinn to Viljandi in 

1995, when the family’s property was restored, she felt happy that she could finally live in the place of 

those stories. When I asked Kalev, who like Mari is a memory activist, where he feels most at home, since 

he has lived in many places, he laughed. While trying to answer, he differentiated between a ‘house’ and a 

‘home’. The place where he lives now in Tartu is just a ‘house’. It concerns the apartment of a veteran, who 

offered Kalev to stay with him. Kalev has been living there for eight years, but he still only feels a practical 

and short-term relationship with the place rather than an emotional one. He uses the place, rather than 
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belongs there. The land and house of his grandparents, where he knows and is interested in the local stories 

and where he will always return, is his ‘home’, where he feels emotionally attached and in which he is 

willing to invest time and energy. 

My young informants, who have gone to university and who have experience of living in different 

places, also attach much importance to knowing the local stories of the place where they live. Helena 

(1975) for instance, grew up in Tallinn, went to university in Tartu, and decided when she expected her 

first baby in 2002, to move to the countryside. Together with her husband she bought a plot of land with a 

wooden house, sauna and stable. The house was left empty after 1991, and no one had reclaimed it. 

Together with Tiina’s mother, they moved into the house and started renovating it. Although Helena did 

not grow up in this region, she immediately started to tell me the life stories of various previous owners, the 

history of the railway that once passed their house, and the pre-war houses that had disappeared. On a 

certain day, Helena’s mother told me she wanted to show me around the area. I was curious, since they lived 

far away from any urban area, the closest bus stop is 17 kilometres away. They took me on board and while 

driving through the forest, I was given a delightful sightseeing tour: “Here on the left you see a chanterelle 

forest, on the right you have a blueberry forest.” At a certain point the grandmother directed me out of the 

car and into the forest, saying there was a tree with a story she wanted to show me. Walking through the 

forest, also the children overloaded me with an incredible amount of knowledge about the plants and 

berries that grow in the underbrush. 

In another case, I was surprised by Anna’s incredible knowledge about certain buildings and 

places in Tartu. She would tell me which buildings were reconstructed after the war or where a famous 

Estonian had once lived. But when she invited me to her parents’ place in Rakvere, the stories were of a 

different kind. She would tell me about the fate of specific family members, the importance of particular 

historical monuments in her childhood and she would take me into the forest. In Tartu, Anna never goes to 

pick berries or mushrooms. In Rakvere, she knows where to go and she knows what is edible and not. Her 

father explained to me that this knowledge is based on years of experience and knowledge passed on from 

generation to generation. By accumulating local stories in Tartu and later on Berlin as well, Anna has been 

able to develop a more intimate relationship with her environment. Yet, she has not been able to 

accumulate the same intimate and local knowledge as in Rakvere; the place where she really feels at home. 

This hunger for local (hi)stories clearly reflects that Estonians care deeply about place, which is a 

further reflection of the strong interest in culture, literature, folklore and history that intellectuals tried to 

cultivate during the National Awakening and the interwar period. As argued before, a broad share of the 

pre-war generation actively participated in the generation of local knowledge in the civic associations to 

which they belonged (Hope, 1994, p. 56). This came to a halt during the Soviet period, since public 

knowledge was primarily generated and owned by the state and private activity and creativity was 

suppressed. It was through these ‘unofficial histories’ about family genealogies, local nature or regional 

events, which existed outside the public realm during the Soviet period (Tulviste & Wertsch, 1994), that 
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people still could actively expand, generate and pass on local knowledge. In other words, these local stories 

have not only preserved the local knowledge, but also passed on the pre-war ideal of cultural preservation. 

This is why my informants who have moved to a new place make an effort to get deeply acquainted with 

local knowledge and history of place. Mari explains that local knowledge is essential for people to care 

about their environment. “If they do not know the history of a certain building, they are less inclined to 

keep it in its original function.” Latvian anthropologist Dace Dzenovska (2013, p. 211) argues in a similar 

vein that emigrants are undesirable for exactly this reason: by their leaving they do not seem to care about 

place. In other words, the widespread hunger for local (hi)stories and thus care for their environment 

among my informants secures the preservation of local knowledge and future independence. 

Truly Estonian 

These two values, namely that it is important to take care of the place of your origins and that it is 

important to actively immerse yourself in local (hi)stories, are widely shared among my informants. They 

are essential for understanding what it means to be a ‘true Estonian’. These values are further disseminated 

in schools, museums and cultural policies as well (see also Chapter 3) and most obviously reflects the 

understanding of nationhood in terms of the ‘natural’. But as we will see, inborn ethnicity is not enough, 

and a continuous, active effort to achieve physical intimacy with the land and the culture, as prescribed by 

the second value, is considered at least as important to be a true Estonian. 

Due to the historical developments of the National Awakening, language has become the key 

factor in defining Estonian national identity (Dirks, 1995; Ehala, 2009; G. Feldman, 2008a; Kalmus, 

2003; Kelley, 2004; Kuutma, 1996; Petersoo, 2007; Raud, 2004; Raun, 2001; Ruutsoo, 1995). This is 

also the common answer I get when I ask what defines who is Estonian. “Those who speak Estonian are 

Estonians.” This implies that also Estonian exiles, who fled to the West in 1944, and their descendants, 

who might never have seen Estonia, are defined as ‘Estonian’, simply by the fact that they speak the 

language. This makes ethnicity, based on language, an ascribed status by birth. For example, when Ester, the 

daughter of Helena, was just born, her grandmother joked that I could take her with me to The 

Netherlands. Helena objected by saying: “No she can not. Because Estonian would be an alien/foreign 

[võõras] language to Ester when she returns.” Helena implies here that raising Ester in a language other 

than Estonian would deprive her of her pure self. It would pollute her ‘purity’ as an Estonian, which might 

constitute her as a ‘dangerous category’ or ‘matter out of place’ (Douglas, 1966). Ester would contest and 

blur the boundaries of ‘being Estonian’ that are taken as natural. 

It is this understanding of a ‘true Estonian’ in terms of a natural, inborn characteristic that is 

reflected in Estonian politics. For instance, it is officially stated that the president of Estonia needs to be an 
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Estonian citizen by birth,25 which means that a migrant regardless of how good his/her Estonian will 

become and how loyal he/she will be, will not be able to represent the people among whom he/she grew 

up and may feel at home. The restitution of property has also been effected according to this rule: those 

who had long historical, and thus natural, ties to the soil, were framed as having more rights to the land 

than latecomers (Anderson, 1983, p. 131). Their culture, ‘the Estonian culture’, is believed to be most 

ideally adapted to the environment. “The idea of culture carries with it an expectation of roots, of a stable, 

territorialized existence” (Clifford, 1988, p. 338). Although this political argument of natural belonging 

has a strong appeal and is reflected in how many of my informants understand their relationship with their 

place of origin, a closer look at everyday conversations reveals that for many of my informants it takes more 

than just birth to be a true Estonian. 

In addition, one needs to appreciate and live according to the two values singled out in the 

previous section. These two values are summed up in the Estonian word eestimeelne, which literally means 

‘Estonian mindedness’. Kalev explains what the word means to him: 

“That you believe it is important to preserve Estonian interests [eesti huvid], like 

the culture and the language. […] When I was young […] my grandparents sang to 

me. Estonian minded songs [Eestimeelsed laulud]. They spoke about independent 

Estonia, about how life was back then.” 

In other words, to be a true Estonian is not only in your blood but also requires active involvement; a 

constant effort employed in preserving ‘Estonian culture’. Ideas about how involved and dedicated one 

should be, differ from person to person and generation and context. For Kalev, for example, this means 

among other things, passing on songs from interwar Estonia. He is also not that strict about Estonians who 

have been members of the Communist Party. For him, their membership does not necessarily say anything 

about their Estonian mentality. Kalev’s friend Olev (1944) is much stricter: a true Estonian would never 

have become a member of the ECP. He defines Estonian mentality according to the person’s preparedness 

to fight for one’s country. For my younger informants ‘sacrifice’ is often recognised in ordinary seemingly 

apolitical activities as well, like growing raspberries on the land of one’s relatives, asking one’s grandfather 

about their childhood, or to enjoy folk dancing. The context determines what is expected of a ‘true 

Estonian’. In the period after the removal of the Bronze Soldier, Sirje was afraid not to be seen as a real 

Estonian if she would not support the relocation. Anu (1986) told me she refused to speak Russian, as that 

felt wrong. At the same time a professor in Tallinn University was accused of being a ‘red professor’, simply 

for paying attention to the perspective of the Russian minority.26 In politically tense times, Estonian 

mentality quickly acquires an anti-Russian attitude, to prevent moral pollution, whereas in other times one 

can be perfectly Estonian-minded and at the same time accommodating of Russian speakers. 

                                                             

25 www.president.ee/en/president/legal-authority 
26 See for example comments to the newspaper article: http://www.delfi.ee/news/paevauudised/arvamus/raivo-vetik-
venemaa-roll-pronkskriisis.d?id=16295320&com=1&no=100 
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Does this understanding of ‘true Estonianness’ as something that is not only inherited but is also something 

that can be acquired through active involvement, offer opportunities for non-ethnic Estonians to become 

‘Estonians’? Yes and no. One example goes back to 2007, when I was having a drink with Anna and she 

was complaining about the Bronze Soldier and the ignorance of Russians to adapt to Estonian culture. 

While I tried to convince her that she was generalising a negative, I referred to her roommate Jelena, 

arguing that she is not like that and also Russian. Anna responded, pensively: 

“Yes she is Russian, but she is a real Estonian. She was born here. She speaks 

Estonian without an accent. Yes, she is a real Estonian. Once a friend came to ask 

for Jelena, instead of Elena, the way we call her in Estonian. Then my flatmate said, 

watch your language, or she will beat you.” 

In this specific case it is not Jelena’s mother tongue or her parents’ place of birth that defines her ethnicity. 

It is the fact that she speaks Estonian ‘without an accent’ and her preparedness to beat someone up who 

calls her by her Russian name. I have found another interesting example among the group of nationalists 

and memory activists. This man is born in Russia and speaks Estonian with a heavy Russian accent, but his 

everyday involvement in nationalistic activities makes that he has been completely accepted – even by 

Estonian nationalists – as a morally ‘true Estonian’. 

The ‘Old Believers’, who have moved to the shore of Lake Peipus in the 17th century, form an 

interesting group in this respect. Even though their everyday language is Russian, they have become 

completely accepted as a legitimate part of Estonian society (Petersoo, 2007, p. 123). We can again 

understand this in light of the before mentioned ideals. Firstly, the Old Believers have a historical – and 

thus natural – relationship with the soil of Lake Peipus for centuries and they cherish this special 

relationship with this particular piece of land.27 Secondly, they share the ideal of preservation of their 

distinct and authentic culture with ‘true Estonians’. The discussion about the ‘Estonian exiles’ reveals the 

importance of active involvement – in addition to a definition by blood – as a criterion for being a true 

Estonian. Most of my informants are very positive about the exile Estonians, whom they praise for having 

kept Estonian culture alive during the Soviet period. They organised Estonian summer camps, established 

Estonian schools, held Estonian Song Festivals, they investigated Estonian history and continued the 

existence of student organisations. Those who have negative opinions argue that these Estonian exiles have 

failed to retain a close relationship with their homeland (as they escaped Soviet experience) and have chosen 

their personal benefit over the love for their country (2009). 

The widespread importance of respecting and cherishing these values also explains my extreme 

warm welcome in Estonia. After all, from the day I arrived I have made an effort to get to know the 

language, the history of the place I was staying, and its particular customs. I have actively searched for 

                                                             

27 It is important to note that Estonians were more interested in agriculture than fishing. In that sense, these Old 
Believers did not ‘steal’ a place that already belonged to Estonians before. It was rather considered to be unoccupied. 
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stories, participated in local activities and commemorations, regularly visited the land of long deceased 

people, danced in a folk costume and worked Estonian soil with my hands. All of this in order to connect 

to the place. By doing so I was inadvertently living up to an ideal that was held dear by my informants. But 

has my effort made me an Estonian in the eyes of my informants? Of course not, and this is where the ‘no’ 

comes in. This tells us something more about what makes ‘an Estonian’. Although I have often been praised 

for my deep involvement in Estonian society, I lack a historical and ‘natural’ relationship. I might 

potentially be a ‘good Estonian’ but no ‘true Estonian’. Not only because I have no historical roots, but also 

because I have no ‘real ties’ as in a partner, children, a house, or a permanent job that keeps me there. That 

makes me seen as ‘uprooted’; not necessarily as a threat to moral behaviour but without an unconditional, 

permanent attachment to the moral community. I might disappear as spontaneously as I arrived (see also 

Malkki, 1992). 

This is slightly different in the case of the Russian speaking minority. Many of them were born in 

Estonia (or the ESSR) or have been living on Estonian land for decades already. They do have a long-term 

relationship with the place where they live and they are not likely to leave soon either. According to many 

of my informants, Russian speakers do not actively involve themselves with the place in which they live: 

many of them do not immerse oneself in the history of their homes, in the lives of their neighbours, they do 

not participate in local traditions or festivities, they do not make an effort to understand the language and 

the local culture. The standard reply after someone had asked me how long I had lived in Estonia was: ‘But 

Russians have lived here for 50 years and they do not even speak the language!’ In other words, these 

Russian speakers do not share the values that it takes to become part of the moral community of Estonians.  

This pre-condition of living according to those two values for be(com)ing a morally good 

Estonian (‘true Estonian’ is reserved for those with ‘natural’ ties) is mentioned by basically all my 

informants, regardless of age, social class, gender or urban/countryside. The difference between my 

informants becomes visible only when politics come in: how should this conceptualisation of ethnicity be 

acted upon? How should rights be defined? This will be addressed in the following chapters. 

Ethnicised times 

Before turning to the conclusion of this chapter, I would like to draw attention to the way in which not 

only Estonian mindedness and place are attached to a particular ethnicity in everyday language, but also 

time. When Estonians refer to a specific period in the past, they basically refer to the ethnicity of the ruler 

at that moment. People refer to rootsi aeg [Swedish time], tsaari aeg [(Russian) tsarist time], eesti aeg 

[Estonian time], saksa aeg [German time] and vene aeg [Russian time]. Eesti aeg refers to both the interwar 

period and the post-1991 period, unconsciously confirming that contemporary Estonian society is indeed a 

direct continuation of the pre-war Estonian society. When Mändi says, “now that Estonia is back…,” she 

implies that a kind of static, authentic core of the Estonian nation-state actually exists and has survived 
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through time. The way in which one refers to the past – which people usually do several times a day – has 

thus real consequences in the visualisation of one’s relationship to that period. 

Let’s imagine an Estonian born in 1980 who recounts stories of her childhood. If she says she 

used to go to bed at 8 o’clock during her childhood, then she will probably not add ‘in Russian times’ but 

for example ‘when I was 8 years old’. It does not make sense to say: ‘In Russian times I used to go to bed at 

8 o’clock’. That would imply that it was dictated by the regime to go to bed at 8 o’clock. In many 

sentences, though, she would use the wording ‘in Russian times’: in Russian times, I went to school by bus 

/ we bought food from the side of the road / we did not have computers yet. This ethnic wording to 

frame time, changes the meaning of the sentence. Compare the sentences above to the sentences: in the 

1970s, I went to school by bus / we bought food from the side of the road / we did not have computers 

yet. The meaning changes from something that just was, to something that is caused by a particular regime, 

by a particular people even. The same happens when more descriptive wording is used. Mändi, for example, 

in certain contexts uses ‘kolkhoz times’ [kolhoosiaeg] rather than ‘Russian times’. This suggests that the 

transformation from farms to kolkhozes just happened because time passed by, not because people of 

another ethnicity had come to power. In other words, in using ethnic terms to refer to time periods, 

Estonians link even very personal and apolitical memories to the power of a particular political regime and 

held people of a particular ethnicity responsible for them. Personal memories are literally connected to 

political, historical developments: “I went to school in Estonian times” suggests certain information about 

the mentality taught at that school, than the apolitical phrase “I went to school when I was seven years old 

/ in the 1990s”. 

This ethnic way of referring to time also constructs a sense of what was ‘our time’ and what was 

not. The Soviet period is generally referred to as ‘Russian time’ [vene aeg] rather than ‘Soviet time’ 

[nõukogude aeg] – the latter is a more formal reference. This underlines the idea that Soviet power came 

from outside, was foreign and ‘not ours’. It was literally ‘the time of the Russians’. It stresses the 

involuntary belonging of Estonia to the Soviet Union: it denies that Estonia was a full member of the 

Soviet Union, and emphasises that Estonia was occupied and ruled by Russians. Sirje explains that it is even 

a reference to Russian mentality: “’Russian time’ does not so much concern the Russian Federation, but 

refers instead to the fact that the Soviet Union was Russian speaking and Russian minded. In other words, 

Russians were in power.” A term like ‘1970s’ does not say anything about who belonged and who did not. 

The term ‘Russian time’ as Sirje explains it, clearly suggests that it was a time that Estonians did not 

belong, they could not feel truly at home; they could not speak their language freely and sing their own 

songs. In everyday language my informants thus unconsciously relate their very personal experiences to 

grand political and historical schemes. 
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Concluding remarks 

Every year Kaia returns on Jaanipäev to the land of her grandfather. On that land, she feels she can entirely 

live up to the ideals that she holds dear. She can be in touch with the land that has been so important to her 

grandfather. She can take care of her roots there. She can also actively immerse herself in the local stories 

about the land, the nearest village, the people that (used to) live there and participate in the ancient 

traditions surrounding the bonfire. By doing so, Kaia feels not only in a place and moment where she 

‘should be’, but also passes on these ideals to her children, who enjoy being there as much as she does. 

What we have come to understand throughout this chapter is how these widely shared ideals, 

prevalent throughout contemporary Estonian society, are deeply rooted in history. During the National 

Awakening, Estonian intellectuals spread the idea that education and the preservation of culture are the 

only means of empowering a small people who have little political experience (Hroch, 1998; O'Connor, 

2003, p. 50). In the interwar period, both rural and urban Estonians actively participated in civic societies, 

in order to educate oneself in the local history and to preserve that local knowledge they had now access to. 

Due to collectivisation policies and migration flows during the Soviet period, people’s relationship to the 

places where they lived changed and also knowledge and personal initiatives got a more collective character. 

People continued to share very local stories during that time, but this active search for and preservation of 

local (hi)stories was encouraged only when land and property were returned and ‘history had been given 

back to the people’ (a famous line by historian and politician Mart Laar 1988 (Kõresaar, 2011c, p. 3)). 

Politicians and intellectuals proclaimed again the ideal to be culturally and spiritually powerful, which they 

believed to find in the interwar rural way of life, when Estonian culture was still ‘pure’. 

The political value of cultural preservation is widely internalised in the realm of the family, 

expressed through ideas of taking care of one’s inheritance – in terms of land, local culture, family dreams – 

and not to take it for granted. This will help us to understand the upcoming narrative of why history is so 

deeply personal and emotional in Estonia. History is not perceived as a heirloom that can be kept on a 

dusty shelf, but rather as a very personal family story that needs constant care. Like the trunk of the tree it 

needs to be constantly fed in order to grow and flourish into the future (see also Hugh Baker p.63 in 

Zerubavel, 2003, p. 63). In a similar vein, nationhood is not perceived as solely inborn and natural; a true 

Estonian should actively invest in their relationship with his culture and land. As will become clearer 

throughout the following chapters, disagreement exists about how the tree should be fed, in which direction 

it should grow and who is eligible and responsible for feeding it. That said, throughout my fieldwork 

period, I have not met a single Estonian who expressed complete indifference about the turns of history. 

What seems essential for understanding the continued everyday vitality of the Estonian past, is an anxiety 

over the credibility of existence (Handler, 1986). I will take this up in the following chapter where I will 

explore in more detail what this means for those who personally experienced these turns of history and how 

they go about collectively preserving their stories. 



 

 

CHAPTER 2: 

A collective story of Soviet repression 

 

One of the stories deemed important to preserve by my informants, is the recurring narrative of Soviet 

repression. It is the 14th of June, the National Day of Mourning, when I find myself near an inscribed stone 

at the riverside in Tartu.28 I see Villem, Valve, Leena and Johanna; active members of the Memento 

organisation of the repressed. The memory activists Joosep, Kalev and Vello are present to capture the 

commemoration on film. Alvar and Osvald are there, as they never miss a commemoration in Tartu. Most 

other attendees are people who have either been deported to Siberia in the 1940s, or have been born there. 

The speeches are very informal, and the organisers invite members of the public to share their stories. A 

woman named Valve steps up to the front to share her story. She says she fled with a friend from Siberia to 

Estonia when she was only 11 years old. Mart, another speaker, recalls how his father disappeared and 

never returned after the 1940s. Reet has brought a picture of her uncle, and asks whether anyone has seen 

him on his way to the Gulag, the Soviet forced labour camps, as her family never got to know his fate. The 

circle in which these stories are being shared expands after the ceremony concludes and the procession 

moves towards the city centre. The march not only incorporates wider Tartu society by passing through the 

streets of the city. It also symbolically engages Estonian society more generally, indexing the national 

significance of these life stories. They display the Estonian flag as they move to the centrally located 

‘Cornflower monument’, dedicated to the victims of Stalin’s repressions. 

The case of the public commemoration of forced deportation beautifully illustrates how very 

personal and local stories can become part of a collective story. During the Soviet period, such narratives of 

deportation belonged exclusively to those who had experienced them and were shared, if shared at all, in 

very small and familial circles. Current commemoration ceremonies provide the possibility to share these 

stories with a much broader audience; amongst the ‘mnemonic community’ (Zerubavel, 2003). That 

mnemonic community concerns first of all the ‘community of the experienced’, the collective who harbour 

direct knowledge and experience of deportation to Siberia. Second, the commemoration also addresses 

Estonians generally, those who have been defined as morally ‘good Estonians’ in the previous chapter, as a 

‘community of connection or identification’ (Fulbrook, 2012). Several speakers at the commemoration in 

                                                             

28 The inscription reads: "Here, on this railway of Tartu’s port, the deportation of thousands of Estonians to Siberia 
began in the years 1941, 1947, 1949.”  
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Tartu mentioned the importance of passing on the stories of repression to the younger generation. “Not 

only the facts, but also the fears involved,” stressed Priit, one of the speakers. Minister of Education Tõnis 

Lukas argued as well in a speech that day, that passing on the emotional weight of these stories is essential 

to guarantee democracy and ensure that history will not be repeated. 

In this chapter I will explore what a collective (hi)story actually means to people who themselves 

lived through that past. I will show how on the one hand my informants have a strong desire (and 

expectation) to have their stories and those of their deceased compatriots preserved, whereas on the other 

hand they also believe it is impossible for those with no direct experience of the deportations to fully 

understand what it meant. Before I go into the empirical aspect of this narrative, I will delve into the 

nuances and dynamics of memory studies, and explore what other scholars have argued about the 

relationship between ‘autobiographical memories’ and ‘collective memory’, or as I will call it, between ‘life 

stories’ and ‘collective stories’. Following that, I will provide a brief historical overview of the repressions in 

the 1940s and life in the Soviet Gulag. Thereafter I will outline the stories of my informants who have been 

deported to Siberia, to see to what extent they feel their life stories have become part of an Estonian 

collective story. Finally I will explain the paradox of the ‘privilege of the experienced’, in which I 

problematise the question of whether a collective(ly narrated) story (or: memory) is possible at all. 

From individual to collective stories 

The relationship between personal life stories and public history has been extensively discussed over the last 

few decades. In the post-WWII period, characterised by rapid technological changes and a striving for 

economic progress and welfare, nation-states have increasingly turned towards their collective pasts for 

legitimacy (Olick, Vinitzky-Seroussi, & Levy, 2011b, p. 3). With the baby-boom generation becoming 

adults in the 1970s, both the interest in and criticism of the WWII experiences of the previous generation 

increased. Questions such as who are essentially the war’s victims, who should accept responsibility for war 

crimes and who should remember what, were being raised by politicians and intellectuals in Western 

Europe and the US (Connerton, 2009; Müller, 2002). These questions were again raised after the fall of 

Communism, when a reunited Europe had to face the different histories on both sides of the Iron Curtain, 

as part of a broader political and economic reconciliation project (Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 8). This 

increasing contact between people with different historical experiences has made memory more self-reflexive 

and self-conscious. Modern communication technologies, especially the development of media literacy, have 

further fundamentally changed how people relate to the past (Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 6). 

Scholars from a broad range of disciplines have come to study this ‘memory boom’ or ‘memory 

industry’, from psychology and sociology through history and anthropology (Klein, 2000, p. 127). And yet, 

or perhaps because of this wide interest, the concept ‘memory’ has remained rather vague (John Gillis in 

Berliner, 2005; Kansteiner, 2002; Olick, 1999; Wertsch, 2002, p. 30). Psychologists approach memory as 
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preserved in the human brain, which is activated when people retrieve the past (Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 45). 

Sociologists rather refer to memory as a source and mode of transmission of group identity (Olick, et al., 

2011b, p. 41). Historians understand memories as stories about past events that contain a certain truth, 

despite its selection, distortion and subjectivity, and which can thus help to fill historical gaps (Olick, et al., 

2011b, p. 43).29 For anthropologists the historical accuracy of people’s stories are not as interesting as the 

efficacy of memory as practice that generates meaning (Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 46).  

One of the key questions that have engaged all these scholars is to what extent memories belong 

to individuals and/or to communities. Strictly speaking, memories live and die with individuals (Reinhart 

Koselleck & Rudolf Burger in A. Assmann, 2002, p. 21; Berliner, 2005, p. 198). They cannot exist outside 

of someone’s brain and can be “as primal and lonely as pain” (Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 16). At the same 

time, though, members of communities share certain memories. Moreover, “it is in society that people 

normally acquire their memories. It is also in society that they recall, recognize, and localize their 

memories” (Halbwachs, 1992, p. 38). This dual aspect of ‘memory’, as both individual and collective, 

creates conceptual confusion. Therefore, I will introduce the concept of the ‘story’. Anthropologist Mattijs 

van de Port (1994) uses the story to refer to people’s lived-reality. Not all memories are stories. Memories 

become stories when they still matter in the present and are recalled, since their narrative structure links the 

past to the present. The introduction of ‘stories’ to the academic debate on memory helps to understand 

firstly how memory like a story can be individual and collective at the same time. Secondly, it shows that 

memory like a story is always a subjective and selective account of the past that is often inspired by 

contemporary needs. This does not mean that I will completely avoid the more common concepts such as 

‘collective memory’ as this would alienate my work from the wide scholarly debate. I do hope that the 

reader keeps in mind how I understand (e.g) ‘collective memory’ as related to stories. 

In this thesis, I discern three types of stories, belonging to three different actors: ‘life stories’ told 

by ‘the experienced’, ‘collective stories’ by ‘the community’ and ‘inherited stories’ told by the 

‘postgeneration’. The first set of memories – Halbwach’s ‘autobiographical memory’ (Olick, 1999, p. 335; 

Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 19) or Aleida Assmann’s ‘individual memory’ (A. Assmann, 2002) – concerns ‘the 

experienced’. Everyone has memories that belong to this category: one’s first day at school, the death of a 

relative, the beginning of one’s love story, and the smell of grandmother’s apple pie. Without such 

memories of one’s past, anthropologists Cattell and Climo (2002, p. 1) argue, 

“[…] the world would cease to exist in any meaningful way, as it does for persons 

with amnesias or dementias that make them forget the self through inability to 

remember some or all of their past and or to create new memories in their ongoing 

life.” 

                                                             

29 For instance, in the introduction to their edited volume ‘Memories of mass repression’, oral historians Nanci Adler, 
Selma Leydesdorff, Mary Chamberlain and Leyla Neyzi (2009) argue that memories are extremely important for 
getting a better understanding of genocide and mass crimes. They argue that genocide can only be fully understood 
when the voices of those who suffered are heard. 
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People are not able to remember every single detail from their past. They incorporate certain stories into 

their life stories and exclude others. They do so unconsciously, guided by their current circumstances and 

social ties, that help them to sustain a meaningful world (Carsten, 2007, p. 22; Fabian, 2007; Halbwachs, 

1992, pp. 52-53; Lambek & Antze, 1996). Thus, memories are “pregnant with all that has preceded them 

just as they are already pregnant with all that will follow” (Halbwachs, 1992, p. 61) in order to retain a 

self-sameness over time (Erikson 1959 in Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 122). 

Some events in the past are more important for the course of one’s life story than others and are 

impossible to forget: moving home, the death of loved-ones or the birth of a child. If these memories are 

part of one’s self-identity, they are shared with loved-ones for external recognition of that identity, making 

them part of what Aleida Assmann (2002) refers to as ‘social memory’. Social memory though has a 

broader meaning that also encapsulates those events in one’s life story that are shared with people one does 

not know personally, such as contemporaries that one has never met. Mannheim (1952 (1928)) has shown 

the strong influence of major shared experiences on the formation of generational bonds. For instance, 

disruptive events, such as the Holocaust, the Rwandan genocide and the September 11 attacks in New 

York, turn the life stories of many people simultaneously in a different direction. If the event affects the life 

story of a significant part of the community, the experienced, as direct survivors, might even expect those 

community members who did not live through the particular event to share in their memory (Connerton, 

1989, p. 37). These community members also function as witnesses, helping the experienced by simply 

listening. The unspeakable is being represented in words and by becoming a story or narrative, the 

traumatic experience is spared from complete meaninglessness. The act of speaking and being heard heals 

the self. Disruptive events that remain untold, in contrast, disappear into collective oblivion and are framed 

as having happened for no reason (Goodman, 2012; Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003, p. 99). 

Once the historical event is acknowledged as being part of a ‘collective story’, that means, it 

becomes part of the (hi)story of the community, the experienced occupy a special position in society: 

aspects of their life-stories become incorporated as part of the identity of the other members of the 

community (Halbwachs, 1992, pp. 46-47; Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 16). This is when memory becomes 

collective, according to Maurice Halbwachs (1992, p. 54). The survivors thus play an important role in the 

creation of a ‘collective memory’ or collective narrative. Without them, the collective story of the 

community would lack ‘communicative memory’, the short term memory of society, which depends on 

living bearers of memory (J. Assmann, 1995, 2006). It is the experienced that make sure that the past does 

not become dead history. By sharing their stories with others and by attaching emotional value to historical 

facts, the experienced preserve the past’s social character and sustain “an ‘organic’ experiential relationship” 

between the community’s past and its present (fears voiced by memory scholars Halbwachs, 1992; Nora, 

1989; Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 110). 

A ‘collective story’ however, cannot be created from bottom-up if the experienced are neither 

socially powerful, nor represented by members of the cultural / political elite of the community. They need 
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members of the elite (or be so themselves) to organise commemorations, write a book or film script, 

establish museums or erect monuments, in other words, to produce ‘cultural memory’ (A. Assmann, 2002; 

J. Assmann, 1995) or ‘political memory’ (A. Assmann, 2002). It is through the production of cultural and 

political memory that historical events become part of the collective story of the group members: 

“Institutions and larger social groups, such as nations, states, the church or a firm 

do not 'have' a memory, they 'make' one for themselves with the aid of memorial 

signs such as symbols, texts, images, rites, ceremonies, places and monuments. 

Together with such a memory, these groups and institutions 'construct' an identity” 

(A. Assmann, 2002, p. 26). 

In contrast to the stories or memories of individuals, a ‘collective memory’ or ‘collective story’ (1) “tend[s] 

towards homogenous unity and self-contained unity”, (2) is “not fragmentary and diverse but emplotted in 

a narrative that is emotionally charged and conveys a clear and invigorating message”, (3) “does not exist as 

something volatile and transient, but is anchored in material and visual signs […] as well as in performative 

action […]” (A. Assmann, 2002, p. 26). Obviously, for these reasons, those who ‘write’ the collective story 

have a tremendous amount of power. In Chapter 3 I will elaborate upon the relationship between the 

authorisation of particular collective stories and political power. In the present chapter I rather focus on the 

symbolic power of these stories for those with lived experience.  

The question what ‘collective memory’ means for ‘the experienced’ has not been explicitly 

addressed in the literature. Yet, theoretical insights from studies on memory and identity can help to 

develop a deeper understanding of this question. Alexander (2004, p. 1) argues for example that if people 

acknowledge the suffering of others as part of the story of the community rather than of the particular 

individuals, they “take on board” a sense of moral responsibility and foster solidarity between community 

members. American philosopher Edward Casey (2011, pp. 184-185) has also stressed how emotionally 

intense collective commemoration can be. For him, those who participate in the commemoration form a 

“horizontal, participatory communitas”. Not only does it incorporate the other (or the others’ story) into 

the self (or into the own story) but a con-fusion of the self and the other might happen due to 

identification. In this social practice of commemorating, the participants write, as it were a collective story, 

which not only creates a feeling of solidarity, but their very presence is due to a sense of being called upon 

as members of a “mystical community of essence between beings” – of having one’s life intertwined with 

that of others (Casey, 2011, p. 184). 

By focusing on the social practice of writing a collective story, the widely discussed question in 

memory studies of whether collective memory as ‘a thing’ or ‘an outcome’ is always individual or more than 

an aggregation of individual memories, becomes irrelevant (Connerton, 1989; Halbwachs, 1992; Olick, 

1999; Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 112; Zerubavel, 2003). What matters is the social process of becoming a 

collective story and the meaning this has for group members. The people involved can be divided into three 

groups: (1) the experienced, (2) the postgeneration, (3) the social/political agents. In Chapter 3 I will focus 
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on the social and political agents who have been involved in the writing of a ‘collective story’. In Chapter 4 

I will focus on the postgeneration and on the question of how they, through what Halbwachs calls dead 

and organic ‘historical memory’ (in Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 111) make the life stories of other 

community members part of their own stories. But first, in the present chapter, I will delve into the stories 

of ‘the experienced’: the survivors, witnesses, the first generation, those who lived through the trauma of 

repression and deportation. The question I will engage is how the life stories of the deportees have become 

part of a collective story of Estonians and what this process of becoming collective has meant to the 

deportees themselves. 

Historical antecedents to the Soviet repressions of the 1940s 

On the 23rd of August 1939, Commissar of Foreign Affairs Vyacheslav Molotov and Minister of Foreign 

Affairs Joachim von Ribbentrop signed the non-aggression pact between the Soviet Union and Germany. A 

secret protocol of this pact described how Eastern Europe would be divided between the two powers, 

stipulating that the Baltic States would be allocated to the Soviet Union. In the following year the Soviet 

Union began to expand into Europe by building military bases in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. In the 

summer of 1940, Estonia became officially incorporated into the Soviet Union. Andrei Zhdanov, a leading 

figure in the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, was sent to Estonia to restructure the country into “a 

socialist state of the workers and peasants” (Raun, 2001, p. 149). 

The breakdown of former structures was much easier to realise than the creation of new ones, 

especially since there was a severe lack of communists in Estonia. Due to its illegal status in the 1920s and 

1930s, the Estonian Communist Party (ECP) had only 133 members in June 1940. In order to establish 

positions of political authority in the Soviet system, more communists were needed. Since local Estonians 

lacked 20 years of Communist experience, they were not considered trustworthy candidates. For that reason 

Russian officials were brought to the Baltic States (Mole, 2012, p. 58), accompanied by ethnic Estonians 

who had lived in the Soviet Union for a long time, the so-called ‘Yestonians’ (Raun, 2001, p. 150). In 

1941 the ECP consisted primarily of these ethnic Estonians (90%) (Raun, 2001, p. 170). 

In the previous chapter I have described how the ECP initiated the nationalisation of the 

economy and framed cultural and intellectual life according to Socialist Realism. The system wanted to 

create and make people believe in a Communist Utopia. This created two realities: a silenced ‘real reality’ 

about which no one was allowed to speak, and the ‘ideological reality’, in which people were told how to 

live. “The creation of a single reality could thus be achieved only ‘by entirely depriving the real reality of 

speech and creating, next to it, another reality which exists only in speech’” (Besancon, 1981, 285 in Mole, 

2012, p. 57). 
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The Communist authorities, however, did not manage to secure political legitimacy among Estonians 

through persuasion, and were left with no other choice but to use force as a means of political control 

(Mole, 2012, p. 58). From November 1940 onwards, records were kept of people opposing communist 

ideology: “In the beginning, these included former members of the Government, people who had served in 

the court, prosecution or administrative systems, members of political parties, policemen, officers, but in 

years the circle widened” (Rahi-Tamm, 2005, p. 29). Members of student organisations, artists and 

intellectuals were added as well. As Anne Applebaum (2003, p. xxxiv) succinctly put it, people were not 

arrested for what they had done, but for who they were. In May 1940, 37,794 Estonians were on the list. 

During the first year of Soviet occupation, 8000 people were arrested with 1950 of them being shot in 

Estonia, and the rest being imprisoned in Russia. Most of them died there between 1942 and 1944, mostly 

executed ‘in punishment’. Only 2-8% survived (Rahi-Tamm, 2005). 

In the early summer of 1941 the situation was exacerbated when the German army approached 

the Baltic States. Everyone who could possibly be a threat to the Communist ideological utopia had to be 

quickly removed. In June 1941, 10,861 Estonians were taken out of their houses, put into cattle wagons 

and deported to Siberia (Rahi-Tamm, 2005, p. 27). This deportation was part of a far bigger project. In 

1929, Stalin had decided to invest in industrialisation and collectivisation. He could use these kulaks and 

prisoners as forced labour to extract resources, build roads, cities and mine gold in undeveloped regions. 

The Gulag (the acronym of Russian for ‘Chief Administration of Corrective Labour Camps’) was 

developed during the ‘Great Terror’ of 1937-1938, when the secret police arrested 1.6 million people all 

over Soviet territories. With Stalin’s growing fear of war, this system of repression was expanded. 

Detaching people from their familiar social contexts proved at the same time to disempower these “enemies 

of the people”. For this reason Stalin also deported Koreans, Poles, Germans and Fins who lived in border 

regions in the pre-war years, while not all to the Siberian Gulags though (Gheith & Jolluck, 2011, p. 2). 

The majority of the Estonian deportees did end up in the Gulags, together with 15,000 Latvians and 

34,000 Lithuanians (Mole, 2012, p. 58). According to Soviet data, 143,416 people from all over the 

Soviet Union were deported in June 1941 (Rahi-Tamm, 2005). 

During the Summer War that followed in Estonia, where Estonian partisans fought against the 

approaching Soviet army, another 179 people were executed and 2199 Estonians were murdered, both 

prisoners and civilians (Rahi-Tamm, 2005, p. 27). Another 30,000 Estonian men were taken into Russia 

to serve in the Red Army when the Soviet troops retreated. They had to survive under very harsh 

circumstances. They were sent to work battalions or shot somewhere on the way. It is still not clear how 

many Estonian men perished in the Red Army, but estimations say between 9785 and 20,000. The 

retreating troops took along another 25,000 workers, of whom 20% perished on the way (Rahi-Tamm, 

2005, p. 28). In total, Estonia lost an estimated 100,000 inhabitants during the first Soviet occupation and 

59,967 never returned (ZEV committee - the Centre for searching and Returning the Deported Persons); 

that is a permanent population loss of 5.3% (01.01.1939: population of 1,133,917 people). 
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In August 1944, Soviet troops returned to Estonia. In the re-established ESSR, the ECP grew quickly 

(tripled in 1945). In contrast to 1941, the main ethnicity of the ECP members was no longer Estonian 

(48.1% in 1946). This was due to the return of Red Army veterans, which were primarily Yestonians and 

Russians. In addition, more experienced Soviet high-level party functionaries were sent to the ESSR. The 

number of Estonians in the ECP dropped even further in the early 1950s, during the purge of ‘bourgeois 

nationalists’, reflecting Stalin’s distrust of anyone who lacked proper Soviet training (Raun, 2001, pp. 170-

172). 

With the re-imposition of Stalinist Rule, the process of arresting particular individuals continued 

but on an expanded scale. Included on the list were men who had escaped mobilisation into the Red Army, 

those who had served the German army and the Forest Brothers (metsavennad) who openly resisted the 

Soviet regime (more on this in Chapter 5). In 1944-1945 about 10,000 men were imprisoned by the 

Soviet authorities, of whom about 50% died. Significantly, most deportees had been from urban areas. 

From 1945 onwards, the focus changed towards peasants with vast quantities of land and who were 

hesitant to adopt the new economic principles. At first they faced punishment in terms of increased taxes. 

Because that was not effective and because the collectivisation process proceeded too slowly (only 5.8% of 

the Estonian farms were collectivised in 1949), farmers were threatened with deportation. The same 

happened in Latvia and Lithuania (Mole, 2012, p. 59). An additional reason to deport farmers was to 

deprive the Forest Brothers of their traditional support base, as the resistance fighters hid in the forest and 

relied on farmers for provisions (Rahi-Tamm, 2005, p. 31). At the end of March 1949, 20,531 Estonians, 

of whom about 70% were elderly, women and children, were deported to Siberia. 3000 died on the way or 

while in exile (Rahi-Tamm, 2005, p. 31; 2012a, p. 144). Those who escaped deportation were searched 

for until 1956. Members of the local intelligentsia were especially in danger after 1949; for instance, 200 

lecturers of Tartu University, 100 students and about 2700 other Estonian ‘bourgeois nationalists’ were 

deported in 1950 (Rahi-Tamm, 2005, p. 32; Raun, 2001, p. 181). 

In terms of experience, the mass deportation of 1949 differed from the one in 1941. First of all, 

the 1949 deportation took place in winter, which made the journey of at least a week in a cattle wagon 

extremely cold. Secondly and more emotionally, during the 1941 deportations men and women (with 

children) were separated in different wagons, but connected to the same train (Raun, 2001, p. 154). They 

expected to go to the same place, but during the journey the men were taken to a work camp in a 

completely different region. For many families that meant, they never had a chance to say goodbye. During 

the 1949 deportations, most families were not separated. Thirdly, during the 1941 deportations no one 

had an idea what was about to happen; where they would be taken, why and what their future would be. In 

1949, people were more prepared. Unbeknown, many families had thoughtfully packed their bags with 

useful things. Others were constantly on the lookout for approaching vehicles, prepared to flee through the 

back door. 
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The Gulag system, as a collection of labour camps, lasted for a long time, and was most intensively used 

between the 1920s and the 1980s, not only in Siberia but also in the Urals, Central Asia and Northern 

Russia. Historians have estimated that between 1928 and 1953, 25 million people circulated through the 

Gulag. In 1953, the year that Stalin died, deportations were at their peak: 5 million people lived in the 

Gulag at that time (Gheith & Jolluck, 2011, p. 3). During its first years, the Gulag was meant to be “a place 

of both punishment and potential redemption or ‘reforging’ of inmates through labor”. The idea was that if 

the new Soviet man was to be made through labour relations, labour camps were to be an important part of 

that Socialist project. But when Stalin came to power in the mid-1920s, it soon became “a system of mass 

terror that included labour camps, prisons, the labour army, exile of various kinds, psychiatric hospitals, and 

a pervasive climate of fear” (Gheith & Jolluck, 2011, p. 4). 

Compared to Nazi concentration camps, the goal of Gulag camps was not explicitly physical 

destruction. Yet, the Gulag system was cruel in its own way. People were shot without trial, they were sent 

to work outside in temperatures that could plummet to 40 degrees below zero without adequate clothing. 

Food was only provided to those who had worked hard enough. This created a vicious circle for families, 

since if one would not reach the labour norm, food would not be provided, which would weaken the 

person, which would lead to starvation of the family unit. From 1937 onwards, deportation was not limited 

to the person accused of being an ‘enemy of the people’, but extended to his/her whole family (Gheith & 

Jolluck, 2011, p. 5). The men were often kept in different camps than their wives and children, often 

separated from each other by thousands of kilometres. The regime in each camp determined whether 

someone was allowed to send or receive letters; this was a privilege that could be gained by extra hard work 

or fulfilling special assignments, which often involved betraying your co-inmates. The guards were 

themselves often criminal gang members. It is estimated that between several million to 15 million people 

did not survive the Gulags. They ended up in mass graves: anonymously buried in the Siberian wilderness. 

All this reflects the indifference towards human life in the Soviet camps. 

Most Estonians were gradually released in the late 1950s, after Stalin’s death. Stalin’s successors 

acknowledged that a part of the inmates had been incorrectly arrested and were granted the right to leave, 

especially children. In the following years, more and more Estonians received release papers.  

Silence, safe spaces and the representation by others 

My conversations and interviews with deportees were different from my interactions with other Estonians. 

They belong to the category of ‘the experienced’, since they had lived through the deportations, rather than 

having grown up with the stories about the event. They have what Halbwachs (1992) calls 

‘autobiographical memories’ of the deportations. Because of that, I felt a kind of respect for the deportees 

that made it difficult for me to really have a dialogue. I felt obliged to simply listen to them without 

intervening. At one point, this led to an uninterrupted interview of 12 hours. My aged interlocutor became 
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wrapped up in recounting vivid memories of her childhood, about the loss of her family home, the hunger, 

the cold, the harshness of life in Siberia. Listening to her recount her experiences, I simply did not feel like 

‘bothering’ her with my research questions. 

The significance of this group’s memories for post-cold War Estonian history, have transformed 

these recollections into valued cultural and political possessions. This process took a long time. 

“Double consciousness” and silence in the Soviet era 

After WWII, it was impossible to openly share these autobiographical memories of having suffered 

deportation in the ESSR. The writing of a ‘collective (Soviet) story’, through public commemoration, the 

erection of monuments and in history textbooks, was strictly controlled by the state as part of a broader 

process of creating a Soviet people (Tulviste & Wertsch, 1994, p. 316). The deportations were not silenced 

from this (hi)story of the Soviet people, but were rather framed as necessary measurements employed 

against ‘criminals’ and ‘enemies of the people’. Those who returned from Siberia or who had loved-ones 

deported, could not reconcile their personal memories with the official story. They were caught between 

public historiography and their silenced, unofficial histories, which has been referred to as ‘double 

consciousness’, ’living a lie’ (Havel), ‘split subjectivity’ (Yurchak, 2005), ‘double mental standards’ 

(Aarelaid-Tart, 2006) and ‘social schizophrenia’.30 

For those who had stayed behind and for whom the deportations had taken place only at a 

distance, the returning deportees caused confusion. They had heard rumours that conflicted with the 

official story. Nanci Adler (2004) argues that the returnees made ‘homestayers’ feel uncomfortable. “Gulag 

returnees were not just individuals, they were also living memories that could not be denied.” Their stories 

made it difficult to deny the ‘real reality’ of the Soviet Union, which challenged the much more bearable 

‘ideological reality’. 

This climate silenced narratives of victimhood. Leena recalls how she felt when she returned to 

Estonia in 1958: 

“It was not forbidden [to talk about the deportations], but you were made into a 

culprit. There had to be some kind of guilt, for which you had been sent there. 

Therefore you did not want to talk about it. One spoke about it only with others 

who had been themselves in Siberia.” 

Leena was deported at the age of six (1949), because her father owned too much land. Although she was 

small, she understood that the family was not leaving its home voluntarily: “On the way to Siberia, I cried 

the tears of my mother. If she was sad, I was also sad.” But Leena had a difficulty understanding why they 

had to leave home and there was no other explanation available than the fact that her father was a criminal: 

                                                             

30 Inspired by Alexei Yurchak (Yurchak, 2003, p. 484), I will later contest the actual existence of this dichotomy 
between false public and true private stories in the Soviet Union. 
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“One thing I could not understand. What had my father done so wrong, that we 

were sent to Siberia? I could only imagine that he had done something very bad. 

Others told me, that he had not done anything wrong or bad, that Stalin did. They 

told me immediately who had done this to me. But a child can only understand that 

someone is punished, if there is a reason. I did not feel at peace for a long time, even 

though they explained it to me.” 

When Leena returned to Estonia from Siberia, she was 15 years old. Although she was very happy to finally 

live in the country of her family stories, she felt different from other Estonians. Her Russian was better 

than her Estonian, which caused problems in school. Leena was afraid that other Estonian children would 

judge her family for their Siberian history. “Until today,” she says, “it is easier to communicate with them 

[who have also been in Siberia]. No single barrier, you understand each other completely.” 

Not only shame prevented Leena from sharing her stories with other Estonians. Silencing her 

family history was the only way to a normal life. For example when she applied for university, Leena was 

instructed by her cousin to lie about her past: 

“‘Write down that you finished Tartu high school and do not mention the 

deportation at all.’ [...] If your parents had been in prison or had been somewhere 

abroad or had been deported, you would not be allowed to attend the school 

[silence]. But I did not have that problem [because I did not mention the 

deportation].” 

Together with Leena, many other deportees faced difficulty sharing their autobiographical memories with 

Estonians who had remained behind. Many also decided to hold back on relating their stories to their 

children as they did not want them to bare their burden of suffering as well (cf. Anepaio, 2002, p. 48). But 

also because it served to prevent the KGB from finding out about the family’s history, since children telling 

such tales could have severe consequences. Many of my post-war informants recall their relatives speaking a 

foreign language to each other or whispering late in the evening when the children were already in bed. 

Later on they understood that it was at these moments when memories of the deportations were being 

shared. 

Although these memories of Soviet deportations could by no means be shared publicly, that does 

not mean they were not social. They were still shaped by the social circumstances of that time and reshaped 

in the interactions with other deportees and relatives (Crumley, 2002; Halbwachs, 1992). They were also 

shared, in Aleida Assmann’s understanding of social memory, with contemporaries, though not openly. 

What the deportees lacked in the ESSR was ‘cultural memory’ and ‘political memory’ (A. Assmann, 2002), 

since no texts or monuments were erected for those who died in Siberia. For Leena the lack of official 

acknowledgement meant that although she felt a victim of Stalin, she was a criminal. In other words, 

because the experiences of suffering did not become represented in a collective story, the actual experience 
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remained without words and social meaning, meaning that her pain remained unrequited and her wounds 

open (Goodman, 2012; Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003, p. 99). 

The end of an era of silence 

In 1978 Heino Kiik wrote the novel ‘Maria in Siberian lands’ [Maria Siberimaal], in which he tells the 

story of his mother and brother who were deported in 1949. His father had been arrested in 1945 and sent 

to a labor camp, where he died in 1947. Heino himself escaped deportation (Kaljundi, 2009). Written in 

the 1970s, there was little chance ‘Maria in Siberian lands’ would make it to the wider public. Brezhnev had 

just imposed harsh censorship laws regarding cultural works. But Kiik kept the manuscript in the hope that 

it would one day be more widely circulated. Years later, in 1985, when he felt the first signs of freedom 

were on the horizon, he submitted it for a novel competition. The jury however rejected the text out right. 

But the hand written manuscript began to live a life of its own, with copies being surreptitiously reproduced 

and circulated among Estonians. In 1987 a version appeared in the magazine Looming and a year later it 

was published as a book. With that, the Soviet deportations had come to occupy a place in the cultural 

memory of the ESSR as a narrative about the repression of innocent people rather than the punishment of 

criminals. 

The publication of this book and a few newspaper articles on this topic (e.g. on 27  November 

1987, historian Evald Laasi wrote an article about the Soviet deportations in the main Estonian cultural 

magazine Sirp ja Vasar (‘Hammer and sickle’)), broke a taboo in Soviet Estonian society. This was a very 

emotional period for many of the deportees and not unique for the ESSR. Similar events were taking place 

in Soviet Russia and other Soviet republics (Adler, 2004). 

Leena recalls what happened to her when she first got hold of a copy of ‘Maria in Siberian lands’: 

“I just read and cried. It tore open all the old wounds. I did not want to experience 

it anew […]. When I read the book at home, my children told me not to read the 

book, because I just cried the whole time. But I had to read and cry anyway. When I 

recall that time and read some old letters from that time, my heart starts to hurt.” 

Deportees reacted differently to the public narrative that suddenly opened up. Some began writing their life 

stories for one of the many life story campaigns. Some shared theirs on the radio in the series ‘Unwritten 

Memoirs’ [Kirjutamata memuaare] or visited classrooms to educate the younger generations. For some, as 

for Leena, it opened old wounds so suddenly, that they simply cried quietly in their bedrooms, keeping 

their painful memories private, rather than share their memories publicly. Leena was present at the opening 

ceremony of Memento, the organisation of the repressed, in 1989. During our trip to the annual 

commemoration in Pilistvere, Leena confided: 
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“I could not believe this had really happened. I did not want to become a Memento 

member because it was too painful, the wound was too big, and I wanted to live on. 

Now, 20 years later I want to try it. I stopped working, so now I also have more 

time. Today is also my first day here. I want to share my stories with others now.” 

Although Leena did not immediately use the ‘safe space’, a space in which one’s story is not threatened or 

coerced (cf. Ghorashi, 2008), that was created from the late 1980s by speaking up herself, she was very 

happy that she could listen to the stories of others and that others were prepared to inform wider society. 

The driving force behind these first publications and memory campaigns were those former 

deportees who felt they wanted or needed to share their stories with the younger generations. They did not 

want to stay ‘passive victims’ but be ‘agents of change’ (terms borrowed from Ghorashi (2005) who speaks 

about Iranian women refugees in The Netherlands). Soon politicians also began to openly create a safe 

space for sharing stories of Soviet repression, even though Estonia was still part of the Soviet Union and 

politicians were still subject to Soviet authority. On 25 March 1989, exactly 40 years after the second mass 

deportation, head of state Arnold Rüütel held a public speech and on the 14th of June, the date of the 

1941-deportations, three government officials made an “Address to the people of Estonia”; both acts that 

‘politically’ recognised the victimhood of the deportees (Anepaio, 2002, p. 50). 

Jüri, deported in 1941, explained to me how this process of acknowledgement had worked for 

him. He received the first document stating that he had been deported without guilt in 1965. The 

document was issued during Nikita Khrushchev’s rule, who implemented de-Stalinisation politics. Except 

for the letter, nothing really changed with respect to the legal consequences of having been deported, 

neither did it have any effect on the negative moral image of the deportee. The next step in the recognition 

process only occurred much later during the period of political thaw in the late 1980s. Jüri then received an 

invitation for the establishment of the Memento organisation on the 25th of March 1989, which recognised 

him, like the other deportees, as a victim.31 This was a time when many organisations were (re)founded, 

such as the Freedom Fighters’ Union and students’ organisations. Memento did not only bring people 

together with similar experiences, it also aimed at educating society about the period of Soviet repression 

(Anepaio, 2002, p. 51; Feest, 2007, p. 243). To achieve the latter goal, Memento has actively cooperated 

with local historians and since 1991 they have been funded by the state (Anepaio, 2002, p. 52; Feest, 2007, 

p. 247). 

                                                             

31 The members of Memento are a rather heterogeneous group – consisting of former politicians, farmers (kulaks), 
intellectuals, artists, etc. They feel united as victims. In total there are about 4000 members. Memento represents the 
interests of about 10,000 ‘fellow sufferers’. Each region in Estonia has its own sub-associations: they organise local 
commemorations, contribute to the restoration of independence monuments, the erection of monuments to victims of 
Communist terror, have collected life stories for publication, etcetera. In addition, Memento is engaged in legal and 
historical research. This historical research contributes to the legal recognition of past suffering. For more information 
see www.okupatsioon.ee/english. 
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From that point the process of public recognition accelerated. Two months later Jüri responded to a 

request in the newspaper. Memento asked people to report the names of deportees and also the material 

losses that people had suffered, in order to set the historical record straight. Jüri wrote to the person 

responsible for collecting data for ‘his village’ about where and how his parents had died, and what their 

family property had been when they were deportated: 

“They started to give back houses and plots of land and all other things that had 

been stolen from people. But not immediately. It was done village by village. We 

did not have much of all that. We just had the things in the house, like we have 

now, furniture and so on.” 

In October 1989, Jüri was invited to a local office to prove that he had indeed been deported. For that he 

used the document that was given to him in 1965. Two weeks later Jüri received a letter with the decision 

that he would be compensated for his losses with 3000 roubles.32 Three weeks later, it was officially 

confirmed that he had received restitution according to the ESSR 1988 law. The newspapers kept track of 

the updates, and so the list of deportees has become more elaborate and near complete. 

For Leena, as for other deportees, these developments in being recognised as a victim were very meaningful: 

“It means that I am not a criminal anymore. [laughs] Well, there had to be some 

guilt, in order to send someone to Siberia. A child under the age of six as a state 

criminal.” 

The official letters she received said, as it were, ‘you do not have to hide anymore. You are in a safe space 

now, where you can openly share your story with other people and with society generally. You now have 

the right to claim your status as a victim.’ For Leena as for others it meant that shame was no longer part of 

everyday life; they did not have to hide parts of their past anymore. Several of my informants phrased it as 

finally being able to ‘be oneself’ or ‘live one’s own life’, which suggests how seriously damaging the lack of a 

safe space can be for one’s identities.33 Now they can share their stories with other deportees and non-

deportees, which creates solidarity and identity. 

Being provided a safe space in society is an essential step towards having one’s life story 

incorporated into a collective story. It is however not enough in itself. If the Estonians who have not been 

deported would have said ‘you have the right to openly tell your story’, this would have provided a safe 

space for the deportees’ stories, but that is still different from having the deportees’ story told by the non-

deportees as if it is their story. This transformation into a collective story happened in Estonia with the 

support of post-1992 politicians, the new representatives of the Estonian community. 

                                                             

32 Jüri guesses that 3000 roubles is comparable to three months’ salary at that time, but according to Alexeev and 
Gaddy (1993) it is 20 to 30 times the monthly salary (average in ESSR of 100-200 roubles per month in 1988). 
33 Obviously, not all autobiographical memories need cultural embedding. The memory of my shop visit yesterday does 
not need to be recognized by others, since it is not significant for my identity. 
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The wish to be voiced by one’s compatriots 

Once Estonia’s independence was re-established, politicians had to find ways to deal with the Soviet past 

(more on this in Chapter 3). Questions of guilt, victimhood, commemoration and rehabilitation were 

central in the restoration of the state. Based on the work that Memento, in cooperation with the Heritage 

Society (Muinsuskaitseselts) and local historians, had already done and the safe space for discussion this 

had evoked, a nation-state was created that had severely suffered from Soviet occupation, with the 

deportations to Siberia being the symbol of its most aggressive and inhuman act (Feest, 2007). The state 

started to erect monuments to honour and pay tribute to those who were buried in Siberia, near the railway 

lines where they were deported and other symbolic places connected to the deportations. But this was 

perceived as being no longer sufficient (Anepaio, 2002). In 1994, the state institutionalised a National Day 

of Mourning on the date of the first mass deportations (1941). The 25th of March, the date of the second 

mass deportations (1949), was also incorporated as a commemoration day. In addition, the new restitution 

laws framed the deportees as innocent victims who had the right to have their former property returned. 

It is these instances of cultural and political memory (cf. A. Assmann, 2002) that have embedded 

the deportees’ life stories into a collective story of the Estonian community. For instance, the 

commemoration days were not only meant for the deportees to remember what they have gone through, but 

rather for all Estonians to take a moment to commemorate what has happened to their relatives and 

compatriots. With that, the memories of the repressions were no longer only the memories of the deportees 

themselves; they had become a ‘collective story’ of the Estonian people generally. This has been literally 

reflected in the history books which tell the story of Estonians as a people, emphasising the deportations as 

a significant moment in the community’s past (Anepaio, 2002; Feest, 2007). In other words, the early 

1990s not only provided the deportees with a safe space to share their experiences, but by incorporating 

their life stories into the collective story, they gained special significance in society (Halbwachs, 1992, pp. 

46-47; Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 16). They became ‘irreplaceable’ compatriots by having knowledge that 

others did not have. They were perceived as having the capacity to fill the gaps in Estonian history 

(Anepaio, 2002; Kõresaar, 2004) and fill in the past of other Estonians. 

In addition to this positive change in moral status, the incorporation into a collective story was 

meaningful to the deportees in various other ways. Firstly, it had forced them to put their suffering into 

words. For example, the word ‘deportation’ [küüditamine] has been only used in Estonian newspapers since 

the late 1980s and early 1990s. This word has a much stronger connotation than the phrase ‘being taken to 

Siberia’ [viidi Siberisse] that was used in the everyday communicative memories during the Soviet period. 

The very existence of this term is an acknowledgement in itself. Speaking is essential for creating a 

narrative, which is the only way to provide closure to the wounds of the past (Goodman, 2012; Hodgkin & 

Radstone, 2003, p. 99). Secondly, this public act of putting one’s experiences into words also gave 

legitimacy to the deportees’ personal experiences. For instance in the case of Leena, who knew at a certain 

moment that she was a victim of Stalin rather than a criminal. Initially there was no public safe space in 
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which stories similar to hers were being shared. Once a safe space opened up, these same stories of suffering 

were suddenly valued as more ‘real’ or ‘truthful’ than stories that people have never shared with others (Eber 

& Neal, 2001). That means that only when Leena’s story was told by others, did it become publicly 

accepted as a true story. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, by becoming part of a collective story, 

one’s personal life story became ‘stored’ somewhere outside of oneself. With that, the story could have a 

possibility to survive even after one’s death. 

With this embeddedness in a collective story in the early 1990s, also non-deportees shared stories 

of deportations they had heard or read, as if the stories were part of their own history too (more on this in 

Chapter 4). Politicians and intellectuals also renewed and revitalised the memory of the deportations by 

initiating commemorations and life story campaigns (Anepaio, 2002, p. 52). Thus, the experiences of the 

deportees were voiced by non-deportees as well.  

This started to change, according to Estonian ethnologist Terje Anepaio (2002, pp. 54-62), who 

has done research both with former deportees and younger Estonians, in the late 1990s. At that time the 

focus shifted towards economic development and the future rather than the past. Estonia also oriented itself 

politically towards Europe and the wider outside world, which turned attention away from national affairs. 

The new and relatively young elite that came to power in the 1990s, moreover, aimed to change the image 

of Estonia as a helpless victim to a successful Baltic Tiger, rapidly integrating into the West (Lauristin & 

Vihalemm, 1997, p. 106). The memory of the deportation was not silenced as in the Soviet period, but as 

Anepaio (2002, p. 57) argues, it lost part of its special status in the lives of the non-deportees. 

Former president of Estonia (1992-2001) Lennart Meri, himself a deportee, felt sad about this 

development and launched a campaign in 2001 to enhance the intergenerational solidarity. He realised that 

the number of ‘living connections’ to the past was fraying and that action was needed. On the 9th of April 

2001, he circulated a call for the collection of life stories by students in the major Estonian newspapers and 

on popular websites. The call asked students to write down the life story of a former deportee. Many young 

people visited their grandparents and wrote down their memories of Siberia. It was later reported that the 

campaign had been very successful as the president received thousands of stories. The former deportees 

enjoyed sharing their stories with their grandchildren, their young neighbours, or grandnieces/nephews, and 

the students were positively surprised to find out how loved ones had experienced history (Anepaio, 2002, 

pp. 61-62). 

By stimulating dialogue about the deportations between the generations, this campaign confirmed 

to the deportees that the memory of the repressions is maintained by the wider Estonian community. The 

second part of the campaign showed that the memory is not only embedded in the stories of the younger 

generations, but also within the national community as such: as the representative of the state, Lennart Meri 

personally visited every county. He invited all repressed individuals, and handed each of them a symbolic 

mourning token, symbolised by a Broken Cornflower. By using the national flower of Estonia as a symbol, 

the president told the deportees again that the experience of deportation is not a lonely, but a collective one. 
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Figure 3 - Symbolic mourning token 'the Broken Cornflower' handed out by Lennart Meri. 

 

Several of my informants spontaneously brought up Meri’s initiative in our conversations, as they very 

much appreciated it. So did Leena: 

“Lennart Meri gave us the broken cornflower. He had himself been deported as 

well. This was in 2001 on the singing grounds of Elva.34 The people from the 

Tartumaa County gathered there. […] He handed it over personally to everyone. I 

told him that this is a very beautiful gesture of him. Then he answered: this is 

unfortunately the only thing that I can do for you. […] I have a very warm memory 

of Lennart Meri. He started to talk to me as an old acquaintance.” 

The reason why this symbolic act by Meri was symbolically so powerful, was because it was not the 

repressed themselves who claimed a place in the collective story, but they were given one by the President of 

Estonia, as representative of their community. Based on what the deportees told me, this symbolic act has 

been much more meaningful to them than the substantial financial benefits they have received since the 

1990s.35  

It seems however, that these acts of symbolic recognition need to be continuously reconfirmed. 

This was obvious during my fieldwork in 2010 and 2011. At several commemorations it was mentioned 

that the state and the younger generations should be more involved. Rein, organiser of the National Day of 

Mourning in Tartu, shared his worries with me after the commemoration:  

“Narrating has two sides: speaking and listening. But young people are done 

listening. Of course memories are printed in newspapers and books but the other 

thing is to tell to young people directly what happened [suuline mälu]. These myths 

and legends are part of a rahvustunne (=patriotism, feeling of a people). But if they 

                                                             

34 Elva is a small village 30 kilometers south of Tartu. The singing grounds are the open spaces built in many Estonian 
cities and villages for choirs to gather for special occasions and sing collectively. 
35 In 2005 official documents were handed out to all those repressed by foreign powers: “[…] those who have suffered 
from Communist or Nazi violence or have been in prison for the fact that he acted in name of the ideals of the 
Estonian Republic or those who have – in violation of international human rights – been deported from their homes, 
have been born in prison camps or in exile, or who were forcibly mobilized into the army of the occupying state.” With 
this document they can get discount on medical health care, travel for free by bus in Tallinn, and receive free medicines 
from the pharmacy. In the 1990s it was already legally arranged that the former repressed get three years of pension for 
every year they have been repressed, as compensation for their losses (Uibo, 2005, p. 29). 
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are not interested then it is only the memory of those who experienced it 

themselves.” 

If the young would take initiatives to commemorate as well, this would confirm to the deportees that 

someone has been listening to them and that their life stories are being preserved by (non-deportees in) the 

community. Enn Tarto, the chairman of Tartu Memento, also affirmed in a similar appeal to the 

government in his speech on 21 August 2010 in Pilistvere: 

“I would like to request that next year the state organises a national day of 

importance for commemorating the victims of the deportations. That for once they 

ask us to hold a speech, instead of the other way around. So that they take 

responsibility and make the memory a part of the national community instead of 

only of the repressed themselves.” 

From these and other observations at commemorations and from my conversations with deportees, I sensed 

that this perceived lack of incorporation into a ‘collective story’ is a major issue. This became very obvious 

when I handed out a questionnaire among the Tartu Memento members at their annual meeting. While 

other researchers might have trouble finding informants, I was overwhelmed by positive responses. During 

the Memento meeting, in front of a university aula full of former repressed, I was given a couple of minutes 

to introduce myself and my research. I asked them for their cooperation in filling out a questionnaire that I 

had designed myself (based on my previous conversations and observations among Memento members). 

During the break, I was approached by so many people that I did not have the time to talk to all of them. 

In their compliments on my ability to speak Estonian and my interest in their stories, I could hear their 

disappointment about the extent to which they felt ignored by Estonian society. One of them, Johanna, 

literally said, while trying to convince another woman to tell me her story:36 

“Yes she is interested in that. You should tell it to her. Your stories will become 

history [jääb ajalukku], how often do you get that chance? And she writes about us! 

She helps us so well. Our own youth does not care, but she comes from abroad to 

write about us, all from the heart. She should become our member of honour.” 

Many of the people who started talking to me tried to immediately familiarise me with their personal story, 

as if after a long search, they had finally found someone to talk to. This was also obvious when I received 

the questionnaires in my mailbox: the margins were filled with people’s life stories.37 Whereas the 

questionnaire was meant to be anonymous, several people wrote down their names and contact details at the 

end, in case I wanted more information. For instance, a woman called Mall wrote on the last page: 

                                                             

36 Informal conversation, 6 April 2011. 
37 The questionnaire was accompanied by a stamp and they had about 3 weeks to fill it out and send it back to me. 
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“Dear Inge Melchior, I am very thankful that you are interested in our small people 

and that you beautifully learned to speak our Estonian language. If you have more 

questions, I would be very pleased to answer them.” 

Interestingly, the way in which the questionnaire was received by the deportees may be as telling as the 

answers. For example, the question that explicitly asks about the recognition by society was answered as 

follows: 

Table 4 - People who have been repressed get state support. With which statement do you agree the most? 

Despite the legal compensation for the historical injustices suffered and the central position of the Soviet 

deportations in Estonian history books, the majority of my informants find that the state does not do 

enough to recognise their suffering and to preserve the memory of repression. Considering what is at stake, 

this fear about not being heard is understandable, since “[t]here is nothing worse than making the effort to 

speak of terrible things and being ignored” (Lambek, 2005). This implies a kind of ‘double victimhood’, 

according to anthropologist Cappelletto (2005b), who argued that victims who are not heard suffer once 

from the historical event and again from misrecognition. But there is more to this fear than being ignored as 

an individual. The essence lies with the fear of having suffered in vain. That is why many of the 

commemoration speeches express the need to make sure that history will not repeat itself. If the memory is 

not preserved by the community but belongs only to those who experienced the deportations, then it is 

feared it will soon die out. For the ‘experienced’, it implies that no one would have learned from the past, 

and that the Estonian community would again be vulnerable. Their suffering would have been meaningless. 

That is why many of the former deportees would like to see the state and younger generations take 

responsibility and take initiative (in Chapter 4 we will see to which extent this is the case), as that would 

signify that the community has learned from the past and that their suffering has not been in vain.  

‘Privilege’ of the experienced? 

The question is how much effort of the state and postgeneration would reassure the deportees that their 

memory will be preserved by the community after their deaths. This is where what I call ‘the paradox of the 

experienced’ comes in. The deportees want nothing more than being understood by and recalled within 

their community, but at the same time they do not believe that those who never experienced their suffering 

 N 

The Estonian state fulfils completely its duty and recognises Estonia’s fatal history.    4 
The Estonian state should more actively participate and organise commemorations and 
raise the young generation in that spirit. 

28 

The Estonian state does not care about its national history and does not compensate its 
people enough for their damages. 

  4 

TOTAL 36 
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can ever understand it. For example, one Memento member wrote down in the margins of the 

questionnaire: 

“[If you have not experienced it yourself] it is difficult to understand hunger, while 

being among foreign people, who hate you and call you ‘fascist’. […] How it is to 

eat frozen potatoes and soup that consists of only nettles and water.” 

He obviously struggles between his will to be understood by his non-deported loved ones, and the 

impossibility he perceives of doing so. Also Leena mentioned that she still feels much more ‘at home’ 

among other deportees, because they can really understand her. Another instance that illustrates this 

paradox is the story of Estonian historian Aigi Rahi-Tamm, who has done a lot of research among 

Memento members. Born in 1965, she experienced a number of problems at the beginning of her research. 

The deportees believed that it would be impossible for her to understand what they had lived through: 

“They thought that it was impossible for me to study the deportations because it was not ‘mine’.” 

Anthropologist Stefan Feuchtwang (2009, p. 77) has argued that this struggle is the case for victims 

generally. On the one hand they want to be recognised as victims in order to reach closure; on the other 

hand they treasure the status of victimhood and do not want to give it up. Feuchtwang (2009) refers to this 

as “nostalgia for the irrecoverable”. 

To put it differently, the deportees want their life stories to be embedded in the collective story 

of the community, but at the same time its very narration diminishes the harshness of the suffering. James 

Young (in Cappelletto, 2005b, p. 20) explains this as follows: 

“[…] narration creates a continuum which multiplies them and apparently causes 

them 'to lose their "violent" quality. Insomuch as violence is "resolved" in narrative, 

the violent event seems also to lose its particularity - its facthood - once it is written. 

In an ironic way, the violent event can exist as such [...] only as long as it appears to 

stand outside of the continuum, where it remains apparently unmediated, unframed, 

and unassimilated.” 

In other words, narrating ‘normalises’ the violent past (Cappelletto, 2005b, p. 20). The paradox lies in the 

fact that the deportees want to be represented by others, but at the same time they experience an 

‘impossibility for representation’. ‘External’ understanding paradoxically diminishes the harshness of their 

suffering. If younger Estonians would completely understand the deportations, the memory would lose its 

violent and traumatic character, because it would no longer have the emotional power of being 

“unmediated, unframed, and unassimilated”.38 In this reasoning, the memory of the deportations has 

become the ‘privilege of the experienced’: only those who really lived through it, own its memory. 

                                                             

38 Similarly, if their losses would be fully rehabilitated, there remains no wound that keeps the memory alive for future 
generations. More on this phenomenon in Chapter 4 and 5. 
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Defining ‘the experienced’ 

Interestingly enough, although it seems quite straightforward, it is not entirely clear who counts as 

‘experienced’. Of course those who were deported themselves are literally the experienced and within the 

Estonian community it is they who claim the right to define its story. But during my research I discovered 

that depending on the context, younger Estonians could also become ‘experienced’ and claim to ‘own’ the 

memory of the 1940s. I first observed this during the autumn of 2007, when discussions about the Bronze 

Soldier were stoking ethnic tension in Estonia. Estonian students would tell me about the deportations to 

Siberia with so much emotion as if it had happened to them. In this context they appropriated the story as 

a distinguishing feature in their relations with Russian speakers: this had happened to us, not to them. 

Whereas both Estonian and Russian speaking adolescents had never been deported to Siberia, these young 

Estonians appropriated this memory as if it had happened during their lifetime. My presence also evoked 

responses that beautifully illustrate the right to appropriate a certain story. For instance in my conversation 

with Aigi Rahi-Tamm, where she declared that the deportees found that the memory was not ‘hers’ but 

‘theirs’, it appears that Aigi perceives the memory to be more ‘hers’ than ‘mine’: 

“But what they tell you is definitely different from what they tell me. […] If they 

speak to me, then of course they take a lot for granted that I understand. But when 

someone comes from outside, then it is different.” 

What Aigi wishes to convey is that the deportations are closer to her experience than mine. This might have 

to do with family history, but not necessarily. Even those Estonians who do not personally know a 

deportee, feel as if they own its memory more than I do, simply because they are Estonian. 

What I have observed is that it is in these instances that the paradox of the experienced manifests 

itself. Many of my Estonian friends are very happy with and thankful for my interest in their history, but at 

the same time I know they think that I can only understand so much of their history. They feel that a 

certain part of the story will always stay ‘foreign’, and thus not ‘personal’, for me. This also became 

apparent in the discussion about the novel ‘Purge’ [Puhastus] by Sofi Oksanen. The book is set against the 

background of the Soviet occupation in the ESSR. Oksanen was born in 1977 in Finland and also grew up 

there. Her story is based on her experience of travelling, once it was possible, to relatives in the ESSR. 

Oksanen’s mother is Estonian. The novel became hugely popular, not only in Finland and Estonia but 

worldwide. Estonian media were at first very delighted about this development, since it informed an 

international audience about Soviet repression and the suffering of the Estonian people. In that sense, the 

book opened a window for the outside world to better understand Estonian history. At a certain moment, 

however, the reviews drastically changed. Oksanen was suddenly framed as a ‘Western European’ who could 

not possibly understand Estonia’s history of repression. Influential Estonian scholars such as Rein Raud, 

wrote in the newspaper that a particular ‘template’, based on personal experience, is necessary to fully 

understand and thus own the story. 
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It seems possible to compose a hierarchy: from the deportees themselves, to their compatriots, to their non-

compatriots. Mary Fulbrook (2012) made an attempt to do so by distinguishing between ‘communities of 

experience’, ‘communities of connection’ (based on intergenerational transmission) and ‘communities of 

identification’ (who worries about whom?). The young Estonians in my research can never become part of 

the community of experience, but they can be members of the community of connection. As a young 

Western European, I can never become a member of the ‘community of connection’, since I did not grow 

up there and do not have Estonian relatives. I can at most become part of the community of identification. 

Those informants who do not ‘fit’ in this classificatory scheme, reveal significant information 

about the right to a story and the power to voice it. Jüri, for instance, was deported to Siberia in 1941. He 

thus clearly belongs to the community of experience, which pre-eminently gives him the right to be 

represented in the collective story. Yet, the fact that Jüri fell in love with Margus in Siberia, that they got 

married and had their first child there, contests the collective story of Siberian sorrow and harshness. In this 

case, is the collective story of repression more Jüri’s or Sirje’s, the latter born in 1982 but very passionate 

about the deportees? In other words, does the individual’s experience or his/her story determine his/her 

authority to speak up and share the story with others? Jüri is definitely closer to the actual experience than 

Sirje, but his story does not completely fit with the collective one. This further reflects how politicised the 

creation of a collective story is, as it creates a narrative structure that silences experiences that do not fit 

(more on this in Chapter 3). 

Concluding remarks 

Every year roughly the same group of people gather near the riverside in Tartu on the 14th of June. They go 

there to share their stories and try to understand the long trip they made as children to Siberia, where they 

might have lost their parents, siblings or friends. They also go, because they want and feel they have the 

right to occupy this public spot. This story is not only their story, but the story of the wider Estonian 

community. A story which all of them should know, should feel, in order to make sure that it will not 

happen again. After all, the number of people who experienced the 1940s repressions becomes smaller and 

smaller every year. 

The second year that I was present, the deportees’ life stories had also in some ways become my 

story. In a year’s time I had come to know the attendants. I had come to know their names, their family 

stories and the emotions attached to them. When the people were asked to come to the front and give a 

speech, I was pushed forward. I had no idea what to say to the audience. I just started to speak. I heard 

myself tell them how much I had learned over the last year, how grateful I was for their stories and that I 

would bring their stories with me to The Netherlands. In a certain way I had become a witness of the 

1940s repressions. Simply by listening to their stories, their stories had also become mine. 
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This chapter has provided an understanding of what it means to those who have suffered to have one’s life 

story embedded in a collective story / memory. For them it means that they have not suffered in vain, but 

that their community members have learned from their experience – have incorporated them as their own – 

and thus will make sure it will never happen again. If the non-deportees understand and feel what 

happened, they will preserve their memories after the deportees have all died out. I will further elaborate on 

this question of ‘postmemory’ in Chapter 4. 

This chapter has deepened several insights about ‘collective memory’. Firstly, there is a difference 

between being given a safe space to voice one’s stories and being represented in a collective story by others. 

Secondly, being listened to is a continuous process that needs constant affirmation. Thirdly, although 

people want to be understood by others, they are simultaneously afraid that their experience loses its 

emotional power once it becomes mediated in a collective story. And fourthly, some people have more right 

to appropriate someone else’s story than others. This in-depth insight into the process of becoming a 

collective story will help us to understand the mechanism of recognition in the following chapters as well.  

This process of the 1940s repressions becoming part of a collective story has not happened 

naturally. Had different individuals been in power in the late 1980s - 1990s, the memory landscape in 

Estonia would have looked differently nowadays. In order to better contextualise and understand why 

history is so emotional for a large proportion of the Estonian population, we therefore have to take a closer 

look at the memory politics of the last two decades.  

 



 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 3: 

Rewriting history: 

Restoring the social order 

 

It is the 9thof May 2011, the day that Russia celebrates its victory over Nazism 66 years earlier. I go and 

pick up Kalev at his apartment, as I have convinced him to join me to the Raadi monument in the outskirt 

of Tartu. This monument was built by the ESSR state authorities in 1975 for ‘all the sons of the Soviet 

Union who were heroes in the Great Patriotic War’ (Koppel, 2011). While leaving his apartment, Kalev 

explains how he carefully chose his clothes that morning: he avoided any Estonian freedom fighters’ 

symbols, and put on his ‘soni’, a hat that apparently makes him ‘Russian looking’. I have no idea what to 

expect from the event, since the newspapers do not inform me as they do when it concerns a ‘state holiday’. 

Kalev also has no idea, because he has never attended a 9th of May celebration since Estonia regained 

independence. “I asked someone who has been in Raadi before, and he said it was peaceful. Not too much 

drinking.” Once we manage to find the monument, which is hard to see from the road if you do not know 

the exact location, Kalev whispers to me that we should not speak to each other until we leave, since ‘they 

might be suspicious of any Estonian presence’. When one of the organisers approaches Kalev to ask why he 

is filming, he answers in fluent Russian that a friend in Moscow wants to see the celebration. The 

atmosphere feels unfamiliar to me. Russian extended families take family photos in front of the memorial 

while cheerful music plays in the background. From attending other commemorations in Estonia I was 

rather used to reserved older Estonians and their close relatives modestly singing the national anthem. My 

inability to speak Russian and the ‘secret’ nature of our attendance made me feel utterly excluded from the 

festive celebration that I was observing, not more than 3 kilometres from Tartu city centre. 

The case of the 9th of May celebrations in Estonia illustrates that not only individuals have 

memories, but that communities also ‘have’ collective memories about the past, ‘written’ by particular 

individuals in society. These collective stories are represented and shared in textbooks, monuments, public 

holidays, films and museums. The commemoration in Raadi park is clearly not part of what is perceived as 

the collective story of Estonians: the Estonian media did not say anything about the 9 th of May program, 

there were no state representatives attending, and the many children that were present had to miss school, as 

the 9th of May is not a public holiday. Instead, state representatives from the nearby Russian city Pskov 
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(150 km) travelled all the way to support the 9th of May commemoration in Tartu. The singing, eating, 

gathering and awarding medals in Raadi Park is thus meaningful within the Russian collective story – not 

in the Estonian one – framing the victory over Nazism as a great heroic deed (cf. Kattago, 2009; Pääbo, 

2011b, p. 260). 

In this chapter, I question which societal and political agents have been involved in the writing 

and mobilisation of the collective story of ‘the Estonian people’ in the last decades. The current story can 

be characterised by a fairly non-pluralist narrative of political rupture and a more open and critical narrative 

in academia and the cultural arena. Yet, in all domains emotions make it difficult to really distance one’s 

personal experiences from history writing. This chapter thus contributes to the understanding of social and 

political memory as a practice. In Chapter 2 I have focused on ‘the experienced’, in Chapter 4 I will explore 

the stories of the postgeneration, and in the current chapter the societal and political agents, the three 

groups involved in memory making. 

After a brief theoretical exploration, I will go back to the period of the National Awakening to 

trace the processes of history writing that have contributed to the narrative as it currently is. I will look into 

the different roles that historians, politicians and cultural intellectuals (journalists, photographers, writers, 

and social scientists) have played in shaping it. I argue that, like the restitution and citizenship policies 

discussed in Chapter 1, the process of rewriting the Estonian story in the 1980s-1990s was also intended 

to restore the social (pre-war) order and to restore the power of the peremees [man of the family/house]. 

Therefore the current collective story, as told in history books, in politics and the cultural arena, is not only 

very personal but also attempts to prevent any ambiguities. Because the groundwork was laid in the late 

1980s and early 1990s, at a time in which the intellectuals, who have been the critical voices since the late 

19th century, were themselves politically involved in the rewriting of history, a sense of unity prevailed and 

the newly written collective story faced little criticism. Nowadays, twenty years later, intellectuals have again 

become publicly critical of the ‘use of history’. Intellectuals are also personally involved in this history, and 

find it important to preserve and defend it. This perceived necessity to protect it finds itself in an ongoing 

negotiation with the perceived need for democratic and open discussion of the past.  

Collective stories of the past 

Memories live and die with individuals (Reinhart Koselleck & Rudolf Burger in A. Assmann, 2002, p. 21; 

Berliner, 2005, p. 198). Yet as has been shown earlier in this chapter, the memories and stories of 

individuals can be represented outside of their bodies as well. This is when ‘communicative memory’, which 

depends on living bearers and has an ‘organic relationship’ with the past (Halbwachs, 1992; Nora, 1989; 

Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 110), transforms into ‘cultural memory’, the “outer dimension of human 

memory” (J. Assmann, 1992, p. 19; 1995, 2006). By definition, cultural memory, as a representation 

outside of the human body, endures over time, and (potentially) reaches a wider audience than 
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communicative memory. For instance, when a Russian WWII veteran shares his memories with his 

daughter, it is a matter of communicative memory; the story he tells is subject to time, dynamic, 

fragmentary and it might survive only in the postmemories of his daughter. Once he writes a book about 

his experiences, the story turns into cultural memory, as it is no longer “fragmentary and diverse but 

emplotted in a narrative that is emotionally charged and conveys a clear and invigorating message”, and no 

longer “exist[s] as something volatile and transient, but is anchored” in the words that he chose at a 

particular time and place (A. Assmann, 2002, p. 26). That book can ‘pass on’ his story to people he has 

never met and to those who are born long after his death. 

People who (1) identify with that veteran and his story and (2) have a hegemonic position in 

society, such as historians and state representatives, might make that story part of the community rather 

than exclusively of the ‘experienced’. They might initiate a commemoration for the WWII veterans, erect a 

monument or incorporate that story into history textbooks. Not every story becomes such a public and 

collective story. Whether this happens depends to a large extent on historical facts such as the proportion 

of the population with a similar story, but also on contemporary elites and their agendas, what Duncan Bell 

(2003, p. 66) calls the national ‘mythscape’: “the temporally and spatially extended discursive realm 

wherein the struggle for control of peoples memories and the formation of nationalist myths is debated, 

contested and subverted incessantly”. As George Orwell (1949) famously wrote: “who controls the past 

controls the future; who controls the present controls the past”. Therefore, it is very important to question 

who decides which communicative memories ‘deserve’ to be transformed into cultural memory and become 

part of the collective story of all members of the national community. 

The widely used term ‘cultural memory’ might suggest that it only refers to memory represented 

in cultural forms such as film, photos, books and theatre. However, Jan Assmann uses the word ‘cultural’ 

less as Culture with a capital C, which is more related to the meaning of ‘societal’ or ‘collective’, and 

includes commemorations, rituals, political speeches, monuments and museums (J. Assmann, 2011, p. 

213). Although ‘cultural memory’ as a concept is now widely used within European memory studies, there 

are many other concepts in circulation that distinguish this more fixed, durable, widely shared form of 

memory from the memories of events in one’s own lifespan:39 ‘historical culture’ [Geschichtskultur] by Jorn 

Rüsen (2005b), the ‘public use of history’ by Gallerano (1994), ‘social memory’ by Paul Connerton 

(1989), ‘official memory’ by John Bodnar (1992), ‘historical memory’ by Maurice Halbwachs (Olick, 

1999, p. 335; Olick, et al., 2011b, p. 19), ‘myth’ by Duncan Bell (2003) and ‘cultural and political 

memory’ by Aleida Assmann (A. Assmann, 2002). 

Because of the sometimes vague definitions of these different concepts, their overlaps and minor 

differences, for purposes of clarity, I will focus on three concrete, overlapping domains in which a collective 

story of the past is being produced: (1) history writing, (2) history and memory politics and (3) cultural 

productions of the past. 

                                                             

39 Assmann’s work was published in German and remained unnoticed in memory studies in the US for a long time. 
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History writing 

Until the 18th and 19th century, when stories of the past were being shared mainly orally (Le Goff (1992) 

calls this ‘ethnic memory’), history did not have any central position in the understanding of human society, 

as did religion, philosophy and poetry and it lacked any educational meaning. Historiography grew in 

popularity with the development of written culture and the “significant transformation in the experience of 

time” that accompanied processes of industrialisation and urbanisation (Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 115).  

History as a field of study became more popular once it was professionalised with the establishment of 

historical associations and journals during the rise of the modern nation-state. 

The historian educated in the wake of nationalism became “a Romantic Man of Letters”, who – 

like “literary young Americans’ letters home from Europe during the early years of the nineteenth century” 

– “wallow[ed] in sentiment at the sight of ruins” (Levin, 1959, p. 7). As seen in Chapter 1, Romantic 

intellectuals developed an emotional interest in the stories of their region and its inhabitants, which led to 

the ideologisation of history writing. “Historians went into the archives to find evidence that would 

support their nationalistic and class preconceptions and thus give them the aura of scientific authority” 

(Iggers, 1997, p. 28). Rather than to accurately reconstruct the past, their main aim was to preserve the past 

as a remnant of the ‘real’, ‘traditional’ and ‘authentic’, which they saw rapidly disappearing as a consequence 

of the industrial revolution and the Enlightenment: as ‘the world we have lost’ (Berger, et al., 2012, p. 4). 

The role of the historian in society, and with that of history writing, has drastically changed over 

time. In the 19th century, professional history writing was not a mere academic undertaking, since 

professional historians saw themselves “as national pedagogues” and as part of their duty to actively 

participate in and contribute to popular debates (Berger, et al., 2012, p. 8). At this time of growing 

nationalism, historians contributed especially to the construction of nationalist narratives, as their writings 

shaped the national mythscape (Bell, 2003, p. 77). For instance, Stefan Berger has argued that German 

historians’ commitment “to nation-building can look back on a long tradition in German historiography, 

its major function being to uphold national honour and glory and [to] create national identity” (in 

Cameron, 1999, p. 1). Pierre Nora (1989, p. 11) wrote something similar on the French case, addressing 

the “national responsibility assigned to the historian – half preacher, half soldier […] The holy nation thus 

acquired a holy history.” In the wake of nationalism, historians’ importance lay primarily with the creation 

of loyal citizens and the teaching of certain collective moral values through the writing of history textbooks 

(Soysal & Schissler, 2005). 

It is only fairly recently that history writing became a separate domain from “the public use of 

history” (Gallerano, 1994, p. 90). Contemporary historians, at least in liberal democratic societies, ideally 

detach themselves from nationalist politics by following academic rules of professional and objective 

history writing. They have, as envisioned by Nora (1989) and Halbwachs (1992), moved away from 

memory, which is subjective and living, towards history, which is objective, critical and distanced. That 

means that historians nowadays attempt to move away from the national narrative by including an 
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international perspective and by criticising the “politico-ideological abuse of history” (Bell, 2003, p. 77; E. 

Hobsbawm, 1997, p. 7). The scientific principles of criticism, freedom, and carefully selecting sources help 

them to control their personal values and historical experiences (Gallerano, 1994, p. 91). 

However, this detachment of history writing from politics is an ideal that can be met only to a 

certain extent. In liberal democracies, where “all private memories can become public, and no memory is 

guaranteed official status” (Jovic, 2004, p. 98), historians have the freedom to dive into more controversial 

topics and to critically question historical ‘truths’. Yet, even in liberal democratic societies, state 

representatives are engaged in ‘history politics’, as the “conscious shaping and influencing of the study of 

the past” (Tamm, 2013) by supporting and initiating particular national research institutes, truth 

commissions and awarding research funds through which they steer ‘objective’ history writing in a particular 

direction (Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 117). Besides that, it proves very difficult for historians to escape 

their national context and time (Vree & Laarse, 2009, pp. 9-10). That means that although “history is 

composed of facts, there is something more to history, something that makes it more than just the sum of 

its factual claims. That something has a technical name […] narrative” (Immerwahr 2008, p. 199), which 

is closely connected to identity. In other words, history is inevitably part of cultural memory (Tamm, 2008, 

pp. 500-501), which is thus not about factuality in the past but about actuality of the present (J. Assmann, 

1997). 

Of course, the extent to which state authorities influence and control history writing differs a lot 

between societies. In those cases where historians are strongly controlled or actively involved in public 

debate, history writing will be less objective and more politically coloured. This devaluates the authority of 

the historian and makes history writing part of history and memory politics rather than a scholarly 

undertaking. 

History and memory politics 

History and memory politics concern the use and production of ‘a common past’ by political leaders. Eric 

Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (1983) have traced this practice back to the late 19th century, when 

national leaders in the wake of the nationalist drive ‘invented’ traditions through their control of 

educational institutions, public ceremonies and monuments. Although every group is aware of the intrinsic 

relationship between memory and identity and might refer to a common past in order to bind its members 

in the present, the nation-state stands out “in the level of resources and authority it can muster when 

creating a usable past and restricting competing efforts” (Wertsch, 2002, p. 68). Perhaps the most 

important channel, through which modern nation-states have contributed to the shaping of the past is 

education. Gellner (1983) has argued that political elites have more symbolic power through their 

monopoly on education than through legitimate violence. He argues that societies cannot afford to have 

citizens who are not loyal to the state, as this might impede their will to contribute or sacrifice personal 

benefits for the greater good. Mandatory universal history classes thus make sure that all the citizens will 
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familiarise themselves with the same story, as to create identification both in the past as in the present. 

Another strength of nation-states, compared to other collectivities, is that their ideology is based on the 

assumption that members share natural, inborn characteristics: language, physical features, and religion. A 

shared past is just another feature that seamlessly fits in this list (Wertsch, 2002, p. 68). 

Yet, as Gellner (1983) has argued as well, nations are not natural but invented and imagined. “In 

contrast to a picture in which nation-states are natural communities that awaken or spring into existence 

because they reflect pre-existing essences, the reality is that massive efforts must go into their formation and 

preservation” (Wertsch, 2002, p. 69). The national elite uses history and memory politics to retell the story 

of the community and in doing so make the community members value and embody certain parts of history 

and forget others (Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 122). They create as it were a “mnemonic community” 

within which one shares historical experiences based on solidarity between the community members 

(Zerubavel, 1996). 

“Communities… have a history – in an important sense are constituted by the past 

– and for this reason we can speak of a real community as a ‘community of 

memory,’ one that does not forget its past. In order not to forget that past, a 

community is involved in retelling its story, its constitutive narrative” (Bellah 

quoted in Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 122). 

By shaping the past, these political actors have a tremendous amount of power, since they define who 

belongs to the group and who does not, whose experiences are to be remembered by others and whose not 

(Foucault, 1977). In case of national identities, the story of the past can also have serious legal and 

institutional consequences for those who are in- and excluded (Tamm, 2013). 

Since memory and identity are so closely entangled, history and memory politics become 

especially important in times of transition. As anthropologists Lambek and Antze (1996, p. xxii) have 

reminded us: “when memory is not in question, neither is identity”. Transition periods are moments of 

historical discontinuity, when the relationship between the past and the present is seen in a different light 

and needs to be rethought (Gallerano, 1994, pp. 88-89). These are “critical events” (Das, 1995) or 

“cataclysmic event[s]” (Stephan Feuchtwang, 2000) characterised by experiences of chaos and 

fragmentation, moments when ordinary lives are disrupted and identity is in flux. It is in these times of 

uncertainty that people long for security and social order, for which they turn towards the past as an anchor 

in a storm; like the early 1990s in Estonia. If politicians fail to create and share meaningful stories about 

that past in such uncertain times, ghosts might return to haunt the population (Carsten, 2007).  

Actors and institutions that take the lead in implementing history and memory politics thus play 

a significant role in the burying of ghosts. Monuments, for instance, can anchor memories in place, by 

making the loss visible and publicly shared. This anchoring in itself can compensate for the loss that one 

has suffered. The same is true for commemoration rituals (Carsten, 2007). By representing the loss outside 

the self, it becomes more bearable, as partly it allows, as Nora (1989) has argued, to cut living ties with the 
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past. This is also what we have seen in Chapter 2, with the deportees whose stories suddenly became public. 

In the case that state actors help to make sense of what has happened, personal stories and national stories 

become intimately interwoven (Carsten, 2007, pp. 5-6). Memory and history politics are then not only “a 

key to national recovery” (Müller, 2002, p. 18), but also to the recovery of a personal loss. 

Cultural productions of the past 

People also encounter the past through cultural productions: in films, books, theatre plays and art. Their 

aim is to preserve, discuss, connect, entertain, and to gain money. Art historian Aby Warburg (quoted in J. 

Assmann, 1995, p. 129) argued that “[i]n cultural formation, a collective experience crystallizes, whose 

meaning, when touched upon, may suddenly become accessible again across millennia.” Cultural 

objectivation of the past is thus very powerful in conveying a message to a wide audience, both in the 

present and the future. 

The recent explosion of cultural objectivation of ‘popular history’ means that people’s 

relationship with the past is increasingly influenced by the work of non-historians (Berger, et al., 2012). 

That also means that the production of history is being democratised, as no longer only historians and 

politicians contribute to historical consciousness but a much broader group has that opportunity. In open 

liberal democratic societies, cultural figures also have the opportunity to create what Foucault (1977) has 

called counter memories or memories that contest the official understanding of the past. In a non-

democratic society, the state will control these forms of history production, since they might threaten the 

creation of loyal citizens. “In an open society history politics can be practised not only by authorities in the 

form of school textbooks, museums and monuments, but also by such actors as journalists or non-

governmental associations” (Torsti, 2008, p. 24). 

Studies that focus on the cultural production of memory often emphasise its mediation (Wertsch, 

2002, p. 25). Etkind (2004) has distinguished ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ forms of memory. Museums and 

monuments belong to the hard, literature, art and films to the soft forms. In contrast to political and 

historical productions of the past, cultural productions leave the interpretation largely open to the audience. 

The artist does not impose a certain story, but creates a “public open space[s] where memory is explored, 

produced and performed with the help of new media technologies” (Assmann 1999 in Võsu et al., 2008, p. 

256). 

http://www.mediatedmemories.com/general/bibliography/
http://www.mediatedmemories.com/general/bibliography/
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1860s–1930s: The creation of a collective story of the Estonian 

nation 

As just argued, certain individuals or actors in society have the power to decide on what should be 

remembered and what should be forgotten, an activity also referred to as ‘memory work’ (Tamm, 2008, p. 

502). In order to fully understand why history is so emotional for many of my informants, we should 

better understand who have been the driving forces behind the writing of a collective story in Estonia. 

According to Estonian historian Marek Tamm (2008), three crucial, historical moments in Estonia’s 

memory work can be distinguished: (1) the National Awakening (late 19th century), (2) the foundation of 

the Republic of Estonia (1918-1939), and (3) the restoration of the Republic of Estonia (late 1980s-early 

1990s). I will discuss these three moments and in addition, also look at the period of Soviet occupation 

and the informal social networks and societies that were formed at that time. By doing so, I will discuss the 

agents behind the mobilisation of history and thus behind contemporary historical consciousness in 

Estonia. 

The National Awakening: Estophile intellectuals in the age of Romanticism 

In Chapter 1 we have seen how the first ‘history of Estonians’ was written by the Baltic German and later 

Estonian intellectuals, who had a sincere interest in the folkloristic peasant culture of Estonian speakers 

[maarahvas], during the National Awakening at the end of the 19th century. This was the time of cultural 

nationalism. They began to view ‘Estonians’ as a distinct linguistic and cultural community, based on 

consanguinity, common physical and mental characteristics and with a special relationship to their 

‘homeland’ (Hurt, 1939 [1874] in Raun, 2003, p. 141). At the same time, they had no tradition of high 

culture or political independence and “a sense of history was weak” until Estonian intellectuals realised that 

as a cultural community they needed a common history (Raun, 2003, p. 141). 

Painter and patriot Johann Köler (1826-1899), who studied in St Petersburg and lived/worked 

in several European cities, wrote to folklorist and linguist Jakob Hurt in 1863: “In order to awaken the 

spirit of the nation a bit, four people (Karell, Russow, Berendhoff and myself) have come to an 

understanding that the history of our homeland is what is needed most” (Põldmäe 1988 in Tamm, 2008, 

p. 503). At first, writer and teacher Jakobson rewrote the Baltic German historiography into ‘Estonian 

history’ by creating an inverse version: “‘light’ in prehistoric times, followed by seven centuries of ‘darkness’ 

under German rule, and the ‘new dawn’ from the 1860s onwards” (Hackmann, 2010, p. 174). In 1871, 

Hurt published the first overview of Estonian history (Mõni pilt isamaa sündinud asjost – A few 

impressions of the fatherland’s history) in parts in the newspaper Eesti Postimees and later as a book. This 

was complemented by the work of other intellectuals and local poets who wrote, in the spirit of 

Romanticism, hymns to the native land, about centuries of oppression and heroic struggles against foreign 
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invaders (Jansen, 2004). According to Tamm (2008, p. 504), this first ‘collective story’ of Estonians was 

very normative, aimed at instilling moral discipline. At that time, the notion of a common history was still 

primarily shared in intellectual circles (Raun, 2003, p. 142). 

The foundation of the Republic of Estonia: Spreading the story through state formation 

The ‘national history’ of Estonia during the interwar period partly continued this romantic story of the 

history of a folk. For instance, historian Otto Liiv said in 1938 that Estonian history is primarily the 

history of the “Estonian nation” and that it should serve “Estonian interests”. These early professional 

historians mainly aimed at creating a national collective memory (Tamm, 2008, p. 504): the stories of the 

cultural community were turned into the history of the nation-state. In contrast to the period before state 

independence, history was no longer limited to intellectual circles, but made part of the consciousness of 

ordinary people as well. The intellectuals’ stories about the nation were not only taught in schools, but 

reached many people through a set of societies and student organisations and through a broad cultural 

repertoire of theatre plays, novels and poems (Jansen, 2004). As argued in Chapter 1, not only urban but 

also rural residents were literate, and cultivated an interest in culture and were active members in these 

societies. Newspaper editor and politician Jaan Tõnisson (1868-1941) was the leading figure in this 

naturalist and conservative conception of the nation (Hackmann, 2010, p. 176). It was difficult in this 

period to distinguish between history writing and cultural productions of the past, because historians were 

often also cultural figures. 

A few interwar historians had a more civic understanding of Estonian history. The first professor 

in ‘Estonian history’, Hans Kruus (1891-1976), was very critical and broke with the mainstream notion of 

Estonians as a unified and peasant people. Instead, he focused on the impact of urbanisation and underlined 

class differences. Kruus was not a typical historian for the region, with his belief in left-wing rather than 

conservative, primordialist nationalism. His historical interest went hand in hand with his political activity. 

He was head of the Estonian Socialist-Revolutionary Party, the first party to demand independent 

statehood for Estonia, from 1917 onwards. In the 1920s and 1930s he worked primarily in academia, but 

in 1940 he became minister of education in the first Soviet Estonian government (led by Johannes Vares). 

After WWII he worked as the minister of Foreign Affairs, but combined this with his position as president 

of the Estonian Academy of Sciences. After being detained, between 1950 and 1954, for being a ‘bourgeois 

nationalist’, his political engagement diminished and he focused solely on his history work. Kruus 

attempted to write a more modernised and civic story of the Estonian people than his contemporaries, 

aware of the constructed nature of ‘Estonianness’ (Berger & Lorenz, 2010, p. 15). He did not trace the 

nation back to a glorified pre-history (Hackmann, 2010, p. 177), but attributed the birth of the nation at 

the end of the 19th century especially to the work of the intellectuals and influential cultural societies such 

as the Alexander School and the Society of Learned Estonians, who gathered and educated peasants. In his 
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later focus on the National Awakening, though, he admired patriotic intellectuals such as Jakobson, Hurt 

and Köler and approached the nation in cultural and linguistic terms (Hackmann, 2010, p. 176). 

After 1934, under the authoritarian rule of Konstantin Päts (Hackmann, 2010, p. 178), history 

writing fell increasingly under state control. Monuments were erected and commemorations organised to 

ensure certain conformity in the understanding of the past among the population. In terms of content, 

Estonian history became more heroic. For example, the commander in Chief of the Estonian Armed Forces 

Johan Laidoner, even traced statehood back to the time of the Teutonic Order in one of his public 

speeches. Also politician and historian Jüri Uluots argued that “the Estonian state is not young […] but a 

societal-political construction spanning from primeval age to the present time through numerous historical 

formations” (Tamm, 2008, p. 504). The idea of a common history as a people became thus part of 

people’s consciousness simultaneously with the foundation of Estonia as a nation-state. The common past 

confirmed the idea of consanguinity between the members of the cultural community and legitimised the 

existence as a nation-state. 

Post-WWII–early 1990s: Official and unofficial memory work under 

Soviet oppression 

Although Marek Tamm (2008) did not include the Soviet period as a crucial moment in Estonia’s memory 

work, this was a period of vigorous mnemonic engagement. Estonia’s incorporation into the Soviet Union 

in 1944 was a dramatic political event, with the authorities and ideology substituted, and there with the 

collective story. In order to legitimise the new Communist state order and to make it appear natural, history 

was used to cultivate the idea of a Soviet people. For instance, the relationship between Estonian speakers 

and Russian speakers was presented as an ancient relationship of friendship (Tulviste & Wertsch, 1994, p. 

316) and the October Revolution as a welcoming turning point in the history of the Estonian (and other 

Soviet) people (Hackmann, 2010, p. 184). The Communist Party strictly controlled the formal study of 

history, but also private discourses by establishing rhetorical and narrative devices that supported the Soviet 

paradigm (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 355). Public space was redesigned according to the new history. 

Monuments that contradicted the Soviet story were demolished and replaced, the Soviet calendar was 

adopted and street names were changed (Therborn, 2006). This very clearly shows how history and 

memory politics were being used to symbolically construct a framework for people to interpret the 

contemporary situation and legitimise the new social order (cf. Eber & Neal, 2001; Lambek & Antze, 

1996). 

Obviously, the extent of censorship and state control was not static throughout the almost fifty 

years of the ESSR. During the 1940s-1950s, Stalin exerted tight, repressive control over historiography 

and culture. He had Estonian intellectuals removed from society and placed only Communists who had 
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spent their whole life in the Soviet Union in high ECP positions. Local Estonians thus had little power in 

the redesign of society. Stalin’s death in 1953 started the period of “’thaw’ and liberation from the 

straightjacket of Stalinism” (Raun, 2001, p. 214). The number of native Estonians in the ECP increased, 

mass repression came to an end and Estonian culture was revived. This continued in the 1960s; the era of 

the “rebirth and flowering” of local high culture. The head of the ECP was a Russian born Estonian, 

Johannes Käbin, who also at a certain point placed Estonian culture, such as literature, poems, songs, and 

dances, high on the political agenda. The peak of cultural freedom was the Song Festival of 1969, where 

one in four Estonians participated. The 1970s and early 1980s was again a period of “retrenchment and 

consolidation”. Käbin was replaced by Karl Vaino, who was a Russian-born Estonian, who could barely 

speak the language. According to authorities in Moscow, he was the ideal person to implement 

Russification policies in the ESSR. The Russian language became more and more institutionalised in 

everyday life, such as in schools, in literature, administration and there was also an increase in the 

immigration of Russian speakers into the region. In this period public research in Estonian culture and 

history outside of the Soviet framework was fairly restricted (Raun, 2001, pp. 214, 218, 219, 220). 

Thus, especially from the mid-1950s to the mid-1970s, there was quite some room for 

manoeuvre for (pre-war) Estonian speaking intellectuals to contribute to history writing. As long as these 

historians complied with the standards of the Soviet master narrative set by the state authorities, they could 

more or less continue their pre-war studies. Most Soviet historians chose to conform, some resisted secretly, 

but open resistance was rare (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 375). Kruus for instance returned to his position 

as influential historian after he was ‘rehabilitated’ in 1957. He studied the economic side of agricultural 

history to meet the state requirements, but also continued his interest in and narrative about the National 

Awakening, now reframed as a lead up to the great October Revolution (Hackmann, 2010, p. 179). This is 

how certain pre-war elements of the ‘Estonian story’ could be maintained and how local pre-war historians 

remained influential in deciding what should be ‘remembered’. 

Another Estonian historian, Ea Jansen (1921-2005, a student of Kruus) also tried to stretch the 

range of controversial but permitted topics. In 1954 she defended her doctoral thesis on Friedrich 

Reinhold Kreutzwald, the author of the national epic Kalevipoeg, and in 1968 her PhD Thesis on the 

newspaper Sakala founded by Carl Robert Jakobson. In 1977 she wrote an article on the emergence of 

Estonian national consciousness, which she traced back to the sociability of the rural population. Her focus 

on the role of civic organisations and societies in the teaching of a national consciousness was based on 

Western literature and transcended both the pre-war Estonian primordialist and post-war Soviet Marxist 

approach of ‘an Estonian identity’ (Hackmann, 2010, p. 186). This focus on the National Awakening was 

peculiar for the Estonian case. In Soviet Latvian historiography, in contrast, this topic was more or less 

absent and only survived in Latvian exile histories (Hackmann, 2010, pp. 184, 188, 189). Cultural figures 

such as writers used similar strategies for manoeuvre as these historians; conformism, passive resistance, 
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escapism and rarely open resistance, in order to produce stories of the past that were allowed to make it to 

the wider public (cf. Wulf & Grönholm, 2010). 

Besides this public memory work, some historians, cultural figures and students were also 

involved in unofficial, non-public memory work during the Soviet period. This was not a matter of anti-

Communist activity, especially not in the early Soviet period, not even of ‘internal emigration’ - “a process 

whereby individuals created an inner existence that stood apart from their public life” (cf. Wertsch, 2002, 

p. 140). These individuals did not come together with the intention of doing memory work, they just had 

questions that the official Soviet history could not answer for them. As early as the 1940s and 1950s, 

students gathered in the History Circle, where they discussed the recent past. Contemporary history 

teachers recall that their students were extremely interested in the period of independence and the history of 

their cultural community. Historians Helmut Piirimäe and Sulev Vahtre continued this tradition of the 

History Circle into the 1950s and 1960s. When political conditions eased up, they also started to organise 

excursions to places of ancient and medieval Estonian history. They also had a bulletin in which they shared 

information on Estonia’s past (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 361). 

A second informal network of ‘memory workers’ grew out to Club Tõru, founded in 1975 as a 

“book lovers’ society”, a result of a “book lovers’ campaign” initiated by Moscow. One of the founders, 

Trivimi Velliste (1947), a graduate in English and psychology and director of a publishing house, had 

taken this legal opportunity to gather a group of friends to discuss Estonian history and culture. They 

discussed interwar history and collectively read western literature. In hindsight, Velliste argued that at that 

time they “prepare[d] [them]selves properly for the future. Planting the seed of the acorn into the soil you 

would need some time later on” (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 326). A third comparable network, initiated 

by a journalist, arose in Tallinn in 1975, called Kodulinn (home town). It gathered thousands of students 

every second Sunday to clean and conserve Tallinn’s old town. Besides the physical voluntary work, the 

network educated the students about heritage preservation and made these youngsters value their very local 

roots (Alatalu, 2012, p. 127). 

In the late 1970s, these unofficial activities became more political. It was the time of Brezhnev’s 

enforced Russification policies. Vaino, as head of the ECP, restrained the activity of liberalising Estonian 

intellectuals with an interest in Estonian culture or history writing. The KGB (the Soviet state security 

service) kept a close eye on anti-government organisations and infiltrated them if necessary. This continued 

when Yuri Andropov replaced Brezhnev in 1982. These Russification politics and repressive measures led 

to social unrest (Raun, 2001, pp. 219-220). A fear spread among intellectuals that Estonian people and 

their culture might disappear (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 371). Especially those who were interested in 

local culture and history felt restricted by their diminished freedom and came to experience a “split 

subjectivity” (Yurchak, 2005) and “double mental standards” (Aarelaid-Tart, 2006). They perceived a gap 

between the official Soviet historiography and the unwritten and unnarrated stories that circulated within 
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their families (Tulviste & Wertsch, 1994) and they felt unable to do something about it. By means of 

‘internal emigration’ they continued their informal memory work (Wertsch, 2002, p. 140).  

A fourth important informal network, Noor Tartu (Young Tartu), was established in this period. 

In contrast to Club Tõru and Kodulinn, the ‘Brezhnev generation’ involved in Noor Tartu was very 

pessimistic about a future in the Soviet Union and regularly met in a cellar provided by the Tartu Museum 

to organise activities to restore and preserve ‘Estonian history’ (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 329). Mart 

Laar, who had been a student member of Kodulinn from 1975 to 1978, was one of the leading figures. He 

had started studying history in Tartu University in 1978, in the most ‘oppositional’ department of the 

University of Tartu, as some of its professors had not become members of the Communist Party. There he 

met other curious scholars such as Lauri Vahtre and Heiki Valk, who were also interested in discussing 

forbidden topics such as independent Estonia or Soviet violence. 

In Lithuania and especially in Latvia, the forming of such counter-elite happened only later on, 

during Gorbachev’s rule (Bennich-Björkman, 2007). After 1991, the people active in these networks would 

play a decisive role in the rewriting of history and the restoration of the ‘political order’. 

1980s: Memory work in times of dawn 

The undemocratic, univocal approach of official history writing began to change from 1985 onwards. 

Gorbachev came to power and introduced perestroika (restructuring) and glasnost (openness), in an 

attempt to temper the growing unrest among intellectuals. He encouraged the flow of information, invested 

in the Soviet Union’s international ties and reduced censorship. With that, he had “provided a window of 

opportunity for legal protest” (Ruutsoo, 1995, p. 170). 

In the following paragraphs I will describe how different actors – (1) Communist Party members, 

(2) dissidents, (3) intellectuals and cultural figures, and (4) deportees and the pre-war generation – have 

created a new collective story of Estonians. I will do so fairly detailed in order to show that this rewritten 

history has been a child of its time, a social construction mobilised by particular groups in society, not a 

‘natural’ story of a group that has “always [been] there in some form” (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000, p. 28). 

At the same time I will show how the ideology of restorationism, which informed the rewritten Estonian 

history, leads basically all my informants to understand current official history as a ‘natural’ product of the 

past.  

1986-1988: The wish for autonomy in dissident and intellectual circles 

The window of opportunity that glasnost presented was used to question official history. The students and 

intellectuals, who had discussed forbidden topics in private before, increasingly brought their inquiries into 

the public domain. They felt restricted by the strict state control and understood that if they wanted more 

freedom to pursue their study of Estonian history, they needed to speak up, as the intellectuals did in the 

National Awakening and interwar period, and let themselves be heard (Raun, 2001, p. 222). They also 
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realised that the more support they received, the more succesfull they would be in creating a safe public 

space to discuss history. Therefore, they increasingly familiarised the people with topics that had been 

omitted from history, such as Stalinist terror. They also began to publicly organise themselves. In 1986 

young intellectuals from all over Estonia gathered in Jüri (near Tallinn) to establish an organisation to 

restore Estonia’s historical memory. Their aim thus changed from consuming history to producing history. 

This heritage conservation movement revived the slogans from the National Awakening, which seemed as 

appealing as at the end of the 19th century (Laar, 2004, p. 227). The environmental protests of 1987 

against the plan to build a phosphate plant in north-eastern Estonia (the Phosphate War) are an excellent 

example of how intellectuals and students increasingly publicly expressed their dissatisfaction with the 

regime and used legitimate state organisations to do so (Bennich-Björkman, 2007; G. Smith, 1994b; 

Zdravomyslova & Voronkov, 2002). 

Soviet dissidents (more on this in Chapter 5) also played a major role in familiarising the 

population with pre-war history. Whereas the intellectuals were mostly engaged in creating a safe space 

within the Soviet Union for the so far neglected stories, the dissidents aimed at using history to create a 

way out of the Soviet Union. The latter did not only aspire to cultural autonomy, but also political 

independence. The dissidents united themselves in a group named MRP-AEG (the Estonian Group for the 

Disclosure of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact). They reasoned that if the secret protocol of the Molotov-

Ribbentrop Pact in which the Baltic States were allocated to the Soviet Union would be disclosed, the 

Estonian signature on the pact would lose its meaning, which would mean that the pre-war Estonian 

republic was de facto occupied (Laar, 2004; Raun, 2001). On 23 August 1987 the MRP-AEG organised a 

memorable demonstration in the Hirvepark in Tallinn, where they aimed to make the population aware of 

the secret protocol of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. This demonstration was possible due to the help of 

Estonian exiles, who had succeeded in having 32 US senators submit letters to Gorbachev to allow for 

peaceful demonstrations. 

The locus of political power at that time was however not (yet) with the intellectuals and 

dissidents but with the Communist Party. Until 1988, despite the first signs of glasnost, the Party’s 

leadership can be described as “hardline communist” (Park, 1994, p. 148), with authority ceded not to 

Tallinn but Moscow (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 145), with Karl Vaino as the First Secretary of the Estonian 

Communist Party (ECP). The ECP was shocked at the Hirvepark demonstration and used the media to 

present the meeting and its organisers as scandalous. MRP-AEG leader Tiit Madisson was expelled from 

the ESSR and new gatherings of the MRP-AEG and associated organisations were banned. When the 

MRP-AEG dissidents organised a demonstration in Tartu on 2 February 1988, the authorities quashed it 

violently. A few weeks later, when the pre-war Independence Day was celebrated, Arnold Rüütel (Chairman 

of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the ESSR) publicly declared that Estonia had joined the Soviet 

Union voluntarily and that this ‘bourgeois republic’ belonged to a closed chapter of the past (Laar, 2004, 

pp. 228-230). 
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1988-1990: Gaining legitimacy within the ‘second society’ 

It was Gorbachev who initiated the drastic change in Estonian politics, when he replaced the unpopular 

Karl Vaino as the First Secretary of the ECP by Vaino Väljas in 1988. Gorbachev found Karl Vaino no 

longer suitable for the position as Vaino was unable to adjust his leadership to the democratic changes in 

society (Park, 1994, p. 149). In addition, Gorbachev replaced those conservative minded politicians who 

were not able to address the environmental protests peacefully (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 129). With these 

replacements the leadership changed from “hardline communists” to “reform communists”. Vaino Väljas 

(1931) was the first First Secretary since 1950 (when Nikolai Karotamm was purged) who was Estonian-

born. He gained immediate popularity when he spoke out “in perfect Estonian – for Republican and 

Estonian national rights and against the traditional centralised model of the Soviet Union” (Raun, 2001, p. 

224). In addition, he co-opted several liberally minded cultural figures and intellectuals into the top of the 

ECP.40 These newly installed politicians encouraged reform politics and no longer suppressed 

demonstrations for greater autonomy and later actions aimed at political secession (Park, 1994, p. 149). 

This change in political climate made it possible for the dissidents and intellectuals to increasingly 

adopt positions of authority. They developed the notion of what historian and sociologist Elemér Hankiss 

(1988) has called ‘second public sphere’. Estonian philosopher and historian Rein Ruutsoo (2002) utilised 

this notion of Hankiss and referred to it as ‘second society’, pointing towards the existence of a society 

within a society  (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 329); also referred to as a “world of our own” in a “foreign 

state” (Ruutsoo, 1995, p. 171)), while at the same time actively creating a raison d’être for that second 

society. In the first society the Communist Party was the legitimate authority over interpretations of the 

past. In the second, Communist authority and history were rejected. The dissidents and oppositional 

intellectuals took on the role of historian and political figure and provided ‘safe spaces’ for those stories 

that were publicly silenced in the first society, such as the stories of deportation to Siberia or the joining of 

the German army in WWII. In other words, the counter narratives of the first society were the ‘official 

stories’ of the second society.  

One way in which the dissidents appropriated public space for voicing previously silenced stories, 

was by consistently organising ‘calendar demonstrations’. They commemorated the days of the mass 

deportations, marked the day the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact was signed and celebrated former 

independence days (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 128). By doing so they not only created safe spaces for sharing 

personal stories that existed in intimate settings, but also actively built a new collective story of the second 

society. The dissidents gained even more legitimacy when they formalised their dissident network into the 

first opposition and non-Communist party in the whole Soviet Union in 1988: the ERSP (Eesti 

Rahvusliku Sõltumatuse Partei – ‘Estonian National Independence Party’). Besides former political 

                                                             

40 Mikk Titma (1939) professor in Sociology, Enn Põldroos (1933) painter and a reform-activist (within the Popular 
Front), Boris Tamm (1930) computer scientist and Indrek Toome (1943) engineer. 
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prisoners, the party consisted of human rights activists, representatives of independent youth groups and 

intellectuals. This was the first social movement in the Soviet Union that aimed at restoring complete 

independence and the legal continuation of the pre-war republic (Raun, 2001, p. 226). 

The intellectuals also worked towards a more legitimate position of authority within society. 

While they had gathered a year earlier in Jüri to discuss formalisation plans for their network, they only saw 

the opportunity to actually form an organisation at the end of 1987. Trivimi Velliste of Club Tõru, Mart 

Laar and Heiki Valk from Noor Tartu and intellectuals who had actively discussed the past in the History 

Circle [ajalooring], formally organised themselves in the Estonian Heritage Society [Eesti Muinsuskaitse 

Selts] (Laar, 2010, p. 126; Raudsepp, 2005, p. 124). The aim of the Heritage Society was, in the first 

place, to make “the people” aware of “their history” (Laar, 2004, p. 230). They organised excursions to 

graveyards and battle sites, erected monuments from the independent period and began to gather people’s 

life stories to fill in the historical gaps. But their goal became more and more political: “to become masters 

of their own past” (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 371). 

The voices of the dissidents and intellectuals increasingly started to reach people as a result of 

freer media policies. Their ideology was very appealing to people. Firstly, because – as James Wertsch 

(2002) has argued based on his research in Russia – many Soviet citizens had an ambivalent relationship 

with state history. The univocal story was inherently incompatible and changed from time to time without 

any explanation, yet, it was presented as the sole historical truth. Thus the argument of its falseness did not 

come as a complete surprise. Secondly, many families had a history of deportations, relatives who fled or 

stories of war that were publicly silenced. Those who got acquainted with the work of the Heritage Society 

were thus easily convinced by the argument that the struggle for more freedom was an inherently just 

struggle: ‘real history’ to be found with the people would replace the false Soviet history and therewith 

restore historical injustice. Since the suffering of loved ones can be more painful than that of oneself, the 

Heritage Society’s argument that restoring historical truth was necessary, was not difficult to digest. After 

all, through giving the victims of Soviet history a public voice, people were enabled to confer “a sense of 

agency”, “emancipation and self-confidence” to those who had suffered (Immler, 2009, p. 16). More than 

in Latvia and Lithuania, where dissidents focused on anti-Communism, Estonian dissidents and 

intellectuals were very successful in aligning their arguments with people’s personal experiences of 

repression (Pettai, 2004, p. 214). 

By 1990, the dissidents and intellectuals had become legitimate authorities, which means that they 

exercised their power with the consent of the people (cf. Nanda & Warms, 2004). They had transformed 

the symbolic public landscape, implemented a new anniversary calendar and begun to write new history 

books based on people’s life stories (Bennich-Björkman, 2007). Especially the stories of the deportees and 

pre-war generation were very valuable as they could fill in the gaps. Also the Estonian men who had fought 

in the German army increasingly gained a legitimate place in society. In other words, by proving that ‘a 

second society existed’, the dissidents and intellectuals had successfully managed to mobilise a parallel 
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polity. History served as the legitimisation of that second society. Important to remember, for the people 

who identified with the second society, however, this new history has been perceived as non-political and 

natural, as it came about outside of the official power structure and was solely based on people’s actual 

experiences. 

Political participation in the ‘first society’ 

Another group of intellectuals became active in 1988. They had not been members of the informal 

networks that had discussed history in secret. These social scientists, actors, architects, artists, writers, 

journalists got together at the Plenum of the Estonian Creative Societies in April 1988, where they 

recognised a common spirit. They shared their criticisms on the local authorities’ slow implementation of 

perestroika and a concern about Estonians becoming an endangered ethnic community. For instance, the 

majority of Tallinn’s population consisted of non-ethnic Estonians (Raun, 2001, p. 223; Seljamaa, 2012, 

p. 104; G. Smith, 1994b, p. 130). These speeches, in which they asked the Communist Party to “establish 

genuine federalism and sovereignty for the union republics, organize multicandidate elections, and 

guarantee cultural rights to all nationalities in the Soviet Union” circulated in the ESSR (Raun, 2001, p. 

224). The foundation was laid for the democratic movement ‘Popular Front’ [Rahvarinne], which reformist 

Communists and scholars Edgar Savisaar and Marju Lauristin established during a live discussion on TV 

11 days later. Their main aim was to accelerate Moscow’s policy of reform, in order to achieve complete 

sovereignty for the republics within the Soviet Union (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 130). 

This political movement was supported by a wide audience: heritage societies, environmental 

organisations, human rights organisations, religious groups, groups in favour of political independence and 

ECP members. Gorbachev also supported the Popular Front, seeing it as a Communist-based grass-roots 

organisation with the potential to facilitate social change. 28% of its members belonged to the ECP. Yet, 

91% were ethnic Estonians and leaders from the ECP were excluded from joining (Raun, 2001, p. 225). 

Because of increasing cooperation between the Popular Front and the Communist Party from late 1988 

onwards, the Popular Front was quite effective in implementing change, such as the formalisation of 

Estonian as the official language, the national flag, anthem and of citizenship (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 132). 

The members of the ERSP and the Heritage Society had to relate their ideology to that of the 

Popular Front, which was gaining legitimacy and popular support with strong ties to state authorities. The 

ERSP and Heritage Society began to intensively work together as they understood that they now clearly 

had to position themselves, since while the Popular Front wanted to reform within the Soviet system, they 

saw no other ‘truthful’ way than to move outside of it. 

On pre-war Independence Day 1989, the ERSP and Heritage Society gathered and discussed the 

fact that according to the pre-war constitution, Estonians should have sovereignty over their territory. 

Moreover, they realised that because Western countries had not recognised Soviet rule over the Baltic 

States, the Estonian Republic and its citizens de jure still existed (D. J. Smith, 2002, pp. xix-xx). They 
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argued, in line with their previous ideas about restoring history, that the ‘natural’ social order had been 

destroyed, since the natives of the land were not its masters. Thus, in order to restore that order, power had 

to be returned to the autochthonous population. That is when they initiated the Estonian Citizens 

Committee and started to register Estonia’s pre-war citizens and their descendants. If they would return 

power to the rightful owners, then at least they would need to know who belonged to this privileged group. 

The Committee was very successful. In the beginning of 1990 over 900,000 people registered as citizens of 

the Republic of Estonia, including Estonian exiles (Pettai, 2004). 

All these internal successes, as well as the revolutions taking place in Central Europe, inspired a 

significant part of the members of the Popular Front. They also began to see national sovereignty as a 

viable and desirable option. From August 1989 onwards, the Popular Front changed its direction from 

restructuring within the Soviet Union to publicly calling for independent statehood. The fact that it was so 

easy to completely change direction and convince people of the validity of this cause was due to the 

collective story of the past that was being rewritten by the dissidents and intellectuals. The Popular Front 

no longer framed the signing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact as a voluntary act of joining the Soviet 

Union. Instead, they argued, Estonia had been forcefully incorporated into the Soviet Union and was thus 

an occupied country. 

The population began to increasingly believe that Estonians were not living their ‘natural’ or 

‘normal’ history. The deportees, veterans and pre-war generations enjoyed their new privileged status. Their 

loved-ones were also happy that they could also finally speak up, that they did not have to be ashamed 

anymore or fear repercussions, as we have seen in de stories of the deportees in Chapter 2. By September 

1989, 64% of the ethnic Estonians and 9% of the non-Estonians saw complete independence as the only 

way to achieve a return to ‘normality’ (Raun, 2001, pp. 228-230). 

Participation in the Singing Revolution also shows how the wider society increasingly believed 

and incorporated the need for ‘restoring’ what was lost. In May 1988 during a Pop Festival in Tartu, the 

bands began to play patriotic songs that were formally forbidden. People held hands and sang along. 

Similar spontaneous singing gatherings followed all over the country, especially in Tallinn and Tartu. 

Alternatives for a democratic Estonia had become viable options. Latvian intellectuals that were studying in 

Tartu at the time mentioned that “the atmosphere in Estonia, especially in Tartu, was incredibly more 

liberal and Western than in Latvia” (Ruutsoo 2002, p. 102 in Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 331). But also 

initiatives of the Heritage Society or the Popular Front, such as the hoisting of the pre-war Estonian flag at 

the Tartu Heritage Days, the organisation of a Night Song festival, or the human chain stretching from 

Vilnius to Tallinn, as a protest against the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, yielded wide popular support, as 

these were also experienced as spontaneous and apolitical. By May 1990 popular support of independence 

had grown tremendously, when the Popular Front had declared the incorporation into the Soviet Union 

illegal and had announced the final stage towards full independence: according to polls of the Mainor 
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public opinion research centre to 96% of the ethnic Estonians and 26% of the non-Estonians (Raun, 

2001, pp. 228-230). 

What we see is that the dissidents’ and intellectuals’ struggle for cultural and political autonomy 

was widely taken up by the population, not in the least because they provided a public platform for the 

sharing of stories and because they involved them in the common struggle for the autonomy of the second 

society. The first and second society had slowly merged. The Communist Party lost legitimacy and power 

and many Communists understood they should change direction. For instance, Arnold Rüütel had opposed 

the celebration of the pre-war Independence Day in 1988, but he hoisted the blue, black and white flag up 

the Tall Hermann tower exactly one year later (Laar, 2004, p. 230). In Latvia and Lithuania the situation 

was slightly different, as the Communist Party did not join the “popular bandwagon”, and thus remained a 

political actor in its own right (Taagepera, 1990, p. 329). 

1990-1991: Discussion among the new political elite 

Although the Communist Party had lost its credibility and the people in power had adopted reformist 

liberal policies, the Soviet political structure remained the same. This impeded the possibility of achieving 

an independent Estonian Republic. The restructuring of institutions to support state independence became 

the objective after the 1990 elections of the Estonian Supreme Soviet (the Soviet Union’s ‘parliament’). 

These were the first democratic state elections since the early 1930s. In addition to the Communist Party, 

which had split from Moscow and had chosen to support national independence instead, ESSR citizens 

could vote for the Popular Front, the anti-independence Union of Labour Collectives – which represented 

the Russian minority and reformed communists – and the independents. The Popular front won the 

majority of the votes and 12 days later the newly elected Supreme Soviet voted in favour of starting the 

transition towards the reestablishment of independence (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 136). 

Estonian history has often been presented as if all activists were united in a common struggle for 

independence and against Soviet authority (the study by Pettai, 2004 is one exception). This was not 

entirely the case. Besides a small minority of activists, who did not at all desire state independence, the so-

called Internationalist Movement,41 the pro-independence activists were also divided between two 

conflicting visions for the future of Estonia: (1) the moderates, who wished to design a New Republic by 

building on contemporary institutions and laws, and (2) the restorationists, who wished to break away 

completely from any ESSR legacy and restore the social structure of the pre-war republic. The supporters 

of the Popular Front and reformist Communists belonged to the first group. For instance, at that time, 

Savisaar understood the Estonian Republic as follows (in Pettai, 2004, p. 160): 

                                                             

41 The International Movement consisted almost exclusively of Russian speakers, only 1.5% (11/742) were ethnic 
Estonians. However, the majority of Russian speakers residing in the ESSR did not support the International 
Movement, only 15% did so at the end of 1988 (Raun, 2001, p. 226). 
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“Throughout time, the Estonian state has existed in many different forms. There 

was the First Republic, which was born in 1918 via a transformation of self-

governing bodies into a state. Then there was the Second Republic, which was 

created out of two successive occupations. And now we are coming to the threshold 

of declaring a Third Republic of Estonia” (Savisaar, 1989, p. 489). 

Savisaar thus framed the Soviet period as a “constituent part of Estonia’s national development” (Pettai, 

2004, p. 161). Thus rather than to try and delete the Soviet legacy from the Estonian Republic in the 

making, the Popular Front believed that Soviet remnants could not simply be erased (Pettai, 2004, p. 163): 

“In contrast to the ERSP, the Popular Front does not consider it possible to restore 

the Republic of Estonia, which was destroyed in 1940. Rather it sets as its goal 

arriving at a new Republic of Estonia…which while being the legal heir to the first 

republic will nonetheless not be entirely the same, neither in terms of its economic 

structure, property relations nor societal organisation. Likewise not in terms of its 

ethnic composition” (Eestimaa Rahvarinne, 1989, pp. 9,16). 

The idea, that Soviet-era immigrants would have a say in how the future Estonian Republic should look 

like and that the Soviet legacy would be accepted as a fact, aggravated the second group, the restorationists, 

primarily dissidents and intellectuals of the ERSP, the Heritage Society and Estonian Citizens’ Committee. 

They saw it as morally wrong to deny the fact that there had just been one republic and that it deserved its 

“ethical and legal continuity” (Eesti Kodanike Komiteed, 1989). 

Their belief in restorationism was the reason why the ERSP had refused to participate in the 

elections for the Supreme Soviet: it concerned a Soviet institution and in addition, all ESSR citizens, which 

not only included USSR migrants, but also Russian soldiers based in the ESSR, could vote. Therefore, one 

month before the Supreme Soviet elections, the restorationists had organised an election for a grassroots 

parliament that would represent the ‘Estonian people’: ‘the Congress of Estonia’, which consisted of 499 

delegates (of which 35 were Estonian exiles) and 43 non-voting delegates (Pettai, 2004, p. 169). Only 

those who had registered as pre-war Estonian citizens, their descendants or those who had applied for 

citizenship through the committee had the right to vote (Pettai, 2004, p. 174). At the time, Estonians were 

politically very engaged, since 90% of the eligible voters participated in the election of this Congress of 

Estonia (557,163 citizens’ votes and 34,345 citizenship applicants’ votes) (Pettai, 2004, p. 174; Raun, 

2001, p. 227). The restorationists received substantial support, since the ERSP, the Estonian Heritage 

Society and restorationist independents together gained the majority of the votes. The Popular Front 

(107/499) and the Communist Party (39/499) were also represented (Pettai, 2004, p. 175). Although the 

Congress had no ‘real’ power until 1991, Marju Lauristin, a representative of both the Supreme Soviet and 

Estonian Congress, argued at the time: “The situation in Eastern Europe proved that vast popular support 

can change a long-entrenched situation and even unofficial bodies can be decisive in bringing about 

historical changes” (Fein, 1990). 
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Despite their obvious different ideas about the future of the Estonian Republic, the more moderate 

Supreme Soviet and more restorationist Congress decided to cooperate and prepare for transition to 

complete independence. Through this cooperation and the fact that both bodies had 44 deputies in 

common, the Estonian Congress quickly developed from a grassroots parliament into an actual political 

body with growing political authority. It took up its authority as the ‘representation of the Estonian people’ 

(Pettai, 2004, p. 170), or as foreman Tunne Kelam has put it, as “a monument erected by the Estonian 

people to legality and justice” (Kelam, 1990, p. 282). This cooperation also changed the discourse of the 

Popular Front, as they realised that they were losing ground to the success of the restorationist rhetoric of 

the Estonian Congress. In an attempt at reconciliation between the two political bodies, Savisaar no longer 

advocated for the creation of a ‘Third Republic’, but adopted the idea of “legal continuity of the Republic 

of Estonia” (Pettai, 2004, pp. 172-173). This was reflected in the independence statement debated in 

March 1990 (Pettai, 2004, p. 179): 

“The Estonian SSR Supreme Soviet affirms that the occupation of the Republic of 

Estonia by the USSR on June 17, 1940 has not interrupted the existence of the 

Republic of Estonia de jure. The territory of the Republic of Estonia continues to 

be occupied to this day” (Eesti NSV Ülemnõukogu, 1990). 

Yet, this acknowledgement of the continuation of pre-war Estonia made it unclear who were the rightful 

authorities: the Supreme Soviet elected within the Soviet system or the Estonian Congress elected by the 

pre-war population and their descendants? A competition for power was the result, in which the moderates 

again stressed the need for a “new Estonia” and the restorationists emphasised that “ethical politics” were 

needed in order to restore historical injustices (for more on this see Pettai, 2004, p. 185 and further). The 

moderates had a politically more secure position than the restorationists, as they had control over the 

Supreme Soviet and the government. In addition, their members had more political experience. The 

Congress of Estonia after all consisted of volunteers, who were academics and cultural figures in their daily 

lives, without any previous political experience (Pettai, 2004, p. 187). 

The legal victory of restorationism 

Because of the threat that Congress members perceived from other parties, they started to more vigorously 

formulate resolutions in order to enhance their political authority and to prove their capacity for designing 

laws. They began with two topics on which they had knowledge: citizenship and property rights. The 

Congress formulated a statement which already accommodated possible criticism from the moderates. First 

of all they emphasised the need to leave the ultimate decision on citizenship to the future citizen-only 

parliament and showed that they had considered the consequences of their restorationist policies. They 

departed from the 1938 citizenship laws, but stressed the full protection of human rights of non-citizens. 

They implemented language requirements, but exceptions could be made depending on place of residence. 
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Loyal non-citizens would be able to get an exceptional right to vote (Eesti Kongress, 1990b). Secondly, 

they adopted a declaration on property restitution, which criminalised the collectivisation of land from 23 

July 1940 onwards. Expropriated property needed to either be returned or the pre-war owners or their heirs 

needed to be compensated. It was stated that new property injustices should be prevented in the future 

(Eesti Kongress, 1990a). 

In contrast to the speed of the Congress, the discussions of the Supreme Soviet went slowly and 

by the time they had complied their set of resolutions, they could not completely ignore the work done by 

the Congress. In addition, Savisaar’s authority was under pressure due to a no-confidence vote in the 

Estonian Congress, who accused him of an authoritarian leadership style (Park, 1994, p. 150; Pettai, 2004, 

pp. 191-192). Although the Estonian Congress was the subject of severe criticism, it reacted so quickly 

with new political initiatives such as handing out identity cards in the summer of 1991, that all 

restorationists’ principles were eventually reflected in the property law of June 1991 and the new 

citizenship law (Pettai, 2004, p. 189). 

The struggle for independence accelerated once the internal stability of the Soviet Union began to 

crumble. It inspired the political elite of the ESSR to adopt a more international approach. They increased 

the cooperation with the popular fronts of the other Baltic States, and together they addressed the question 

of the illegal occupation of the Baltic States in the wider international arena (Raun, 2001, p. 230). 

Gorbachev had encouraged the democratic reforms so far, but had neglected the nationalities’ question (G. 

Smith, 1994b, p. 140). He had expected a possible wish for national self-determination to be quelled by 

the Baltic’s political elite requesting freedom to reform within the Soviet Union. When this turned out not 

to be the case and Baltic states started to prepare for full independence, Gorbachev turned away from his 

initial encouragement of reform and democratisation and used military force to suppress mass 

demonstrations, as happened for instance at the bloody crackdown in January 1991 in Latvia and Lithuania 

(Raun, 2001, p. 230). 

The fall of the Soviet Union ultimately happened when different ideas about the future of the 

USSR clashed in the cooperation between government officials in Moscow. Gorbachev had planned to sign 

a new Union treaty among the Soviet Republics on 20 august 1991. Those government officials, who 

foresaw the collapse of the Soviet Union with the signing of that treaty, tried to prevent this from 

happening and organised a coup against Gorbachev on the 19th. The newly elected President Boris Yeltsin 

of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, who had accused Gorbachev for the slow pace of 

reform, used this opportunity to publicly address the people, crushing Gorbachev’s political authority and 

destabilising the Communist Party. 

Because of the decay of imperial power, the de jure existence of the Estonian Republic, and the 

results of the March referendum, the Estonian Supreme Soviet decided to declare Estonia fully 

independent. In the heat of the moment, the Congress played a prominent role by safeguarding national 

unity in this period of uncertainty. In the independence declaration written that very day, it managed to 
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incorporate the clause ‘restoration of independence’ rather than ‘declaration of independence’ (Pettai, 2004, 

pp. 199-200). Iceland acknowledged Estonia’s independence the next day, Yeltsin on the 24th of August 

and Gorbachev eventually on 6 September (Raun, 2001, pp. 243-245). 

The second victory of the restorationists in this period of insecurity was the foundation of a 

Constitutional Assembly composed of 30 members of the Supreme Soviet and 30 people from the 

Congress of Estonia. The drafting of a constitution was therefore not left solely to the Supreme Soviet. The 

Assembly consisted of 30% of people with a background in the Popular Front, 30% of “national radicals” 

with restorationist views (ERSP and Estonian Committee), 25% of moderates and reform Communists, 

and seven out of sixty were Russian speakers with various political views (Park, 1994, p. 145). According 

to Vello Pettai (2004, p. 201), however, these various backgrounds faded out in this post-independence 

honeymoon, where both the restorationists and moderates were proud of their fruitful cooperation at a 

crucial moment in history. It did not take long though before the two sides appeared again, as their 

opinions, especially regarding questions of citizenship, differed fundamentally. This was a serious topic that 

could not be avoided. The moderates at first proposed to grant citizenship to all residents and when that 

was rejected, citizenship for specific categories of non-Estonian speaking residents (Pettai, 2004, pp. 201-

202). They were however unsuccessful. The pre-war constitution formed the basis of the post-1991 

constitution, though with small adjustments reckoning with late 20th century democratic values (D. J. 

Smith, 2002, p. 65). The Soviet period became thus not only discursively framed as a ‘repressive 

occupation by a foreign state’, the Soviet period was also legally excluded from ‘Estonian history’. 

The restorationists were more successful than the moderates in this phase for several reasons. 

Firstly, the restorationists became more radical and uncompromising as they came closer to achieving their 

goal. Thus it was the moderates who had to give in, in order to actually come to some agreement. Secondly, 

the restorationists had a strong argument why the restorationist principle needed no further discussion, only 

legal implementation, pointing towards the fact that they had signed an independence declaration for 

restoration, meaning that society should be as before the war. In addition, the ontological construction of 

Estonia as an “illegally occupied state” that required complete social and institutional restoration, had 

become engrained in the resolutions that had been adopted by the Supreme Soviet and the Congress of 

Estonia during the transition (Pettai, 2004, p. 180). Thirdly, the restorationists had more influence in the 

Assembly as they could devote their undivided attention to mobilising for independence, whereas the 

delegates of the Supreme Soviet had to divide their time between their government responsibilities and the 

Assembly (Pettai, 2004, pp. 204-205). Although the Estonian Congress lost about half of its members 

because of their increasing radical stance and rhetoric, that included referring to Russian speakers as 

“colonisers”, they successfully implemented legal restorationism as “the core of Estonia’s political identity. 

It had become ’self-evident’, a reality, a truism” (Pettai, 2004, p. 206). 
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Early 1990s: Memory politics, historiography, cultural memory and 

family stories as one 

All my informants, even those who are very disappointed with how the political transition translated, recall 

the early 1990s as a time of unity, as a honeymoon, as if all members of the second society were one and 

everyone had contributed to the restoration of independence. They often also recall no hierarchy within 

society, with everyone appearing to be equal. State and society were considered the same. This is certainly 

due to the image that especially the restorationists had successfully created. They did not present themselves 

as elites that would represent the interests of the people, but stressed that every citizen needed to get 

involved. They needed individuals to design a new economic model for the nation, individuals prepared to 

teach the historical truth, and individuals who could fill in the gaps of history. By mobilising people to 

actively participate in the establishment of the Citizens’ Committees, in other words by giving every 

Estonian a role and responsibility in the reconstitution of the state, they created a kind of mass grassroots 

struggle for independence. They presented themselves as part of the masses, not a detached, distant political 

elite, but as ‘ordinary citizens’ without a political background, driven by a strong ethically right vision for 

their homeland. 

This is also the atmosphere that several of my informants recalled. In their stories, people like 

Trivimi Velliste and Tunne Kelam were two dots in the masses singing for independence. They experienced 

close personal ties with Velliste and Kelam and others like Mart Laar, Marju Lauristin or Lennart Meri. 

For instance, Kaia told me how she became a member of the Heritage Society, participated in their summer 

camps and attended the opening of many independence monuments. When her mother, an Estonian-

Scandinavian translator, was asked to write the preface for Mart Laar’s history book, the two families 

became friends. Kaia became Laar’s secretary, a task she proudly accepted. 6000 other people, besides Kaia, 

had joined the Estonian Heritage Society by the end of 1988.42 Another civic structure which brought 

independence activists and ordinary people together on a day to day basis were the student associations that 

were restored in 1988 (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 332). This in addition to the mass demonstrations, 

such as the singing festivals in which one in three Estonian speakers participated and the Baltic Chain which 

was attended by an estimated 75% of the Estonian speaking population (Lodge, 1989). In other words, 

many of my informants perceived it to be a time of very close relations with their political elite and state, 

and a kinship-like relationship with their compatriots (cf. Anderson 1983, Herzfeld 1997). 

The feeling of my informants that individuals who had gained political power in 1992 were 

‘extensions of the self’, was confirmed in my interview with Lagle Parek.43 She had been a dissident, 

founding member of ERSP, member of the Estonian Congress and a minister in 1992-1993. She explained 

                                                             

42 More information can be found on www.muinsuskaitse.ee. 
43 Personal communication, 17 May 2011, location: Jõekülla, in the community house. 
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to me how basically all politicians had been active in dissident or intellectual circles before 1991, and how 

they subsequently used that same idealism to rebuild Estonia in the interests of its people:  

Lagle: “At the end of the 1980s we had thousands of people who worked to change 

something, without any support from the state. They were volunteers. Unbelievable. 

The feeling was that this is our thing, the thing of our state, of our people (meie asi, 

meie riigi asi, meie rahva asi). It was organised in such a way that 25 from the 

Estonian Congress and 25 people from the Estonian Committee, together they 

wrote a new constitution. It was so well organised. Very smart. The most important 

was that we discussed what we wanted to build up. The activeness of people was 

big. […]  

I: “What do you mean by this idealism?” 

Lagle: “Well, for example, there was no single person who had been in the 

government before. No one. We were all blank slates (puhtad lehed). Everyone 

came from far away, from professions that had nothing to do with governing a 

country. Those same people are different nowadays, they have changed. But at that 

time, for example, I remember we had a discussion about the salary of ministers. It 

was like this, that the salary of one minister was 3000 crowns, that of a member of 

parliament was 6000 crowns. So we discussed that this should be more equal. Marju 

Lauristin was one of them. But we decided that first we have to do something for 

this country, before we can start discussing our salaries. This is what I mean by 

idealism.”  

Parek here makes a similar argument to that of my informants, that politicians did not act out of self-

interest in this period, that everything was for the collective, as Estonians realised very well how much they 

needed each other. 

The popular support for the restoration of the social order became more visible in the first post-

independence parliamentary and presidential elections in 1992. After these elections, the Supreme Soviet 

and the Congress of Estonia were replaced by a parliament. Social order was understood as those social 

structures that “conserve, maintain and enforce “normal” ways of relating and behaving” (Deji, 2011, p. 

50), in other words, as life was when state and nation were the same. The right-of-centre Fatherland Bloc, 

consisting primarily of former dissidents, former ERSP members and nationalistic-minded intellectuals, 

won the most votes (22%). Restorationists Mart Laar and Lennart Meri became prime minister and 

president respectively (Raun, 2001, pp. 247-248). Yet, the Popular Front Bloc and former Communist 

professionals (‘apparatchiks’), mainly represented in the Coalition Party [Eesti Koonderakond], were also 

relatively successful. The latter managed to survive due to the fact that they reformed in the late 1980s 
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(Taagepera, 1990). They gained most of their votes from the rural population, however not enough to 

make it into the cabinet (Pettai & Toomla, 2003).44 

Besides the fact that the restorationists had managed to become the representatives of the second 

society and to frame restoration as the natural social order, they were also successful in the 1992-elections 

because they played into a widely shared sense of insecurity. People’s experience of not being independent 

was still very fresh and their nation-state was perceived as fragile. They longed for clarity and security after 

so many years of uncertainty. Now that independence was regained and justice restored, they no longer 

wanted to worry whether tomorrow they would wake up in an independent republic. The restorationists’ 

rhetoric provided such clarity, about who/what was right and who/what was wrong: de-Sovietisation was 

the only way to fully secure the regained homeland (G. Smith, Law, Wilson, Bohr, & Allworth, 1998, p. 

100). They also provided clarity by defining ‘Estonians’ as a community with clear boundaries: people with 

a common language, culture and memory (cf. Pettai, 2004, p. 191). 

Those who did not comply with the unwritten ‘rules’ of the community, were simply alienated, 

being labelled as ‘not real Estonians’ or as ‘Communists’ (G. Smith, et al., 1998, p. 101). Believing in legal 

restorationism was one of these ‘rules’, since those who did not support restorationism were framed as 

betraying the nation, as not appreciating independence (Pettai, 2004, pp. 186, 202). For instance, in a 

discussion about citizenship the restorationists argued that if non-Estonians would be granted citizenship, 

“the native population” would “thoughtlessly give up” its rights. “It is time to say it loud and clear: THIS 

IS NATIONAL BETRAYAL” (Eesti Komitee juhatus, 1991, emphasis in the original). Especially in 

Tallinn, where half of the population consisted of Russian speakers of whom many were incapable of 

speaking Estonian, as there had been no need to, the argument that the colonisers were still in power was 

appealing to many. This is not to say that this rhetoric would have worked any time, but in this time of 

transition and insecurity people could easily relate to the danger that the restorationists warned about:  

“An equalisation of the legal status of [Soviet-era] illegal immigrants with that of 

the citizens of the Republic of Estonia would make [Estonia’s] colonisation 

permanent. Estonia as a nation-state would cease to exist and the [ethnic] Estonian 

nation would be doomed” (Eesti Vabariigi Kodanike Maakonnakomiteed, 1989, p. 

272). 

As political scientist Dovile Budryte (2005, p. 70) has argued, restorationism was aimed at survival of the 

nation, and this was exactly what those who felt uncertain, longed for: a cleansing of society. The 

moderates, in contrast, allowed more for grey zones and exceptions, which provided people with less clarity 

and security. 

                                                             

44 The former Communist professionals and administrators were mainly represented by the Coalition Party 
[Koonderakond]. They allied with several rural parties, such as the Rural Center Party (1990), Rural Union [Maaliit] 
(1989), Country People’s Party [Maarahva erakond] (1994), the Farmers Assembly [Põllumeeste kogu] (1991), which 
together with the Moderates [Mõõdukad] represented the country’s rural citizens. The latter also represented the 
USSR migrants. 
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All of the 101 people elected to the parliament in 1992 were ethnically Estonian (G. Smith, et al., 1998, p. 

99). The new Prime Minister, Mart Laar, had been active as counter-elite in the 1980s and had no 

Communist past. Besides him several other ministers were under 35 years old and three of all ministers were 

Estonian exiles, who had no experience under Soviet occupation at all (Kasekamp, 2010, p. 173). Lennart 

Meri (1929), the new president, had been deported to Siberia and was very active in independence 

movements in the 1980s. Former high ranking Communists, except for Rüütel, did not continue in politics 

(Raun, 2001, p. 248). There was also no political representation of the Russian speakers, which was the 

direct consequence of the strict citizenship policies (Pettai, 2004, p. 211). Thus, not only were their 

policies aimed at de-Sovietisation, the new political elite itself was a direct reflection of the rupture with the 

Soviet past. This break was much more absolute in Estonia than in Latvia and Lithuania, where former 

communists managed to maintain their political positions (Kasekamp, 2010, p. 174). 

Another characteristic of the post-independence political elite in Estonia was the massive 

involvement of intellectuals: “Gorbachev’s natural constituency of support in the region but also the 

traditional bearers of Baltic nationalism” (G. Smith, 1994b, p. 130). This increasing power of local 

intellectuals is not characteristic of Estonia or of the Baltic States at large, but has been observed in many 

former communist countries. In societies that change from authoritarian to more democratic rule, 

intellectuals often gain significant room and opportunity for political activity (Park, 1994, p. 154). 

Political scientist Li Bennich-Björkman (2007, p. 340) has argued that many of these Estonian intellectuals 

were the same people as those who belonged to the counter-elite from the 1960s onwards. Although they 

had no political experience in the sense of state politics, they had been the informal leaders of the “parallel 

polis” (Lagerspetz, 2001) or “second society” (Ruutsoo, 2002 inBennich-Björkman, 2007) during the 

Soviet period. Therefore, they had had “time for practice and experience, as well as possibilities of 

cultivating and reflecting upon ideas”. Compared to Latvia and Lithuania, where the counter-elite only 

became active later, economic liberalisation and civic engagement of Estonian society went smoother and 

was more society than regime driven (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 340).  

The Republic of Historians 

The intellectuals were divided on the future of the Estonian Republic. Several favoured a more nationalistic 

and conservative approach of the new society and ran for the Fatherland Bloc, like writer and film director 

Lennart Meri, historian Mart Laar and Trivimi Velliste (Pro Patria Union), poet Paul-Eerik Rummo, 

composer Lepo Sumera, jurist Tiit Käbin (Estonian Liberal Democratic Party), economist Rein Otsason 

and political scientist Rein Taagepera (Association for the Republic – Res Publica). Others envisioned a 

social-liberal, center left Estonian Republic, like cartoonist Heinz Valk, architect Ignar Fjuk, economist and 

journalist Tiit Made (Center Party as the successor of the Popular Front), sociologist Marju Lauristin 

(Social Democratic Party), geographer Andres Tarand (Moderates), economist Jaak Leimann, and 

professor in Chemistry Endel Lippmaa (Coalition Party). In 1994 the Blue Party was established as an 
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intellectuals’ party, as an alternative to either the nationalistic or social liberal bloc, by producer and actor 

Neeme Kuningas and professor in international business Jaan Laas, but never really gained ground (Park, 

1994; Pettai & Toomla, 2003). 

This great overlap between the political and intellectual elite is very important for understanding 

the production of the ‘new’ collective story of Estonians in the 1990s. After all, a substantial part of the 

new political elite were historians. Marek Tamm (2006, pp. 136-137) has even referred to this government 

as the “Republic of Historians”, arguing that all high political positions, from president to Prime Minister 

and further, were occupied by people trained as historians at Tartu University, and who had been active in 

the heritage protection movement. 

Obviously, history writing was inseparable from politics in this period. Mart Laar, for instance, 

continued his work as historian alongside his political career. In 1992 and 1993, he published two history 

books about the Forest Brothers, the men who resisted the Soviet regime in the forest (see Chapter 7). Laar 

was also the author of the book that was used in the early 1990s as history textbooks ‘A story of home’ 

[Kodu Lugu], co-authored by former member of the Estonian Congress, of the Constitutional Assembly 

and of the post-1991 parliament Lauri Vahtre and archaeologist Heiki Valk. Also later history textbooks 

have been co-authored by Mart Laar. Only in 1999 a public debate arose about the “political uses of 

history teaching”. Laar’s textbook was accused of leaving out individuals who had been his political 

competitors and of obscuring the two different camps within the nationalist movement. Besides that, the 

textbook presented restoration as the only, and thus ‘natural’ and ‘unquestionable’, option for the new 

republic (Seljamaa, 2012, pp. 15-16). Like Laar, many other high ranking politicians continued their civic 

and social involvement alongside their political careers. 

In other words, Laar used his political power to steer historiography. On the day that he gained 

office as prime minister in 1992, he immediately called for the foundation of a historical state commission 

in order to meet “the desire of the Estonian people to have a truthful account of the events that took place 

in Estonia during the occupations, of the crimes committed and distortions of social development caused 

by them” (Tamm, 2013, p. 10). The commission was led by writer Jaan Kross and later by theologian and 

historian Vello Salo. In 2005, 10 years later than planned, the results were published in the ‘White Book’ 

[Valge Raamat]. 

Due to this overlap between politics and history and between politicians and historians, the new 

‘collective story of Estonians’ has also been rewritten from a restorationist perspective (Pettai, 2004, p. 

217).45 German historian Meike Wulf and Finnish historian Pertti Grönholm (2010, p. 352) have argued 

that Estonian historians could still not “freely pursue their scholarly aims. Instead many younger historians 

were called upon to deconstruct existing Soviet historiography and to rewrite history textbooks from a 

                                                             

45 The moderates-restorationists’ conflict is generally neglected in these history works. Rather, the image sketched is 
one in which the restorationist activists fight a heroic struggle for independence, one which the Popular Front opposed 
and did not take seriously. 
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nationalist point of view”. Finnish sociologist Mikko Lagerspetz (2001) and German historian Karsten 

Brüggemann (2001) have argued along similar lines. By using catchphrases such as ‘the abolition of 

history’s white patches’, ‘to give the people back their history’ and ‘the elimination of historical taboos’, 

historians were called upon to find the ‘historical truth’. That truth was not believed to be located in the 

archives, but in people’s personal stories. In 1988 when the Estonian Heritage Society had started its 

campaign to gather life stories, Mart Laar as initiator, proclaimed as its aim: “to get the real facts about 

Estonian history, to preserve the memories of the past for the future generations, to keep and defend our 

historical memory” (Laar, 1988). He drew a direct parallel with Jakob Hurt, who had found the national 

spirit in folk poems, and the current search for the national past in people’s memories. The gathering was a 

great success, since only 9 months later the Heritage Society had received about 8000 pages of handwritten 

memories and about 90 hours of memories on tape about the National Awakening, Independence War, 

Soviet occupation, defensive battles of 1944, deportations and the anti-Soviet resistance of the Forest 

Brothers (Tamm, 2006, p. 140). 

Thus in this period, history and memory were perceived and treated as similar (Tamm, 2006, p. 

139). This made it difficult for historians to put aside their personal and family’s historical experiences, 

which “blurred the image of the historical profession” (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 376). Wulf and 

Grönholm (2010, p. 368) have even argued that many of the historians they interviewed, confessed that 

they did not study history in order to contribute to the scholarly knowledge of the past, but in order to 

better understand their own and relatives’ personal experiences. It was the historians born in pre-war 

Estonia together with those born in the 1960s-1970s that used their personal life stories for national 

historiography in the 1990s. For these historians the aim of history writing was what Anthony Smith has 

called ‘ethno-history’, “the ethnic members’ memories and understanding of their communal past or pasts, 

rather than any more objective and dispassionate analysis by professional historians” (A. D. Smith, 1999, p. 

16). 

This was slightly different for the generation of historians that grew up after the war. They were 

more critical of the restorationist discourse, as they had generally integrated well into Soviet society. They 

had conformed their historical research according to the Soviet framework and many of them had joined 

the Communist Party in order to reform from within (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 371). For them, the 

Soviet period was not one ‘long black night’ but they distinguished different phases of repression. As one of 

them narrated, it was difficult at that time to publicly challenge the restorationists’ framework: “[…] when 

somebody of our generation, makes a statement that elicits controversy, people can just say: ‘you are a 

Stagna” (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 367).  

In other words, the collective story of Estonians that was composed in the early 1990s was based 

on responsive memory, the kind of memory that hurts, which prevented historians from having an open 

discussion on the content of the new history. The youngest and oldest generations of historians departed 

from the idea that the Soviet period had been ‘abnormal’ and not part of ‘Estonian history’. The post-war 
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generation’s historians who did acknowledge Soviet life as part of Estonians’ past and were more critical of 

the rupture discourse, were silenced by being labelled ‘collaborators’ (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, pp. 370, 

376). Ethnologist Ene Kõresaar explained to me how the main task of the historian at this time prevented 

him/her from being critical: 

“When Estonia regained its independence, the aim was to celebrate the newly 

gained independence, and I can understand that. History was created in a 

celebratory environment. So there was not much dialogue in that sense, because of 

this point of departure. […] It was the period of formulation. Research was done to 

fill in the empty spots, not yet to criticise it. When at the end of the 1990s, this 

process was more or less ‘finished’, the alternative versions of history started to 

appear.” 

Historian Aigi Rahi-Tamm, who finished her studies in this period, has also argued that the main task of 

the historian was to reconstruct and write history: only once it has been built, can it be criticised and 

reflected upon. In a similar vein, Bulgarian politician and former dissident Zhelieu Zhelev has argued that 

“before turning a page, you need to read it” (Todorov, 2003, p. 6 in Kattago, 2012, p. 23). 

The difficulty that Estonian society faced was, on one hand, the perceived need to ‘get to know 

their past’ and write a new collective story based on that, and on the other hand the wish to rapidly 

transform into a democratic society that belongs to Europe. The absence of an open discussion did not 

only hinder critical historical research and self-reflexivity but also inevitably excluded the voices of some 

groups in society, both important values of democratic societies (Kattago, 2012, p. 24). The reflection of 

the restorationists’ discourse of rupture in historiography led for instance to the incompatibility of 

Estonianness and Communism: Estonians were not communists, since they are the victims of Communism, 

and they cannot be both (Seljamaa, 2012, p. 8). Estonians who joined the Communist Party are thus 

“unruly actors” (D. Eglitis & Zelce, 2013), who are either ignored in historiography or portrayed as having 

joined for nationalistic reasons. A history professor born in 1921 has argued in an interview with Wulf and 

Grönholm (2010, p. 373):  

“We have an Estonian saying ( . . . ) ‘if you empty buckets of dirt over a goose that 

goose comes out unsullied’. Likewise, the [Soviets] exerted their influence over 

Estonians, ( . . . ) but we remained largely intact.” 

The same goes for the often used metaphor of the radish: red on the outside, white on the inside. Of course 

there have been Estonians who joined the Party for nationalistic reasons, but historians have an academic 

responsibility to be open to more uncanny reasons as well, such as that some Estonians actually supported 

the Communist Party. The same critical attitude should be held towards the simplified victim-culprit 

dichotomy reflected in historiography, which ignores the fact that Russians are also possible victims of the 

Soviet authorities, rather than solely villains (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 368). 
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The early 1990s slogan of the Fatherland Party ‘Clean the slate’ [Plats puhtaks] was thus directly reflected 

in the work of historians: in their mass interest in the ‘long black night’ (Jõesalu, 2010) and their search for 

historical truth in people’s personal stories. Criticism of the new narrative was fairly absent for obvious 

reasons. Those historians who had taken a critical position and had voiced counter-narratives during the 

Soviet period, were now largely part of the new political elite, and their counter-narratives turned into the 

new national story. The new collective story had great legitimacy and credibility within society, since it was 

so closely linked to people’s personal experience. It was really perceived as a story of the people. Moreover, 

the links between the political elite and the ordinary people were so close in these early 1990s, that the 

distance for reflection and criticism was simply lacking. Those who could take that step back for reflection 

were socially silenced, as it was so easy and yet so painful to be accused of being ungrateful for their 

freedom. 

Late 1990s–2004: The comeback of counter-stories 

Towards the end of the 1990s, society and state began to diverge and Estonia’s historical culture became 

more pluralistic (Jõesalu, 2010; Kõresaar, 2004). This was due to some general political developments. 

Throughout the 1990s, the political system appeared to be fairly unstable and volatile, which was a direct 

result of the formation of political movements around personalities rather than specific interests (e.g. socio-

economic). Party alliances changed frequently. Whereas in the early 1990s citizens had been prepared to 

sacrifice their individual living standards for the security of independence and for the general common good 

(Lagerspetz & Vogt, 2004, pp. 80-81), many began to feel alienated when the ‘shock therapy’ policy 

continued for what felt too long (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010, p. 11). The elections of 1995 resulted in a 

more left-of-centre coalition, led by former Popular Front activist Tiit Vähi, first between his Coalition 

Party and Savisaar’s Center Party and a couple of months later he continued with the liberal Reform Party 

(Kasekamp, 2010, p. 174). The belief in market liberalisation increased once Estonia’s GDP started to 

grow with 4.5% in 1995, 5% in 1996, and 10.8% in 1997. In 1997 Estonia was invited by the EU to 

enter pre-accession negotiations. This future EU and NATO membership created a sense of optimism and 

self-confidence, inspired by Lennart Meri, but simultaneously brought about new challenges that had to be 

faced, such as Estonia’s strict ethnic minority policy. The political elite wanted to exchange the image of 

Estonia as a small, helpless and suffering nation with the image of a “small tiger” rapidly integrating into 

the west (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010). 

These developments led to a major political shift in emphasis from the past to the future by the 

mid/late 1990s. Even though the rupture narrative continued to prevail in political speeches (Jõesalu, 

2012), various groups in society experienced a crumbling solidarity, which created space for reflection and 

thus potential for a more pluralistic history. For instance, the deportees had felt a strong solidarity in the 

early 1990s when their compatriots and politicians had been eager to listen to their stories and share in 
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their pain. By the late 1990s they did not experience that solidarity anymore, as the commemorations had 

become the responsibility of Memento rather than the state and their public status had turned into that of 

‘troublesome whiners’ (Kõresaar, 2004, p. 28; Anepaio, 2002, p. 59). 

The people born in pre-war Estonia had a similar feeling: they had been given a ‘place of honour’ 

in the early 1990s, but now felt socially excluded as ‘pensioners’ (cf. Jõesalu, 2012, p. 1019). The 

‘transition losers’, the group of elderly, countryside people, industrial and agricultural workers, as well as the 

unemployed (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010, p. 13), began to question whether this was the Estonia they 

had longed for, as they experienced a lack of stability, security and social equality, exactly those values that 

were guaranteed during mature socialism. They supported the liberal market only as long as it was in 

Estonia’s own good, not in the interests of foreign investors. The growing gap between the political elite 

and the people was supported by the media, who portrayed elite politicians in a bad light, arguing that they 

did not make good on what they had promised. Social scientists even spoke of “Two Estonia’s” (Lauristin 

& Vihalemm, 2010, p. 14; D. J. Smith, 2002, p. 66). 

This distance opened the possibility to reflect upon the political discourse of rupture. 

Ethnologists Ene Kõresaar (2005) and Kirsti Jõesalu (2010, p. 298) have argued, based on life story 

research, that towards the late 1990s people started to realise that they preferred continuity, rather than 

rupture, in their life stories. They slowly began to narrate their ordinary lives during mature socialism 

(1960s-1980s). “For people who were born and raised in the Soviet period, everyday life in Soviet Estonia 

represented normality. (…) for them, in turn, the radical change occurred with independence” (Jõesalu, 

2005, p. 92). Thus, although the collective story was still based on the idea of ‘rupture’, alternative stories 

started to emerge as well, though still primarily in personal circles (Grünberg, 2009, p. 2; Kõresaar, 2005, 

p. 195). 

The economic and political liberalisation reforms and rapid integration into the west continued 

after the next elections of 1999. Mart Laar’s right-of-center Fatherland Party again came to power, this 

time together with the liberal Reform Party and the social democratic Moderates. The new government 

promised to bridge the gap between the people and the political elite. They did not succeed, however, since 

their attention was more directed towards fulfilling the requirements of the EU agreement, which mandated 

they attend to social protection, minority policies, and environmental issues. This image of the Baltic Tiger 

became more important for the new political class that was slowly forming, a younger generation that began 

to replace the older generations, “uniting the new capitalist elite, party politicians and a new generation of 

Western-oriented bureaucrats” (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010, p. 13). The past had lost its temporary 

political importance. 

It was again a group of intellectuals that provided a voice for ordinary Estonians: the voice of the 

‘second Estonia’, which, like the ‘second society’ in the ESSR, concerned a society in a society without 

political representation. In April 2001 a group of leading social scientists published a memorandum in the 

media, in which they blamed politicians for marginalising ordinary people and only representing the needs 
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of domestic and foreign economic and political elites. They called for a participatory policy and for a 

solution for social inequality and poverty (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010, p. 14). The apparent gap between 

the political elite and the people became the more visible during the presidential elections some months 

later, when Arnold Rüütel, former chairman of the Supreme Soviet, was elected. Although the public 

discourse continued to prescribe that being national was good and being communist was wrong (Kõresaar, 

2004), Rüütel was expected to function as ‘peacemaker’ between the winners and the losers and to restore 

the sense of community that had been felt in the early 1990s. What happened instead was that a heated 

debate arose about the legitimisation of the Soviet regime and its dangers: was Rüütel’s victory a sign of 

“flourishing […] Estonian SSR mentality” (Grünberg, 2009, p. 3)? At least it initiated an open, society-

wide dialogue about memory politics. For the first time since independence, the argument that the Soviet 

period was not solely bad was being voiced publicly. 

These counter-stories of ‘innocent Soviet nostalgia’ gained legitimacy once they began to be 

represented in cultural memory. It was not just intellectuals that advanced this new narrative. It was also 

being raised by cultural figures who questioned the accepted ‘rupture narrative’ (Kõresaar & Jõesalu, 2013). 

One such initiative to bring counter-stories of the Soviet era into the public domain came from journalist 

Enno Tammer (1960). In 2004 he criticised the fact that one only spoke about the cruelties of the Soviet 

era, and that everyday life in the ESSR was forgotten. He started to collect stories about concrete, ‘safe 

topics’ from everyday Soviet life. He even introduced a new word ‘nõukaaeg’, that refered to the Soviet 

period with a fond nostalgia, ‘the (good) old Soviet times’ (Jõesalu, 2012, p. 1020). Every Saturday he 

posted questions in the main newspaper Postimees, in order to spark people’s nostalgic memories. These 

included “how to fix your curls without hairspray, or what to use to colour pantyhose?” (Tammer, 2004, p. 

6 in Grünberg, 2009). Based on the stories that were submitted, he wrote weekly newspaper articles and 

went on to publish four books on the topic: ‘Soviet time and person’ in 2004 (‘Nõukogude aeg ja 

inimene’), ‘Soviet time and student’ in 2006 (‘Nõukogude aeg ja õpilane’), ‘Soviet border and locked life’ in 

2008 (‘Nõukogude piir ja lukus elu’) and ‘Soviet army and the Estonian man’ in 2010 (‘Nõukogude armee 

ja eesti mees’). The fact that several funding organisations refused to sponsor Tammer’s project, shows how 

controversial it was to publicly question the accepted, morally loaded ‘rupture narrative’. 

In addition to the space that had opened up between citizens and the political discourse, the 

cultural expression of Soviet nostalgia was also due to a generational shift. Because the pre-war generation 

was dying out, the proportion of those grown up within Soviet reality increased (Jõesalu, 2010, p. 298). It 

was also the period during which the 1970s’ generation came of age and began to publicly speak about their 

innocent childhood memories. As any child in any country, they felt nostalgic about the movies they 

watched, the books they read, the candies they ate. But because their childhood memories were rooted in 

Soviet life, they had been politicised and for a long time subject to taboo. This so-called ‘cartoon-

generation’ found their life stories being expressed in cultural texts (Grünberg, 2009; Jõesalu, 2010). 
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One such example is the theatre play ‘The Light Blue Wagon’, staged in 2003, and written by playwrights 

born in the 1970s. It was one of the first plays after the end of the 1980s in which everyday Soviet life was 

the main subject (Grünberg, 2009). The story is about three men born in the 1970s, who have a birthday 

party and recall their innocent childhood memories about how much they liked the balloons on the 9th of 

May, the savouring of scarce food, like eating a banana as slowly as possible, since it was the only one they 

had ever eaten. They make jokes about Western Europeans, who do not know anything about nature and 

about older Estonians, who are as afraid as they were during the Soviet-era. Estonian ethnologist Kristi 

Grünberg (2009) has argued that many Estonians born in the 1970s perceive their experience under state 

socialism to be special, distinguishing them from western contemporaries and younger Estonians. They do 

not depart from the rupture discourse that politicians use, but instead view their nostalgia as valid and 

legitimate because of its innocent character.  

Thus although cultural memory increasingly provided a safe space for ‘reflective nostalgia’, based 

on individual and cultural memory rather than political memory (Boym, 2001), the political discourse and 

political memory still framed the Soviet era as abnormal, foreign and a rupture. Estonian ethnographer 

Kirsti Jõesalu (2012) has analysed the presidential speeches from 1992 to 2012. She has argued that 

despite changes in the discourse between the three presidents, the rupture narrative, and the accompanying 

belief in the lack of agency of Estonians, has continued to endure over the last two decades. 

In the 1990s, Meri referred to the Soviet era as a warning from the past, a long black night that 

Estonians should never allow to be repeated. He saw integration into Europe as the way to return to 

normality and to ‘correct’ the world order (Jõesalu, 2012, p. 1018). His successor Arnold Rüütel (2001-

2006), who himself had been a high ranking ESSR official, continued Meri’s discourse of resisting foreign 

occupation and of Estonians’ everlasting belief in the nation that helped them survive the Soviet 

occupation. But in contrast to Meri, Rüütel also acknowledged members of the nomenklatura as agents of 

resistance, as having acted in the name of nationalism (Jõesalu, 2012, p. 1023). Rüütel’s successor Toomas 

Hendrik Ilves (2006-present), born as an Estonian exile in Sweden, extended the rupture narrative from the 

1940s-1950s to the entire Soviet period, even while confronted with the reflexive nostalgia about mature 

Socialism, that increasingly gained ground during his presidency. He actively intervened in intellectuals’ 

attempts to normalise the Soviet period, explicitly stating that identification with the Soviet-era in any way 

was shameful while trying to integrate into the West (Kõresaar in Grünberg, 2009, p. 2). Especially since 

he himself never lived in the ESSR, it is difficult for him to deal with those who publicly share their happy 

childhood memories about life in the ESSR (Jõesalu, 2012, p. 1027). Meri never had to deal with such 

reflexive nostalgia during his presidency, as it was not yet publically shared. For Rüütel this was not so 

difficult, as he agreed that people lived everyday lives during the Soviet era. 

Thus, by the late 1990s the distance between the political elite and the mass had grown to such 

an extent, that people got the space to reflect, reconsider and be critical. Although the political discourse 

did not change and the rupture narrative has prevailed until the present, intellectuals and cultural figures 
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have increasingly claimed public space for reflexive Soviet nostalgia (more on this in Chapter 6). This has 

not only allowed individuals to ‘rewrite’ their ordinary Soviet lives into their life stories, but also to give a 

voice to people who during the first decade of independence were publicly silenced. At this time, former 

communists and nomenklatura also began to publish their life stories (e.g. Saul, 2006). 

Since 2004: Post-accession ‘democratic backsliding’ 

As I argued in the Introduction, it is difficult to be critical in times of insecurity. Now, 25 years after 

regaining independence, a group of intellectuals has emerged that dares to be critical, that distinguishes 

memory from history and society from state. At the same time the strong political discourse of rupture, the 

lessons learned during the Singing Revolution and the emotional attachment to the past impede critical 

debate in times of insecurity. Old pains and the fear for loosing independence can still be evoked relatively 

easily, also among those who, in times of stability, are very self-critical.  

Estonia’s accession to the EU in 2004 was one of these moments that created insecurity for some 

political and social actors. For years the state had focused on the future rather than the past. Now that 

Estonia had finally fulfilled all the EU requirements, some restorationists raised the question of whether 

they had not gone too far by democratising history to include ethnic minorities and by critically 

investigating Estonians’ agency in totalitarian regimes. Meri’s International Commission for the 

Investigation for Crimes against Humanity was founded to meet these criteria (Onken, 2007b; Tamm, 

2013). Similar to other Central and Eastern European countries, Estonia faced a ‘post-EU malaise’ 

(Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010). The political elite had to redefine its relationship within the EU: “from 

objects of EU policies they had become political subjects, influencing EU policy from inside” (Lauristin & 

Vihalemm, 2010). The question of to what extent they as ‘new member’ should listen to ‘old Europe’ and 

whether ‘old Europe’ intended to meet ‘new Europe’ as well was increasingly being raised (cf. Lauristin & 

Vihalemm, 2010; Saarts, 2008). 

Several political scientists have argued that public debate turned more nationalistic after 2004 

(Auers & Kasekamp, 2009; Haugthon, 2007; Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010; Meimre & Belobrovtseva, 

2008; Saarts, 2008). Anu Toots has called this the “headwind syndrome”. Because Estonia had 

compromised and reformed according to EU criteria before it had well established its own democratic 

society, a “powerful self-assertion” took place as soon as the external pressure diminished (in Saarts, 2008). 

Security in its widest sense became a key issue discussed by the political elite. Right-wing governments came 

to power both after the 2003 and 2007 elections. This augured another important set of questions, such as: 

How should Estonia relate to Russia? How does the EU relate to Russia? What to do with Russian 

language schools in Estonia? How can the decline of the Estonian population be prevented? A “nationalist 

defensive democracy” is an obvious answer (Saarts, 2008). International Relations scholar Maria Mälksoo 
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(2010) has directly related security to questions of history writing: to what extent are we able to write our 

own history and is ‘old Europe’ willing to understand our past? 

It was not by accident that the Freedom Fighters’ Organisation (re)erected the Lihula monument 

right after EU accession. The veterans and nationalists initiated this project in order to get more clarity on 

their politicians’ stance towards regional politics and thus (indirectly) on the security of Estonia. Were they 

willing to defend the fact, controversial in Europe, that Estonian men fought for independence in Nazi 

uniforms? When Prime Minister Juhan Parts was forced to take sides, he decided, advised by intellectuals 

and cultural figures, not to damage Estonia’s image as successful and democratic Baltic Tiger abroad and 

dismantled the Lihula monument (cf. Feest, 2007). In the introductory chapter we have seen how the 

political elite has taken a rather nationalistic stance concerning history in name of security ever since. In 

2005 president Rüütel decided to reject the invitation to come to Moscow on the 9th of May to celebrate 

the end of WWII with the heads of all European states (Onken, 2007a). In 2007, the government took the 

disastrous decision to relocate the Bronze Soldier, the WWII memorial which was of great importance to 

Russian speakers, from the city centre to the outskirts (Melchior & Visser, 2011). In 2009 a monument, 

dedicated to those who lost their lives in the Independence War of 1918-1920, was erected on 

Independence Square [Vabaduseväljak] in Tallinn on the initiative of Laar’s Fatherland Party (Tamm, 

2013). 

In contrast to the nationalist-conservative stance of the political elite in the early 1990s, society is 

now much more divided and critical. In all the above mentioned instances, professors, journalists, 

sociologists and cultural figures voiced their opinion for a less nationalistic and more democratic approach. 

They argued that by defensively focusing on security, democratic values such as openness, (cultural) 

tolerance and equality are in danger. For instance in the case of the Bronze Soldier, 12 professors from 

Tallinn University, Tartu University, Tallinn Technical University and Helsinki University sent a public 

letter to the Minister of Defense, warning him that if the monument would be removed, this would lead to 

a deep social crisis and the end of social integration. Even now, more than 16 years after the fall of the 

Soviet Union, they were publicly labelled ‘Communists’ or ‘Red professors’, which still ‘hurts’, though not 

as it would have in the early 1990s (Meimre & Belobrovtseva, 2008). 

History scholarship has become more critical over the last three decades. Historical research is 

now more driven by theory than by a search for facts. Young historians such as Marek Tamm (1973) 

(2006, 2008, 2013) and social scientists such as Ene Kõresaar (1971) (2004, 2005, 2011c; Kõresaar & 

Jõesalu, 2013) and Heiko Pääbo (1979) (2008, 2011b) have increasingly deconstructed Estonia’s 

“collective story”, which requires a scholarly distance and a critical attitude. Historian Aigi Rahi-Tamm 

(1965) agrees with this development in history scholarship:46 

                                                             

46 Personal communication, 2 December 2010. 
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“I think it gets more critical. Historians are getting younger. And of course, in the 

beginning of the 1990s, history was something ideological. We wanted to know 

what had happened with certain politicians, how they had handled. We wanted to 

know what the repressions looked like. You first need a general image before you 

can go into detail and become more critical. We did not have any idea what had 

happened here in 50 years. This was the first aim, to lay the ground. Now, also 

because historians get younger, it is time to be more critical. Also of course it needs 

to fit into a European framework. And what you are seeing now, and this is a very 

recent development, is that social sciences are starting to deal with historical issues. 

So yes I believe it gets more and more critical.” 

Ene Kõresaar is one of the Estonian scholars who would like to see more discussion on the different roles 

that Estonians have had in history. She stresses the need to study Estonians not only as victims but also as 

perpetrators and to pay attention to historical non-Estonian victims as well. So far, research on Estonian 

collaborators has been primarily initiated by non-Estonians and focused on Nazi collaboration in WWII. 

The most extensive study into this topic was conducted by the history commission founded in 1998 by 

Lennart Meri (primarily by historian Meelis Maripuu), which was obviously directed towards a foreign 

audience: it appeared only in English and contained only facts but refrained from interpreting or using 

them. The work did not initiate any public debate about the agency of Estonians in the Holocaust (Onken, 

2007b). Other relevant researchers working on this topic are German Jewish historian Ruth Bettina Birn 

(2001) and American historian E. Doyle Stevick (2007). Finnish doctoral student Seppo Vepsäläinen has 

investigated the Estonians’ reasons for joining the German army.47 These studies, initiated by non-

Estonians, however, focus solely on collaboration with the Nazi regime, whereas in the Estonian context 

collaboration with the Soviet regime is at least as relevant but still understudied. It is however not so easy, 

as we will see in Chapter 7, to define ‘collaboration’ in Estonia’s history.  

Estonian historical scholarship has become especially more pluralistic and open when it comes to 

studying victim groups other than Estonians. I have encountered several initiatives in recent years, such as 

the Holocaust conference in October 2013. The conference named “Holocaust Memory and the Soviet 

Past: Transitional Remembering in Post-Soviet Eastern Europe” was organised by literary scholar Eneken 

Laanes (1972), historian Linda Kaljundi (1979) and literary scholar Piret Peiker (1971).48 The conference 

addressed the fact that the Holocaust is still little discussed in Estonian society, and that cultural memory 

could help to bring it more to the centre of people’s attention (Tali, 2014). Invited speakers were not only 

scholars from Estonian universities, but also for instance Alexander Etkind was present. 

Another initiative that is rather critical of the collective story of victimhood and rupture, is the 

project Mäluvara [Memory property], in which humanitarian and translator Mirjam Lepikult searched for 

the stories of Estonian residents born outside of Estonia. The website invites them to send in their stories, 

                                                             

47 See for more personal information: www.helsinki.fi/vie-tutkijakoulu/info/tutkijakoulutettavat.html 
48For more information: http://ktkdk.edu.ee/event/holocaust-memory-and-Soviet-past-in-post-Soviet-eastern-
europe/?lang=en 
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with the idea that the media often portray Estonia’s ethnic minorities in a negative light, as occupiers even, 

from time to time, while the people themselves are not given a voice. By asking them for their stories, the 

project tried to corrode the understanding that these mainly Russian speakers are occupiers, that they do 

not belong here, and gave them the possibility to voice their stories of victimhood as well. During the 

presentation of the project results, Lepikult concluded that Russian speakers were very welcoming of the 

project, but Estonians were still a bit hesitant. Film director and writer Imbi Paju (1959) also attended this 

presentation, and gave a brief speech. She is also an important cultural figure advocating for the public 

sharing of collective memories. She has been praised for uniting people with different ethnic backgrounds 

in a common worldview, a common mission. She managed to generate interest in her book ‘Memories 

Denied’, which narrates the story of her family under Soviet repression, among the Russian minority, 

simply because of her inclusive analytical style: “Imbi Paju unites in history Estonians, Russians, Finns and 

Jews” (Laasik, 2010). 

And this is the precious state in which academic history and cultural memory find themselves at the 

moment in Estonia. Intellectuals and cultural figures increasingly organise initiatives such as the Holocaust 

conference or the Mäluvara project, but the overall reception of these projects is not uncontested. They 

have to be undertaken with great care, in order not to ignore or hurt different interest groups or risk being 

branded as Western or Communist. This is not only the case within wider society, but also within 

academia. I remember well my first conference on the Baltic Sea Region in Kaunas, Lithuania (2009). 

Historian Anton Weiss-Wendt, born in Narva (north-east Estonia) who comes from a Jewish background, 

presented his research about the Holocaust in Estonia. An Estonian scholar in the audience felt hurt, and 

raised her hand, contending simply and powerfully: “But in my family…” The simple fact that he focused 

on victims other than Estonians was painful for her, since many of her relatives had suffered from Soviet 

repression. This is not the only time that I have seen that the past is sometimes too close for Estonian 

scholars. For instance, when I visited the Memory Institute [Mälu Instituut], whose task is to investigate the 

historical ‘truth’, I noticed in my conversations with the historians who work there that the suffering in 

their family’s life stories have been a great source of inspiration in their work. In other words, Estonian 

history is not yet entirely historicised (Mertelsmann, 2012) and the past not fully consolidated (Wulf & 

Grönholm, 2010). 

Concluding remarks 

On the 9th of May, Estonian politicians do not lay flowers at the Bronze Soldier in Tallinn or the Raadi 

Monument in Tartu. Although this is an important day for a significant part of the population, it does not 

‘fit’ with the restorationist ideology implemented since the 1990s. Going there would mean that they would 
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‘endorse’ the Soviet legacy. As we have seen throughout this chapter, restorationism departs from the idea 

that Soviet remains should be erased, ignored or in the very least, not praised. 

What we have come to understand in this chapter is how a collective story, despite being a social 

construction, can be perceived as completely natural. In Estonia this is the case because of the close overlap 

between national history and people’s personal (hi)stories. The collective story is literally built on life 

stories. Therefore, the ideology of restorationism has not only guided Estonia’s political elite to deal with 

the Soviet legacy and restore the social and moral order, but has also helped individuals to heal their (loved 

ones’) wounds, by giving them a voice and returning their agency. People’s personal and familial experiences 

are not only reflected in the collective story, they also retain, due to Estonia’s small size, culture of civic 

societies and specific history, personal relationships with those who have the authority to publicly construct 

that collective story. The latter is especially true for those with higher levels of education, who twenty years 

ago were united with cultural and political elites in the struggle for independence, and who today move 

within the same civic and social organisations, such as student organisations, choirs, and literary circles. 

Thus, those who occupy the most critical position in society, the intellectuals, are simultaneously 

those most loyal to the cultural and political elite of the late 1980s and early 1990s, who sacrificed their 

personal lives for Estonia’s independence. Since the turn of the millennium, intellectuals have increasingly 

become critical of the official historical interpretation, by, for instance, creating safe public spaces for 

Soviet nostalgia. Yet, their loyalty towards the restoration of the social and moral order and towards the 

empowerment of the autochthonous population in the early 1990s, weighs heavy as well, especially in times 

that identity is in threat. If Estonia’s history is being criticised, the wounds of their loved ones might be 

torn open as well; more on this in Chapter 4. 

In other words, what I argue is that I would expect the current collective story of Estonians’ past 

to have been less ‘living’ and emotional, if, firstly, the independence activists of the 1980s and political elite 

of the early 1990s would have been less ‘ordinary’, if the struggle for independence would had been 

perceived more as an elite struggle. And secondly, if they would have mobilised an ideology, different from 

restorationism, that would not have been so powerful in providing meaning to people’s personal life stories. 

It was through this resonance with people’s most intimate and dearest memories that the collective story of 

restored independence could only be perceived as natural, just and unquestionable. Therewith, loyalty to 

their own past and to their loved ones has become inseparable from loyalty to their community’s past. Thus 

only when these two loyalties are disentangled, will it be possible to be critical of the collective story 

without doing harm to one’s familial ties. 

Political philosopher Siobhan Kattago (2012, p. 7) speaks about the “slippery slope of memory”, 

where “too much memory makes one a slave to the past, while forgetfulness denies history and one’s own 

link to the past.” In the Estonian National Museum in Tartu I read a line that addressed similar dialectics: 

“The past is like an anchor. It helps us to survive in storm, but it can also impede quick progress.” In the 

following chapters I will explore in more depth the relationship with the past and the collective story of 
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that past for different groups in Estonian society. In Chapter 5 I discuss the case of the ‘memory activists’ 

for whom there can never be too much memory. In Chapter 6 I will travel to the countryside, where my 

informants are relatively critical of the official political story of the past. In Chapter 7 I will show how the 

past can be both experienced as an anchor and as an obstacle in relationships with Western Europeans. 

The current chapter directly leads up to Chapter 4, which explores the question of a collective 

story for the postgeneration. I will regard the 1940-repressions as an inheritance for the younger 

generations. Due to Estonia’s particular historical circumstances of the Singing Revolution, in which both 

the collective as well as family stories of the Soviet repressions have been written, the Soviet repressions 

have actually become part of their own lives as well. 



 

 

CHAPTER 4: 

Postmemory: 

The inherited obligation to secure the future 

 

It is the 25th of March 2011, 18 o’clock in the evening. Tartu’s Raekoja Plats (the Town hall Square) is 

covered with a blanket of white snow. I have never before experienced minus 30 degrees and I am happy 

with my new ski trousers, winter jacket and warm gloves. It is hard to imagine that on a similar day 62 years 

earlier, 22,000 Estonians had been taken outside in this cold, put into cattle wagons and deported to 

Siberia. Today the streets are quiet, almost deserted, until a van enters the square, accompanied by groups 

of students, recognisable by their university caps. They start to unload 22,000 candles from the van. 

Bypassers stop, curious about what is about to happen. I switch on my recorder, expecting a speech or at 

least some public words. Instead, the students start handing out maps, pointing out the places where the 

candles are to be put. They also distribute lighters. The cafes on the square offer their tables and the 

students start to light the candles. Some elderly people arrive in the square as well, some of them are 

Memento members. They start to help the students. While observing what is happening, I see an older man 

lighting some candles on one of the tables. I help him by placing the candles on the square. We do not 

speak. I see other youngsters help the elderly as well. I see a cool-looking teenager, with a leather jacket and 

fancy trousers, carrying a huge candle in his back pocket. The students crouch in small groups, lighting 

candles. I hear them share stories about their families’ past. After three hours of hard work and frozen 

fingers, the square turns into a heart-warming sight of thousands of small lights. 
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Figure 4 - The commemoration on Raekoja Plats, 25 March 2011 (source: Tulipisar website) 

 

The case of the candle commemoration vividly illustrates how young Estonians identify with the deportees 

and act upon that sense of solidarity. In taking this as the point of departure, the current chapter will bring 

together Chapter 1, 2 and 3. In Chapter 1 we have seen how the value of taking care of one’s inheritance is 

experienced within the family and has prompted generations of Estonians to value their homes and places 

of origin. In Chapter 2 we have seen how personal stories of repression can become part of the stories of 

the community. In Chapter 3 I have shown how the political elite of the 1990s successfully managed to 

create a sense of moral obligation for all citizens to contribute to the rebuilding of their nation-state. In the 

present chapter I will explore how subsequently ‘the postgeneration’ (i.e. ‘the non-experienced’) incorporate 

the stories of their compatriots as their own and why they have come to care about them.  

In contrast to the deportees who fear that the younger generations are indifferent towards their 

history, I encountered many young Estonians who shared very emotional stories about the deportations 

with me. This made me wonder why the recent past is so emotional and personal for my Estonian friends, 

whereas history classes, in my perspective, have always been about ‘historical facts’. As I will argue 

throughout the current chapter, the Singing Revolution created a widely shared belated postmemory. 

Basically all Estonians born before 1985 have been confronted in the late 1980s and early 1990s with the 

pain of unnarrated and unrepresented experiences of repression, both through relatives and acquaintances as 

well as through the media. Because even the youngest Estonians have witnessed these emotions and pain, 

they feel morally obliged to make sure that something like the deportations will never happen again.  

In this chapter I will explore how different generations of Estonians have come to incorporate the 

stories of the 1940s repressions, and how this moral obligation guides their everyday lives. I will start by 
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staking out a theoretical framework necessary for understanding the concept of ‘postmemory’ and its 

relation to solidarity. I will then explore when and how the 1940s repressions became meaningful for 

different generations’ informants. I will then go on to discuss how the recent past still plays a role in the 

present-day lives of my young, highly educated informants, showing particularly how stories of repression 

become important in times of crises, when feelings of insecurity well up and amplify a sense of moral 

obligation to keep them alive. Finally I will question to what extent this perceived moral obligation restrains 

their individual freedom. 

Postmemory, solidarity and moral obligation 

Postmemory is a concept used to describe the memory of the generation that did not experience the 

historical event itself. It has to do with what Susan Sontag (2003 cited in Hirsch, 2008, p. 104) has 

powerfully described as ‘the pain of others’. This pain of the ‘postgeneration’, the ‘generation after’ or the 

‘second generation’ has increasingly become a popular theme in films and novels. As such the descendants 

of victims feel so deeply connected to the traumatic experiences of their (grand)parents, “that they need to 

call that connection memory and thus that, in certain extreme circumstances, memory can be transmitted to 

those who were not actually there to live an event” (Hirsch, 2008, p. 106). And yet, postmemory is seen as 

distinct from the memory of the victims themselves (the autobiographical memory). Postmemory is not 

based on recall, but on imagination and projection. The second generation has made the stories with which 

they grew up their ‘own’ to such a large extent, that the experience of the trauma extends into the present 

(Hirsch, 2008, p. 107). Like ‘the experienced’, the second generation struggles with the fact that they 

cannot comprehend the traumatic event and inherit the absence of a narrative for what has happened 

(Olick, Vinitzky-Seroussi, & Levy, 2011a, pp. 30-31). Marianne Hirsch (2008, p. 109), who has 

introduced the term ‘postmemory’, stresses that it is the ‘affective force’ of memory that is inherited by the 

second generation, rather than the literal memories of another person. 

A postmemory is by definition a “living memory” (or in my terms, rather: a living story): a 

memory that is taken care of and that maintains a continuing bond between the past and the present (see 

e.g. Field, 2002; Riches & Dawson, 1998 or see for example the use of 'living memory' on 

www.livingmemory.org.uk). If a postmemory would not be living, it would simply be dead history, deprived 

of its “’organic’ experiential relationship” and not actively part of the second generation’s everyday lives (cf. 

Halbwachs, 1992; Nora, 1989; Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 110). When it comes to postmemory, the 

crucial question therefore is who maintains that organic, emotional bond with the past, or to put it 

differently, who is likely to feel whose pain? Obviously, the familial sphere is the most likely place where 

pain is transmitted from one generation to the next; sometimes verbally, sometimes in silence. Eva 

Hoffmann (2004, pp. 9-10 in Hirsch, 2008, p. 112) describes how traumatic memories are passed on 

within the family, sometimes without direct communication: 
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“There they spoke in the language of family – a form of expression that is both 

more direct and more ruthless than social and public speech…. In my home, as in 

so many others, the past broke through in the sounds of nightmares, the idioms of 

sighs and illness, of tears and acute ashes that were the legacy of the damp attic and 

of the conditions my parents endured during their hiding.” 

The precondition for passing on these tears to the second generation relies completely on the affective bond 

between generations. Without affection there will be no transmission. It is exactly through affect and love 

between family members that “living connections” (Hoffman, 2004) arise between the experiences of 

different generations of family (Hirsch, 2008, p. 112): 

“They are shaped by the child’s confusion and responsibility, by the desire to repair, 

and by the consciousness that the child’s own existence may well be a form of 

compensation for unspeakable loss. Loss of family, of home, of a feeling of 

belonging and safety in the world “bleed” from one generation to the next […].” 

Without affection the wounds would continue to bleed. It is the affection that creates a sense of solidarity 

and implies a moral obligation to repair the loss of others. Anthropologist Carole Crumley (2002, p. 39) 

outlines the importance of social ties when it comes to passing on memories and stories to the next 

generation: 

“Social memory is the means by which information is transmitted among 

individuals and groups and from one generation to another. Not necessarily aware 

that they are doing so, individuals pass on their behaviors and attitudes to others in 

various contexts but especially through emotional and practical ties and in 

relationships among generations.” 

Since emotional ties and solidarity are not just limited to the family, postmemory can also be the result of 

memory transmission in broader social circles, such as the national community (see Chapter 1 on national 

solidarity in Estonia). Marianne Hirsch distinguishes between these two types of postmemory, namely 

‘familial postmemory’ and ‘affiliative postmemory’ (Hirsch, 2008, p. 114). In the case that memory is 

transferred between generations, postmemory is grounded in intergenerational vertical identification and 

solidarity between members of the younger and older generation within the family. In the case that stories 

are passed on within a national community, postmemory is based on intra-generational horizontal 

identification with “the literal second generation combined with structures of mediation that would be 

broadly appropriable, available, and indeed, compelling enough to encompass a larger collective in an 

organic web of transmission” (Hirsch, 2008, p. 115). 

Affiliative postmemory is thus dependent on the affective bond and solidarity with one’s 

compatriots, as it is through these ties that the postmemory retains its ‘living’ character. In addition, 

affiliative postmemory is grounded more concretely in ‘cultural memory’ (J. Assmann, 1995) or ‘prosthetic 

memory’ (Landsberg, 1995, p. 175), which refer to “memories which do not come from a person’s lived 
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experience in any strict sense”, but which are mediated in photography, film or speech. Affiliative 

postmemory is thus not always easy to distinguish from learned history. The difference lies in its affective 

force. Postmemory is always a matter of ‘vernacular memory’ – the memories that most immediately impact 

the masses (Bodnar, 1992) rather than ‘official memory’ which aims at stabilisation. Postmemory comes 

into being at moments of sharing dear and near memories within local communities, rather than through 

official and distanced channels. In those cases, though, when national history is an emotional rather than 

scholarly story, the line between postmemory and learned history can be extremely vague. In any case, the 

postgeneration bases its story of the past not only on the affective postmemories inherited through their 

emotional ties with relatives and compatriots, official historical narratives always also play a role.  

Social ties and solidarity freight their own set of moral obligations. For example, many children 

feel morally obliged to take care of their parents (Komter & Vollebergh, 2002). Once their parents have 

died, they might feel obliged to take care of their graves or to fulfil their last wishes. These are obligations 

they have in relation to their parents, which do not necessarily extend to wider society. Similarly, 

nationalists have argued that one has a special obligation towards compatriots that one does not have 

towards ‘strangers’ (Miller, 2007; Thompson, 2007). French sociologist Émile Durkheim (Durkheim, 

1954 [1912]) argued that the more people identify with a specific group, the more they incorporate their 

shared moral values, and the more they will feel morally obliged to adhere to society’s demands. Their 

decisions would therefore be based on a kind of collective conscience rather than on individual needs or 

interests. Thus, people who experience stronger social ties with their compatriots, are more likely to “accept 

a duty to protect the reputations” of their group members (Thompson, 2007, p. 153) and to repair the 

losses of these others. 

Postmemory can thus be seen as a result of this feeling of moral obligation. On the one hand this 

is forged through affect: one cares about the other and thus accepts the other’s story as one’s own. Retelling 

the story or by commemorating what has happened to relatives or compatriots is a matter of caring for the 

other. On the other hand, as was emphasized in Chapter 2, commemorations also create a “horizontal, 

participatory communitas” between the participants (Casey, 2011, pp. 184-185). In other words, the 

community’s elite can create a sense of obligation in order to create solidarity. The postgeneration as it were 

‘takes on board’ a sense of moral obligation and with that, expresses and creates solidarity between the 

community members (Alexander, 2004, p. 1). A commemoration ceremonially brings individuals together 

who affirm their common sentiments (Durkheim, 1954 [1912]). 

The question of why many of my young Estonian informants have made the 1940s repressions 

part of their own life story thus finds its answer in identification with the national story and their sense of 

solidarity with deportees. In the following section I will explore what kind of solidarity it concerns and 

with whom exactly they identify. It can be expected that the nightmares of one’s own grandparents have a 

different impact on the lives of the postgeneration than do films. The messages can have the same 

emotional meaning, but the moral obligation felt by the descendants to do something with that traumatic 
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past, is arguably much stronger in the case of familial postmemory. What I will argue is that because of the 

lack of a cultural memory of the 1940s repressions in the post-war period, the familial postmemory in 

Estonia is not limited to the ‘generation after’ but rather to the ‘generations after’. After all, the 

construction of cultural memory in the late 1980s and early 1990s was solely based on family stories. Also, 

solidarity is deemed much more important in groups that are less secure about their dominance; an exact 

description of the time in which the origins of most postmemories in Estonia can be located. It is for these 

reasons that even after so many years, so many of my informants have “the ability to experience events that 

had happened to groups and communities to which [they] belong long before [they] joined them as if they 

were part of [their] own past” (Zerubavel, 1996, p. 290). 

Estonia’s ‘Singing Revolution’ and ‘belated postmemory’ 

So how do the ‘second generation’, the direct descendants, and the ‘postgeneration’, the generation(s) 

thereafter, feel connected to the repressions? Here it is important to distinguish between different 

generations and try to understand how the 1940s have become a part of their lives as ‘familial postmemory’ 

and/or ‘affiliative postmemory’. The generational boundaries are of course more fluid than I present them 

here. 

Estonians born between 1940 and 1955 (‘first generation’), who were themselves not deported, 

grew up in a society where their families lived in fear and insecurity about the social situation. Their 

memories are primarily based on personal experience, their postmemory on stories of relatives. For the 

following generations, as we will see, familial and affiliative postmemories get conflated. Estonians born 

between 1955 and 1970 (‘second generation’) grew up at a time when the Soviet system had been 

entrenched, and people began to understand that they had to find ways to live their everyday lives under 

Soviet rule. Estonians born in the 1970s (‘third generation’) are again another generation, also called the 

‘Russian cartoon generation’ (Nugin, 2010, p. 356). They grew up at a time when people had found their 

way in the Soviet system. Estonians born in the 1980s (‘fourth generation’) grew up during the Singing 

Revolution and the period of dawn. They have memories of the economic deprivation of the Soviet era, but 

not of fear for their lives.49 Obviously, we should understand the stories of all generations through the lens 

of current political narratives and conventions of how to talk about the past. 

                                                             

49 The ‘fifth generation’, the generation born in the 1990s, does not have any autobiographical memory of the Soviet 
period and grew up in complete freedom. It would be interesting to see whether freedom is something they take for 
granted or whether the ‘postmemory’ of Soviet repression is still persistent. This generation is unfortunately missing 
from my data, except for the questionnaires I have conducted in two high school classes. According to historian Olaf 
Mertelsmann (Tartu University, personal communication), the history students of 18 years ago had much more 
enthusiasm for studying topics such as Stalinism than the current cohort. He feels that the ‘fifth generation’ has indeed 
less postmemory of the Soviet repressions, as their connection to that past is less strong (personal communication, 
Riga, 19 October 2012). 
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Generation 1940-1955 

Among my informants of the ‘first generation’, there is no one who has ‘just’ affiliative postmemory of the 

repressions. People from different social groups were affected by the repressions, so it concerned every 

Estonian family. Artists, intellectuals and nationalists were deported, who mainly lived in the cities, and 

farmers as well who lived in the countryside. In the rare cases where no one in the family was deported, then 

at least a close neighbour or villager was on the list. Those who were not on the deportation list continued 

to live under a cloud of fear and insecurity. The deportations did not take place in secret but were 

organised to be public, and create an atmosphere of fear. 

Linda, born in 1942, was only two years old when her family escaped the approaching war. 

Although she was too small to recall that moment, the fear of that period and the idea that she was there, is 

still with her: 

“It was at the end of the war, 1944, when the Russians came. Everyone fled the war 

and we lived in the forest for a month. We left our home, but fortunately it was not 

burned down. They did smash all the dishes. [We left] in order to escape the war 

[…]. They would not come through the forest. One was afraid that we would be 

sentenced to death [silence].” 

The family survived the war, but 5 years later on the 25th of March 1949, men with guns knocked on the 

door. Linda’s two younger brothers had just died from tuberculosis and her father was infected. He was bed 

ridden and too weak to talk. Linda was not allowed to see him, because her family was afraid she would 

contract the illness: 

“I remember that people spread the rumour that the deportations were coming. One 

was afraid all the time. And that day, one said, the gunmen would come. Many men 

were in our living room and I remember how they went to check on my father every 

hour. But he was already so sick, that he could not speak anymore. The tuberculosis 

was already in his stomach. […] When he wanted to say something, he knocked 

with a hammer on the side of the bed. But they thought that he faked it. Eventually 

they saw that that was not the case. Many leaders also took these kinds of people 

away.” 

Linda expresses her gratitude for not having been deported. Her father died two weeks later. Linda goes on 

to explain how poor life was, how hungry she was during her childhood. Her family was silent about the 

past, since they had relatives deported to Siberia and they feared the consequences if they would talk about 

them. In 1956 Linda’s cousin returned and they could no longer keep the secret. The secrecy around her 

cousin’s terrifying stories only emphasised the ever present danger. 

Paavo, born in 1939, narrates how his life has been determined by the Soviet repressions of the 

1940s. He found it difficult to live in Soviet Estonia: 
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“I have not been in the Komsomol [Young Communist League], or in the Party. I 

have also not been a pioneer. It did not fit me. Considering that my father was in a 

concentration camp and half of my friends were arrested and deported. I have seen 

how a third of my classmates did not show up in school the next morning. Why 

would I then become a pioneer or Komsomol? They even took away the best 

teachers. […] A child simply perceived everything that happened in society.” 

For Paavo and Linda, even though they have not been deported themselves, the deportations have had a 

serious impact on them. They witnessed what happened and were friends of the people who were removed. 

The people born in the 1950s do not have these memories, but they do have autobiographical memories of 

the return or non-return of their relatives from Siberia. Although the 1940s generation has ‘been there’, 

they were so young that the stories they tell nowadays are, as for the 1950s generation, mostly inherited 

from their relatives. 

In addition to these feelings of fear and resistance, the deportations have also become part of the 

lives of those who stayed behind by drawing parallels between Siberia and Estonia. Meeli, born in 1935, 

saw her father being deported to Siberia. The family became so poor, that they had to eat potato skins: 

“We had such a difficult and poor time here. Nothing to eat. Those who were 

deported to Siberia, of course they had a very hard time, but the Siberian soil was 

better than ours. Things grew there easily. On the other hand we had the advantage 

of staying at home. […][she whispers] It was really like a second Siberia on the 

countryside here.” 

Meeli draws a direct connection between her suffering and suffering in Siberia. This generation, which lived 

at the time of the 1940s repression, perceives a direct connection to stories of that time. These connections 

are either based on personal experience or family stories that are charged and unsettling. 

Generation 1955-1970 

Estonians from the ‘second generation’ have not been witness to the deportations, nor did they experience 

their friends or relatives being taken away. Thus, what they later have come to incorporate as memories of 

the 1940s repressions, are all postmemories or ‘inherited stories’. These stories were rarely affiliatively 

inherited in this generation’s childhood, as no one spoke publicly about it. If one knew about it, it came 

through the very personal channel of the family. Sitting in their living room, eating freshly baked rhubarb 

cake, Eduard and Aet, both born in the 1950s, discuss how the repressions became part of their lives: 

Eduard: “You know, we both have been born after the horrible moments in our 

history.”  

Aet: “He means the deportations and the war.”  
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Eduard: “But we spoke a lot about what had happened in the 1940s in my family. 

And my relatives also spoke a lot about [pre-war] Estonian times.”  

Aet: “But this was completely different for my family. My parents did not speak at 

all about the Estonian period or the repressions. Life was just the way it was. I never 

considered the Soviet period as something strange.” 

The stories of the cruelty of the 1940s had a deep impact on Eduard’s life. Just as we saw in the case of 

Paavo, Eduard developed an attitude of ‘resistance’ and ‘distrust’ towards the authorities. The stories of 

Eduard’s grandmother and the fear of his mother are very close and dear to him: 

“We do not have this experience ourselves, as we were born only afterwards. But my 

grandmother, she was not very well educated but a resolute woman. Everything that 

happened was to blame on the ‘Russian system and power’ [võrk ja võim]. For my 

mother this was different. She was silenced. But she has her own story. She was a 

teacher. In 1943 she finished gymnasium and wanted to enter university. But 

according to the German system Estonian women had to work for one year in 

Germany before they could enter university. All German men were in the war and 

they had a shortage of working people. After a year my mother returned. She was 

invited to the KGB office. She was very scared after this. She had this photo album 

of her time in Germany, but kept it somewhere deep in the closet.” 

I: “So when was the first time you saw it?”  

Eduard: “Well she never showed us. As a child you just bump into it one day. But 

my mother never spoke about the authorities. She was afraid.” 

The fear Eduard’s mother experienced, is what Eva Hoffmann (2004: 9-10 in Hirsch, 2008, p. 112) has 

called the ‘language of family’, the silence that passes on the pain of others. Just before she died, Eduard’s 

mother wrote down her life story. She wanted her children to know what had happened. This was after 

Estonia regained its independence. “And even then she was afraid to write down her story!” 

In Aet’s family they did not speak about the deportations. She did not have any postmemory until 

she met Eduard and learned about his family stories. Also in Luule’s (born 1950s) family, who lives close 

to Eduard and Aet, no one spoke about the deportations. But for Luule the deportations have also not 

become an important topic in later life: 

“My mother did not speak about it to me. As I said, for those born during the 

Soviet era it was  a normal time. I did not know that there were Russian soldiers 

and tanks somewhere. I was a child, I played, went to school, I lived an ordinary life. 

I only remember my mother listening to Voice of America but that is all. It might 

have been different for those whose relatives were deported. Maybe that they spoke 

about it. But my mother did not.” 
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Luule’s mother did not attempt to silence discussion about the repressions. For her, it was simply not 

significant. I spoke to Luule’s mother as well, and although she faced the challenges of the Soviet system, 

such as inquiries when she wanted to enter university, she did not blame the regime for the ‘inconveniences’, 

what others tend to refer to as sufferings, in her life. “We had a normal life. We worked, Luule grew up. 

No one endangered our safety. Life was poor, but now life is also not prosperous.” Luule married Tõnis, 

for whom the deportations were also not an important part of his life. When I asked him whether someone 

from his family had been deported, he answered: “My family had a big farm but was not deported because 

they had 8 children and they managed without hiring people. That was why they were not deported.” In a 

later conversation, he suddenly remembered a relative from his father’s side of the family: 

“I do not remember him well. He was already an old man and he died when I was 

young. So I did not manage to speak to him about these themes. […] But deported, 

may be. One says that almost no Estonian person exists who has not been deported 

or who does not have deported relatives. Well, maybe it is indeed ‘yes’.” 

The deportation stories of his relatives are not really close to Tõnis’ heart, and that is clearly what matters 

in the constitution of familial postmemory. That is not to say that Tõnis did not know about the 

deportations. On the contrary: 

“That was no secret, because so many Estonians had been deported. Every person 

on the countryside spoke about that – here in the south of Estonia we say: ‘Ah, 

from that farm people were deported’ [imitates a dialect]. […] It was such a visible 

event, the farms remained empty, plundered and the animals were abandoned.” 

The deportations are part of history, for Luule and Tõnis. They do not deny that they took place. Tõnis 

stresses: “I do not think a single Estonian will approve of that, is it not? That women and children are 

taken to Siberia. That is an awful thing.” Even though they acknowledge that this oppression took place, 

they see these stories as belonging to ‘the experienced’, not to them. They have not made them their ‘own’, 

incorporated them as postmemories. He does not feel the need to pass on these stories to his children or to 

commemorate the victims. It is clear that due to a lack of identification with the deportees, the deportations 

to Siberia are not closer to his heart than other miseries in the world. For Tõnis, it is only his social ties 

with relatives and friends and to humanity in general that matter. The suffering of farmers, for instance, did 

become part of his postmemory. Tõnis’ father was a hard worker on a farm, and the land was really dear to 

him. If Tõnis’ father would recall memories from pre-war times, he would speak about the beautiful farms 

and agriculture. He always said: “That damn Russian kolkhoz, nothing grows here, not even weeds. What 

kind of fields did we have in Estonian times!” Postmemory obviously depends on solidarity with the 

storytellers. 

But a strong emotional bond with the storyteller might not be sufficient if one is surrounded by 

different storytellers with authority. Pilve, born 1950s, is a good example. Her family spoke about the 
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1940s repression during the Soviet occupation, but since she also believed Soviet history, her family stories 

remained quite distant: 

“I heard about the deportations already when I was a child […]. My mother spoke 

constantly about […] who had gone missing where, which men from the area. […] 

but I could not value it at that time. […] That story was always there, but it did not 

reach me. In my opinion it was not like that, because I saw what I had and I learned 

accordingly. […] When you grow up and were born in that time and when you are 

taught that way in school, the human mind embraces only that. […] With the 

intellect of a child I could not reflect on what my mother told me about the war 

horrors, the deportations, their hard life in the countryside, because it remained at a 

distance.” 

Only when the stories of the deportations became public in the late 1980s, did Pilve start to rethink the 

history she had learned about in school. Her postmemory of the 1940s repressions emerged when she no 

longer experienced solidarity with Soviet ideology and began to identify as an Estonian citizen. In other 

words, through the new public story of the early 1990s and her family stories, she acquired familial and 

affiliative postmemories. She now experiences a living and emotional relationship with the 1940s 

repressions. Pilve recollects: 

“This [Baltic Chain] was a powerful feeling. We were taken there by bus and we 

stood there all hand in hand. This was such a deep feeling, that you stand there for 

something good and big. So many people standing there side by side. This was very 

powerful. This was the first powerful feeling of this kind, there had not been 

anything like this before. It was this feeling, that you reveal the truth, that you 

defend your home. A sense of togetherness.” 

Basically, it was through holding hands with 700,000 other Estonians (about 70% of the whole ethnic 

Estonian population (Lodge, 1989)) that the stories of the 1940s repressions became part of not only 

Pilve’s life story, but of the life stories of many Estonians belonging to the postgeneration. It is exactly 

because there has been such a long time between the historical events and the creation of its collective story 

(more than 40 years), that the collective story had great emotional power. It is in case of this ‘belated 

postmemory’ that a historical event can increase in emotional value for a large part of society. In Estonia, it 

was not only the ‘first generation’ who experienced the outburst of these still unmediated and unsettled life 

stories, but also the second, third and fourth generations. 

Generation 1970s 

The ‘third generation’ enjoyed their childhood during ‘mature socialism’. They did not witness the 

deportations, as in the case of the first generation, nor its direct consequences, such as empty farms, as in 

the case of the second generation. Those, whose parents decided not to tell them what had happened, 
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would just not know. They have also been referred to as the ‘Russian cartoon’ generation, as a metaphor for 

their innocent relationship with life in Soviet Estonia (Grünberg, 2009; Nugin, 2010). At the same time, 

this was the generation who became adolescents during the Singing Revolution. Events like the Baltic Chain 

and the Song Festivals at the end of the 1980s have not been left unmentioned by any of my informants of 

this generation. For all of them the Singing Revolution was a significant moment in their life stories. 

Kaia, born in 1972, was very aware during her childhood about what had happened during the 

1940s. As she recalls it nowadays, she never identified with or trusted the Soviet authorities. They had 

treated grandfather unjustly (in Chapter 1 we have seen how he had to abandon his land and hide for 

decades) and through his stories she had come to incorporate a familial postmemory of the deportations. 

She found confirmation for them in her own experiences with the Soviet authorities: “For me it was very 

clear it was an occupation. We had to show our passports two times a day because our summer cottage was 

at the border near the seaside.” In contrast to the previous generations, the 1970s generation came of age at 

a time when Estonians could more openly voice their dissatisfaction with the official ideology. Kaia was 

actually able to act on her postmemories during her teenage years. This was, for example, impossible at the 

time that Paavo or Eduard learned about the sufferings of their relatives, in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Kaia proudly tells me how active she was in the anti-Soviet resistance of the 1980s. She went to 

all the nationalistic meetings in Tallinn with her mother and sister during the time of the Singing 

Revolution: 

“We went to all meetings, Song Festivals and I think I have been to the opening of 

a hundred independence monuments! [She laughs] I was also a member of the 

Heritage Society [Muinsuskaitse selts]. They organised many of these activities at 

the time. They opened monuments, organised summer camps for children, we 

learned about history as it had been.” 

It was through her participation in these patriotic activities that Kaia felt she could do justice to the 

suffering of her grandfather. Her active attitude at that time has made the deportations part of her 

contemporary identity as someone who repaired the losses of her compatriots: “So you could say that our 

whole family consists of freedom fighters [vabadusevõitlejad]. Really.” 

This was also affirmed in my conversations with Helena and Heino, who were both born in 

1975. Living in the north-east of Estonia, it seems as if the Soviet repressions of the 1940s have been part 

of their lives since childhood. Although they have not seen it with their own eyes, they found evidence in 

their own experiences during mature socialism. While talking about the 1940s, they switch back and forth 

to their own experiences in the 1980s, as if it was one and the same period. Helena knew severe hunger 

during her childhood, due to the Soviet era system of food coupons. Her mother had to work late, she did 

not have a father and so the shops were empty by the time her mother could get food. Heino experienced 

repression most vividly in the cultural sphere: “The restrictions when it came to Estonian language and 

culture. […] we had to learn Russian from first grade onwards.” Helena continues: 
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“In the 1980s there was this question about the textbooks. They proposed to use 

the same textbooks in the whole Soviet Union. That means in Russian, as that 

would save time and troubles for translation. But this idea reached us students, and 

we decided that if this would happen, that these common textbooks would be 

introduced, that we would protest against it. They heard about our ideas and in the 

end the idea never gained ground.” 

Like Kaia, Helena narrates here her anti-Soviet attitude, implying that she supported the deportees by 

resisting their perpetrator. Whether or not she really was so influential, she really feels an active participant 

in the anti-Soviet resistance. Helena and Heino came to understand even more how the 1940 repressions 

had impacted people’s lives when they moved to the countryside in 2002. Many houses in their region 

remain abandoned because of the deportations. Some houses have disappeared completely, but the remnants 

are still there. The closest town to their home (17 kilometers, 7000 inhabitants) used to be an industrial 

Soviet village, inhabited by many Russian speakers, brought in from Russia in the 1950s. Most of them 

worked in oil shale mining. Since the 1990s, many Russian workers have left for Russia. Many of the 

Estonians that lived there moved somewhere else. The town that is left has many empty houses, and many 

Russian speakers. This is not a direct remnant of the 1940 repressions, but Heino and Helena do see it as 

an inheritance from Soviet occupation, reminding them of the system’s general injustice.  

My Estonian language teacher Ave, who was born in 1970, learned about the 1940s repressions 

through the stories of her relatives: 

“I was born in 1970, but my parents and grandparents lived in the 1st independent 

Estonia and they are quite good story tellers. Every Estonian knows so many stories 

about the Estonian republic, the first one, about the real one. My generation knows 

many many stories, endless fairytales, we all were born in SU, the everlasting Soviet 

Union. We lived in the fairy tales. Every day. I think many families lived in the fairy 

tales.” 

Ave recalls how happy she felt for her (grand)parents when that fairy tale became reality in 1991, that her 

relatives could again see freedom with their own eyes. Although a new time had started for Ave with the 

regaining of independence, the past has not been closed for her: “People had always been afraid for the 

KGB, for their relatives and friends to be imprisoned, for telling something that was not allowed. This 

feeling of not having freedom is something that stays with you.” Besides that, Ave perceives that the past is 

not yet settled, it still needs to be dealt with: “We can not change history. We can paint houses and plant 

flowers and live our lives now, but we as human beings can not change history. It is an important question 

for me. What to do with our history?” 

Obviously, the 1940s repressions are still emotional for the third generation. Many of them got 

to know about them during their childhood through the stories of their (grand)parents. Subsequently, they 

have come of age in a time that history not just ‘was’, but was continuously ‘in the making’. They have 

learned to tell their stories in the conventions prevailing during the Singing Revolution. This is why 
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contemporary situations that cause small or big senses of threat, as we will see later on in this chapter, can 

easily activate these historically rooted fears. 

Generation 1980s 

The ‘fourth generation’ did not witness the deportations, nor its direct consequences, and in contrast to the 

third generation, not even the whispering of forbidden stories because society was much freer by the time 

they grew up. The only memories they have of the Soviet period, is waiting in long lines in front of the 

shop, their first banana and the Singing Revolution in the late 1980s. The high school history classes of 

this fourth generation were primarily based on a collection of personal life stories, since a new national 

history had not yet been written (as seen in Chapter 3). It was a time in which stories of the 1940s 

repressions began to be openly shared. They were (still) highly emotional because they did not have a 

narrative framework of expression yet. 

Marju, born 1985, directly links the importance of the past to the period in which she grew up: 

“I think this comes from my childhood. I was born in 1985, which was in whole 

Eastern Europe the period of changes. I have seen the breakdown of the Soviet 

Union when I was a very small child. I have seen the restoration of independence 

and its accompanying difficulties. […] I have lived in a very turbulent period, and I 

lived in Tallinn where I saw the August Putsch, where I saw the Baltic Chain. As a 

very small child, I went already to the night Song Festivals [öölaulupidu].” 

Although Marju was only 4 or 5 years old during the late 1980s, her ‘participation’ in the Singing 

Revolution has made the Soviet past – as a single period – part of her personal life story. Notice how she 

uses “I saw” as a way to express that she was there, that she was a witness of history herself; even when she 

refers to ‘August Putsch’, the coup d’état against Gorbachev, which did not happen in Tallinn but in 

Moscow. According to Marju, it is because she witnessed the occupation, that she is now appreciating her 

freedom more than those who do not have these experiences:  

“There were many happenings [during the Singing Revolution], which make me 

appreciate things more. History has changed our appreciations of the country where 

we live. […] Compared to other countries in Europe I think that we can really 

appreciate the liberty in which we live, because those other countries have not seen it 

any worse. In my childhood I have seen different governmental systems. I have 

studied in the Soviet and Estonian educational system. This really changes your 

thinking and makes you appreciate more what you have.” 

Marju, as for others of this generation, became acquainted with her family stories and the collective story of 

Soviet repression at the same time. It is this coincidence that makes the postmemory of the 1940s 

repressions so strong: 
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“Definitely. This is for many Estonians very important. […] I believe that every 

person in Estonia has close relatives or acquaintances, who were deported. […] The 

people that were missing were very near. […] Therefore it is emotionally so close.” 

Marju’s family spoke a lot about the 1940s repressions and was very involved in the Singing Revolution. 

When Marju moved to Tartu to study, she searched for a place where she could share these patriotic 

feelings with others. Through joining a student organisation, the Soviet repressions became even more 

resonant. Members stay members for life. So for instance at national commemoration days, Marju meets 

those members who either returned from Siberia or successfully escaped. Student organisation members 

were one of the groups being hounded by the KGB. It is extremely easy for Marju to identify with these 

people; if she would have been born in a different time, this would have been her life story. This 

identification or solidarity with the deportees through organisations and institutions is widespread among 

this generation. For example, many high schools have plaques in their buildings to commemorate the deaths 

of their former students. Anna, born 1987, recalls how she appreciated the annual commemoration of 

victims during her high school period: “They were just like me, young and going to school here.” 

For Eli, born in 1982, the deportations are also very close to her heart. She also learned about the 

deportations simultaneously at school and at home. Her maternal grandfather told her his story right before 

he died in 1993. Eli stresses that even then he was very afraid to talk. She narrates that her grandfather had 

been deported, because he had sheltered a Forest Brother. Even while retelling the story almost twenty years 

later, Eli obviously sympathises with what her relatives have been through: 

“My aunt remembers that my grandfather was taken away. Actually my grandfather 

had to go to the mill, but he was sick and so my grandmother went instead of him. 

At that moment the Russian soldiers came, took their father away and left the 

children alone. 4 and 2 years old. My aunt remembers how they cried, and after a 

while they heard gun shots in the forest. And of course the 4 year old told this to 

my grandmother when she came home from the mill. Until my grandfather’s first 

letter, they thought he had been killed. Fortunately that was not the case.” 

The 1940s repressions became even more vivid for Eli when she started her history classes in university. 

She got the opportunity to dig into the archives, where she found some documents about her grandfather. 

When she showed these to her mother, Eli was confronted with the tears that were still stuck with her after 

so many years: 

“We have spoken about it, but she [her mother] does not remember the deportation 

moment herself. But I brought my grandfather’s file from the archive. And I saw, 

how tears came to the eyes of my mother, when she read that. What moved her the 

most was to see the signature of my grandfather. Written by hand.” 

Eli’s grandfather had been forced to declare that he had gone to Siberia voluntarily. This injustice touched 

Eli’s mother the most, which subsequently touched Eli. Eli decided to find out more and encountered 
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injustice after injustice when she managed to speak to the Forest Brother that her grandfather had been 

hiding: 

“He was 20 years old when he was imprisoned. […] and 50 years old when he was 

released. I met him, I searched for him. This is a very horrible image, what this kind 

of life can do to a person. He never managed to leave this fear in his life behind. It 

is in him and he can not get rid of it anymore.” 

Like Eli, many Estonians of this generation went to search for their family stories. They were encouraged to 

do so in school assignments or by campaigns such as the one initiated by Lennart Meri. Many of my young 

informants actually start telling me about these assignments, when they narrate about the 1940s repressions. 

For instance, when I tell Helen about my research, she says: 

“I remember that I had to interview someone about the deportations for a school 

project. I spoke to my great grandaunt. She has died now, but it was amazing to 

hear her stories. Terrible. […] The things these people have gone through.” 

Clearly, what is being passed on to the next generation in these encounters between generations is not the 

literal memory, but the sense of injustice, the (post)memory’s ‘affective force’ (Hirsch, 2008, p. 109). 

Throughout the last sections, we have seen how the 1940s repressions have become postmemories. In other 

words, how they have become of emotional value to those who came after. All these generations, in 

different ways though, got to know about the repressions at a time when these painful experiences had not 

yet found a story or narrative. In the previous two chapters we have seen how emotional and personal the 

collective story was in the early 1990s. In contrast to people from more established democracies, the 

postgenerations in Estonia have thus not learned about history as being more or less settled, but as being 

constantly in the making. In the following sections I will show how even 20 years later this still evokes a 

sense of moral obligation to heal the wounds of the past. 

Moral obligations in Estonian society at large 

Twenty years after the Singing Revolution, the question of how widely the postmemory of the 1940s 

repressions is still remembered in Estonia remains. In order to answer it, we need data from a representative 

sample of the population. I have operationalised the extent of presence of postmemory as the importance 

that one attaches to the contemporary remembrance of those events. Three questions of this kind were 

included in the 2011-survey ‘Me, the World and the Media’ [Mina, Maailm, Meedia]: 

1. To what extent do you agree with the following statement: (A) One speaks too much about the 

occupation and the Soviet past; it is much more important to concentrate on the present and 
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Estonia’s future – (B) The occupation and Soviet past influences both Estonia’s present and 

future, therefore we need to remember continuously and explain it to others. 

2. How important is the commemoration & celebration of the 25th of March, 14th of June, 

deportation day to you/your family? 

3. Did you participate in the celebration of historical days or commemorations, organised by 

different organisations and associations, during the last year? 

The answers to question 1 point out that 39.6% of Estonians thought it was impossible to leave the history 

of Soviet occupation behind and to simply move on.50 This is quite a high proportion considering that the 

data were gathered among people aged 15 and upwards and in a year (2011) which was relatively stable and 

quiet in terms of ethnic tension. 43% believed that dragging the past up all the time might not necessarily 

be the most fruitful for the development of Estonia’s future. As we can see in Table 8, those who believe it 

is important to continuously remember the Soviet repressions are generally older, more highly educated 

men who have acquaintances with direct experience of repression. 

Of course, extrapolating from such a sample is not that simple. It does not mean that 43% of 

Estonians believes that the occupation is not worth remembering. The second question shows that 68.9% 

of the Estonians found that it important that there be a collective moment of mourning for the victims, 

including 57.8% of those between the ages of 15-29 year’s old. Thus although not everyone thinks it is 

good to continuously let the past dictate the present (Q1), the majority indicated that they believe some 

kind of ceremonial remembrance is of great importance for a healthy society. Commemorative days are 

especially important for older, highly educated women, who have formerly repressed acquaintances and who 

positively evaluate the change to independent Estonia. Note here that days of remembrance are more 

important to women (Q2) whereas continuous remembering is deemed more important by men (Q1). 

The third question is not about attitudes but about behaviour: did one actually participate in a 

commemoration recently? Obviously, this percentage (33%) is lower than the percentage of people who 

attach importance to remembrance (68.9%), but still one in every three Estonians had participated in some 

commemorative event during the last year. As we can see in Table 8, it is primarily the more highly 

educated who commemorate, whose acquaintances have been repressed and who view the regained 

independence as positive. 

  

                                                             

50 I decided to select participants on the basis of their self-identification as Estonians, since also my qualitative data has 
solely been gathered among Estonians. Granted, these criteria might thus also include well-integrated Russian speakers. 
Nevertheless, in this chapter I do not intend to discuss ethnic differences. 
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Table 5 - Q1, importance of concentrating on the Soviet occupation, in percentages. N = 1076 

 15-29 30-54 55+  Mean 

I agree completely with A 15.6 13.4 15.7   14.7  
I agree more with A 28.9 27.2 29.2   28.3 
Difficult to say 21.0 19.5 11.0   17.4 
I agree more with B 24.1 26.5 23.2   24.8 
I agree completely with B 10.5 13.4 21.0   14.8 

 

Table 6 - Q2, importance of contemporary commemoration of the Soviet repressions, in percentages. N = 1076 

 15-29 30-54 55+ Mean 

This is important, I always commemorate, I mark that day   5.7   7.5 17.8 10.0 
In general this is important, but I myself mostly do not  
mark that day 

52.1 63.3 59.7 58.9 

I am aware of that day, but feel indifferent towards it 36.2 25.2 20.0 26.9 
I am aware of that day, but I relate negatively to the  
marking of that day 

  3.5   2.3   2.2   2.6 

I do not know, I have never heard of this day   2.5   1.8   0.3   1.6 

 

Table 7 - Q3, participation in the celebration of historical days and commemorations in the last year, in percentages. N 
= 1076 

 15-29 30-54 55+ Mean 

No 66.7 71.1 61.2 66.9 
Yes 33.3 28.9 38.4 33.0 
 

Table 8 - Correlations between question 1, 2 and 3 and several individual characteristics 

 Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 

Relatives / acquaintances repressed (1 = yes, 2 = no) -.105**  .198** -.147** 

Age  .052~ -.214**  .065* 

Gender (1=m, 2=f) -.085** -.052~ -.036 

Education  .058~ -.076*  .108** 

Change has been positive51  .046 -.051~  .156** 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed), *at the 0.05 level (2-tailed), ~at the 0.10 level (2-tailed). 

These data suggest that the memory of the 1940s repression is not limited to the people who actually were 

repressed themselves. Their memories have turned into postmemories, recalled by a wide share of the 

Estonian population. True, about 30% of the Estonians indicated that they felt indifferent about the 

remembrance of the repressions, primarily lower educated young men. At the same time, almost 60% of the 

15-29 year olds said they believed it is important not to forget the Soviet repressions and one third of this 

generation has actually recently participated in commemorations. What is especially striking, is that it is 

primarily the highly educated – who generally have a bigger influence on society – who attach importance 

                                                             

51 How do you personally evaluate the changes which have taken place in the life of Estonia in the last (two) decade(s)? 
1 = They have made me sad, 5 = they have made me happy 
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to remembrance; 71.7% of the highly educated versus 62.3% of the lower educated, which is a significant 

difference. In a similar vein, they also attach more importance to national traditions (Lauristin & 

Vihalemm, 2013). Throughout the following section, it is through the eyes of these young, highly educated 

Estonians that I will try to understand the moral obligation to care about Soviet repression. 

“The continuation of Estonia depends on every one of us” 

“We have been a free and independent Estonian Republic for some years already. 

[…] In order to preserve that [state], the young should be aware. How everlasting 

are we now? All help is welcome. In order to last now and in the future, every one of 

us can help along to accomplish that […]. Only a little will and entrepreneurship is 

needed to do a small good deed in name of our Fatherland.” 

Former president Lennart Meri spoke these words in 1998. In Chapter 1 I have argued that in Estonia’s 

interwar period participation in society was framed and perceived as a civic duty, and that civic involvement 

was widespread, both in the cities and in the countryside. In Chapter 3 I have shown how the masses were 

again mobilized in the late 1980s in the struggle for independence and how Estonia’s civic society and 

social movements have proven crucial for the restoration of independence (see also Lagerspetz, 1996, p. 

52). 

As we can see in Meri’s quote, even after the dust of the early 1990s had settled, the political elite 

had felt the need to hold young Estonians accountable for the continuation of their homeland. And this 

political rhetoric has continued into the present. Every year all volunteers in Estonia receive official 

recognition by the president. In 2009 Ilves said during such meeting: “Your action, the voluntary action of 

all Estonians, helps us to resist abandonment, indifference and resentment. What happens around us should 

touch us all, the care and concern of all of us.”52 In the state report on voluntary work it is explicitly stated 

that “valuing volunteering [is] an important factor of being a citizen” (Ministry of Internal Affairs, 2013, 

p. 5). 

Research has pointed out that Estonian citizens broadly support civic engagement and 

responsibility (Tallinna Ülikool, 2012, p. 106). Generally, 31% of the Estonians actually participate in 

voluntary work, averaging more hours than all European citizens (22-34% of 15 years>). Estonians and 

Finns in the age ranges of 30-50 years old are the most active volunteers in Europe (Ministry of Internal 

Affairs, 2013, p. 15). Whereas most people volunteer in sports in Finland and Germany, in Estonia the 

majority of the volunteers work in environmental protection and Sustainable Living (37%). After that, 

most people participate in the protection of local life (33%, e.g. village movements), which confirms the 

importance attached to the local environment, which I have described in Chapter 1. In 2013, 11% of the 

                                                             

52 See the presidential speech at www.president.ee, 6 December 2009. 
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volunteers were active in the preservation of historical heritage (Ministry of Internal Affairs, 2013, p. 28). 

A large part of the people who do not actively participate feel that civic engagement is not “an effective 

means for shaping the society”. They are generally lower educated, older and more often Russian than 

Estonian speaking. 66% of the Russian against 46% of the Estonian speakers are not active. Only 50% of 

the Russian speakers who are fluent in Estonian are non-active (Tallinna Ülikool, 2012, p. 108). 

Basically every young Estonian I have spoken to has taken Meri’s words to heart, and every one of them has 

found his/her own way of living up to this moral obligation. In the following paragraphs I want to go into 

the stories of these youngsters, to get a better understanding of what this moral obligation looks like for 

them. I will show that for them not taking this obligation seriously is not (solely) about having the feeling 

of being a bad Estonian, but about being a bad person, who is unthankful for their blessings. 

I have already introduced Marju, who became an active member of one of Tartu’s student 

organisations once she started university. Due to her family stories of Soviet repression and her active 

involvement in the Singing Revolution, she always felt she wanted to do something in return for society. 

Every evening during the week she is present at their clubhouse:  

“We teach our members to think patriotically. We expect them to appreciate 

Estonia as a good place to live, that they appreciate the state and language. These 

are things that in my perspective are very important. […] It is not important 

whether your passport mentions that you have Estonian citizenship but what is 

important is how you feel it yourself. If you feel yourself Estonian then you are 

Estonian. If you appreciate Estonian society and its language, its education. And we 

expect that with our members we give something back to society, to develop Estonia 

and Estonians. […] And together with the state we celebrate Independence Day, 

Mother Tongue Day, etcetera […] And we honour citizens that are important for 

the state. For example last Saturday we honoured the first rector of Tartu 

University with flags. We also act in case of mourning when a member of the 

organisation has died. We went to several Song Festivals. Generally when something 

like this is organised we will attend. These National Holidays are festive and 

important for us.” 

Eli also felt obliged to do more to society than “just pay the taxes”. Therefore she decided a couple of years 

ago to sign up as a volunteer for the Defense League. The majority of the 21,000 Defense League’s 

volunteers have pointed out that the reason for joining is because they feel “a moral responsibility to act as 

a volunteer for the benefits of Estonia’s defence”.53 Eli assists in Defense League events, for example by 

cooking, cleaning, etcetera. When I asked her to try and describe what she feels she is trying to pay back 

for, she answered: 

                                                             

53 More information can be found on www.kaitseliit.ee/et/vabatahtlike-pealike-kusitlus and 
http://www.kaitseliit.ee/en/edl. 
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“I find, that I am an indescribable happy person, that I have had the possibility… I 

was indeed born in Soviet Estonia, but in 1982 and then it started already to 

collapse. I have had the possibility to grow up in a free country. As far as it is in my 

power to understand this – I have not lived through that which was before, and that 

is, I think, a real blessing. […] I can grow up in a free world. I have essentially all 

possibilities, everything depends only on me. If I want, I can go to study abroad. I 

can read books, whatever I want. Well, it’s… this is just a kind of patriotism 

apparently still to a very large extent.” 

Marju and Eli obviously feel they owe something to society. They have made the conscious decision to act 

upon that feeling. But acts of moral obligation do not have to be big or conscious in order to be meaningful 

to these young Estonians. For instance, Anna experiences it when she is in the shop and decides to buy 

Estonian cucumbers, instead of the cheaper German one. Or when she goes to pick mushrooms, carrying on 

an Estonian tradition. Or when she put up an Estonian flag on her desk when she moved into her new flat 

in Berlin, where she studied for some time. Or when she tells me, a foreigner, the story of her aunt’s 

deportation. Or when she decides to make a small detour on her way home on Mourning Day, to place 

flowers in front of the monument for the victims of Soviet repression. 

The candle commemoration described in the introduction is also the result of a similar sense of 

moral obligation. The quote of Lennart Meri “The continuation of Estonia depends on every one of us” 

appears on the website of the organisation Tulipisar. Tanel, born 1984, explained to me how he and a 

university friend came up with the idea to found the organisation ‘Tulipisar’ [a tear came] and organise 

these commemorations: “We thought we could do something besides our studies and work. Something 

more. This theme concerns our own families…” Tanel’s grandparents had to hide in the forest in order to 

escape deportation: 

“I remember my parents and grandparents speak about it. On Saturdays my 

grandparents were always at our place, we had sauna evenings that day. After sauna 

we always had dinner together. These were the moments that my grandparents and 

parents started to tell their stories. Of course I was a child and I did not understand 

everything they said, but I could understand that something terrible had happened.” 

Thus when Tanel felt that he wanted to contribute something extra to society, his ideas about deportations 

did not come from nowhere. Tanel hopes to bring society closer together by mobilising young people: 

“We just thought it was good to bring these dates to the attention of people. 

Knowledge is necessary to feel history and therefore commemoration is important. 

People need to know what has happened, in order to know what could happen 

again, and to make sure that it will not happen again. But many people do not know 

what these dates mean. In France for example, or England.” 
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Many young Estonians make reference to Western Europe, where they believe history is of little emotional 

importance. They see this as worrying. Tanel for instance argues: “It is like with language, if you do not 

speak your mother language, you will lose the feeling with it. If you do not commemorate, you will not feel 

history as you should…” After all, the danger of having no emotional relationship with the past is that 

history will lose its educational power. In the case of the Soviet repressions, this would mean that repression 

cannot be prevented in the future if the past does not remain important to contemporary generations. 

In addition to joining societies and organising commemorations, people like Tanel, Eli and Marju 

deem active participation and investment in society generally praiseworthy. In our conversations they 

mentioned for instance the need to teach Estonian children folk dancing in school or to organise and 

participate in traditional Song Festivals. Recent research has pointed out that Estonians experience the Song 

Festival as a ritual, a national tradition, not as a concert. 58% of Estonian adults have actively participated 

in choral singing (even 70% of the highly educated people), and 43% in folk dancing (52% of the highly 

educated). Nearly half of the Estonian population claim that they are ready to personally contribute to the 

continuation of this tradition by active participation in the event (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2013). 

I first got to learn about the importance of national/folkloristic culture in 2007, when I joined a 

folk dance group. My former roommate Liisa, who grew up in Sweden as an Estonian exile, invited me to 

join. Now that she was living in Estonia for a semester, she wanted to participate in and contribute to 

society as much as possible. Two years later, in the summer of 2009, another Dutch friend and I were 

invited by Anu to experience the magical feeling of the Song Festival: 28,166 singers, 70,000 audience 

members, thousands waving Estonian flags and songs about Estonian seas and forests. 

Figure 5 - Picture I took at the Song Festival in 2009 

 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3e/XXV_laulupidu_(3).jpg
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This year’s theme was “Jointly breathing” [Ühishingamine]:54 

“They hold their breath in anticipation. They cheer with all their soul. Then the 

souls of one nation meet each other. This is breathtakingly beautiful. To breath 

jointly, can change history. Souls that converge into resonance are able to break iron 

and regimes. But this is not the only idea of jointly breathing. During this 

celebration we get together with them, those who danced and sang before us. And 

with our contemporaries, whose souls stay unnoticed in the game of everyday life.”55 

Interestingly, in Estonia it is primarily the highly educated that attach much importance to their national 

identity. 72.1% of the lower educated compared to 89.3% of the highly educated, which is statistically 

significant, answered that their ethnicity is an important part of who they are.56 Highly educated Estonians 

are also better represented at the Song Festivals. Two thirds of them have themselves participated, against 

an average of half of the population, 86% have been audience members against a national average of 69% 

and 77% of them believe that the Song and Dance Festivals are very important, against a 63% national 

average (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2013). 

Participation in Estonian culture, like commemoration, can thus be seen as an expression of that 

same moral obligation. Laine for example, loves Estonian nature, and sees her contribution to the building 

of Estonian society through participation in nature camps. But also the practice of inheriting and taking 

care of the family home (discussed in Chapter 1) is an act which shows that one does not take freedom and 

independence for granted (i.e. it is a merit that one has a family house). Helen, born in the early 1980s and 

English teacher in a high school in Tartu, explained to me why she likes to live in the house that her 

parents-in-law have given to her and her partner: 57 

“[To have a house] is worthiness, a virtue [väärtus]. You see it in the way that old 

people relate to the land. Many old people like my grandmother, they really worry 

what will happen to their house after they have died. The worst would be if the 

children would sell it. That also explains why so few old people leave their own 

house at old age. They want to take care of it as long as they can. This might have 

to do with history as well. During all foreign rulers, land and property was taken 

away from people. People thus very well realise how lucky they are to have it. They 

have fought for the land and for their houses. And now that they have it, they want 

to keep it.” 

Helen was given a house on the same land as where her parents-in-law live, a house they built with their 

own hands. Although she says she does not feel ‘forced’ to live there, her knowledge of the stories of and 

                                                             

54 See more information on www.laulupidu.ee/uheshingamine-2009/ 
55 It is important to note that the word for ‘soul’ and breath’ is the same in Estonian: ‘hinge’. 
56 Numbers based on data of the survey Me, media and the World. 
57 Informal conversation, Helen, in the teacher’s room of the school, Tartu, 25 May 2011. 
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commitment with the previous generations make her morally obliged to take care of the house, even if she 

would not have wanted to. 

Obviously, these young Estonians believe that by commemorating the deportations, by 

participating in folk dancing and nature camps, or by taking care of their inherited lands, they contribute to 

the preservation of their dear independence. They live according to the words of Lennart Meri (1998):58 

“Independence is a merit, which lasts as long as the will lasts to defend that 

independence. The only shield that manages to preserve sovereignty and to prevent 

war is the will of the people to defend their independence in time of need.” 

Increased insecurity: “fed by fear with their mother’s milk” 

The extent to which this moral obligation is perceived and part of everyday life not only depends on the 

person, but also on the context. In the introduction I have described how both the relocation of the Bronze 

Soldier (2007) and the war between Russia and Georgia (2008) added to an increased sense of insecurity. 

During and after these ‘critical events’ (cf. Das, 1995 introduces this term, although her focus is on much 

bigger 'events') the moral obligation to commemorate and preserve culture in order to secure independence, 

obviously increased among my informants. 

These critical events provide a moment for reconsideration. For Marju the Bronze Soldier affair 

once more reminded her of the importance of commemorating the 1940s repressions: 

“As a member of Amicitia I have often thought about this, especially in the year of 

the pronksiöö [the night the bronze soldier was removed]. I started to think about 

being sent to Siberia more; what would happen to me when a state change would 

take place again or an occupation would start again? Or if something would happen 

as in 1941. Then you really start to think about independence and about what will 

happen when the state would change. I think that this national Day of Mourning 

reminds you of the question ‘how do we keep things as they currently are?’. That is 

also why we think that this day is so important.” 

My language teacher Ave asked herself that same question at that time. She had a good relationship with 

her Russian speaking colleagues in the language centre, but that suddenly changed because no one knew 

where the other was standing. Also, Ave used to tell her students the deportation stories of her family, an 

act which she started to reconsider as well, asking herself to what extent should she still let the past 

influence her contemporary life? On the one hand she very much wanted to continue her positive 

relationship with the Russian speakers in her environment. On the other hand, there were the powerful 

                                                             

58 "Iseseisvus on väärtus, mis püsib senikaua kuni püsib tahe iseseisvust kaitsta. Ainus kilp, mis suudab säilitada 
sõltumatust ja täna veelgi rohkem suudab ka sõdasid ära hoida, on rahva tahe vajaduse korral oma sõltumatust kaitsta" 
(Lennart Meri, 1998). 
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stories of her grandparents and the fact that Russia had never officially apologised. In any case, the 

increased sense of insecurity made her realise what she had and what she in no way was willing to give up: 

“In April [2007] I walked around in Tartu and I was thinking that I do not want 

Tartu to be destroyed again. Tartu was grey and closed and had ugly buildings in 

the past. I have seen Tartu developing. I like the colours and freedom and peace. 

Then I realised how easy it is to destroy something, it takes maybe 1 day or 2 days 

and it is gone, again. I have seen how long time it takes to build it up again. My 

deepest feeling was to do something to keep status quo. Of course people started to 

think about how fragile Estonia is.” 

It was not only Ave’s own fear that encouraged her to ‘do something’ to secure independence, but also that 

of her grandmother and mother. About 10 months after the relocation of the Bronze Soldier, fear was still 

very much present: 

“One week ago my grandmother said: ‘who knows, maybe Russians will be here 

tomorrow, so we do not have to think about the future’. Fear is in the people. My 

grandparents have seen things change so much. People over 30 years are thinking 

about how to emigrate. My mother really has a plan. She is absolutely normal and 

smart person and she has a plan. She has a plan of escaping when the Russians 

come.” 

These fears did not encourage Ave’s moral obligation to do something big, but her moment of reflection 

while strolling through Tartu is already meaningful in itself. She was reminded there of the importance of 

freedom and of her own responsibility in maintaining that. When the famous Estonian novelist Jaan Kross 

died in December of that year, Ave felt an obligation to reread his books and articles: “The most important 

thing was that he was someone who remembered. We have less and less people who remember. This is so 

important for us […] because the Soviets tried to wash out our memory”. After Kross’ death, president 

Ilves praised him as “a preserver of the Estonian language and culture": "He was one of those who kept 

fresh the spirits of the people and made us ready to take the opportunity of restoring Estonia's 

independence" (Estonian Embassy in London, 27 December 2007). Ironically, Kross became a famous 

Soviet writer from the 1970s. However, when Estonia regained its independence, he and his work became a 

symbol of Estonian history, as he had survived both Nazi and Communist imprisonment. 

Sirje, born in 1982, also took the death of Jaan Kross very personally: 

“I have tears in my eyes when I read articles about him. It affects your inner level. 

[…] People who are symbols, they are significant, they have wisdom. They tell 

about the Gulag, about the sufferings, about being taken away from the land. The 

connection to their country, its liberty. […] He is reflecting on the period of 

independence very beautifully […] Now the true Estonians are gone and now we 

have to manage on our own. In a way their silence was so loud. That it made people 
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change their actions, their thoughts. […] of course a loss but he also gave his words 

to the next generations. We have had the opportunity to learn from such a great 

figure, he did his job and now we can go further with what he taught us. […] We 

are the carriers.” 

It might well be that would the Bronze Soldier not have been removed, that Ave and Sirje would not have 

felt morally obliged to convey Kross’ stories to the next generation, as the sense of urgency might have been 

lower. 

The war between Georgia and Russia was another such event when many young Estonians 

experienced an increased sense of moral obligation. When I visited Anna that summer at her parents’ place, 

she proudly offered me Georgian wine. She also informed me about her plan to go together to have dinner 

at a Georgian restaurant, “so that we can support Georgia”. Half-jokingly she added: “I have called the 

restaurant already to make sure that the owners are real Georgians, and not Russians.” It was also obviously 

the Georgian war that incited her to participate in the Song Festival, which was organised that summer to 

commemorate 20 years after the Singing Revolution. While she would otherwise have attended, now she 

felt she ‘had to’ go, to wave the Estonian flag and sing patriotic songs. Also Anna’s complaints about 

Estonia’s Russian minority only increased, as it did during the Bronze Soldier crisis: “They do not want to 

learn Estonian. I once was in a shop in Tallinn, ordering bread. The lady behind the desk was just not able 

to understand me.” Eduard from the countryside assured me that the incorporation of the 1940s 

repressions by the younger generations is due to their own fear. “Fear that it can happen again. Estonians 

have been fed by this via their mother’s milk. Fear for the big neighbour.” 

Obviously, the 1940s repressions are still part of everyday life in so far as the moral obligation 

they impose on younger, highly educated Estonians. This is reflected in the question that several of my 

young informants posed themselves in the heat of 2007: how can I approve the Bronze Soldier’s presence in 

the city centre and still look into my grandmother’s eyes? They felt unable to evaluate the question in light 

of the contemporary socio-political situation, as they felt morally obliged to let the past have its say. Put 

differently, the memory of the 1940s repression of the postgeneration are ‘responsive’ rather than 

‘constructive’. They are postmemories, not learned history. That means, the memory “is triggered by the 

intensity of a specific experience that had burned itself into the minds of the people”. It is the kind of 

memory that hurts, rather than a memory that “has moulded the past into a meaningful history” 

remembered by people who master their past (Rüsen, 2005a, p. 340). Only once one perceives the 

repressive past to have a stable and persistent collective story, of historical justice and restitution, does the 

moral obligation to commemorate it, possibly diminish.  
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Between moral obligations and individual freedom 

Durkheim (1954 [1912]) has argued that the division of labour has changed the solidarity between 

community members, and with that moral obligations have become less strong. He distinguished between 

‘mechanical solidarity’ and ‘organic solidarity’. In societies characterised by mechanical solidarity, its 

members feel connected through a sense of homogeneity. Durkheim argued that it often concerns small-

scale and traditional societies, where social ties are based on kinship. In more advanced societies, 

characterised by organic solidarity, cohesion between the members is based on interdependence. Although 

this static categorisation between ‘types’ of societies is outdated, it does help to understand the relationship 

between moral obligations and personal freedom. People who feel that their social ties are based on 

common moral values, experience little opportunity for personal options. Individual choice, Durkheim 

argued, leads inevitably to the breakdown of common values and beliefs. Polish sociologist Zygmunt 

Bauman (2001) has argued in a similar vein that experiencing a strong communal bond and having 

individual freedom can hardly ever be reconciled. 

I have observed the same tension in the stories of these young, highly educated Estonians who feel 

morally obliged to actively contribute to society. For instance, Anna’s brother Taavi studies medicine in 

Tartu University. Many Estonian medicine students take Finnish language courses alongside their major, in 

order to be able to find work as a doctor in Finland, where the salaries are much higher than in Estonia. 

The shortage of medical staff in Estonia is becoming a serious problem. At the moment, 48,352 Estonians 

(2015) live in Finland, also many construction workers go there to work (“Almost 50,000 Estonian 

citizens live in Finland,” 2015). Anna explained to me that Taavi will stay in Estonia to work, “as someone 

has to take care of the ill Estonians. Even if that means that he has to live on a very low salary.” In other 

words, Taavi sacrifices his possible personal wealth for the benefit of the community, of which he feels he 

needs to take care. I have heard others use similar arguments. ‘I cannot leave Estonia because if everyone 

leaves there will be no one to keep the economy going.’ Or: ‘I cannot leave Estonia because I will have to 

take care of the family’s house and my grandparents.’ From this perspective, to go abroad in order to 

personally live a good life is shameful towards one’s social relations, imagined or unimagined. In 2012, 

71,455 Estonian citizens lived abroad according to Estonian statistics, or 125,000 according to foreign 

institutions (“The number of Estonians living abroad can only be guessed,” 2012). 22,900 of them 

(2014), about 4.4% of Estonia’s labour force, are abroad because of work,59 and an additional 51,600 

Estonians have a strong wish to go abroad for work (Raamatupidamis– ja maksuinfoportaal, 7 March 

2014). 

With Estonia’s increasing integration and participation in Europe and the wider world, young 

Estonians have more and more opportunities to explore the world, to travel and communicate beyond the 

borders of their ‘small worlds’ (Gupta & Ferguson, 2006). Drawing on Durkheim and Bauman, we can see 

                                                             

59 Data retrieved from Estonian Statistics: www.stat.ee/67265 
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that this inevitably leads to more individualism and less collectivism. As seen in Chapter 1, ‘individualism’ 

is not necessarily seen as something negative in Estonia. It has even been used, in the sense of the 

“selfishness of the solitary farmer” (Realo, 2003, p. 49) and “everybody is the architect of one’s own 

future” (Bennich-Björkman, 2007, p. 337), to describe ‘the Estonian people’ at the time of the National 

Awakening. ‘Individualism’ has also been used positively since the breakdown of the Soviet Union in the 

meaning of ‘western’ or ‘modern’. But since Estonia’s accession to the EU in 2004, the possibilities for 

going abroad have drastically increased especially since, for example, the Finnish labour market has become 

attractive. Individualism has however increasingly been publicly discussed as a ‘problem’ that needs to be 

solved. In a world, which Said (1979, p. 18) has called “a generalized condition of homelessness”, people 

can no longer take their common values and beliefs for granted but are forced to rethink them (Giddens, 

1991). In a society that is seen as fragile, the increasing intercultural communication and mobility might be 

perceived as a threat to the collective consciousness and thus to the persistence of independence (i.e. 

stability, strength, raison d’être) (Realo, 2003, p. 49). When I posed this statement, “if many Estonians 

would go and live abroad, this would endanger the preservation of Estonian culture”, to a group of high 

school pupils, 11 out of 16 pupils answered that they agreed or completely agreed. 

The Estonian president has also addressed this dichotomy between collectivism and individualism 

and between security and freedom. This was reflected in his campaign entitled ‘Talents come home’ 

[Talendid koju] in October 2010.60 The idea of the campaign was to encourage Estonians who live abroad 

to return to Estonia. In order to do so, Ilves created an online platform where job searchers and job 

providers can find each other. During his opening speech, he tried to evoke a feeling of home in those 

Estonians living abroad: 61 

“One of the unpleasant things an Estonian – or actually, any person – living abroad 

experiences is that sometimes miserable feeling of loneliness you feel when an 

important part of you remains impenetrable to others. Where no one cares the 

slightest bit or understands about Estonia and everything that the concept of 

“Estonian” entails in your personality.” 

Ilves stresses here that one is a member of a national community and that only in that community one will 

be fully understood. That collective conscious, however, also brings about a moral obligation, a matter of 

give and take:  

“There are so few of us that every person, every compatriot, every Estonian has a 

talent and a value as such, and should be treasured, not denigrated. That goes for 

talent that has already blossomed, even if it bloomed abroad. And it also goes for 

talent still waiting for the right moment.” 

                                                             

60 More on this campaign: www.talendidkoju.ee 
61 See the presidential speech at www.president.ee/en/official-duties/speeches/6226-the-president-of-the-republic-
hosting-the-bring-talent-home-program-at-the-kadriorg-rose-garden-15-june-2011/ 
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Ilves stressed that he really appreciates those Estonians who took the decision to go abroad, for their open-

mindedness and their drive to develop themselves. He realised that many of them did not simply choose ‘a 

good and wealthy life for themselves’, as they may have had to make sacrifices in order to do so, such as to 

leave behind their “friends, familiar foods, beliefs, culture in all sense of the word, climate”. He disagreed 

with the idea that they “betray [their] homeland. And that it is a patriotic duty to return […]” and he 

explicitly acknowledged their democratic rights to make their own decisions. Yet at the same time, he 

wanted them to be aware of the fact that it would be wonderful if they would use their talents to ‘give 

something back’ to their ‘own’ society: “Any small nation, to say nothing of one with as complicated a past 

as Estonians, have a well-developed instinct for self-preservation.” This is another example of how Estonia’s 

president has to constantly negotiate between the need to preserve culture and to open society to the wider 

world.62 

Most of my young informants have found a way to fruitfully combine their sense of collective 

duty and individual freedom. Anna, for instance, wanted to pursue her master’s degree in law in Germany, 

in order to develop her German language and experience life in another place. Although she found it 

difficult to leave the familiar and secure behind, she eventually managed to really enjoy her life in Potsdam. 

She has regularly travelled back and forth, taking black bread, sour cream and homemade jams along from 

Estonia. She intentionally spent her summers in Estonia, in order not to miss the mushroom and berry 

picking season. She celebrated the national holidays, such as Independence Day, at the embassy in Berlin 

with a group of Estonians residing in Germany. Two years after her departure, she returned to Estonia in 

order to find work. When she did not manage to get accepted, she decided to continue another master 

program in Germany. Eventually, she hopes to be able to contribute the knowledge she gained in Germany 

to Estonian society. Also Tanel sees life abroad not as a problem arising from individualism, but rather as 

an opportunity to contribute to Estonian society: “If they go abroad to work or study, get experience and 

come back to their roots to implement their experience and develop Estonian society, that would be ideal.” 

Thus, the social pressure to contribute to Estonian society does not necessarily restrict young 

Estonians to go abroad. Not because they simply ignore that moral obligation or feel indifferent towards it, 

but because they reframe their lives abroad from a betrayal towards to an opportunity for Estonian society. 

For instance, Estonians living abroad have founded ‘Estonian schools’ around the world: in London, 

Stockholm, Ireland, The Netherlands, Finland, Canada, the US, Australia, etcetera. In these schools they 

educate Estonians in the Estonian language, culture and history; they celebrate National Holidays together; 

they contribute to the emotional attachment of Estonians living abroad and their homeland; and they make 

the local society familiar with Estonian culture. Estonians who go abroad to study do so first of all because 
                                                             

62 Ahto Rebas, an advisor to the Ministry of Education and Research, is afraid that many Estonians abroad will not 
return, as the foreign salaries are much better. For that reason, he has launched another online project ‘Estonians 
abroad’ in which Estonians can stay in touch as an expatriate community, so that at least they will not forget their 
Estonian identity while being away from home. The president started another campaign in 2011. Billboards on the 
streets advertised that the president wanted to know why you like to live in Estonia. He opened a Facebook page for 
this, and collected the 100 most mentioned reasons why it is good to live in Estonia.  
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they are personally curious, but the idea that they might be able to bring something ‘new’ back to Estonia 

might sound attractive as well. It also provides the possibility to function as an ‘ambassador’ of Estonia, 

who familiarises foreigners with that small and unknown nation in the corner of Europe. Finally, an 

Estonian who lives abroad might even cherish Estonian society more, by the very fact of being away. It 

might not be surprising then that Estonians living abroad more often leave their legacy to Estonian society 

than Estonians who never moved away.63 

Concluding remarks 

The sight of those thousands of candle lights on Raekoja Plats was most of all heart-warming to the former 

deportees. Villem, member of Memento, confided in me on that cold winter day:  

“We were worrying a bit, what will happen when our generation has died. Will 

people still commemorate and remember? But this event is great. So many young 

people that help along here. You know, we were with 40 people left that were in the 

same wagon, and now there are only 9 left.” 

The presence of these young people on that day on that spot signifies that the Soviet repressions are not 

only remembered by the people who experienced the 1940s repressions. These students decided to come 

because they care; about the wounds of their grandparents, the injustices of the past and their personal 

future freedom. 

What we have come to understand in this chapter is that painful experiences, which lack a 

coherent, reflective and stable collective story, are very likely to be remembered by the next generation. As 

long as a collective story is emotional, the postgeneration will feel the moral obligation to construct and 

defend it. In the previous chapter we have seen how the political elite of the early 1990s was able to create a 

national history which felt like a personal life story to all those who identified as Estonians. In the present 

chapter I have shown how the experience of the Singing Revolution has interwoven the stories of the 

younger and older generations. Due to a ‘belated postmemory’, a wide share of the Estonian speaking 

population has stood eye to eye with the emotions of the 1940s repressions. The simultaneous successful 

assignment of a responsibility for all citizens to rebuild the nation-state has created the sense of moral 

obligation that I have delved into in this chapter. 

An important discovery in light of the general argument of this thesis is that especially the more 

highly educated Estonians find remembrance to be important. They consider maintaining a living, 

emotional tie with the past and the continuation of national traditions significant. They perceive them to be 

essential for the persistence of Estonia’s independence and feel themselves responsible for maintaining that 

                                                             

63 For instance, an Estonian living in Sweden left 170,000 euros to the National Museum of Estonia (“An exile 
Estonian left a legacy of 170,000 euro to the National Museum of Estonia,” 2013). 
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independence. That independence, they perceive, cannot be taken for granted, but is a merit that needs to 

be won over and over again. 

The fact that especially the more highly educated Estonians perceive this moral obligation is not 

surprising in light of history. As argued in Chapter 1 and the present chapter, both in the late 19 th century 

as well as in the late 1980s, it was the intellectuals that played a crucial role in the creation of a national 

identity and in using this identity to achieve independence. What they used to create a national 

consciousness was the idea of a common culture and language. Their singing, dancing and language have 

been the nation’s survival mechanism in the last two centuries. That is exactly why the young intellectuals in 

my research participate in commemorations and Song Festivals, because they see it as a way of securing the 

nation’s future. They feel responsible for the survival of the nation for which their (great grand) parents 

have suffered. They want that nation to be strong enough to become equal partners with other European 

states. And in order to become powerful enough, they believe, a strong national culture has proven to be 

inevitable. 

This belief in the necessity of a strong national culture for Estonia’s survival makes it difficult for 

these young intellectuals to fully criticise nationalist memory politics. For instance in the case of the Bronze 

Soldier, a group of them has collectively criticised the fact that state politicians consciously excluded part of 

society and that they did not adhere to democratic values. The main arguments, that I heard afterwards, for 

not supporting the removal, was that it had placed Estonia in a bad light abroad and that it should not have 

been done in the way it was done, quietly and in the darkness of night. None of my informants made the 

argument that the Russian speakers, being Estonian citizens and residents, also deserve a place in public 

space. Recognising Russophones’ claims to Estonian public space would inevitably feel like betraying their 

parents or grandparents and like a threat to independence. In other words, although the young intellectuals 

and several cultural figures in Estonia very much support and defend democratic values such as pluralism, 

they always have to negotiate with their sense of moral obligation towards their family stories and nation’s 

independence. This leads to the paradox that in the understanding of democracy in Estonia, national and 

human rights can only be secured by denying some people (i.e. Russian minority) rights. From the 

perspective of my informants, however, the creation of a strong national culture is central to the formation 

of a democratic society. Because only when independence is safeguarded can human rights and the 

prevention of recurring state violence be secured. 

In the next chapter I will go into the stories of the ‘memory activists’. They also perceive a moral 

obligation to contribute to Estonian society. In contrast to the young intellectuals in the present chapter 

who depart from a kind of ‘constructive patriotism’, open “for questioning and criticism of current group 

practices that are intended to result in positive change”, the memory activists in the next chapter have a 

more ‘blind patriotic’ outlook on the world, rigidly and inflexibly attached “to the country characterized by 

unquestioning positive evaluation staunch allegiance, and intolerance of criticism” (Schatz, Staub and 

Lavine, 1999 quoted in Coenders & Scheepers, 2003, p. 323). As we will see, the social network of the 
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memory activists and the historical ties of their network help to explain their contemporary memory 

activism. Whereas the young intellectuals in the current chapter see remembrance as a way to maintain 

independence and a healthy democratic society, the memory activists use remembrance as a means to incite 

change in society. The former depart from society as it currently is, the latter envision an ideal society based 

on pre-war Estonia.  



 

 

CHAPTER 5: 

Committed to the past: 

Memory activists in search of truth and justice 

 

It is the 2nd of February 2011 is a snow white day. I find myself on a small square behind the Tartu 

University Library. Today is exactly 91 years after the signing of the Tartu Peace Treaty, which brought an 

end to the War of Independence (1918-1920). The conflict led to the recognition of Estonia’s 

independence and the determination of its borders. The signing of the treaty by Estonian Minister of 

Foreign Affairs Jaan Poska and Soviet politician and diplomat Adolf Joffe took place in the building 

adjacent to the square behind the library. A plaque on the wall stands as a kind of ‘birth certificate’ of the 

Estonian Republic. Today passers-by cannot ignore this lieux de mémoire, since many, primarily older, 

people have gathered there. The square is decorated with Estonian and union flags, and with picket signs 

erected in piles of snow. A microphone has been made available for members of the public to voice their 

opinions and share ideas. One of the recurring themes of the day is the violation of the peace treaty that has 

founded Estonian sovereignty. People recall the Soviet incursions of 1939 and 1944, and complain about 

contemporary Estonian politicians who are failing to uphold the pre-war borders. 

The Tartu Peace Treaty commemoration clearly illustrates the activism and mentality of a 

particular group of Estonian citizens. A significant part of the activists who gathered behind the library had 

gathered a few hours earlier already near the grave of Kuperjanov, a military officer from the Independence 

War, whose grave used to be a place of anti-Soviet gatherings. This morning they lit candles, 

commemorated the war hero and reminded each other of contemporary threats and the need to defend 

one’s community. The most committed of these ’memory activists’ rose before 7 o’clock already, in order to 

fully prepare for the day. They had gone to the Independence War monument close to the grave of 

Kuperjanov, which in contrast to the grave is visible for traffic. Kalev, Joosep and Peeter lay temporary 

plaques, thanking those who had once given their lives for their homeland. They compensated for the 

visible decay of the monument: the letters were virtually illegible since the authorities had failed to maintain 

it for years. This act of placing these plaques is a vivid example of one of the many ways in which these 

memory activists dedicate their everyday lives to the restoration of the pre-war social order; a society in 

which, they believe, independence war monuments were still respected.  
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Figure 6 - Kalev showing his work of that morning, putting temporary plaques to the independence monument 

 

In this chapter I will question why these people, whom I call ’memory activists’, are so engaged in and 

committed to the past. After all, being too engaged in memory and history, one could argue, makes them a 

slave to the past (Kattago, 2012). In particular, I want to explore what their place is in wider society. In the 

first section I will draw an ethnographic picture of their obsession with the past in their everyday lives. 

Next, I will relate this to previous studies on social movements, insecurity, neo-nationalism and patriotism, 

and see to what extent this literature helps to understand these activists’ commitment to the past. I will read 

their activism in light of the alienation of modernity. Subsequently I will explore the insecurities that they 

see as threatening the social order and what kind of change they hope to achieve. Finally, by exploring the 

particular historical context of these memory activists, I will show that they do not struggle for historical 

justice of an imagined community, but that they rather have a very personal relationship with the historical 

figures they honour. Eventually I will place them within wider Estonian society. Based on the historical 

development of their social network and their ideology of legal restorationism, they occupy quite a 

legitimate place in post-Soviet society despite their seemingly radical worldviews. 
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Everyday obsessions with the past 

My introduction to Tartu’s memory activists happened gradually. The first time I met them was at the 

official commemoration of the Soviet deportations on the 14th of June 2010, two months after my arrival 

in Tartu. At the time, I figured they were either deportees or relatives of deportees, who simply came to 

mourn. A month later I travelled to Sinimägedes, to attend the commemoration of the WWII battle 

between Red Army and German battalions, where I recognised them again. I remember wondering whether 

they had also lost relatives in battle. On a sunny day a month later, I left my apartment and saw a group of 

them standing in the middle of the city centre with a megaphone, to remind passers-by that their politicians 

prefer money over solidarity. When I visited a conference organised to celebrate Kuperjanov’s birthday in 

October of the same year, I realised how committed and dedicated these people are to history generally. I 

noted my previous encounters with many of these people on that day. While speaking to Kalev, the man 

that I have seen capturing every commemoration on film, I began to wonder why these, primarily, men live 

and engage so intensively with their nation’s past. Why do they put in such an effort? 

The longer I stayed in Tartu, the more I began to live according to the memory activists’ calendar. 

In the beginning I merely attended official commemorations, based on the state calendar, that were 

advertised in the newspapers or on the internet. But after the commemoration in Sinimägedes (for which I 

had to contact several people in order to arrange transportation), I began receiving a newsletter called 

’Independent Information Center’ [Sõltumatu Infokeskus] and an email every time someone in this network 

of memory activists organised an event or meeting.64 And since I got acquainted with Kalev at the 

Kuperjanov conference, I became included in his ‘phone tree’, where, he would call me whenever he would 

hear about an event. At the end of my fieldwork I basically lived according to their calendar, attending every 

commemoration, celebration or meeting that structures their year. 

The activities, that this social circle of Tartu’s memory activists organises, can be classified into 

three categories: (1) a collective search for the truth and its legal consequences, (2) the organisation of 

commemorations / celebrations, (3) the spread of moral obligations towards the national community 

within wider society. 

The first activity, a collective search for the truth, became evident to me when I was invited to an attic 

meeting in Suppilinn.65 At the beginning of April 2011, an email arrived in my mailbox with an invitation 

from the ‘roundtable of nationalists’. Their aim was to gather Tartu’s ‘similar minded’ people (the 

restorationists, as I have termed them in Chapter 3) and to discuss the elections and current state of a ‘red 

                                                             

64 www.si.kongress.ee 
65 Supilinn is one of Tartu’s oldest neighbourhoods where most of the pre-war wooden houses managed to survive. 
During the Soviet period these houses were labelled ‘backward’, lacking proper water and heating systems. Today the 
perception of these wooden houses has changed from being backward to being authentic, making the area especially 
popular among young, more highly educated families, students and artists. 
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monument’ that still remained near Raadi cemetery in Tartu. I replied to the email (in Estonian, which 

probably mattered), declaring that I was a doctoral student from The Netherlands that was interested in 

attending. Soon I received a reply with the secret address. 

The exchange of information started even before we met. The activists began to inform each 

other of the latest news over email. The email correspondence was explicitly meant to be circulated amongst 

the whole group. For instance, one of the members, Veiko Rämmel, who ran for a parliamentary seat as an 

independent candidate a month before (128 votes), shared his critique of the ‘undemocratic’ election 

outcome and about a meeting he had had with a local politician about Tartu’s ‘red monument’. The 

problem with that monument, built by the Soviet authorities, according to Rämmel, is that Estonia’s 

authorities have never changed the plaque: “The Soviet troops did not liberate Tartu, but replaced one 

occupation with another” (Mets & Reinart, 2010). That Russian speakers from the south of Estonia gather 

there on the 9th of May is humiliating to Estonians, Rämmel argued.66 In response, therefore, in recent 

years, Estonian nationalists, among others members of this particular activist group, have gathered to 

organise an anti-commemoration. 

The email thread is riddled with conspiracy theories and is permeated with distrust of people 

outside of the restorationist circle. Such intimacy of suspicion has also bound people together in the cases 

of anti-federalists in the US and Polish populists (see on the case of Polish populism: Kalb, 2009). For 

example, someone warned Rämmel that the local politician he spoke to is an “old kommar [Commie]. 

Please be aware!”.67 Olev added that politicians in general cannot be trusted as they are all communists. 

“This Communistic self-appointing has continued for years and the president is chosen in the same way. 

He is actually a strawman of the communists and not a president of his people.” While talking about the 

red monument in Raadi park, they express their mistrust of official historians, who are entitled to 

investigate the place, design a new plaque and advise politicians about how to deal with the annual Russian 

minority’s commemoration. For example, Rämmel noted in that email exchange: “Toomas Hiio is in charge 

of this, he was in this state commission for investigating repressions. But the question is whether he writes 

‘our history’ or Soviet history?” 

Conspiracy theories mixed with a lack of trust in contemporary authorities inspire these memory 

activists’ search for the ‘truth’. In the case of Raadi’s red memorial, truth takes the form of historical 

evidence that is to be sent to Hiio. If the activists make sure that they have historical information that 

supports their argument for changing the plaque and prohibiting Russian speakers from gathering, they 

might have a chance to convince Hiio. This was also raised in discussion about the elections, where, for 

example, Olev argued that they need to gather “all facts” to prove that the current election system is an 
                                                             

66 9 May 1945 was the date that the Soviet Union defeated Nazi Germany in WWII, or the Great Patriotic War, as 
the Soviet authorities used to refer to it. The 9th of May is now an important national holiday in Russia, when they 
celebrate ‘Victory Day’. 
67 Kommar literally refers to those who belonged to the nomenclatura, higher officials in the Soviet Union. In everyday 
language, however, it might also mean that one has an opinion associated with Communism, instead of necessarily 
having had official ties to the Communist Party. See also Chapter 1 on ideas of eestimeelne – ‘Estonian mindedness’. 
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undemocratic farce. In other words, historical knowledge serves as the bedrock of ‘truth’ and the primary 

means of attaining power for these memory activists.  

The meeting in Supilinn was one of these moments of collective truth seeking. The truth, these 

memory activists believe, exists within the accumulated knowledge of their social circle. The knowledge that 

they lack, they perceive, has to be gathered by ‘one of them’, as only they are equipped with the ability to 

find the truth, while others are always biased. In other words, strict selection criteria are set for admission 

to these kinds of meetings: only those who support the restoration of the pre-war republic, rather than the 

establishment of a new republic as discussed in Chapter 3, are invited. It does not concern an open meeting 

that is publicly announced, but through closed invitation circulated amongst a chosen few. In addition, 

those who want to come, have to make an effort to ask for the address. This implies an extra gatekeeper, 

who manages entry to the group. Once I arrived at the actual meeting place, I had to pass an actual 

gatekeeper who stood at the gate leading to the backyard. There was another at the backdoor, from where I 

could finally enter the attic where the meeting was going to take place. 

The result of this admission procedure created a peculiar atmosphere in that attic in Supilinn that 

was characterised by a very informal style, yet very strict ideology. Its informality struck me from the 

moment I entered. The attic was part of a house. It had one table and many different types of chairs, which 

were not arranged in a circle, nor were they in another way equally divided around the room. Some people 

sat down on a chair, some stood, others crouched. People came in and out. The beginning of the meeting 

was not clear, neither its end. There was no particular leader, the conversation just ‘happened’. Some of the 

men drank beer, others smoked. The children of the owner came in and out. 

Informality often goes hand in hand with familiarity and proximity among the members of the 

group. Yet in this case, it was not necessarily their familiarity but their similar worldview that bound them 

together. I was very surprised to observe that many people introduced themselves to others. To put it 

differently, although they had never met before, they obviously felt as if they knew each other. For instance, 

I saw Olev introducing himself to a man sitting next to him. The next moment I heard Olev ask whether 

the man had ever heard news about Savisaar’s sister.68 They concluded that since they both had not, there 

was probably something ‘secret’ about her. Olev took a small piece of paper out of his glasses pouch and 

proudly told the man that he managed to find out Savisaar’s sister’s name: “We need to find out what is 

wrong with her.” In any other social context this would be an extremely strange conversation to have with 

someone you just met and Olev’s interlocutor would probably have reacted very differently. 

The ‘safe space’ of the Supilinn meeting was thus an ideal setting for these memory activists to get 

to the truth and subsequently to initiate change. Most of the attendants came well prepared. For instance, 

they brought documents that could help change the wording on the plaque of Tartu’s ‘red memorial’. Olev 

had printed several blog articles written by restorationists and relevant newspaper articles that could be of 

                                                             

68 As we have seen in Chapter 3, Savisaar is the current leader of the Center Party and founder of the Popular Front in 
the 1980s. 
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help. Rämmel had investigated the legal aspects and cited a law off the top of his head, claiming that the 

current state of affairs is illegal: Russian speakers should not be allowed to hold the commemoration, 

whereas Estonians should get permission to commemorate the Forest Brothers. He also brought documents 

concerning Tartu’s WWII history. They read the document aloud and concluded that they needed to find 

out who exactly is buried at the memorial. In contrast to what historian Hiio has claimed, that the majority 

of the victims were Russians, they suspect that the majority of those buried at Raadi were Estonians 

murdered by the Soviet authorities in Tiksoja (close to Tartu) and then interred there afterwards. In that 

case, they reason, the Russians are annually dancing, celebrating and drinking vodka on the graves of their 

Estonian ancestors. This is understandably a painful thought. 

Truth seeking, as the first type of activity they engage in, is not solely aimed at discussion, but at 

actual societal change. For example, they evaluate a draft letter that Rämmel has written to Minister of 

Defence Mart Laar to ask him for help. The letter has a very serious and delicate tone. Rather than 

convincing the reader of their conspiracy theories, the letter cogently demonstrates an extensive, almost 

incontestable, amount of historical knowledge, arguing for a change of the plaque and a prohibition of the 

annual Russian commemorations. It refers to specific paragraphs in the 1992 Constitution, historical facts, 

public statements of politicians, such as the law for the protection of war graves, research on the reburial of 

Estonian victims from Tiksoja to Raadi (conducted outside of academia) and the results of a questionnaire 

conducted by the ‘Memory Fund for Graves without Crosses’ [SA Mälestusfond Ristideta Hauad] and the 

Estonian Liberty Party / Farmers Collective [Eesti Vabaduspartei / Põllumeeste Kogu]. The conclusion, 

on the fourth page of the letter, then clearly articulates what they expect from Mart Laar based on the 

preceding argument: 

1. To immediately remove the plaque that is insulting for Estonians. 

2. To investigate, who is exactly buried in Raadi park. 

3. To declare the area of graves to be a cemetery and demarcate it. 

4. To move the monument that praises the Red Army to Tallinn’s Maarjamäe. 

5. To erect a commemoration plaque to those murdered in Tiksoja forest. 

6. To bring to an end the custom of Red Army adherents celebrating the 9th of May in Raadi 

on the remains of those Estonians executed by the Red regime. 

After some last discussion about the numbers and suggestions for change (e.g. should we not request the 

plaque to be of a material that cannot be vandalised?), the Supilinn attendants approve the letter. Their 

collective search for the truth and subsequent collective action are one of the ways in which they try to 

restore the ‘edenic order’ (Herzfeld, 1997) of pre-war Estonia. A month after sending the letter, Laar 

replies saying that he supports their ideas and will act accordingly. 
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The second type of activity, to which these memory activists dedicate their time and energy, is the 

organisation of commemorations and celebrations. We commemorated the deaths of those deported to 

Siberia and imprisoned by the Soviet authorities in March, June, July and August, and those who fought for 

Estonia’s independence in WWII in May and in July. In March we commemorated the death of political 

prisoner Jüri Kukk. In October we celebrated Kuperjanov’s birthday, in January the end of the 

Independence War and the liberation of Tartu in 1919 and in July the survival of WWII veterans at the 

annual reunion. In addition, we came together at the unveiling of several plaques and monuments, also of 

their own initiative, to either commemorate or celebrate a historical event or significant person. 

Most of these events are local initiatives, in or near Tartu. Sometimes they organise an event 

together with memory activists from Tallinn, with whom they have strong social ties. They rarely 

participate in state initiatives. On days like Independence Day, which have a ‘national agenda’ and which 

they want to mark, they organise separate celebrations in their own social circle and spaces. When I wanted 

to go to the Singing Grounds in Tallinn to celebrate 20 years of re-independence, Olev tried to convince 

me that I should come with them instead, since ‘their celebrations’ would be ‘more Estonian’. One of these 

spaces in Tartu that is very significant is the grave of Kuperjanov. 

The commemorations and celebrations near the grave of Kuperjanov are intended to create strong 

ties with Independence War veterans. Former political prisoner Enn Tarto for instance has drawn a parallel 

between those boys that participated in the Independence War and boys of his generation: “Since they 

fought for Estonia’s independence at a young age, we should be prepared and able to do so as well.” In 

addition, these gatherings feed into identification with Soviet dissidents, who used to secretly meet at 

Kuperjanov’s grave during the Soviet era to voice their ideas outside the official channels. In other words, 

they continue, and thus preserve, a certain ‘Estonian mindedness’, which they perceive to mean that they put 

the national community before their individual interests. In a way, thus, they restore pre-war values and 

mindedness. 
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Figure 7 - Tartu Peace Treaty meeting near Kuperjanov's grave, 2 February 2011 

 

This is outside of mainstream society however. Although these commemorations and celebrations take 

place in public and can thus possibly be attended by anyone, in practice the attendants are all people from a 

closed social circle. They do not advertise these meetings in the newspapers. The physical location of the 

meetings is often not in the city centre, making it difficult for outsiders to join accidentally. They invite 

individuals and organisations through the telephonic network or via a mailing list. For some of these events 

an invitation is not even necessary because they take place every year at the same place with the same people. 

Organisations that are often represented at these kinds of occasions are the Defense League [Kaitseliit], 

Kuperjanov’s Society [Selts], and Tartu’s student organisations. Sometimes a representative of the city 

council or state is present, but he or she might be there in various guises. For instance, on the 2nd of 

February Enn Tarto represented the city government, while he himself was also a former dissident. 

Organising commemorations and celebrations thus restores the pre-war order by intensifying the 

bonds between heroes of the past and the memory activists: they cultivate and nurture the pre-war ‘Estonian 

spirit’ within a small but active part of Estonia’s community. Only in the third type of activity do they aim 

at restoring the pre-war order in the minds of wider society.  

This third type of activity, spreading pre-war values to wider society, does not take place in a secret attic, or 

on a cemetery in the outskirts of Tartu. For example, a meeting in September took place in the park 
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opposite my house. Here members tried to convince the passers-by that their politicians are money- rather 

than solidarity-oriented. I attended another such event in the centre of Tallinn on Re-independence Day 

(20 August), organised by Tallinn’s memory activists, which was attended by several men from Tartu as 

well. Rather than celebrating independence with the rest of the people, they wanted to draw attention to the 

idea that Estonia is not sovereign but still beholden to the EU and Russia. A third such meeting I attended 

was on the 2nd of February, as described in the introduction, behind the university library, in the city centre 

of Tartu. 

That meeting had not been organised with the sole purpose of commemorating the importance of 

the Tartu Peace Treaty. After all, if that had been the main aim, the celebration near Kuperjanov’s grave 

that same morning would have been sufficient. They would also not have needed to prepare picket signs, as 

within their own social circle there is no one to convince. Thus, the collective move from Kuperjanov’s 

grave to the square next to the university library, in the city centre, changed the message and was directed at 

a new audience. From time to time and at important remembrance days like this, they feel the need to 

‘educate’ wider society about ‘the historical truth’: the urge to share their valuable information about ‘what 

is actually happening’ in contemporary Estonia. 

The following picketing signs are a clear illustration:  

Figure 8- Picketing sign in the city centre at the Tartu Peace Treaty meeting, 2 February 2011 
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Figure 9 - Picketing signs in the city centre at the Tartu Peace Treaty meeting, 2 February 2011 

 

Figure 10 - The 'free microphone' raising awareness about the violation of the Tartu Peace Treaty, 2 February 2011 
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The sign in Figure 8 shows an arm in the colours of the Estonian flag that presents a cake to a bear. The 

bear jokingly symbolises Russia. The message on the cake reads ‘Narvamaa’ and ‘Setumaa’, two regions that 

presently belong to Russia, but were part of Estonia before the war. The slogan conveys with sarcasm that 

Estonia is not fighting for its rights, but rather concedes whatever greater powers request. The signs in 

Figure 9 also refer to the borders of Estonia, that, as they argue, have been illegally changed by Stalin and 

have never been restored: “Give Setumaa back”, “Do the EU and NATO require the emptying of the Tartu 

Peace Treaty?”, “The border of the Estonian Republic: like it was before the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact!”, 

“The pact between Putin and Paet [Estonian Minister of foreign affairs], 18.05.2005, history into the 

trash!”, “Return 5.2% of Estonia’s land, with that act you would fulfil your first international pact.” 

This meeting therefore has the character of a protest, due to the signs, but also because of its 

spontaneity. The idea of the ‘free microphone’ is that in principal everyone can come up and make a speech. 

Of course, the politicians that are present are obliged and expected to speak, especially central figures such 

as Enn Tarto, this time on behalf of Memento, as well. Other attendants also use the opportunity to state 

their views publicly. What all speakers have in common is that they have something to argue. They do not 

just commemorate the treaty, but have a message they want to convey to the audience. The speakers are 

either critical of Russia, the Estonian state and/or the EU. 

The audience members are of a much wider circle than the memory activists. I recognise local and 

national politicians, students, former deportees (of Memento) and journalists. In contrast to other 

meetings, there are many women present, and people who ‘accidentally’ joined because they passed by. The 

speakers though are primarily memory activists and the authorities they invited. The presence of the 

national media enable the leaders to spread their message to the wider Estonian population. 

Of course in reality the distinction between these three types of activities is not that clear-cut. For 

instance, the search for the truth is often also part of meetings intended to commemorate or celebrate. Also 

at commemorations, they share their most recent ‘discoveries’, ask each other for information and make 

plans for action. Yet, it might be helpful to get a more in-depth understanding of the variety of activities 

that this group of memory activists dedicate their time to. In order to understand how the obsession with 

the past guide people’s everyday lives, I will now briefly outline the ordinary lives of three of my 

informants: Kalev, Olev and Alvar. 

Three memory activists 

From the moment I met Kalev, I have wondered about why he sacrifices all his time and his family life for 

the preservation of Estonia’s history. In Chapter 1 we have seen that Kalev has been separated from his wife 

since the mid-1990s. The reason I mentioned there was because he needed to take care of his parents and 

of his grandparents’ farm. Those were the reasons why he left, but the main reason why he never returned 

to the farm where his wife, daughter and grandson live, he argues, is because ‘they need him here’. As 

member of the circle of memory activists, he feels obliged to contribute his part to their collective goals. 
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In my early fieldwork notes, I already mentioned ‘the man with the film camera’. Whatever happens in 

Tartu, Kalev is there to film. He has a particular interest in events that concern history, but he has also 

recorded general public events, such as children’s celebrations on Raekoja Plats [market square], the annual 

decorating of Tartu’s Christmas tree or a speech by the rector of the university. ‘One day this will be 

history, and people will be interested to see how life was,’ he once explained to me. His aim is not to give 

an impression of a particular event, but to preserve it, capturing that, which once will become, ‘historical 

truth’. Kalev switches on the camera at the beginning, and stops it only at the complete end of the event. 

After recording, he brings the tape to Olev or to the university’s film centre, to save the recording on DVD. 

He always orders more than one copy, as he likes to share his work with other people. Long after returning 

from fieldwork, I continued to receive visual material documenting events in Tartu from him. 

Kalev also preserves newspaper articles that might be of interest for future generations. He also 

records radio broadcasts. From the weeks that I spent at his apartment, I know that he has the radio 

switched on from the moment he opens his eyes. I slept in the kitchen, my head near the radio. His 

recording device is always ready, patiently waiting in front of his radio, to record. He saves the tapes in his 

personal archive, always noting the date and the theme. If he has time, he even transcribes them. Kalev does 

the same for television programs. At the beginning of each week, he marks all history related programs in 

the TV guide, so that he knows what time he needs to be at home to record it. I have seen how he 

postpones other appointments in order to record television programs. If he really has two obligations at the 

same time, he will ask one of his friends to fulfil his recording duties. 

Figure 11 - Kalev's contribution to the community: preserving interesting TV programs 

 

In addition, Kalev does not let any ‘day of importance’ [in Estonian: tähtpäevad] go by without marking it. 

He keeps a list of all the people he calls on specific days. He calls me for example on International 

Woman’s Day, New Year’s Day, Mother’s Day to congratulate my mother, All Souls’ Day and the first day 
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of spring. He also ritually marks personal days of importance, such as the day his parents and grandparents 

died. He buys flowers or picks them near his grandparents’ farm and lights a candle at their graves. He does 

the same for people of more distant or even no relation, such as the neighbour of his grandparents. Kalev 

for instance brings candles to the grave of his friend’s mother at her anniversary. Not because this friend has 

asked him to, but because Meelis is physically no longer capable of going there himself and Kalev feels 

sorry for him. Meelis’ mother was murdered by the KGB. Kalev also visits the monument for victims of 

Communism and the grave of Kuperjanov, lighting candles at these symbolic places of national importance 

as well. 

On Tuesday afternoons, Kalev can be found in the ‘Tampere house’ in Tartu, where Estonian 

men who fought in the Finnish army – the Finnish Boys [Soomepoisid] – come together. Every Thursday 

morning Kalev gathers with the other board members of the Independence Fighters’ Union 

[Vabadusvõitlejate Liit]. After their meeting, the Defence Forces use the same room of the Tartu’s Defence 

College. At that weekly meeting, Kalev and other active members discuss their activities across 

organisations. Besides filming, Kalev has specific duties as a member of these organisations, which total 

about ten. For instance, he is the person responsible for the ‘happy birthday’ wishes for veterans on the 

radio. Every month he delivers a list with birthdates of those veterans that fought against the Soviet army. 

Every year he has to find out who is still alive. For that he calls relatives of the veterans. He compiles the 

list by hand, and asks a student who works at the Tampere house to type it and send it to the radio station. 

His other responsibilities concern, for example, the compilation of book(let)s or the organisation of 

meetings. 

Olev (1943), a friend of Kalev, has also dedicated basically all his time to his memory activism. In contrast 

to Kalev who has a very broad historical interest, Olev is primarily interested in military history. At the 

beginning of my fieldwork I would see him at the grave of Kuperjanov, for instance, or at veterans’ 

meetings. Due to health problems later on in my fieldwork, he was no longer able to be physically present.69 

He continues his memory activism though, focussing on those things that he can do from home. One of 

these projects, which he had already started before he got immobile, is searching for and preserving the 

‘truth’. The first thing Olev does when he wakes up, is switch on his computer, read through newspapers 

and blogs, and save relevant articles to his hard disk. He has amassed an extensive archive on his hard disk, 

which he has been building for years. He has a folder for every letter of the alphabet, and inside each folder, 

there are folders with the names of individuals that have something to do with history, society, defence or 

politics. For instance, in the folder of ‘Mart Laar’ he saves articles written by Laar or about him. By doing 

so Olev feels safer, so that in moments of need he will have the relevant information at hand. For instance, 

when memory activists want to make an argument for the removal of a red memorial or the implementation 

                                                             

69 Eventually in June 2014, Olev passed away. 
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of a new commemoration day he can easily pull up relevant information. If he could not collect the 

information himself, Olev reasoned, it may not have been available in such crucial times. 

In contrast to Kalev, Olev goes a step further. In addition to the preservation of the past, he wants 

to initiate change in society. Kalev always hides behind his camera at commemorations, not voicing his 

personal opinion, becoming virtually invisible, as an observer rather than a participant. Olev in contrast, 

wrote speeches (before he became immobile) and shared those with others in public. Olev started an online 

blog through which he tried to accomplish a mentality change in society. When I recently wrote Olev an 

email to ask how his health was doing, he answered:70 

“I live from day to day. Now they discovered that I also have diabetes. In other 

words, I am collecting diseases, but I cannot die yet, because Ansip’s government is 

still in power… Besides that, everything is great, I am mentally still alert and as 

much as I can, I help to overthrow the government.” 

In other words, whereas Kalev is more involved in preserving ‘the historical truth’ for the future generations, 

Olev wants to actively act using that truth. 

Alvar is another man whose everyday engagement with the past is obsessive. Compared to the other 

memory activists, Alvar is fairly young, born in 1964. He is modest and quiet, but very loyal. He attends 

every single commemoration in Tartu. Some years ago he moved in with the former political prisoner Mart 

Niklus (born 1934), to help him out with groceries and cooking. Their house is literally an archive. 

Everywhere you look you see books, articles, piles of letters, pictures, and newspapers. Alvar is thus also an 

amateur historian and collector, a ‘preserver’. But he also involves himself in organising commemorations, 

historical conferences and writing official letters. For instance, he invites speakers and state officials for 

commemorations, he makes flyers, he writes ‘thank you’ notes to the officials who attended, he sources 

financial support for organising these events, and he writes to government institutions to ask for official 

recognition of particular individuals as freedom fighters. He has also organised protests in front of the 

parliament in Tallinn, to demand political action. In addition, Alvar writes newspaper articles to contribute 

to people’s historical consciousness. 

The involvement in memory activism is for Kalev, Olev and Alvar not a sacrifice but a way ‘to live by truth’. 

From a Western European perspective, their activism has oftentimes been labelled as ‘nationalism’. They 

themselves have referred to their group as ‘nationalists’/’patriots’ [rahvuslased]. In the next section I will 

place these memory activists in the context of neo-nationalism and patriotism, in light of social movements’ 

theory and globalisation processes. 

                                                             

70 Email of 23 August 2013 
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Memory activism as a social movement 

The political and/or civic engagement of individuals has been studied broadly in scholarship on social 

movements. Anthropologists Ton Salman and Willem Assies (2010, p. 215) have defined social 

movements as “informal or more formalized groups of people or small-scale organizations aimed at social 

change.” Social movement scholars Della Porta and Diani (1999, p. 16) add to that definition that the 

members are united by “shared beliefs and solidarity” and that they react to “conflictual issues” by the use 

of “various forms of protest”. Social movements differ from organisations, because “they result from the 

more or less spontaneous coming together of people whose relationships are not defined by rules and 

procedures but who merely share a common outlook on society”. They also differ from crowds, as they 

have a certain level of organisation needed for communication and coordination over a wide area, and to 

bind people even in periods of inactivity (Killian, Smelser, & Turner, 2013). Classical examples of social 

movements are gay movements, environmentalist movements, anti-racist movements, pro or antiabortion 

movements and the more recent Global Justice Movement. 

There are various answers to the question why people form and become active in social 

movements. At the start lies at least dissatisfaction with the current social order and the conviction that it 

requires change or dissatisfaction with the change that is taking place. But sporadic moments of collective 

behaviour does not make a social movement. Social movements usually emerge when short-lived impulses 

become long-term aims and when a core of people is consistent over time (Killian, et al., 2013). In 

addition, one needs to perceive some kind of moral obligation that he/she is responsible for contributing to 

that change. This obligation can take different forms, depending on the kind of social movement. In case of 

a religious social movement, the obligation is based on solidarity feelings with the wider religious 

community. In case of a social movement of patriots or nationalists, the members perceive an obligation to 

continue the work of their forebears who “have toiled and spilt their blood to build and defend the nation” 

(Miller, 1995, p. 23). Because they identify strongly with their (religious or national) communities, 

members feel morally obliged to protect the reputations of their group members, to repair their losses and 

to continue their projects (Thompson, 2007, p. 153). Social movement scholars used to assume that 

marginalised individuals in society are more likely to be recruited for social mobilisation, but empirical 

research has pointed out that especially well-integrated and experienced individuals are involved in social 

movements, at the very least in the beginning (Della Porta & Diani, 1999, p. 15). Some social movement 

theorists understand social activism as a rational and strategic choice, depending on ‘objective’ factors such 

as one’s network and financial resources. From this perspective, people thus end their activism as soon as 

their resources run out or when the benefits no longer meet the costs. In more recent thinking on social 

movements, identity, emotions and belonging have also been taken into account in explaining social 

engagement and activism (Edelman, 2001). 
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Donatella Della Porta (2013, p. 1) has related the emergence of social movements to democracy. She argues 

that “[s]ocial movements have always been concerned with democracy, keeping governors accountable, but 

also in many cases advocating and practicing alternative conceptions of democracy than the dominant, 

representative ones”. In other words, people who engage in social activism act upon their moral and civic 

obligation to contribute to a democratic society and to control the people in power. They believe in 

populism, meaning that they place a lot of emphasis on “substantive justice” and “the involvement of 

people in the running of their own societies” (Worsley, 1969, p. 244-245 in Kalb, 2009, p. 209). All 

definitions of social movements mention their relationship to social change. “The behaviour of members of 

social movements does not reflect the assumption that the social order will continue essentially as it is. It 

reflects, instead, the faith that people collectively can bring about or prevent social change if they will 

dedicate themselves to the pursuit of a goal” (Killian, et al., 2013). Especially in times of social change 

these people feel the need to keep a close eye on the actions of authorities; either because they act on their 

conviction that the status quo should be retained, or on the contrary, to accelerate and direct the process of 

change (Killian, et al., 2013). Recent neo-liberal globalisation processes are one example of social change 

that has incited the birth of many social movements (e.g. Edelman, 2001, p. 288). 

The late modern transformation of nations has led to classifications such as “information 

society”, “network society” (Castells, 2009), “postindustrial society” or “post-traditional society” 

(Giddens, 1991), which index a “qualitatively new type of society” (Salman & Assies, 2010, p. 222). 

Globalisation and increasing cooperation within Europe have immensely contributed to feelings of 

insecurity. As Zygmunt Bauman (2000) has argued in Liquid Modernity, people live ‘fluid’ lives, where 

they constantly change places, jobs and friends, which denudes their sense of security. More freedom, he 

argues, necessarily leads to less security. Moreover, these fluid lives bring close what was once far away and 

foreign, thus questioning which once could be taken for granted. Anthropologist Don Kalb (2009, p. 209) 

has added, that it is primarily the contradictions between “everyday agential power fields” and “global 

structural power relationships” that have incited feelings of popular anxiety: people see their everyday lives 

become more chaotic and uncontrollable and “wider public power projects that are out of their reach and 

suspected of serving their ongoing disenfranchisement”. 

People, who feel threatened by the increasing fluidity and are convinced that people need cultural 

security and clarity, have become politically and/or socially active as a response to that feeling of anxiety. 

They feel they need to keep a close eye on the political elite whose neo-liberal worldviews and transnational 

cooperation distorts the compass that they use to view the world: the social, cultural and territorial borders 

appear to be less rigid than they expected. Within the social movement, they have the power to hold the 

governors accountable, to put pressure on decision makers and to develop counter-knowledge. Especially in 

an age where politics have moved to a more transnational level, these people feel the need to make sure that 

their national governors stay ‘close to home’ when it comes to the decisions they make (Della Porta, 2013, 

pp. 1-2). Whereas social movements used to be concerned with distribution, based on the “class 
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contradiction between workers and managers”, these new social movements focus primarily on cultural 

orientations (Salman & Assies, 2010, p. 222). 

Compared to civic social movements, these conservative movements have been little studied, since 

“researchers overwhelmingly choose to study “attractive” movements with which they sympathize” 

(Edelman, 2001, p. 302). These anti-liberal social movements are rather based on neo-nationalism (cf. 

Gingrich & Banks, 2006), radical nationalism, and ethnic intolerance (Auers & Kasekamp, 2009, p. 246). 

They “uphold[ing] ‘eternal values’ and defend[ing] ‘timeless aspirations’” (Gingrich & Banks, 2006, p. 2) 

and offer an answer to feelings of (national) insecurity and to fears of losing cultural identity. The rhetoric 

and actions of anti-liberal movements are reassuring, suggesting a firm hand that controls the things that 

threaten, and are aimed at returning the social order and the familiar (Gingrich & Banks, 2006, p. 16). 

They believe in the existence of a “core nation”, meaning that those people who have an autochthonous 

relationship with the territory have more civic rights than those who(se parents) moved to the country 

during their lives (A. D. Smith, 2001). Neo-nationalists understand culture in essentialist terms, as 

something static, which is threatened by forces that allow or strive for change. These forces could be the 

state, cosmopolitans, the EU, or homosexuals. The ideas and wishes of outsiders, as neo-nationalists see it, 

endanger the pure culture or society it once used to be. 

Thus, the ideal order of society that neo-nationalists feel is endangered and that they attempt to 

guard, is an ‘edenic order’: “a time before time – in which the balanced perfection of social relations has not 

yet suffered the decay that affects everything human” (Herzfeld, 1997, p. 109). As discussed in Chapter 1, 

this ethnic nationalist understanding of belonging and citizenship creates the will to restore that ‘natural’ 

and ‘culturally homogeneous’ social order, when life was ‘just’, ‘normal’, ‘natural’ and ‘pure’ (Anderson, 

1983; Gellner, 1983; E. J. Hobsbawm, 1990; A. D. Smith, 2001). Also in politics, neo-nationalist 

ideologies have increasingly gained ground in Europe since the 2000s. Neo-nationalist parties create their 

political agenda around issues such as immigration and the loss of sovereignty to the EU, in an attempt to 

restore their ideal of cultural homogeneity (Gingrich & Banks, 2006). 

Little has been written about (neo-)nationalist social movements in Eastern Europe, even though 

western media speak about it in an alarming tone (Kalb, 2009, p. 209). One of the examples that does 

address this question, is the writing of anthropologist Don Kalb about the rise of neo-nationalist and 

populist sensibilities among the working class in Poland. Kalb shows how Polish workers feel deprived of 

any power and of a meaningful place in society. They feel that they brought sovereignty back to Poland via 

the solidarity movement in 1989, and that they are the ones who always lived by truth and normality. 

Contemporary Poland however is in the hands of a small elite of liberals and cosmopolitans who run 

European rather than Polish projects and who displace the workers by invoking the Homo Sovieticus 

syndrome – accusing them of having a ‘Soviet mentality’. According to the workers, this Polish elite has 

“western concerns” about civil society, pluralism, anti-gay attitudes, human rights and multiculturalism. 

This, they say, is a matter of public amnesia, forgetting about the cultural and material dispossessions that 
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took and are taking place between classes in Poland. History repeats itself, they find, as Poland has sold its 

sovereignty, and therewith its dignity, this time to the EU instead of the Soviet Union. 

Tartu’s memory activists also fit into this frame of anti-liberal, neo-nationalist social movements. 

In contrast to arguments of restoring economic relationships as in the case of the Polish workers, Tartu’s 

memory activists aim to restore the social order through history writing. By writing ‘just and truthful 

history’, they fight the “the image of enslaved ancestors” (Walter Benjamin in W. J. Booth, 2009, p. 368). 

They try and make sure that the historical wounds will be repaired (W. J. Booth, 2009, p. 364) and that 

national heroes get accorded a morally ‘sacred’ status (Giesen, 2004, pp. 52-53; Verdery, 1999) and thus 

have not died without having had any meaning to the living world (Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003, p. 99).71 

“A wasted, destroyed life that has proved to be of no importance is humiliating to the living” (Rowlands, 

1999, p. 137). By participating in this ritual of constructing justice (Bass, 2000, p. 290; Miller, 2007, p. 

10), they feel they can fight the alienating force of modernity (Holmes, 2000) and prevent society from 

losing its relationship with its past and its roots (Connerton, 1989; Halbwachs, 1992; Huyssen, 2003; 

Nora, 1989).  

“The sword of Damocles”: contemporary insecurities 

The ideal world that I came to understand through the eyes of the memory activists, is a world in which the 

Estonian people live independently in their homeland and where their habits and culture are perfectly 

adapted to the natural environment (cf. Malkki, 1995), where no one else disturbs that natural order and 

where there is no injustice. That means that every Estonian in that ideal world can decide for themselves 

how they wish to live their lives, without interference from Others, meaning people who do not belong to 

that core nation. That does not mean that memory activists generally see interference as bad. Estonians 

should be able to interfere with the lives of other Estonians if they do not live according to the interests of 

the community. Memory activists thus do not oppose a state apparatus. Indeed they even believe that state 

authority is inevitable to guarantee the satisfaction of collective needs. The proviso here, however, is that 

they believe only an Estonian will fight for these collective interests. These collective interests (referred to 

by my informants as ‘eesti huvid’ – ‘Estonian interests’) come down to (1) the Estonian language, (2) 

Estonian mentality, and (3) Estonian culture. In other words, in that ideal world Estonians live their lives 

according to their own wishes, but generally contribute to the greater good. The task of politicians is to 

ensure that individual freedom of their people and make sure that the collective interests are protected. 

They are also responsible for creating solidarity and for preventing social and economic inequality. If they 

fail to do so, memory activists are ready to steer society in the right direction. 

                                                             

71 This is not only true in the relationship between children and (grand)parents, but also in relation to other people one 
identifies with, even imaginary forebears or national heroes. It might be clear that a complex interconnectedness exists 
among present day relations, memories of the past and wider contexts in which they occur (Carsten, 2007, p. 1). 
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Memory activists fear that if these collective interests are not protected – by all Estonians, and guarded by 

the representatives of the people – the Estonian people will disappear as a ‘protected species’. Obviously, 

this ideal of complete independence is not very realistic. First of all, static and homogenous cultures have 

never existed. They have always changed and been under the influence of neighbours and subject to the flux 

and flow of their time. Secondly, especially in this time of communication technologies, transnational 

mobility and political cooperation, it is highly unlikely that an independent society as imagined above will 

‘work’. This discrepancy between the memory activists’ ideal world and what they see in reality, creates a 

continuing sense of threat and insecurity. ‘Mapping’ these dangers and working on them, by, for example, 

searching for the truths or organising events to enlighten wider society, makes their worlds a little less 

insecure. This incitement by fear and struggle for justice is exactly what distinguishes memory activists from 

other groups that actively engage with the past, like the ‘self-elected representatives’ [zaakwaarnemers]72 that 

Dutch anthropologist Rob van Ginkel (2011, p. 694) describes. The latter actively engage in the 

remembrance of the Dutch air war during WWII as their ‘sacred mission’. They search for historical 

information and erect monuments for the people involved. They are more like amateur historians, engaged 

with peripheral themes (Rubinstein, 2005). Their activism does not aim at restoring the social order, nor 

does it seem to be a response to and engagement with wider societal and political debates. It thus concerns 

a group of men bound together by a common passion and historical interest, but not a social movement 

aimed at societal change. 

Change is the primary fear of Tartu’s memory activists. Olev explained to me why cultures in his 

view “cannot” change: 

“Every people have their national clothes, language, customs. Estonians have it. 

Russians have it. When we walk on the street, I can immediately tell you who comes 

from where. You need this certainty of culture, because it signifies your roots. 

Wherever you go or whatever you do, you need to know where your roots are. You 

need to know where you are from. Therefore your culture cannot change.” 

Olev relates change to a general disorientation in life. Change will distort one’s compass, and lead to a 

questioning of one’s roots and culture. Also Jaan, curator of the ‘Museum of patriotic education’ [Isamaa 

kasvatuse museum] in Valga, argues how youngsters are increasingly becoming uprooted (see also Malkki in 

Chapter 1) and how this weakens their chances of survival: 

“The children of today start using drugs or alcohol. […] the problem is that they 

are only educated by the street and by their computers. […] in Estonia, the 70s-

generation is almost all raised by their grandparents. Three generations lived 

together in one house. The grandparents took care of and taught the children. They 

have lots of wisdom, and the children have lots to learn. But this has changed. 

                                                             

72 In a personal communication with Rob van Ginkel, 16 January 2012, he explained that the term ’zaakwaarnemer’ 
comes from the inaugural lecture of André Köbben in 1983. The English translation is assigned by van Ginkel. 
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People complain when they have to visit their parents. As soon as my children have 

spare time, I send them to their grandparents, to the countryside. City people have a 

big problem nowadays. They are not prepared for critical moments. They miss the 

connection with the land. They do not know how to grow potatoes. You need to 

know where your food comes from. When you ask a child where milk comes from, 

he answers ‘the shop’. Milk comes from the shop. How do people in the city have a 

chance of surviving in critical moments? They do not.” 

He clearly argues that knowledge about one’s traditions, roots and the environment is essential for the 

survival of the community. Modern developments such as computers and urban life threaten this 

knowledge. For a country with a history like Estonia, he thinks it is dangerous to change in this way, as it 

makes them extremely vulnerable in critical situations.  

Similar logic is being applied to those Estonians who move abroad, either to study, marry or for 

the adventure. I once observed a conversation at the end of a commemoration between a memory activist 

and a twenty-year-old man. The latter told the former something about his trip to Australia. The memory 

activist replied: 

“You can travel wherever you want but you should not leave the place where you are 

from […]. I just cannot think of you as a good person if you do so. For the same 

reason you should never sell the house of your (grand)parents. That is what is 

happening in the west.” 

Again, moving abroad is perceived as weakening social ties, cultural roots and values. This ultimately not 

only endangers an individual’s compass in life, but also their preparedness to sacrifice benefits for the 

collective. The community – the core nation – thus suffers from such individual choices. Passivity of its 

members is deemed fatal for the community’s survival. 

When I had the above conversation with Olev about roots and culture, we found ourselves at the 

9th of May commemoration. When Olev heard that I wanted to go there, he insisted on joining me, as he 

felt he needed to direct my attention to the inhumane and unjust character of this event. I could see from 

his face and the way he behaved that he felt hurt observing these Russian speaking families taking pictures 

in front of the WWII monument. Not long after we arrived he asked me to walk a bit, as he needed some 

space to digest what he was seeing. “There is constantly this sword of Damocles hanging above our head.” 

He told me how he felt that these ’occupiers’ were dancing on the graves of his ancestors. As a way of 

actively managing this sense of humiliation and pain, Olev and some of his friends of the memory activists’ 

circle had been willing to organise an anti-demonstration on this day. But the city government did not grant 

them the legal permission to do so. 

Olev blamed this political decision on growing European cooperation: Estonia’s politicians 

increasingly make decisions in the name of the Western understanding of democracy, rather than paying 

attention to the vitality of the nation. He uses the example of multiculturalism and explains that if Estonia 
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would allow ’foreigners’ to come and live here, they will start to decide “what the street view looks like”. 

According to Olev, only 

“a big country can allow that. We are only one million. We cannot guarantee the 

same privileges. We always feel this bomb that is ticking inside of us. The fact that 

so many Russians are here, means the occupation is not yet over. They still 

determine what happens here. But we want Estonian culture to prevail.” 

Kalev is also afraid that ’Estonian values’ will be contaminated by ’foreign values’ if Estonia would allow the 

same open boundaries as Western Europe.  

“But if they let so many others come and live in the EU, then cultures will 

disappear. It is the same with nature. It would be very boring if there would be only 

one kind of tree. It is much nicer to have different sorts. Europe does not want 

nationalism, because they want to give people equal chances.” 

Although Kalev appreciates democratic values, he also worries about the threat open borders have for 

smaller countries. If the percentage of non-Estonians becomes too high, he argues, Estonian values will no 

longer prevail and society will become instable. 

Both the collective activities and the individual dedication of the memory activists should be 

understood in the perception of the sword of Damocles. Recent developments such as urbanisation, 

migration, intercultural communication and international cooperation, according to them, loosen Estonians’ 

connection with their cultural values and roots. Estonians are therefore constant in danger of losing their 

way. In addition, these recent developments have, according to memory activists, impacted society 

negatively. The social order is distorted. Estonians now live outside of their natural habitat, non-Estonians 

live in the Estonian habitat, non-Estonians interfere in Estonian politics and Estonians make decisions 

based on private rather than collective interests. In this chaotic, disordered and unjust society, engaging in 

memory activism is a way to ease the pain, to deal with the contemporary chaos and restore the social order. 

For people like Kalev, Olev and Alvar, their everyday memory activism means that they contribute to a 

better, just society. 

Paradoxically, though, the struggle, rather than justice and restoration as an end-state, is at the 

centre of their activities. The memory activists want to escape the sword of Damocles, yet at the same time 

they keep reinforcing it by their politics of fear. Every small step in the direction of social order is 

accompanied by the panic of more danger. Their conspiracy theories mean that even seemingly positive 

developments, like the acceptance of a law they support, cannot be trusted. The sense of security is 

perceived as the biggest trigger to insecurity, since that is the moment one becomes unreceptive to danger. 

Insecurity is thus the only security they have. In this context, memory activism on a more collective level, 

perpetuates a ‘fighters’ spirit’ as a means of protecting the national community. This, as they understand it, 

contributes to a more democratic and just society. In order to understand why they believe that nourishing 
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a national spirit is essential for a democratic society, we need to trace the historical roots of Tartu’s memory 

activists. 

Localising Tartu’s memory activists 

Who exactly are these people that I refer to as ‘memory activists’? James Booth (2009) has introduced this 

concept to refer to “those mobilising the past that saturates the communities they seek to rouse to action”. 

As described before, I met them primarily at commemorations or history related events. That does not 

mean that I would include everyone I met at commemorations in the community of memory activists. For 

instance I would exclude many of the deportees, since they attend commemorations mainly for their 

personal mourning rather than contributing to wider society. To be a memory activist, as I define it and in 

accordance with the literature on social movements, requires a certain attitude: dissatisfaction with the 

current state of affairs and the will to incite change. You could compare it to a ranger who fights for the 

protection of nature. Rangers are committed to help people recognise the value of nature for a healthy 

society. In the same way, memory activists emphasise the value of culture and history. In addition, many of 

the memory activists are characterised by the fact that they are a member of at least one organisation 

concerned with history or independence (either a political party or civic society). Finally, I do not refer to 

people as ‘memory activist’ if they do not seem to have any social tie with the other memory activists. To be 

a memory activist means to be a member of a specific wider community. 

Just to be clear, a ‘community of memory activists’ as such does not exist. That is also why they 

have more in common with a social movement than an organisation (Killian, et al., 2013). My designation 

does not imply a bounded group, neither does it have formal membership. It is simply a group of people 

that often come together, in different formations, that live their lives together, who rely on each other, who 

support each other, and who are united by a certain similar mentality and collective (memory) activism 

aimed at social change. They have common norms to urge commitment: “These norms prescribe behaviour 

that will symbolize the member’s loyalty to the social movement, strengthen his commitment to it, and set 

him apart from nonmembers” (Killian, et al., 2013). For instance regular participation in community 

activities is essential for showing their commitment and loyalty. This expression of loyalty is more 

important than in formal organisations, because of the semiformal structure, the absence of formal 

decision-making procedures and the non-contractual nature of membership. Tartu’s memory activists have 

no legal obligations to the movement, meaning they cannot be held responsible for ignoring the norms or 

expected to remain a member. Thus, commitment and loyalty to the movement and its values is the most 

important source of control. “The deeply committed member, accepting without question the decisions and 

orders conveyed by the leaders, sacrificing self, family, and friends if required to do so, is likely to be 

regarded by outsiders as a fanatic” (Killian, et al., 2013). The social network of memory activists has no 

formal leaders, but some individuals clearly occupy a more central position than others. For instance Mart 
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Niklus and Enn Tarto, former dissidents, political prisoners and members of parliament, have a degree of 

informal power. The same goes for the people who take a leading role, either in the organisation of events 

or as the head of one of the organisations (e.g. the Kuperjanov Society).  

The memory activists oftentimes describe themselves as ‘nationalists’ [rahvuslased] or ‘patriots’ 

[patriootid]. This shows how important their like-mindedness is for their sense of belonging. Alvar 

explained his relationship with the other memory activists as follows: 

“The fate of Estonia and the Estonian people is really dear to me and I worry about 

it. I go and feel good among these people, at home. [Among others] I feel rather 

‘foreign’, the majority of them are completely different people. […] Among the 

people with whom I commemorate, with them I feel, that we think similarly, that I 

have similar minded comrades and co-fighters.”  

Olev often also stresses a kind of ‘common spirit’ which binds the memory activists. “We have been on the 

same side in the defence trench.” Going back to that meeting on the attic in Supilinn, it was not particular 

individuals that were invited, but people that share a similar, restorationist attitude. This in itself makes 

membership and the boundaries of the group rather fluid. The community of memory activists therefore 

more closely resembles the dynamic of a group of friends, than of a formal organisation. This is exactly 

how social movements are organised. 

This common mentality is such a strong source for binding these memory activists together, that 

it even bridges the ethnic divide that defines wider society. At Alvar’s house I met with a man whom I had 

seen at many commemorations, but with whom I had never spoken before. He spoke Estonian with a 

strong Russian accent. Apart from his accent, it was impossible to distinguish him from the other memory 

activists, in the sense of his activism, his bravery and his enthusiasm to dive into the past and try to distil 

the historical truth. By the way in which he was embraced by the community, it is obvious that his common 

mentality renders his distinct ethnicity irrelevant. 

The importance of a common outlook for the strength of social relationships between the 

memory activists is also illustrated by the fact that members are not necessarily interested in each other’s’ 

private lives. Their friendship is completely based on their common spirit. When I asked Kalev and Olev 

how they met, two good friends, they started laughing because they had no idea. “Probably at some 

meeting,” Olev eventually said. The same happened when I asked Kalev whether his good friend Joosep, 

whom he met through the Independence Fighters’ Union, has children. Kalev started smiling: “Haha, it is 

strange to acknowledge this, but would you believe I do not know? We never discussed this. I think he 

does, I think he has mentioned a child. But I really do not know.” The social relationship between Kalev 

and Olev and with Joosep is strong. They know they can count on each other, that they can trust each 

other, but their relationship is clearly based in their common interest in history. 

This common outlook is directed towards social change and the restoration of social order. In 

that sense Tartu’s memory activists differ from amateur historians in other parts of the world (Rubinstein, 
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2005) since they gather historical information in order to accomplish social change and are thus not 

engaged with peripheral themes but with societal, political and academic debates about history. Another 

significant difference is that Tartu’s memory activists do not come together once in a while and form a 

community in those instances. Many of the memory activists have a social network that completely consists 

of memory activists. I once asked Kalev to make a list of the twenty people he is most often in touch with. 

“Twenty names, I can name many more! Every week I speak with about 30 to 40 people. Because of the 

organisations I am engaged in.” I also asked him to outline for each member of his list who knows whom. 

It turned out to be a very dense social network, in which at least everyone knew some others as well.73 

Except for his daughters, they were all people that belong to this same network. Then there is of course the 

issue of co-habitation. Kalev has lived together with a veteran. Alvar lives together with Mart Niklus. Their 

house is always open for visitors and the times that I spent there, there were always people walking in and 

out.  

In order to fully understand this memory activism in Estonia, we need to have a look at the 

historical emergence of the ‘group’ and the activists’ contemporary social ties. This will also explain why 

although these memory activists have quite radical ideas, they gain quite broad support.  

Roots of anti-Soviet dissidence, human rights activism and friendship 

The ideological identification of the memory activists can be traced back to the Veterans’ League in the 

interwar period. This League, or Vaps movement, was founded in 1929 to represent the interests of the 

men who had fought in the War of Independence (Miljan, 2004, p. 487). From 1932 onwards it also 

allowed non-veterans among its members and became an extreme right-wing political movement based on 

nationalism and anti-Communism. The movement was led by Independence War heroes who saw 

themselves as true patriots. Its popularity grew with the increasing economic crisis. They blamed the quick 

turnover of cabinets to the lack of a strong president. They promised to safeguard the nation against all 

internal and external predators and to unite “the nation into one organic whole in the interests of all its 

citizens” (Miljan, 2004, p. 488). The Vaps proposal in the constitutional referendum on October 1933 

was supported by 72.2% of the vote. 

This popularity scared the then head of state, Konstantin Päts. Päts seized power through a coup 

d’état, arguing that he wanted to save democracy from a fascist take-over. Despite these claims, historical 

evidence of collaboration between the Vaps movement and German Nazis or Italian fascists has never been 

found (Miljan, 2004, p. 488). Discussion about this history remains controversial, due to the fact that the 

League members wore berets and uniforms and gave Nazi-style salutes (Raun, 2001, p. 116) and because 

                                                             

73 Kalev keeps an old agenda full of phone numbers in a used bread bag, which he carries everywhere with him. During 
my last weeks of fieldwork, I stayed at his place. Kalev was willing to call someone for every situation of uncertainty I 
encountered: when I had a question, when I needed to copy something, even when I needed a shower (I could use the 
sauna of his friend) and when I bought a skirt that was too long he took me to a woman who normally sewed military 
uniforms. 
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of the later careers of some of its members, such as Hjalmar Mäe, who became the head of the Estonian 

self-administration under German occupation (Blamires & Jackson, 2006; Kasekamp, 2000). The years that 

followed have been termed ‘the era of silence’ (1934-1940) by Kaarel Eenpalu, prime minister in 1938-

1939. Päts removed former members of the League from local governments, civil service and the voluntary 

Defence League [kaitseliit]. He also removed other opponents from influential positions in society, such as 

Tõnisson from the newspaper Postimees (Raun, 2001, p. 120). 

Many of the former League members were imprisoned and disempowered, but their anti-

communist and nationalist ideology was shared and continued by volunteers of the Defence League, the 

former Home Guard [omakaitse]. In the summer of 1941 the Soviet authorities conducted the first mass 

deportations and the German forces approached the Baltic States. Many of these Estonian fighters became 

‘Forest Brothers’, who hid in the woods to escape deportation and to resist the Soviet regime. Also other 

men who were unsure of their fate in the Soviet Union, those who had fought in the German army or who 

were trying to escape incorporation into the Red Army, joined the resistance movement (Novikova, 2011). 

The Forest Brothers re-established the Home Guard after the dissolution of the Defence League. In January 

1942, 43,757 men had signed up for the Home Guard to defend their country and secure order. About 

20,000 of them eventually became volunteers for the German army, together with the same number of 

Estonian men recruited from outside the forest (Kangilaski et al., 2005, p. 16). 

In some places the Forest Brothers lived in large military units, in other areas they lived 

independently. The local population provided them with food and strategic information. Most of them 

were active in the most swampy and thickly wooded regions. The Forest Brothers gradually became armed 

with abandoned German and Soviet weapons. They realised though, that they would not be able to 

dismantle the Soviet regime. They believed they only had to endure until the Western Allies arrived to 

rescue them. By the late 1940s, they understood they were waiting in vain for the restoration of 

independence. The main motivation of the few who decided to stay in the forest then became revenge 

(Raun, 2001, pp. 174-175). 

After 1955, when a post-Stalin amnesty was issued, the resistance of the Forest Brothers basically 

ended (Raun, 2001, p. 174). Young school boys from the 3rd Tartu high school, who admired the heroic 

Forest Brothers, continued the anti-Soviet resistance, though in secret and through explicitly non-violent 

means. On 12 March 1956 they gathered on the Toome hill in Tartu and founded the secret youth 

organisation ‘Eesti Noorte Malev’ with a program and statutes. Their main aim was “to preserve the 

national spirit and culture, to support each other in work and fight, and to fight against Communism and 

Russification politics”. They tried to achieve their goals by gathering committed men and to educate them 

in Estonian history, culture, economy, literature, music and sports. These patriots were expected to actively 

follow both local and international news (Tarto, 2009). Knowledge was clearly also seen as the main 

weapon in the fight against a superpower, as was the case during the National Awakening and for 

contemporary memory activists. 
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Former Estonian dissident Enn Tarto (2009, p. 29), who was born in 1938, a school boy in 1956, 

explained what motivated them to become active in resistance: 

“We were Estonian patriots, we loved freedom, the Estonian people, democracy. 

[…] We found that we had to continue the fight for Estonia against the occupiers. 

That was our informed and voluntary decision. We had read a lot about our time. 

We had seen the war and the post-war Communist crimes with our own eyes. Many 

of our fathers had been murdered by the occupiers. Many of our relatives were 

suffering in Russia.” 

When the Hungarian Revolution took place in October 1956, ‘Eesti Noorte Malev’ decided to support the 

Hungarians and spread leaflets, in an attempt to convince Estonians that they should also resist 

Russification. When the authorities discovered that the initiative came from boys of the same school, they 

closed it down, moved the pupils and arrested the activists. Enn Tarto was sentenced to 5 years 

imprisonment in Mordva. In prison they founded a new secret organisation: the Estonian Nationalists’ 

Union [Eesti Rahvuslaste Liit]. Together with Finns and Hungarians, whom they met there, they 

coordinated the freedom struggle of the Finn-Ugric people. After four years, Tarto was released due to 

Khrushchev’s Thaw. After two years in Estonia the Estonian Nationalists’ Union was discovered and Tarto 

was sent back to the Mordva prison camp. During those years a strong transnational dissident network was 

established, comprised of Baltic dissidents, Russians, Jews, Ukrainians, Georgians and Tartars. Collectively 

they decided that the time of secret resistance was over. “We decided to step into the open in the name of 

peoples’ right to independence and in defence of human rights” (Tarto, 2009, p. 33). 

Open dissent in the ESSR took off in 1968. The dissidents’ disappointment with the political 

situation grew, when the Soviet authorities violently interfered in the Prague Spring. Enn Tarto and other 

Estonian dissidents had just returned from Mordva. They became more and more convinced that basic civil 

rights and democratic freedoms were not and would never be guaranteed in the Soviet Union 

(Zdravomyslova & Voronkov, 2002). The first public dissident movement in the ESSR – the ‘Democratic 

Movement of the Soviet Union’ [Nõukogude Liidu Demokraatlik Liikumine] – was established by Sergei 

Soldatov, an Estonian born lecturer of Russian origin, who had good contacts with Russian dissidents 

(Stöcker, 2012, p. 166). Most of its members were ethnically Russian and their main aim was not Estonian 

independence but democratisation of the Soviet Union (Niitsoo, 1993). 

With the passage of time, the Russian and Estonian members started to diverge ideologically, 

particularly around the issue of democratic rights and ethnic/cultural autonomy. With that development, 

the Democratic Movement of the USSR became more conservative Russian nationalist. They wanted to 

link up with Moscow and Leningrad dissidents. The Estonian members no longer felt on the same page. 

The network died out and the Estonian members decided to establish their own networks, accompanied by 

several non-Estonians, leading to the formation of the ‘Estonian Democratic Movement’ [Eesti 

Demokraatlik Liikumine] and the ‘Estonian National Front’ [Eesti Rahvusrinne] (Stöcker, 2012, pp. 166-
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167). Both networks continued virtually the same program as the ‘Democratic Movement of the Soviet 

Union’, employing similar rhetoric as the dissidents in Moscow and Leningrad, emphasising issues such as 

resistance in name of democracy, against historical injustice and the violation of human rights (Niitsoo, 

1993, p. 2096). For Estonian dissidents the violation of human rights had specifically to do with 

Russification and the immigration of Russian speakers. To them, Estonians were treated as second class 

citizens, lacking housing, food and the free use of their native language (G. Smith, 1994a, p. 126). 

From the 1970s onwards, Estonian dissidents began to actively engage with Western states. This 

idea came from Soldatov (Niitsoo, 1993, p. 2105). He was afraid that the heads of state participating in 

the ‘Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe’ would agree to cross-border cooperation and thus 

de facto recognise the Soviet occupation (Stöcker, 2012, p. 167). As a response to the Helsinki Accords 

that were signed at that conference in 1975, dissident movements emerged in Eastern Europe. They 

appealed to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that formed a part of the Helsinki Accords. This 

declaration was also important for the ESSR dissidents, as they dared to take their fight one step further. 

They no longer requested the West to reform the Soviet Union, but to help to facilitate its abolishment 

(Stöcker, 2012, p. 168). In 1972 Estonian dissidents requested the UN to run free elections and the 

withdrawal of Soviet troops (Raun, 2001, p. 195). Despite dissidence incurring heavy punishment, since 

‘dangerous elements for the regime’ were removed from society (Zdravomyslova & Voronkov, 2002, p. 67), 

Baltic dissidents continued to grow and become more active, especially internationally. In 1979, 45 

Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians brought the secret protocol of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, and thus 

the illegal incorporation of the Baltic States, to the attention of the international community. They termed 

it the ‘Baltic Appeal’ or ‘Baltic Charter’, after Charter 77, the manifesto signed by more than 100 

Czechoslovak intellectuals in 1977, demanding freedom of speech. Many human rights activists were 

arrested and sent to Soviet Gulags for imprisonment (Pekinis, 1989). ‘Soviet pollution’, caused by heavy 

Soviet industry, also became a rally point for Baltic dissidents (G. Smith, 1994a, p. 129). As seen in 

Chapter 3, it was pollution which triggered in the 1980s mass support for anti-Soviet resistance. 
In Chapter 3 we have also seen how dissidents gained increasing political power once their 

activities started to gain mass support. First they aligned themselves to the MRP-AEG group, which 

focused on publication of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact protocol. In 1988 they founded the first 

opposition and non-Communist party in the whole Soviet Union, the ERSP (Eesti Rahvusliku Sõltumatuse 

Partei or ‘Estonian National Independence Party’) (Raun, 2001, p. 226). They strengthened their 

cooperation with the Estonian Heritage Society when the Popular Front was founded, as they wanted to 

form a strong bloc in favour of restoration of the ’natural’ social order rather than reformation within the 

Soviet Union. In Chapter 3 I have described in detail how the restorationists gained increasing political 

legitimacy arguing for the restoration of historical injustice and a democratic nation. 
Importantly, the struggle of the Baltic dissidents entangled the struggle against violence and 

historical injustice, aiming at the restoration of democracy, with the struggle for national and cultural 
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survival (cf. Raun, 2001, p. 197). That means that human rights and national rights have become one and 

the same in the world of the dissidents. They were dissidents, human rights activists and nationalists at 

once. For instance, it was considered a violation of democratic rights and of one’s national rights that 

Estonians were not able to travel freely or read certain books. Thus, not being able to live as a true 

Estonian, as they would have done if Estonia had not been incorporated into the Soviet Union, was 

perceived as a violation of a basic human and democratic right. To put it differently, in the worldview of 

the dissidents, democracy and nationalism went hand in hand: only in a free and truly democratic state are 

people’s national rights and their cultural survival guaranteed, and only in a state that supports national 

culture can one really be free and oneself. From a liberal point of view, democracy and nationalism are 

understood as excluding each other. This difference is important to keep in mind, since it helps us to 

understand why memory activists understand their nationalist undertakings as a contribution to the 

restoration of historical injustice and the social order and also why they have gained such broad support. 

The fact that I found this active group of memory activists in Tartu is not so surprising 

considering Tartu’s history. Today, Tartu’s slogan is ‘city of good thoughts’ [heade mõtete linn], referring 

to the historical importance of its university life for the National Awakening and later the struggle for 

political independence. The University of Tartu formed the main centre of dissent in the ESSR (Raun, 

2001, p. 196). As seen in Chapter 3, small circles of students gathered from the 1960s onwards to discuss 

forbidden topics, such as Estonian history. Although the intention of these intellectual meetings was not  

resistance but the nourishment of their intellectual curiosity, they created an atmosphere of alternatives. 

They discussed forbidden subjects in secret, but also in public places like the ‘University Café’ [Ülikooli 

Kohvik] or ‘Werner Café’ [Werner kohvik – ‘Tartu’ café during the Soviet period]. These social networks 

replaced the forbidden pre-war student organisations, though in a more informal form. Enn Tarto, who was 

thrown out of university and while not studying himself, attended these meetings, together with lecturers 

such as Ariste, Alvre, Lotman, Lindmäe and Kolk (Tarto, 2009, p. 325). According to Tarto, this ‘Tartu 

spirit’ was at the basis of much of the struggle for independence later on in time. Professors, poets, manual 

labourers and members of the Defence League, philosophised together as equals about an alternative reality 

(Tarto, 2009, pp. 324-326). 

The dissidents of Tartu, though, also had their own networks, and met at various locations 

throughout the city. The most important of these were people’s homes. Mart Niklus’ home, for example, 

was where the Baltic Appeal was written. Another example is the grave of Kuperjanov, where they went to 

light candles on Independence Day and Christmas Eve (Tarto, 2009, p. 327). Tartu’s dissidents were also 

in contact with the Tallinn based Estonian Democratic Movement. Their intermediate link was Tartu’s 

intellectuals’ circles. They passed on forbidden literature, such as the Human Rights declaration and the 

secret protocol of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, which was sent by dissidents from Leningrad and 

Moscow and which was translated, copied and widely distributed (Niitsoo, 1993, p. 2104). 
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Tartu’s network of dissidents, like in other parts of the Soviet Union, had developed out of friendships 

(Alexeyeva, 1992 in Zdravomyslova & Voronkov, 2002, p. 67). Russian historian and former dissident, 

Lyudmila Alexeyeva, has argued for the primacy of friendship in her research on Soviet dissidence: 

"[…] there are no formal bonds between human rights activists--neither in the core 

of the movement, nor between the core and periphery. There are no leaders, no 

subordinates, nobody can give the orders, and one can only do what he thinks he 

should do if he does not have voluntary help from others. There are no duties, only 

the duties of one's own consciousness (sovest). But it was because of the voluntary 

involvements in this brotherhood order that people acted as true activists, without 

any demands and sanctions" (Alexeyeva, 1992, p. 208 in Zdravomyslova & 

Voronkov, 2002, p. 67). 

Obviously, the closer the relationship, the more one could trust each other and the less chance that one’s 

network would be discovered (Stöcker, 2012, p. 167). The same mechanisms are true for the community 

of dissidents in Tartu, as I learned from my interviews with people who joined the dissidence movement 

there in the 1980s. It was the same in conversations with ‘old’ dissidents like Enn Tarto and Mart Niklus. 

As seen before, the first non-violent resistance concerned a group of schoolboys, who gathered as friends 

and only later turned into a resistance group. It was roughly the same for those in international networks. 

Tallinn based dissident Kalju Mätik (2002) argued that when they wanted to cooperate with Latvians and 

Lithuanians in the beginning, this failed because they had no personal contacts. Once they had met in 

person in Russian prison camps, these international networks began to develop. 

This friendship basis for protest is significant for how anti-Soviet resistance developed in the 

1980s, when freedoms increased under Gorbachev’s rule. People were used to the fact that social change 

was implemented from above and now that their social order was disrupted, people ‘from below’ developed 

a strong interest in social issues. Consequently a group of activists formed which were ready to take action 

(Seljamaa, 2012, p. 103). In the early 1980s, there were no formal organisations aimed at Soviet dissent. 

That was why resistance seemed to happen spontaneously (Pettai & Onken, 2009, p. 660). Even Western 

scholars specialised in the rise of social movements were surprised by the sudden successful protest 

movements that sprung up in the East. Their theories assumed that ample political opportunity and free 

communication were necessary conditions for groups to form and mobilise. “Mobilization is difficult under 

a threat of strong repression, and the emergence of protest is unlikely” (Jenkins and Perrow 1977 and Tilly 

1978 in Pettai & Onken, 2009, p. 659). However, the loose informal networks of friends engaged in secret 

and forbidden activities in the ESSR consisted of dedicated individuals, who eventually managed to 

mobilise the masses (D. S. Eglitis, 2002, p. 47; Pettai & Onken, 2009). 

To illustrate, in November 1987 Enn Tarto’s mother Linda passed away in Tartu, while he had 

been imprisoned in a camp in Kutsino (Perm region) since 1983. Tarto was only informed about the news 

in December. He had received a letter from her at the end of November, the last, when she was already 

dead. Many former political prisoners, friends of Tarto, attended the funeral: Erik Udam, Endel Ratas, 
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Lagle Parek, Arvo Pesti, Viktor Niitsoo, Valdur Raudvassar, Mati Kiirend and several engaged students. 

They made sure that blue, black and white ribbons were put on Linda’s grave and that the Estonian anthem 

was sung. After the funeral, they gathered at an apartment of one of the members. There they discussed 

how they would celebrate the next Independence Day. Jaanus Paal, a biologist, initiated the proposal to 

mark also the 2nd of February, the day the Tartu Peace Treaty was signed (Tarto, 2009, p. 58). In other 

words, one of Tartu’s most important public resistance meetings was organised rather spontaneously, by a 

group of people that happened to be together because of the funeral. They could well have been elsewhere. 

In early 1988 this group of activist friends spread flyers to mobilise people to come to the Tartu 

Peace Treaty anniversary at 20 o’clock. Students were especially eager to attend. This engagement should be 

seen in the context of the wider student participation in the Phosphate War against pollution. The meeting 

was supposed to take place at the same spot where this chapter started, just behind the university library 

where the Tartu Peace treaty was signed. However, on this occasion, the police blocked the road, making it 

impossible for the mass to reach the square. MRP-AEG member Jüri Mikk from Tallinn proposed to go to 

Toome hill instead. There he gave a speech and the mass tried for a second time to reach the Tartu Peace 

Treaty building. Some of the protestors were arrested, among others Alvar. Part of those who were free 

decided to go to the grave of Kuperjanov (Vanja, 2008). Later that evening a meeting was organised in the 

auditorium of Tartu University, where some historians explained the meaning of the Tartu Peace Treaty to 

attendants: scholars, some ‘red historians’ and public figures. Dissident Lagle Parek was one of the speakers 

(Siim, 2008). Increasingly, therefore, the networks and activities of Tartu and Tallinn dissidents, and Tartu 

intellectuals, became more and more entangled. 

Anti-Soviet resistance accelerated. A few weeks later, on the former Independence Day (24-2-

1988), thousands of people gathered in Tallinn near Tammsaare’s monument (Laar, 2004, p. 230). The 

MRP-AEG and intellectuals from the Heritage Society led the march. In April, the Heritage Society 

organised a series of Heritage Days in Tartu, where they publically waved the national colours for the first 

time. In May, a music festival took place in Tartu, where people waved blue-black-white flags and 5 

patriotic songs were spontaneously performed. The audience held hands and sang along. The same 

happened in June in Tallinn, during Tallinn’s Old Town Days, when young people went to sing at night at 

the Song Festival grounds for a week (Raun, 2001, p. 224). The masses became more and more convinced 

of the unjust and unnatural order of the ESSR. The imprisonment of innocent Tartu dissidents, like Mart 

Niklus and Enn Tarto, were clear examples of this injustice and the masses increasingly demonstrated for 

their liberation. Jüri Kukk had died while he was on hunger strike with Niklus. Niklus was released in July, 

Tarto in October 1988 (Tarto, 2009, p. 62). Understandably, once they returned they were seen as 

‘exemplary individuals’ (see O'Donnell and Schmitter, 1986 in Novikova, 2011) by young activists. In 

society in general, they were accorded a kind of sacred status (cf. Verdery, 1999); the symbolic 

embodiment of a restored injustice. After their release, the ‘restoration’ of public space followed quickly. 
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Estonian flags were hoisted atop iconic buildings, pre-war student organisations were re-established and 

candles were lit at Kuperjanov’s grave. 

In this light, dissidents and independence activists formed a close relationship of friendship and 

trust. After independence was regained, many left the ‘group’ as they had achieved their goal of restoring 

social order. Others remained involved in the group and retained their activist stance becoming active in 

politics. Enn Tarto and Mart Niklus, for example, became parliamentarians. Kalev, Olev and Alvar became 

active in organisations. They either felt that pre-war Estonia was not yet fully restored or that it had been 

restored, but that it needed constant care and involvement to make sure that it would not be lost again. 

Those who remained involved now make up the group that I call memory activists. A small minority of 

Tartu’s memory activists got involved later, only in the 1990s or 2000s. I will firstly delve into the story of 

Alvar, who got involved in the 1980s, then into those of Olev and Kalev, who became active in the 1990s. 

Their stories not only illustrate how their initial involvement was related to their family histories, but also 

how their current activism creates a sense of brotherhood that binds them to a lineage of heroes. 

Becoming a Tartu memory activist 

Alvar was born in 1964 and grew up in Kiviõli, a small industrial city in the north-east of Estonia. Alvar’s 

relatives had managed to avoid many risky periods in history. His father and grandfathers did not 

participate in WWII. His grandfathers were too old, his father too young. His grandparents were on the 

list to be deported, but they gave their property to a kolkhoz, and were released from deportation. From a 

young age, it was clear to Alvar that his paternal grandfather was very ‘Estonian-minded’ and hated 

communists. His grandfather often listened to forbidden, foreign radio broadcasts. This way Alvar learned 

a lot about a past that was kept secret in public. The first time that Alvar heard that Estonia had ever been 

an independent country, was through the ‘Voice of America’ [Ameerika Hääl]. Alvar became curious and 

wanted to find out ‘what had really happened’: 

“I was maybe ten years old, I am not sure how old exactly. Every time my 

grandfather was listening to the radio and it spoke about Lenin, I saw that he could 

not bear what he was hearing. Then I understood, ‘there is something really wrong 

here’. A feeling of opposition arose in me, and the wish to do something against it. 

At that time I did not have comrades with whom I could fight.” 

In 1980, as Alvar recollects, some student riots against the Soviet occupation took place in Tallinn. In 

response, schoolboys from the Adolf Kesler School in Jõhvi formed a resistance group. Alvar, 16 years old 

at the time, decided to become a member as well in autumn 1980. He was the only one who was not local 

(about 30 km). In the beginning he did not actively participate, thinking that joining the group was his way 

of expressing resistance. He became more active once he met another student and later journalist, Holger 

Kaljulaid, who spread secret leaflets: 
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“I told him about the events that I had heard about on the radio. On the 1st of 

December 1981 a silent half an hour was organised, as a silent protest against the 

occupation. From 9:30 to 10 o’clock, if I am right. The idea was that this would 

take place on every first workday of the month, but the tradition disappeared. The 

first time I remember well, but I do not know whether a second time happened at 

all. Some people were punished. Apothecary Endel Roos died. I do not know what 

they did to him. […] since then until today I have worked together with Holger. 

He lives in Tallinn.” 

Alvar was still in high school when he took his first steps into the resistance movement. In 1983, Alvar 

moved from Kiviõli to Tartu to study livestock and immediately contacted Ülle Einasto, who was the 

representative of Tartu’s resistance movement. Life as an independence activist was different in Tartu than 

in Kohtla-Järve. In Tartu there were more KGB observers and Alvar and his fellow students constantly 

operated under the eye of the KGB. But they also had more opportunities to resist the regime. Alvar had 

more comrades in Tartu. He befriended former political prisoners who had a strong social network, like 

Viktor Niitsoo. He also listened to secret radio broadcasts with his comrades, through which he got 

acquainted with dissidents that were imprisoned and later moved back to Tartu: 

“Our biggest examples were Mart Niklus, Jüri Kukk and Enn Tarto. Mart Niklus 

spoke almost every day on the radio in the early 1980s. […] Mart Niklus and Jüri 

Kukk were arrested in 1980, and in 1981 was their court procedure. The radio 

broadcasted every day a report to announce the current state of affairs. Every day 

someone phoned them, whether Eve Pärnaste or Mati Kiirend, and spread the 

information they received to others.” 

Alvar befriended several dissidents in Tartu who had been involved in the signing of the Baltic Appeal in 

1979 and in the foundation of the ERSP in 1988. They met at the grave of Kuperjanov on Christmas Eve 

or Independence Day, at the Pauluse cemetery (where a freedom monument had remained) or at ‘calendar 

demonstrations’. In January 1988 former political prisoner Viktor Niitsoo informed Alvar about the Tartu 

Peace Treaty celebration on the 2nd of February, which he participated in, together with his classmates. 

When at a certain point many of the individuals in his social network were engaged in the 

(re)establishement of civic organisations, Alvar got involved in many of them as well. 

Just to name a few of the activities he was involved in: Alvar was a member of the committee to 

re-erect Tartu’s Independence monument ‘Kalevipoeg’; he was politically engaged first with ERSP, Tartu 

Citizens’ Committee [Tartu Kodanike Komitee] and later IRL; he was on the board of several military 

organisations such as the Tartu Independence Fighters’ Union [Tartu Vabadusvõitlejate Ühendus], the 

Julius Kuperjanov Selts, and the Defence League Tartu [Kaitseliidu Tartu Maleva Tamme malevkonna 

Veeriku kompani] and became an active member of several academic organisations such as the student 

organisation ’Fraternitas Tartuensis’; the Academic Heritage Conservation Association [Akadeemilise 

Muinususkaitse Seltsi Vilistlaskogu] and the Academic Independence Fighters’; Human Rights Activists 
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and Victims of Repression Centre; in remembrance of Jüri Kukk [Akadeemilisse Vabadusvõitlejate, 

Inimõiguslaste ja Repressiooniohvrite Mälestuskeskuse HEREDITAS HEROUM-DEFENSORUM 

LIBERTATIS et IURIS CIVILIS HOMINUM in memoriam JÜRI KUKK]. As mentioned before, 

eventually Alvar ended up living together with Mart Niklus, the political prisoner that he once adored for 

his heroic stories on the radio. Being a memory activist brings an enormous amount of social capital and 

makes Alvar a member of a lineage of people he admires for their heroism.   

Olev became a member of Tartu’s network of ‘fighters’ at the end of the 1980s, later than Alvar did and via 

a slightly different route. Alvar was a student at that time, Olev almost 50 years old. “During the Soviet 

period”, Olev explained “it was not yet possible and necessary [to be active].” When the ERSP was 

founded as the first anti-Communist party in the Soviet Union, Olev became a member, just like Alvar. He 

was one of the 4 ERSP members who travelled to Poland to learn from the democratisation processes that 

were taking place there. At an ERSP meeting in February 1990, Olev and some others came to the idea to 

re-establish the Defense League [Kaitseliit]. Together with Harri Henn – who was also an active participant 

in the ERSP, Popular Front, Heritage Society and Citizens Committee – Olev held meetings in Tartu 

region, to mobilise people to sign up. In two months’ time, they founded 9 military units. A year later Olev 

became ‘chief of history’ of the Defence League, responsible for gathering and publishing the ‘historical 

truth’ (Ühtegi, 2008, p. 14). “I was the secretary of the Kaitseliit and started to write its history. That is 

how it started.” In November 1991, he and several other Defence League members re-established the 

Kuperjanov battalion (Ühtegi, 2008, p. 15). When I asked Olev how exactly they came to the idea to 

establish these organisations, he replied: 

“Haha, no one invited us no. It was a citizens’ initiative. We were organising a new 

Defence League, because we wanted to protect our country and we wanted to find 

out the truth about what had happened in the past. This search for data and 

information on the past scared the Russian soldiers that were still in Estonia after 

1991. In 1994 they left because they were afraid the information could be revealed 

and its consequences. The Kuperjanov battalion was also our creation. We took the 

symbol of the Kuperjanov battalion, put it on our blouses and went to the city. 

People were watching us. They made pictures. I was a man from the forest 

[meaning: we were completely unexperienced – lay people], another man came from 

the forest and Kert who had a high position in the army. […] No one was doing it 

for us, we had to establish it ourselves.” 

Becoming a memory activist therefore brought Olev several rewards. He formed a broad social network, did 

useful work for wider society, regarding himself a ‘do-gooder’ or ‘humanitarian’, and the information he 

gathered made him feel ‘armed’ and empowered, against Russian soldiers but also against others who would 

oppose the restoration of the nation-state. Nowadays Olev is less active in the social network and meetings 

because of health problems, but he still supports activists and campaigns from home. 
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Although Kalev had been engaged in forbidden activities as a student in the 1960s, for example, writing and 

distributing political poems, he became a member of Tartu’s activists’ community only in the 1990s. Until 

then, he had lived in a farm near Tallinn, where he raised his children and worked for the Ministry of 

Agriculture. During the Singing Revolution he had a busy life, travelling regularly to Moscow and other 

cities in the Soviet Union. He had a broad social network, consisting of very diverse individuals. He 

enjoyed listening to their stories, and took a keen interest in learning from them. He listened to men who 

had served in the Red Army, the German army, people who had been deported or who had worked in high 

office, of Estonians, Russians and Ukrainians. With his broad interest in history and out of a sense of 

patriotism, he attended meetings of the ERSP and the Estonian Heritage Society in Tallinn in the late 

1980s, together with his acquaintances, colleagues and friends. “The first time I came in contact with the 

Estonian Heritage Society was because they had an office at the same area where my work office was.” He 

did not become a member of any organisation though as he was too busy with other things. 

Kalev’s life changed radically when his father called him to come and live with him and his mother in 

Tartu. They were too old to take care of themselves and it was Kalev’s duty to help them out. He tried to 

retain his life as a working man, but this eventually turned out to be difficult to combine with the intensive 

care that his parents required. Kalev missed the social life that he used to have in Tallinn. At the same time, 

he heard many stories from his father about the past, about the war time and post-war period, and about 

relatives that lived around Tartu and had fought in the Independence War (1918-1920). He became more 

and more interested in these family stories. That is why Kalev decided to visit the grave of Kuperjanov on a 

day that he knew that more people would gather there. He hoped to meet someone who could tell him 

more about his relatives or their fate. 

“I had relatives who had fought in the Kuperjanov battalion. When it was 

Kuperjanov’s birthday or some other anniversary, I went to visit his grave and got 

acquainted with other people […]. As I wanted to know more about my relatives, I 

started to speak with these people. Especially with one man, who was a member of 

the Estonian Heritage Society and Defence League as well.” 

Near the grave of Kuperjanov, Kalev met Tartu’s memory activists for the first time: people, he noticed, 

who knew a lot about Estonia’s history and who were very dedicated to making a contribution to society. 

At this time, the early 1990s, Estonian history was still a mystery: an official post-Soviet history had not 

yet been written. This and later moments at Kuperjanov’s grave, were moments that they would exchange 

new and precious information about ‘what had really happened’. 

These were also moments that social contacts were formed and new ideas were born. When Kalev 

started to listen to the stories of this man that he met at Kuperjanov’s grave, he came up with the idea to 

record them: 
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“I already had my recorder and he narrated a lot. Then we came to the idea to 

interview Independence War veterans. We started to make interviews with them. 

And we had a list of their birthdays and went to their house to congratulate them.” 

Kalev quickly integrated into the network of memory activists. 

“At a certain moment I met a guy in a café somewhere in Tartu, I do not remember 

where but we sat down and started talking. He was a soomepoiss [Estonian man 

who fought in the Finnish army] and I really enjoyed his stories [about his war 

experiences]. He was a member of the Independence Fighters’ Union 

[vabadusevõitlejate ühendus] as well and he invited me. Not everyone could become 

a member; you had to have a member to take responsibility for you, because they 

did not want any KGB person to become a member.” 

Through his increasing engagement with WWII veterans, Kalev began to feel a certain duty to represent 

their needs, as they themselves were already old. He identified with them and he felt that he could 

contribute something to society in this way: 

“We wanted to establish an Independence War club, but people started to die. So, 

one week a veteran agreed to become a member and the next week he had died. In a 

short time only 30 veterans were left. They organised many commemorations and I 

went to all of them, just like now. I was a member of the Soomepoisid [Estonian 

men in the Finnish army] already then, and became a member of the Pitka Boys 

[Pitka was an important military commander during the Independence War]. The 

same man that had invited me to the Soomepoisid, had invited me to this one as 

well. And to the Kuperjanov association, of which I am also a member.” 

Kalev’s active participation in all these organisations, made him feel useful. He could do something for 

these men who were passing away and he could contribute to new ‘Estonian history’. Together with the 

other ‘amateur historians’ Kalev had met in the early 1990s, he began solving the puzzle of the past. Today 

Kalev is so integrated into this community, that he feels irreplaceable. “They need me here now, I cannot 

move back to Tallinn anymore to live there with my wife and daughter.” Being a memory activist has 

become a life mission and makes his life meaningful. Kalev’s social network has grown tremendously 

because of his activism. He feels good among these people, with whom he shares a common interest and 

upon whom he can rely. In Chapter 1, I described how this social network is also important as a form of 

social capital, that Kalev, for example could draw on. As such, he arranged all his homes through this 

network; he either lived together with a veteran, or used the apartment of a veteran or memory activist while 

they were not using it themselves. In our latest phone call, Kalev told me he had moved again to someone 

else’s home. I realise more and more how he has learned in his childhood that sustaining a strong and 

extensive social network is essential for survival in a society where the political system cannot be trusted. 
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This ‘personal’ character of the relationships within the network brings along a particular kind of 

responsibility towards other memory activists. Kalev recognises the responsibilities that becoming an 

‘official’ member brings: 

“They have asked me several times to join the Defense Forces [kaitseliit], but it 

brings along responsibilities. If I become a member, then I feel I really need to 

contribute as well. I would not be able to say no. Now that I am not a member I can 

help whenever I have time, but I do not have a certain kind of responsibility within 

the organisation.” 

Kalev is a member of the social network anyway, and can easily know what others are engaged in and how 

he can contribute. The social rules and responsibilities of the broader social network are much more 

informal, than for the concrete organisations. 

Friendship between generations of fighters for justice and order 

The stories of Alvar’s, Olev’s and Kalev’s involvement show that although it might seem from an outsiders’ 

perspective that these memory activists are nationalists who act upon a strong identification with their 

national heroes and compatriots, their activism has become more than that an act of duty based upon their 

friendships within the memory activists’ community. Alvar’s activism, for instance, is to a large extent the 

continuation of Mart Niklus’ fight. Because they live together, Alvar can literally share in Mart’s activism. 

Mart’s good friend, chemist Jüri Kukk, with whom he was imprisoned in 1980, died in 1981 when they 

were together on a hunger strike. Although Alvar never met Kukk in person, he perceives him as a friend 

who has passed away. If he would have survived instead of Mart, then after all, Kukk would have become 

one of Alvar’s friends. Thus, Alvar is so actively involved in the yearly commemoration conference 

dedicated to Jüri Kukk, not just because he finds that he deserves to be nationally recognised as a freedom 

fighter, but moreover because he wants to save the dignity of his friend. Kalev feels the same when it 

concerns Independence War veterans, whom he got to know personally in the early 1990s. 

This duty of friendship can be extended even further back in time. The human capacity to view 

links between generations as a ‘line of succession’ and ‘historical contact chains’, allows one to perceive a 

relationship with one’s predecessors that resembles the “ties between members of the acquaintance chains” 

(Zerubavel, 2003, p. 57). More concretely, because Alvar, Olev and Kalev view themselves as part of a 

historical contact chain of ’fighters’, they perceive their ties with previous fighters to involve similar loyalties 

and duties as they perceive with contemporary memory activists. The Independence War soldiers, WWII 

soldiers who fought in name of Estonia, the Forest Brothers, the Soviet dissidents and the memory activists 

lived in different eras and different circumstances, but they were all ’patriotic fighters’ who stood up for 

their homeland. They feel that had they lived in the same era, they would have been friends. The fact that 

there is ’generational overlap’ between these different groups, makes this feeling even stronger (Zerubavel, 

2003, p. 60). Mart Niklus (1934) and Enn Tarto (1938), as key figures among Tartu’s memory activists, 
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literally link the memory activists to the dissidents and to the WWII soldiers and Forest Brothers, as they 

already lived and socialised with them at that time. Many of the Independence War veterans were at least 

mentally involved in the independence struggle in the 1980s, which created a direct link between them and 

the later memory activists, bringing along ties of acquaintance and friendship. 

These friendship ties, between memory activists and former ‘fighters’, involve care. Friends are 

concerned about each other’s welfare. They feel sympathy for each other. Friendship requires the “ability to 

imagine what the other person is experiencing” and “being affected by this”. “Thus caring implies being 

upset when our friend is harmed, happy when the person is successful, angry when he or she is mistreated, 

and so on” (Annis, 1987, p. 349). In light of these personal ties, it is very obvious why these memory 

activists are so dedicated to restoring the social order and justice. They have witnessed the sadness, pain and 

injustice in the eyes and stories of their dear friends and cannot stand the feeling of doing nothing about it. 

This “kinship obligation” (see Connerton, 1989) is the reason why Tartu’s memory activists continue their 

activism. In a speech near the grave of Kuperjanov in 1989, Enn Tarto (2009, p. 101) pointed out: 

“Kuperjanov always said: ‘we will manage, we have to manage’. And although he 

gave his life and with him many others, this aim that they aspired, they have 

achieved it. This spirit lives on within us, and if we might not achieve this goal, then 

our descendants will. Because a people, any people, also the Estonian people, do not 

consist of only these people, that live today. Our people consist of those, who have 

been before us and also those, who come after us.” 

Enn Tarto never met Kuperjanov. He died even before Tarto was born. Kuperjanov never requested Tarto 

to commemorate him or to continue his aspirations. Thus, there has never been a moment of consent basis 

(W. J. Booth, 2009, p. 213), yet Tarto feels a responsibility to continue Kuperjanov’s national project.  

Support for the memory activists in the wider society 

Coming to the end of this chapter, I would like to place these memory activists within Estonian society 

more broadly. From an outsiders’ perspective these memory activists might seem to work in the margins of 

society, but, as we will see, they occupy a quite legitimised position. Although the worldviews of some of 

them are quite radical, the moderates among them form a bridge with wider society. The views of the latter 

are legitimised by the ideology of legal restorationism. Besides that, the community of memory activists has 

strong social ties with influential figures in society, stemming from the period of the Singing Revolution. 

The ideology of restorationism is deeply integrated into Estonian politics. As we have seen in 

Chapter 3, former dissidents and independence activists, who were organised in the ERSP and its successor 

parties, were very successful in implementing their ideas for the restoration of pre-war Estonia during the 

late 1980s and early 1990s. This deep implementation in the constitution and laws is why even today many 

mainstream parties use national conservative rhetoric, such as anti-homosexual and ethnic cleaving language 
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(Auers & Kasekamp, 2009; Pettai, 2004). Here the assumption is to return to a ‘normal’, pre-war situation, 

when, as they see it, men still married women and Estonians were in power. Leading figures from various 

parties (e.g. Reform Party, Fatherland Party, even the Social Democrats) use this kind of language from 

time to time, to various extents. This is especially the case for the popular and mainstream Fatherland 

Party, whose contemporary leadership actually consists of the same individuals as those who took a leading 

role in the Singing Revolution, like Mart Laar and Trivimi Velliste. 

Tartu memory activists thus share both a history, as active independence activists in the late 

1980s in Tartu, and an ideology with several leading politicians from the Fatherland Party (Bennich-

Björkman, 2007). They thus have strong ties with an influential mainstream party. For instance, when they 

discussed the Soviet Raadi monument in Tartu in that attic in Supilinn, they wrote Mart Laar a letter to 

ask him for help. Laar replied that he really appreciated their attention for this problem and that he will 

discuss it on a higher level. Or when the memory activists wanted to officially institutionalise a national day 

to mark the heroism of the freedom fighters, they also managed to place this on the political agenda with 

the help of IRL politicians.74 This ideological overlap however, makes it impossible for memory activists to 

establish their ‘own’ political parties (Auers & Kasekamp, 2009). At the moment, there are two neo-

nationalist or extreme right parties in Estonia, in which several Tartu memory activists have been involved: 

the Freedom Party – Farmers’ Assembly [Vabaduspartei – Põllumeeste Kogu] and the Estonian 

Independence Party [Eesti Iseseisvuspartei]. Neither gained more than 0.5% of the votes however (Auers & 

Kasekamp, 2009, p. 247). The former is the successor of the Farmers’ Assembly founded in 1921 by 

Konstantin Päts, Otto Tief and Jüri Uluots. The second was established in 1993 by former members of the 

ERSP. Contrary to the Fatherland Party, these extreme-right parties understand restorationism more in 

fundamentalist terms: ‘security’ for them means full sovereignty, which excludes interference from the EU, 

whereas the Fatherland Party is much more liberal in this respect, embracing European cooperation. 

Besides being taken seriously politically, the memory activists are also respected by the masses. 

This is, I argue, rooted in the heritage of the Singing Revolution, when the argument of restoring the social 

order gained legitimacy. Or as social movements’ scholars have put it: the frame that the memory activists 

appeal to resonates with cultural traditions and narratives (Merry, 2006, p. 41). Therefore, at ordinary 

moments I would say that many people have sympathy for the activism of the memory activists without 

necessarily supporting it, such as on the Tartu Peace Treaty commemoration. This sympathy though can 

easily turn into support at critical moments, for instance during the Bronze Soldier crisis. When the 

Estonian authorities decided to dismantle the Lihula monument because its Nazi symbolism was not 

appreciated by the EU, the memory activists were very successful in invoking the old image of Estonians as 

silently obeying the will of outsiders. ‘We know what will happen if we do not stand up for our own 

(people)!’, thus playing into the moral obligation to be an active citizen, which many people felt during the 

Singing Revolution and after, as discussed in Chapter 4. When the memory activists directed the attention 

                                                             

74 Personal communication with Joosep and Kalev, 19 August 2011. 
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to the Bronze Soldier that stood untouched in the centre of Tallinn, they successfully invoked old feelings 

of injustice, of Estonia as a society that was still governed by others (Melchior & Visser, 2011). Like in 

their struggle for freedom in the late 1980s, they successfully managed to again link the question of 

historical injustice to the right to national self-determination and democratic rights. They successfully 

argued that the Russian minority still disrupts the social order. In addition, we should not forget that the 

former independence activists among Tartu’s memory activists acquired a special status in the late 1980s; 

they have a certain authority, credibility and authenticity. In Ukraine for instance, former dissidents who 

continued their struggle after regaining independence, organised in the political union DSU, have been 

much less successful in mobilising the masses. Unlike the dissidents in Estonia, they had not significantly 

contributed to the regaining of independence (Shekhovtsov, 2011, p. 211).  

At this point, it is important to distinguish two main wings among Tartu’s memory activists: the 

‘moderates’ and the ‘radicals’, with neo-Nazis at the furthest extreme. Both groups pursue the ideal of 

social, cultural and historical restoration. The moderates, amongst which I include Kalev and Enn Tarto, 

feel that the social order was restored when Estonia regained and rebuilt its independent state, but they 

believe that a constant active involvement is required to safeguard it for the future. The radicals, among 

which I count among others Mart Niklus and Olev, feel that Estonian society has not (yet) returned to its 

‘normal’ state. They believe for example that communists are still in power and that society has not restored 

all historical injustices. For example, they refrain from officially thanking Estonian freedom fighters. The 

moderates thus ‘fight’ for the status quo, as it was in the early 1990s, and the radicals struggle for change. 

The moderates are more involved in awakening wider society, the radicals at creating their own historical 

truth and imposing that onto others. Both wings meet in their common activities, both departing from 

restorationism, but with different outlooks on contemporary society. 

This distinction is important because although their worldviews overlap and they have close 

relationships, they operate in different circles of society. In contrast to the moderates, the worldviews of the 

radicals are too extreme for the masses. They often operate in the margins. They are less focused on 

contributing to society through the official, political structures, and are more concerned with building an 

‘ideal society’ outside of the public domain. This they wish to transpose onto society at large. Finally, what 

distinguishes these radicals from the moderates is that they are primarily engaged in memory activities that 

concern honouring military heroes and commemorating fallen soldiers. This has been related to masculinity 

and assertiveness: 

“The cult of the fallen soldier, in its monumental and cultural proliferations, has, 

thus, been endorsed as an important symbol of national assertiveness, as a guarantor 

of the heroic national history and as a moral basis for national stability and a 

coherent identity. It has been reclaimed as representing the ideal masculinity for the 

revived nation and is contrasted with the tradition of the feminised victim and 

martyr of the former Soviet occupation” (Novikova, 2011). 
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Most of the radicals are indeed men. They are not involved at all in the commemoration of deportees or the 

national celebration of Independence Day. They prefer to celebrate Independence Day in their own way, 

amongst themselves. And because they move primarily within their own circles, not celebrating national 

holidays with the masses, they have less legitimacy among the wider population. The radicals also do, 

however, know how to successfully approach the legal authorities in case they want to, as we have seen with 

the letter to Mart Laar. 

Let me give two illustrations where these radicals become too extreme for society and for the 

moderate memory activists. This regards, firstly, conspiracy thinking, and secondly, even further into the 

extreme, neo-Nazi ideology. Conspiracy thinking was very obvious in many of my conversations with Olev: 

Olev: “In the future, history will become less important, it will slowly disappear. 

New generations will not need history anymore.” 

Inge: “What do you mean, why not?” 

Olev: “Because we are already communicating with aliens. I mean, information is 

being exchanged with aliens at the moment. We do not know about this, or no one 

tells us about this, because people would get crazy, but it is true. What for them is 

one day, is for us one month. And imagine if someone is in contact with an alien, 

they are not interested in our history. They would not understand. This is what the 

future will be like. We will have this microchip. This will register what you are 

doing, with whom you are, etcetera. Have you seen the matrix, the film? This is 

what is already happening.” 

In another conversation with Olev he saw conspiracies when it came to the provision of food and medicine: 

Olev: “Also when you eat you have to be careful. You never know what you eat. 

What are exactly those medicines that you use? You do not know. And the most 

dangerous is aspartame. When Estonia joined the EU, a sugar war started. Because 

Estonia had too much sugar according to the statistics, which means too much 

aspartame. People pick berries and make jam. But then they see it in the shop and it 

is so cheap that they consider not to make it anymore themselves. But the shop jam 

has used aspartame. Also, the number of people in the world is growing. What to 

do about it? Just make a vaccination campaign and start vaccinating people with 

something that kills them. Then they just say it is a natural disease.” 

Inge: “Do you really believe this is happening now?” 

Olev: “Yes of course. Where do you think that AIDS comes from? And if we can 

communicate with aliens, how far will genetic technology be? Much further than we 

can ever believe.” 

Olev’s conspiracy thinking goes even further. He once took me to a film by Jüri Lina, an Estonian writer 

and film director who lives in Sweden: “Den omättliga Ouroboros: frimurarnas lömska taktik” [The 
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insatiable Ouroboros: Masonic underhand tactics] about freemasonry [vabamüürlased], warning me about 

the dangers of a growing cosmopolitan elite. The film was shown in the conference centre of a hotel in 

Tartu, not in an ordinary cinema. It is important to note here that during WWII, freemasonry was 

commonly associated with Jews in Soviet-era anti-Semitism. The film argued that mighty people are 

engaged in a conspiracy to rule the whole world by breaking down all national boundaries. They are called 

vabamüürlased, which literally means ‘free/open walls’ persons’. Previous studies have also linked 

conspiracy thinking and mistrust in society to nationalist ideologies, understanding the world as a zero-sum 

game in which the self is good and the other is bad (Moore & Sanders, 2002). “Loyalist politics is a 

constant attempt to identify and prevent betrayal” (Kubal, 2010, p. 14). Although Olev seems to be quite 

scared of the power of Jews, he sees neo-Nazism as one step too far. I did observe anti-Semitic statements 

several times during my fieldwork, but never among any of Tartu’s memory activists. The boundary, 

however, between the radical memory activists and the small group of Estonian neo-Nazis is thin and 

unclear. They do not use any neo-Nazi rhetoric themselves, but some radical memory activists do not 

condemn it either. And the three times that I encountered neo-Nazism was at meetings with several of 

Tartu’s memory activists, which means that their activist calendars and social networks partly overlap. 

The first and only time I encountered neo-Nazism at an event in Tartu, was in the attic in 

Supilinn. Risto Teinonen, one of Finland’s neo-Nazis who moved to Estonia in the 1990s, was there that 

Saturday morning, as a representative of the Independence Party. The other two times were at the 

commemoration in Sinimäed, where the Estonian men who fought against Communism are 

commemorated. The first time I went there, in 2010, Alvar had arranged transportation to the location 

with a bus that came from Latvia. Until today I am not sure what kind of organisation was in that bus, but 

Kerttu, who was waiting with me for the bus, showed me a picture on her phone with a swastika and played 

me her favourite Nazi music. The third time was when I met Mari for an interview, who was a friend of 

Kerttu. Mari from Viljandi had been the one who eventually helped me to arrange a bus to Sinimäed. In the 

interview she spoke about the white race and the degradation of humanity when races would mix. She also 

found that the world needed a new Hitler. Kerttu and Teinonen I never met again. They clearly move 

outside of the network of memory activists but have contacts within the circle. Mari is engaged with 

Estonian WWII veterans, that is how I met her several times at national events. 

Just to be clear, the radicals among Tartu’s memory activists (not including any neo-Nazi – as I 

just argued) operate in completely different circles than other radical subgroups, such as skinheads. They 

differ significantly when it comes to the use of verbal and physical aggression. Some skinheads have 

molested non-white foreign students. In addition, the group of skinheads consists of young men, who are 

engaged in completely different activities. They organise, for instance, private concerts on Hitler’s birthday. 

They are not united by a common historical struggle for independence, but by wearing similar clothes, a 

similar haircut, tattoos and listening to similar music. Their aim is not to contribute something to society 

more widely, but to create a brotherhood among themselves, separate from the rest. They have strong 
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international networks with other skinheads, especially in Finland (Auers & Kasekamp, 2009, p. 246; 

Kamenik, 2007, pp. 14-15). Their activities, aims and ideology obviously differ from those of the memory 

activists. Even when both groups were agitated and became active in the Bronze Soldier conflict they did 

not cooperate. 

It is important to stress the ties between the moderates and the radicals at this point, because they 

help to understand how those who refer to themselves as ‘Estonian nationalists’, manage to be successful in 

implementing changes in society. In 2012 for example, they managed to get the freedom fighters, those 

who fought against Communism, officially acknowledged by the state. It was not the neo-Nazis, neither the 

radicals, who succeeded in getting this official recognition. The moderates successfully managed to link an 

honourable commemoration of fallen soldiers to democratic values of respect and justice. The moderates 

thus form a bridge between the more radical groups and wider society: they have an overlap in ideology 

with both sides and the necessary social ties to accomplish political and societal change. 

In this light we can also better understand the existence of a commemoration like the one in 

Sinimäed. Jewish organisations from the US (“Ansip meets with Jewish groups,” 2011), the Russian media 

and EU institutions find it problematic that a commemoration of men who have factually fallen in German 

uniforms can take place in an EU state. Internally, among the titular population, the commemoration is not 

contested at all. I have asked several young, more highly educated people in Tartu whether they have ever 

attended this commemoration. No one did, as it really takes place in the middle of nowhere, and it is a long 

drive from Tartu. But all of them said that they plan to go once. Several of them added, because one of 

their relatives had died or fought there. For them, it is an act of public mourning, of paying respect, of 

making sure that these man have not died in vain. It is not a political statement, as is often assumed by 

foreign opponents of this meeting. The moderates who go to Sinimäed every year go there to publicly 

mourn, not to publicly provoke anyone. This might be slightly different for the radicals and the few neo-

Nazis who live on the margins of society. They might go there with different intentions. This is also true 

for the neo-Nazis that come there from Latvia, Finland, Germany, Belgium and other places.  

The state allows this commemoration to take place believing in the sincere motivation of the 

moderates and the young intellectuals I spoke to in Tartu. The state representatives very well realise, 

though, that it is possible that more radically minded individuals could potentially ‘pollute’ the 

commemoration. In recent years, the state has therefore sent police and law enforcers to guarantee a 

commemoration rather than a political meeting. In 2010 the radicals were still very visible. A group of 

radical Russian-Estonians were holding an anti-Fascist demonstration there. A group of Estonian speaking 

radicals were holding picketing signs comparing Hitler and Stalin, in order to legitimise the 

commemoration of these ‘national heroes’. In 2012 I participated again, this time I arrived together with a 

bus of Tartu’s veterans. Mart Niklus was with us in the bus as well. During our drive he proudly told me 

that he brought his prison outfit, so that if the Russians came to protest he would put on his outfit again 

and confront them with some critical questions. When we arrived though, Niklus was approached by one 
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of the law enforcers, asking him whether he had intended to host a political meeting there. He was 

reprimanded: ‘this place is for commemoration, not for political statements.’ He obediently answered that 

he had no plans of that nature whatsoever. 

In other words, the civilised methods and language of the moderate memory activists and their 

groundedness in legal restorationism, make that the memory activists in general do not work in the margins 

of society, but actually occupy a legitimised and quite influential position. Apparently they do not “threaten 

the values or interests of any significant segment of society” and thus form a respectable social movement 

with “access to legitimate means of promoting its values” and “of extending its influence” (Killian, et al., 

2013). 

Concluding remarks 

Every year on the 2nd of February, Kalev, Alvar and other Tartu memory activists gather near the grave of 

Kuperjanov and later on the same day behind the university library. They commemorate their friends who 

have died for their homeland. They make sure that their co-fighters occupy a sacred place as ‘freedom 

fighters’ and try to ensure that they have not died in vain. They also hold speeches directed at politicians, 

cultural figures and citizens, who either attend the event or watch it on the television. The ongoing 

violation of the Tartu Peace Treaty, they argue, should not be tolerated. As long as 5.2% of Estonian land 

is in the hands of Russia, the social order is distorted and historical injustice inflicted. This symbolises 

Estonia’s weak power position in the wider world, as the nation-state silently adopts the underdog position 

that is imposed on them by Russia but also by Europe. By visiting Kuperjanov and the Tartu Peace Treaty 

building every 2nd of February, Tartu’s memory activists feel that they can at least do something about the 

alienating force of modernity. They perceive themselves as humanitarians, who truly care about their fellow 

countrymen, and who are prepared to put time and energy in the struggle for justice and equality. 

Accusations of being nationalists who violate democratic values, are therefore extra bitter and 

incomprehensible to them. 

This chapter has provided an intimate outlook into the lives of Tartu’s memory activists, who are 

committed to the past, dedicating all their free time to memory activism. At first sight their activism might 

be interpreted as a response to neo-liberalisation; revitalising Estonia’s traditional community, restoring its 

social and natural order, as an anchor in a quickly changing society. Compared to the wider society, Tartu’s 

memory activists indeed see many dangers in individualisation and modernisation. An in-depth 

investigation, tracing the historical roots of Tartu’s memory activism and deconstructing their current 

network, has shown in addition that they perceive friendship ties with the former (freedom) fighters, 

instead of ‘imagined’ ties. They have witnessed the passions and pains in their eyes and thus feel a duty to 

save the dignity of their friends, to empower them and liberate them from their position as victims. 
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It is because of these friendship ties that Kalev, Olev and Alvar stay involved in memory activism. Within 

their own social network, they can experience the ‘ideal world’ that they would like to see in society. The 

struggle for justice, in which they collectively engage, turns out to be open-ended in practice. Reaching 

closure would mean the end of their activism, the end of their memory activists’ community and the end of 

their policing of society. The struggle for justice, therefore, instead of justice as a form of closure, is central 

in the activism that we have tried to understand in this chapter. An ongoing struggle perpetuates both ‘the 

national memory’ and the network of memory activists into the future, which is considered a precondition 

for a secure, young nation-state. 

The network and activism of Tartu’s memory activists is also important in light of the other 

chapters. After all, the memory activists are important players when it comes to the production and 

mobilisation of memory in Estonia. Many of the initiatives for commemorative days, events or changes in 

the legal system, come from them. Furthermore, they keep a close eye on memory politics. It is important to 

keep in mind that the memory activists, though seemingly rather radical, nationalistic and conservative from 

a liberal perspective, are no marginal and meaningless group in Estonia. What I have pointed out in this 

chapter is that due to their particular historical roots in Soviet dissidence and human rights activism, they 

successfully manage to frame their activism as a struggle for democratic rights and justice. They are 

moreover quite successful in achieving their political goals and broad popular support in moments of crisis, 

because of the social ties they have established during the Singing Revolution with contemporary public 

figures. Furthermore, their ideology is rooted in legal restorationism, which makes their ideological claims 

legitimate for a wide share of the population. This is especially due to the existence of moderate memory 

activists, who form an obvious bridge with those other Estonians who feel a moral obligation to contribute 

to society, as described in Chapter 4. Although the young intellectuals of the previous chapter do not 

oppose modern developments or official structures and they have a completely different social network that 

does not make their activism a life goal in itself, members from both groups share the strong conviction, 

based in the era of the Singing Revolution, that they as individuals have a responsibility to make Estonia a 

good place to live. They have different ideas about how to achieve this, to what degree and they owe it to 

different (imagined) communities, but the intention is shared. That is why the historical fighters of 

Estonian nationalism occupy a rather legitimised and credible position in society. 

In the following chapter we will move to the periphery of Estonian society: the countryside. We 

will explore the stories of those Estonians who do not view the Soviet period as one black night and ‘even’ 

have positive memories about that time. 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 6: 

On the margins of history: 

Good old Soviet times 

 

It is a rainy May evening when we arrive at the village house in Tsirguliina. When we enter the building, 

people dressed as pioneers welcome us. They are wearing red scarves, skirts and long white socks. Luule was 

already excited in the car, on our way here, but I feel she is getting more and more excited. The other 

people are very cheerful as well, which makes for a strange exciting tension. A woman asks loudly, “Where 

is Lenin? We had such a nice Lenin portrait!” People laugh, pointing towards Lenin’s portrait in front of 

the room. The women in the pioneer clothes proudly show off their outfits to their friends. For example, 

one woman raises her bracelet and asks her friend: “This was also from that time, right?” A red light 

projects the words ‘honour to work’ on stage. A flag from Soviet times makes the picture complete. At 

seven in the evening, the party kicks off. We are asked to sit down. When the music starts, a kolkhoz 

chairman takes his position behind the microphone. He tells the people they have worked very hard, and 

that he would like to reward them for that. He then hands out medals and certificates. The folk dancing 

group performs. A drunkard-actor interrupts the kolkhoz party. Pioneer songs are sung. When the ‘official’ 

part is over, chairs and tables are put aside, and people drink and eat together. We are asked to pay 2 

rubbles for the musician. This is just like a bygone era. 
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Figure 12 - Actors performing at the 'kolkhoz party': Communist Party members, kolkhoz leaders, pioneers, folk 
dancers, 14 May 2011 

 

The municipal council of Tsirguliina had asked a local playwright to organise a ‘kolkhoz party’ to celebrate 

“the twenty years that have passed since the local government formation”.75 So far in this thesis, I have not 

addressed positive stories about the Soviet period, which is a direct reflection of how I perceived these 

positive stories to exist within Estonian society at large. Only after I had spent a considerable amount of 

time in the field and my social network began to extend into the countryside, I was also able to grasp these 

stories of joy, singing, dancing, free health care and education in Soviet society. The collective recollection 

and re-enactment of this Soviet party shows both that life in the Soviet Union was not one long black 

period of repression, and that at least a part of Estonian society does not want to forget this part of their 

history. 

In this chapter I will question where in society these positive stories about the Soviet period are 

being told. I argue that for the majority of the people, the ESSR became the ‘new normal’ and that they 

found ways to live their everyday lives despite a sense of occupation. So, what happened to these stories of 

the good old times? The strong narrative of the Soviet period as a rupture, as described in Chapter 2 and 3, 

that became inseparable from the sense of national identity in the late 1980s/early 1990s, made these 

                                                             

75 This is the way it was described on the invitation, which was spread on posters throughout the region. 
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stories of normal Soviet life disappear. People who identified as Estonians reinterpreted their personal life 

stories in terms of rupture, even though at that time they did not experience their lives to be abnormal. I 

will unravel the taboo about Soviet nostalgia and argue that positive memories of the Soviet period are 

perceived as a threat to Estonian sovereignty by officials. By means of quantitative analyses I will explore to 

what extent Estonians actually are able to evaluate positive aspects of their everyday lives in the ESSR, and 

subsequently, who does so? In the final section I explore the stories of several of my rural informants who 

do recall the positive stories of Soviet life. This is in contrast to what I encountered in Tartu or Tallinn. I 

will argue, using the story of Tõnis, that in order to be positive about Soviet Estonia, one needs to be able 

to reconcile the good Soviet life with the love for one’s country – or not care about being a ‘good Estonian’. 

Economic development, pleasure and egalitarianism in the ESSR 

The immediate post-war period, when Stalin was still alive, was a period of drastic change, not only on a 

political level but also in people’s everyday lives. It was not considered a ‘normal’, by that I mean not a 

“stable and natural” (Hansen, 2005), era but ‘extraordinary’ (Lefebvre, 1991 [1947]), “not subject to 

routine” (Elias, 1998, p. 171), not “genuine” and “real” as the pre-war period. The difference between 

Soviet terror and pre-war life, or life as it used to be, was perceived too big to just continue their lives as 

they were used to. From the 1950s onwards, however, people increasingly found ways to continue their 

‘normal lives’. 

Tallinn, Tartu and especially Narva were severely damaged by the war. Many people became 

employed in reconstruction work. Stalin assigned the ESSR the task of supplying the north-western Soviet 

Union with energy. The economic focus shifted from light industry towards heavy industrial production, 

especially in the oil-shale industry (Raun, 2001, p. 175). Due to heavy population losses in the war, 

industrial workers were recruited from the Russian Soviet Republic. The economy of the ESSR grew 

rapidly and new industrial cities such as Kohtla-Järve were founded. Life in the countryside also changed 

considerably. The state appropriated all the abandoned lands and farms after the war (927,047 hectares), 

redistributed the reclaimed land to the landless, with priority given to the Red Army veterans, and to the 

sovkhozes (state farms) (Raun, 2001, p. 177). Although the Marxist ideal was to eliminate the differences 

between the countryside and the city, in practice “[t]he countryside was assigned the lowest position in the 

Stalinist hierarchy” (Raun, 2001, p. 184) and emphasis was placed on the sovkhozes, “run on the analogy 

of an urban factory” instead of the kolkhozes, “rural cooperative[s]”. Agricultural output was erratic, first 

increasing then decreasing in the early 1950s (Raun, 2001, p. 180). In politics, new structures eventually 

started to settle down. Although the Communist Party (ECP) consisted still to a large extent of Russians or 

“Yestonians”, ethnic Estonians who grew up in (Soviet) Russia, the number of local members grew, as well 

as in mass social organisations such as the Young Communist League. In January 1953, two months before 
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Stalin’s death, it was officially declared that socialism had been fully achieved in the ESSR (Raun, 2001, p. 

184). 

Economic growth 

The repression and restrictions central to Stalin’s dictatorship disappeared fairly quickly after his death and 

many ordinary Estonians adapted their lives to the socialist reality. In effect, then the ‘extraordinary’ 

socialist reality became the ‘new normal’. The year 1956 can be regarded as the turning point in the ESSR 

from an “era of chaos” to a “more stable arrangement of life”. Lost relatives who had been deported to 

Siberia began to return (Jõesalu, 2005, p. 91).  

Under Stalin’s successor Khrushchev, contact with the outside world gradually increased. In 1965, 

a boat line was opened between Helsinki and Tallinn and the number of tourists who visited the ESSR 

increased from 9,400 in 1965 to 94,100 in 1977. Some Estonians also got the chance to travel abroad, 

though in very small numbers (Raun, 2001, p. 189). The standard of living rose considerably in the 1950s 

into the 1960s. The ESSR, together with the Latvian SSR, had the highest standard of living. The amount 

of consumer goods and food available in the ESSR was also higher than anywhere else in the Soviet Union 

at that time (according to Moscow Statistika 1980 in Raun, 2001, p. 208). Furthermore, the urban space 

available per person grew rapidly. According to Swedish-Estonian journalist Andres Küng who travelled to 

the ESSR in 1970, people appreciated the benefits of industrial development and the rising living standards 

in the countryside, although they complained about the quality and shortage of goods (Raun, 2001, p. 

209). 

Life in the countryside improved radically due to major changes in the agricultural sector. The 

ESSR was used as a laboratory for models of agricultural reform. The authorities implemented several 

measurements to raise agricultural productivity, such as a reduction of rent for private plots, the 

encouragement of initiatives of kolkhozes themselves, salaries in money rather than goods and financial 

investment in fertilisers and mechanisation (Raun, 2001, p. 201). The agricultural economy relied almost 

completely on kolkhozes and sovkhozes. The acreage of private plots was small, totally roughly 8% of the 

land acreage in 1955 and 4% in 1983, yet their yield was significant. 29% of the potatoes, 27% of the 

eggs, 19% of the milk and 14% of the meat were produced on these farms. Due to mechanisation processes 

and the attractiveness of the cities, the number of agricultural workers dropped considerably. Although the 

growth of output of the industry was bigger, conditions in the countryside improved as well (Raun, 2001, 

p. 202). Overall wages rose 28% in the 1950s, 65% in the 1960s and 39% in the 1970s (Raun, 2001, p. 

208). People did not suffer any food shortage in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Culture, leisure and pleasure 

Although the state continued to control cultural production in the late 1950s, Khrushchev and his 

colleagues allowed more cultural freedom than Stalin (Fox, 1977, p. 216). These more liberal-minded 
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politicians “maintained that the private truth [istina] of the artist did not necessarily conflict with the big 

truth [pravda]” (McClure, 1967, p. 33). In May 1959 Khrushchev informed all Soviet cultural figures “of 

the exact conditions under which the government would allow them to pursue their creativity” (Fox, 1977, 

p. 218), but stated clearly that criticising the state was not allowed. The 1960s also introduced the concept 

of ‘Soviet taste’, suggesting on the one hand that every individual is free to make his or her own choices, at 

the same time the adjective ‘Soviet’ provided strong ideological guidelines for making these ‘free’ choices 

(Gurova, 2006, p. 95). The concept of ‘Soviet taste’ was directly related to the ideological competition 

with the US and ‘bourgeois countries’. Khrushchev was not afraid of more international contact and the 

expression and celebration of cultural distinctiveness within the Soviet Union (Watson, 1994, p. 10).  

Meanwhile, in this period of unprecedented freedom known as ‘the thaw’, the creation of youth 

clubs stimulated grassroots initiatives for the organisation of cultural activities. The structures were offered 

by the state, with the idea that Soviet citizens would actively participate in their production and 

consumption, rather than passively digesting state ideology. They would themselves take charge over 

building Communism. Thus, although their steps were carefully watched by the authorities, people 

participating in these Soviet collectives had the feeling of freedom of expression and genuine joy, not 

experiencing these collectives or moments of cultural consumption as “ideological chimeras” (Tsipursky, 

2012). 

These young people also organised several international youth events (Gurova, 2006, p. 95). 

After 1965 Estonian cultural figures were increasingly in contact with western authors and composers and 

performed outside of the Soviet Union as well. New generations of poets and writers were born, telling 

stories about the Estonian countryside. Theatre productions blossomed in this period, influenced by 

Eastern European theatre of the absurd and satire. ESSR citizens could see visiting theatre performances 

from Finland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany and Hungary. Estonia had nine professional theatres: five in 

Tallinn, one each in Tartu, Pärnu, Viljandi and Rakvere. Attendance was quite high: 1,019,000 in 1955 

and 1,504,000 in 1979 (Raun, 2001, p. 216). 

Music also played an important role in Soviet society in the 1950s-1960s. World famous 

composers such as Arvo Pärt began to blossom in the 1960s. Neeme Järvi, associated with the ESSR State 

Symphony Orchestra, performed in almost twenty countries outside the Soviet Union (Raun, 2001, p. 

217). Choir music remained popular and many Estonians participated in the Song Festivals. Between 1955 

and 1980, six festivals were organised in the ESSR. The Soviet concept of participation in culture was that 

it needed to be available for the masses, not for a small elite. Cultural consumption was thus made available 

for every citizen. The tradition of the Estonian Song Festival fitted very well with this Soviet principle of 

mass participation in culture, and attracted many people to the Song Festival grounds. The festival itself 

was “national in form, socialist in content” (Raun, 2001, p. 188). With Khrushchev’s ouster in 1964, 

cultural liberalisation came to an end and did not return until Gorbachev’s glasnost, although the Baltics 
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remained a place for pilgrimage for countercultures like the hippies and for Soviet citizens who were critical 

towards the regime (Zdravomyslova & Voronkov, 2002).  

Egalitarianism and social mobility 

In addition to the availability of cultural goods, albeit state controlled, education received considerable 

attention in the ESSR. All schools and universities were nationalised, and education became open for 

everyone. The Baltic schools had an 11-year program in contrast to the other schools in the USSR with 

only ten years, because they had to learn one language more, namely Russian. The school training also 

included practical work. From 1956 onwards, education was free of charge for all levels of education. The 

educational level of teachers increased (from 31% highly educated in 1960 to 75% in 1983) and schools 

specialised in specific subjects such as sports or music. The share of schools teaching in Estonian was more 

or less equal to the share of Estonians in the population: 77% in 1956 and 73% in 1972 (Raun, 2001, p. 

211). The number of students in higher education grew considerably from 11,876 in 1955 to 25,554 in 

1981, and the number of academics quadrupled from 1,618 in 1955 to 6,919 in 1983, overwhelmingly 

ethnic Estonians (85% in 1973) (Raun, 2001, p. 212). Thus, Communism gave a boost to the educational 

opportunities of Estonians. This was not only meant for men, but also for women, who had high levels of 

education and employment (Raun, 2001, p. 209): “Soviet policy challenged the male breadwinner model, 

identifying women’s exclusion from paid employment as a key to their oppression and encouraging women 

to work outside the home” (Pascall & Lewis, 2004, p. 375). 

The ideal of egalitarianism was also implemented in the area of employment and health care. In 

the constitution of the USSR adopted in 1936, article 120 guarantees free medical service for every Soviet 

citizen, article 118 promises the right to work: “the right to employment and payment for their work in 

accordance with its quantity and quality.” In the 1960s-1970s, the people working in construction, 

industry and transportation earned the most (121% of the average wage) and those in cultural work, 

education and health services, the least (71% of the overall wage) (Raun, 2001, p. 208). The state 

regulated the income gap. 

Equality of rights was enshrined in the constitutional article 123, which stated, “The equality of 

the rights of citizens of the U.S.S.R., irrespective of their nationality or race, in all fields of economic, state, 

cultural, social and political life, is an irrevocable law.” In practice, though, some citizens were given 

privileges that others did not have, such as people high up in the nomenklatura, veterans or Party members, 

and industrial workers, who were favoured over agricultural workers, and treated differently (Raun, 2001, 

p. 208). They had for instance access to special shops where they could buy things that were not freely 

available. 
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Adaptation 

Eventually, the majority of Estonians “had to acquire new practices for their everyday life in the Estonian 

SSR and to adapt themselves to the new conditions” (Jõesalu, 2005, p. 92). They simply could not keep 

hoping for changes that were not coming. Some adapted by joining the Communist Party. Becoming a 

member after all, provided them with opportunities and privileges (Raun, 2001, p. 208). Especially manual 

workers and white-collar workers joined the party. For those Estonians who grew up in the ESSR, the party 

was never an abnormal or unnatural part of “the official public sphere” (Jõesalu, 2005, p. 93). In 1953 

22,320 people in the ESSR were member of the ECP, in 1971 this had increased to 73,168, and to 97,923 

in 1981 (respectively 43.6%, 52.3% and 50.8% ethnic Estonians) (Raun, 2001, pp. 190-191). The 

Young Communist League (Komsomol) also grew as time passed by, from 60,391 in 1952 to 162,202 in 

1980. Students who were members were promised more opportunities after they graduated. They were 

trained for ECP membership and employed as workers on all-Union projects (Raun, 2001, p. 209).  

Intellectuals and cultural figures, who experienced more restrictions because of the nature of their 

work and personal interests, eventually also found ways to live their everyday lives in Soviet society. For 

instance, the majority of the historians in the ESSR eventually adopted the Soviet framework that was laid 

down for them: a mechanism of inertia, “a ‘wait-and-see’ attitude, of resignation, ‘inner emigration’ or 

withdrawal” (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010, p. 356). They found ways to work as historians and either to 

adapt their work to the Soviet ideals or to stay away from political topics. Few historians chose passive 

resistance as this was dangerous and exceptional (Wulf & Grönholm, 2010). In order to avoid all these 

ideological troubles, there were also students who strategically decided to study the more politically neutral 

natural sciences. 

Eventually, most segments of the Estonian speaking population found ways to live their everyday 

lives in the ESSR. By the time that life again became harsher in the 1970s, with restricted freedom to travel 

and publish and food shortages, as seen in Chapter 2, Estonians had either adapted to Soviet society or had 

found strategies to deal with the Soviet restrictions. Only a few could ‘afford’ a life of constant resistance. It 

is most important to note that part of the Estonian population might not even have felt limited at all in 

their everyday lives, because they did not aspire to anything that was forbidden. 

The question that keeps lingering, what has happened to these stories about ‘normal life’ in the 

ESSR? In the following section I will argue that the public interpretation of the Soviet period as a rupture, 

an abnormal period, is so deeply ingrained in Estonians’ moral understanding, that people have found it 

hard since the late 1980s to view their ESSR lives in hindsight as normal. I will now first explore how and 

why Estonians have reinterpreted their personal life stories and how this led to me hardly encountering any 

positive stories about Soviet society in the city. 
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‘Normal’ Soviet life in the post-Soviet public realm 

In the previous chapters we have seen how the Singing Revolution was a revolution of the masses, how 

Estonians from various social circles and positions felt united in this struggle to return the land to its 

rightful owners. No wonder that the master narrative that mobilised them was internalised by a large part 

of the population. This narrative of ‘rupture’ (Jõesalu, 2005, 2010, 2012; Kõresaar, 2005; Kõresaar & 

Jõesalu, 2013) or even ‘prolonged rupture’, which attributes the repressive features of the Stalinist period to 

the whole Soviet period (Kõresaar, 2005, p. 151), was based on the experience of the pre-war generation. 

The new power holders, the majority being independence activists, used the narrative of rupture to 

legitimise their politics and power: the pre-war republic had to be restored and they as truthful Estonians 

were the rightful owners who could give the people ‘back their history’ (as Mart Laar’s famous sentence 

expressed). 

The transition period from Soviet society to an ‘Estonian society’ was thus framed by the elite as 

a return to ‘normality’. According to Swedish anthropologist Sigrid Rausing, who did fieldwork on a 

collective farm in 1993-1994, it was also perceived like that by Estonian citizens. Her informants would 

buy expensive western goods, even if they could not afford it, as part of that process of transforming from a 

‘not-normal’ into a ‘normal’ society. Normal was understood as that what Estonia “should have been had 

the Soviet invasion not taken place”. All associations with Soviet and Russian, “profligacy, disorder, 

emotionality, and a tendency towards collectivity and brutality”, represented the not-normal (Rausing, 

2004, p. 131). 

In Chapter 3 I have shown how this ‘abnormalisation’ process of the Soviet period became rooted 

in the re-established nation-state by means of legal restorationism; the Soviet period became legally framed 

as ‘foreign’, as a period that should not have been. This has not only forced individuals to reinterpret their 

life stories, but also on the collective level has led to a post-Soviet memory culture in which memories of 

every day ESSR life turned into ‘collective amnesia’. According to Ernest Renan (cited by Judt, 2005), 

forgetting is as much part of the creation of a national identity as is remembering: 

"Forgetting, I would even go so far as to say historical error, is a crucial factor in the 

creation of a nation; thus the progress of historical studies is often a danger for 

national identity.... The essence of a nation is that all individuals have many things 

in common, and also that they have forgotten many things." 

The fact that the majority of the Estonians eventually lived normal lives in the ESSR – not in constant 

resistance against the foreign order – has been difficult to reconcile with the narrative of rupture. 

Acknowledging that Socialism was not just a state project of the ‘Other’ but also the everyday reality in 

which most people eventually lived normal lives, would make every Soviet citizen complicit in the 

immorality of the regime, which is undesirable (Yurchak, 2003, p. 484). In a similar vein, Latvian 

sociologists Daina Eglitis and Vita Zelce (2013) have pointed out how 70,000-85,000 Latvian women 
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who volunteered for the Red Army have been denied representation in official post-Soviet historical 

accounts. They are ‘unruly actors’, who pollute the narrative that the Soviet endeavour has been a project of 

‘the Other’: “historical actors who are challenges to dominant memory narratives because they fail to 

conform to normative social roles ascribed on the basis of, among others, gender and ethnicity” (2013). 

These unruly actors distort a desired social order. 

In other words, the connectedness that many Estonians perceived in the early 1990s with the 

rupture narrative, which the elite inextricably linked to Estonian identity, made many people forget how 

ordinary life actually had been. 

Cultural figures and intellectuals talking about normal Soviet life 

In Chapter 3 I have described how this memory culture started to change in the late 1990s. This shift was 

part of a general change in political focus. The political elite turned from the past towards the future, as 

they wanted to establish the image of being a ‘Baltic Tiger’ rather than that of a victimised nation in the 

negotiations over EU accession. In that period it became painfully visible how the authorities in Estonia 

represented the needs, wishes and memories of a particular part of the population, and neglected those of 

others. Although they argued that they represented the ‘Estonian people’, they represented the ‘winners’, the 

economic and political elite and international actors, and forgot about the ‘losers’, the elderly, countryside 

people, industrial and agricultural workers, the unemployed and the Russian speaking part of the 

population (Lauristin & Vihalemm, 2010, p. 13).  

In reaction to the state representation, a growing part of the population felt increasingly alienated 

from society and their politicians. In that climate, people began to reconsider their lives both in 

contemporary Estonia and in the ESSR. This evaluation of everyday ESSR life also increasingly happened 

within the public domain. It was especially those people born in the 1940s and 1950s who began to 

publicly share their stories of everyday life in the late socialist period, and thus contributed to its 

normalisation (Jõesalu & Kõresaar, 2013). Social scientists and cultural figures also felt concerned about 

the birth of a ‘Second Estonia’, the Estonia of the ‘independence losers’. In 2001, a group of social 

scientists drafted a report in which they asked the attention for the division of Estonian society into a rich 

and represented and poor and unrepresented area (Ehala, 2009; Kõresaar & Jõesalu, 2013). Cultural figures 

have increasingly felt the need to address and stage these stories and memories of normal Soviet life, of joy 

and pleasure (Jõesalu & Nugin, 2012). One such example is the ‘Great Concert of Film Music: Seventeen 

Moments of Spring’, where hits from famous Soviet films were performed. The concert attracted an 

enormous number of visitors, the majority of which were ethnic Estonians rather than Russian speakers, as 

had been expected (Seljamaa, 2012, p. 271). 

A space for normalising and positive stories about the Soviet period, or ‘nostalgia’ as it is often 

referred to by Estonian scholars, was thus introduced to the public domain mainly as a ‘social commentary’ 

on the present (Kaprans, 2010). It was also seen as a way to challenge dominant discourses of the Soviet 
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past as abnormal and the Othering of people who do not adhere to this narrative (Kõresaar, 2008). 

Although there is space now to share a particular kind of innocent (non-political) Soviet nostalgia in the 

public domain, I would argue that even today, twenty years later, recollections of the Soviet period as 

normal or positive (still) belong to the category of counter-memories. They are shared as ‘an individual’s 

resistance against the official versions of historical continuity’ (Foucault, 1977) and have not become part 

of a publicly accepted discourse. This is mainly due to the strong embedding of the rupture narrative in 

state politics, which plays on the dormant fear – as argued in Chapter 4 – that independence can again be 

easily lost. 

The political threat of nostalgia 

The recent openness towards positive Soviet stories in the cultural and intellectual public sphere, is fairly 

absent in the political domain, where this debate is still very sensitive. Based on her analyses of presidential 

speeches between 1992 and 2012, Jõesalu (2012) has argued that in politics the rupture narrative still 

prevails. Contemporary president Toomas Hendrik Ilves has responded fairly negatively to the cultural and 

intellectual attempts to represent the positive or even normal side of ESSR life, arguing that these 

intellectuals attempt to normalise the Soviet period and that these forms of identification with the Soviet-

era is something to be ashamed of while integrating into the West (Kõresaar in Grünberg, 2009, p. 2). For 

example, in response to a Swiss journalist he said in 2011: “And now, when we are again independent, we 

should make the language of the occupier into an official language? Do not pose such ridiculous questions 

to me!” With this statement Ilves claims that the Russian minority distorts the natural social order, and 

reinforces the rupture narrative (Laugen, 2011). 

This is not to say that there are no nuanced Estonian politicians when it comes to the evaluation 

of the Soviet past, an issue that is inherently related to attitudes about the treatment of the Russian 

minority. The social democrats have made several proposals to make the Russian minority more part of 

contemporary society, by giving those born in Estonia automatic citizenship. The president of the Social 

Democrats Sven Mikser refuted Ilves’ words about Russian as an occupiers’ language: 

“The Soviet occupation was one of the blackest periods in Estonian history. But 

Estonia was not occupied by the Russian language, but by a criminal regime, which 

was based on communist ideology. Individuals are responsible for what happened in 

that period and one should not blame a whole people for that. There were also 

Estonians who actively collaborated with the Nazi and Soviet regime. Thus one 

should not condemn someone because of his ethnicity or mother tongue. Politicians 

should first consider what they say out loud, especially when their words concern a 

large part of the society” (“Mikser: Russian has not occupied Estonia, but a 

criminal regime,” 2011). 
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Social democrat and intellectual Marju Lauristin has also regularly addressed the fact that there should be 

more sympathy for different historical understandings within Estonian society, rather than speaking in 

terms of ‘own’ and ‘foreign’ (”Marju Lauristin,” 2008). Yet, even these politicians do not refrain from the 

rupture discourse. They are open to creating a ‘new social order’ in which Russian speakers can also be 

included instead of the perceived ‘natural order’, but they also view the Soviet period as abnormal, a ‘history 

out of history’ (cf. Pelkmans, 2006). In other words, despite political dialogue about how to manage the 

contemporary social order, there is no political stage for considering certain elements of Soviet Estonian 

society as ‘normal’ or even as ‘good’. 

The arguments put forward in public discussions in favour of abandoning references to normal or 

good Soviet life come down to the statement that such actions threaten the newly established nation-state. 

Lithuanian anthropologist Neringa Klumbyte (2010b) has shown how the Soviet sausage introduced into 

the Lithuanian market in 1998 has also been perceived as a form of Soviet nostalgia that threatens 

Lithuania’s natural order. The company who produced the sausages advertised using images of Soviet 

reality, including the Stalinist era. Lithuanian journalists, intellectuals and politicians were very unhappy 

with the sausage, and especially with its popularity among the population. They argued that calling a 

product ‘Soviet’ in order to refer to its quality without considering the damage that system had caused to 

the Lithuanian people was very painful. They assumed that people who buy Soviet sausages are pro-Soviet, 

and thus represent a real threat to democracy and independence. “They called those nostalgic for the Soviet 

past “victims” longing for the “torturer” and the Soviet state. They were framed as backward people 

delaying social and political progress, or “turnips” (derogatory) attempting to stop the country’s integration 

with Europe” (Klumbyte, 2010b, p. 24). 

Estonian politicians have also referred to Soviet nostalgia as a threat to democracy (Jõesalu & 

Nugin, 2012). ‘Nostalgia’ refers to the “longing for a home that no longer exists or has never existed. 

Nostalgia is a sentiment of loss and displacement, but it is also a romance with one’s own fantasy” (Boym, 

2001, p. xiii). The argument of nostalgia as a threat to the current social order is based on the concept of 

‘restorative nostalgia’. “Restorative nostalgia stresses nostos (home) and attempts a transhistorical 

reconstruction of the lost home.” In this understanding of nostalgia, people who eat Soviet sausages or 

publicly recollect how great it was that education was free for everyone in the ESSR, long to go back to 

that former social order, which was governed by ‘Soviet foreigners’. They want to restore that lost home. I 

argue however, as we will also see in the rest of this chapter, that Soviet nostalgia among Estonians is a 

form of ‘reflective nostalgia’, the kind of nostalgia that “thrives on algia (the longing itself) and delays the 

homecoming—wistfully, ironically, desperately” (Boym, 2007, p. 13). In other words, those who stage 

normal Soviet life do not want to rebuild some kind of mythical home, but rather wish to comment on the 

present and try and escape the acceleration of time: “It is this memorable literary fugue, then, that matters, 

not the return home” (Boym, 2007, p. 16).  
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Nostalgic expressions in themselves are not necessarily threatening to state representatives. In the case of 

East Germany for example, expressions of Ostalgia, referring to nostalgia for the east, have not evoked 

similar feelings. In East Berlin, theme parties have been organised and GDR shops sell products from 

socialist times. Ordinary supermarkets put up signs advertising ‘eastern products’. Food and household 

products are especially popular. This form of nostalgia, “a reappropriation of symbols that establishes 

“ownership” of symbolic capital”, is close to Boym’s reflective nostalgia. It is “less a longing for an 

unredeemable past as such than a longing for the fantasies and desires that were once possible in that past” 

(Bach, 2002, p. 547). East Berliners who are ‘ostalgic’ enjoy re-experiencing the dreams they had during 

socialism. In contemporary German society, Eastern Germans occupy a rather subordinate position. This 

stands in sharp contrast with the advanced and ‘western’ image they had within the socialist world. 

Engaging with ostalgia is thus a social commentary (Kaprans, 2010), a way to reverse their second-class 

citizenship and the denial of being an equal part of unified Germany (Bach, 2002, p. 549). Also Western 

Germans increasingly buy GDR products, whose retro design they enjoy and turn into postmodern 

artefacts. This ‘nostalgia of style’ lacks any emotional attachment (Bach, 2002). 

In contrast to the Estonian case, German politicians do not perceive these expressions of Ostalgia 

as restorative nostalgia. They do not feel that the German state or democracy is in danger because these 

people buy these products. Firstly, those who feel ostalgic are not the most powerful actors in society. In 

Estonia the feeling that even a small group might rise, supported by intellectuals and cultural figures, is 

already a threatening idea, since the authorities have built their legitimisation on the homogeneity and unity 

of the Estonian people. Secondly, the difference between the case of East Germany and Estonia is that 

during the Singing Revolution the evaluation of the Soviet period has become closely related to the sense of 

‘Estonianness’: good/real Estonians condemn the injustice that has been inflicted by the Soviet authorities 

on their nation and compatriots. Therefore, being a good Estonian has been perceived as difficult to 

reconcile, if not impossible, with an evaluation of the Soviet period as normal. The nostalgia of Eastern 

Germans in contrast does not corrode their being German. It might place them in another category of 

Germans (e.g. socialist Germans, eastern Germans), but it does not exclude them from the national 

community. 

In other words, the taboo on Soviet nostalgia thus maintains a cultural system that protects the 

perceived continuation of the nation-state (cf. Douglas, 1979) and legitimises the power of the elite. As 

long as the elite have the loyalty of the people, the people will perceive national education, symbols and 

rituals as normal (E. Hobsbawm & Ranger, 1983) and they will not need to use force to make the 

population believe and incorporate their representation of the past (Nanda & Warms, 2004, p. 284). 

However, when elite figures feel that conformity among the members is in danger, they might use their 

ability to control and adjust the behaviour of the people. The legal mechanism of social control is the use 

of law. Examples concerning historical representations are the legal ban on the use of Nazi or Communist 

symbols in Lithuania or the legal sanctions attached to the falsification of history in Russia. In addition, the 
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elite have also more informal mechanisms of social control at hand, such as gossip and ridicule. Naming 

people who buy Soviet sausages “victims longing for the torturer” is just one example where ridicule is used 

to adjust citizens’ behaviour. Another powerful argument which uses shame to maintain the taboo on Soviet 

nostalgia is the reference to one’s grandparents: what would your grandmother say if she could see how you 

eat your sausages while she had to survive the cold winter in Siberia? People value the esteem of others, 

especially of loved ones and of people whose group they want to belong to, and the shame of being 

gossiped about ensures that people tend to adapt to the hegemonic story of the elite (Nanda & Warms, 

2004, p. 266).  

The strength of the rupture narrative 

Ene Kõresaar and Kirsti Jõesalu (2013) have shown in an extensive study of Estonian life stories composed 

between the late 1980s to the present, that the strong rupture narrative has forced people to reinterpret 

their life stories. The stories written before the turn of the millennium reflect the discontinuity of people’s 

lives in the ESSR rather than people’s everyday concerns, wishes and dreams. Storylines pointing out 

normality were basically absent. 

But of course every Estonian who lived in the ESSR had encounters with official bodies and 

structures. In other words, they had to interact with the regime in the one way or the other. These moments 

had to be re-infused with meaning. Ideally one could say that one had always resisted the Soviet system and 

had never refrained from believing that one day Estonia would be reborn. Both my younger and older 

informants spontaneously dropped references to this discourse, positioning themselves as to be free of 

shame: ‘we had a book from Estonian times hidden in our garden’, ‘I never became a pioneer’, ‘we were not 

allowed to have more rooms in our house, so we built extra large corridors’. Hardly ever did anyone 

spontaneously mention positive emotions related to the Soviet era, such as ‘I was so happy when we were 

given that apartment’, which at that time would have been a completely legitimate and understandable 

feeling of joy. In hindsight however, it would mean that one had accepted a gift from the authorities, in 

other words, had developed a reciprocal relationship and had accepted or acknowledged the regime. 

In the few cases where an informant raises normalising narratives about the Soviet era, the story 

was accompanied by a clear explanation in order to take off the politically incorrect edge. For instance, 

when I told my neighbour about my research, she began to tell the story of her grandfather who had been 

one of the men who had signed the document that declared that Estonia had voluntarily joined the Soviet 

Union. If she had ended the story at this point she would definitely have felt ashamed. Instead, she 

continued, relating how her grandfather had been told at that important historical moment: ‘You have a 

family, you better sign that document, who knows what else will happen’. By turning her grandfather into a 

victim rather than an agent, meaning a collaborator or Communist, both he and she can continue their 

post-Soviet lives without shame. He cannot be blamed. He had no choice. According to Jõesalu (2005, p. 
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94), this is a frame of interpretation used in many life stories, one in which protagonists are not agents of 

their lives but rather subordinates to the system who are “moved here and there like chess figures”.  

Another argument used nowadays by Estonians who occupied successful positions in the ESSR is 

the metaphor of the radish – red on the outside, white on the inside (Siemer, 2002). Former president 

Rüütel (2001-2006) used this metaphor to explain why some Estonians consciously chose to become high 

Soviet officials, a position which, he had occupied himself. He interprets their choices as acts of resistance: 

these Estonians did not join because they were communists or supported a communist society. Rather, they 

integrated into the Soviet structure in order to soften the “foolish” orders from Moscow and to preserve 

the Estonian land and culture (Jõesalu, 2012). This argument does not deny agency, nor does it attack the 

story of rupture. Instead it provides the life stories of those who successfully integrated into Soviet society 

with status that is collectively acceptable and reinforces the rupture narrative. 

Estonian ethnologist Kristi Grünberg has done research on the narrative construction of Soviet-

era agricultural leaders, men who may be said to have had successfully adapted to Soviet society. In light of 

the hegemonic story, these men had accepted the ‘new normal’, the system of collective farms that had 

destroyed the idealised pre-war family farm. Whereas they had a privileged status within the ESSR, these 

men became publicly framed as “lackeys of the occupational power” and “Red barons” after 1991. Since 

the late 1990s, when stories of everyday Soviet life became more acceptable in the public sphere, the 

interpretation of these people’s lives can still evoke heated debates. Grünberg conducted interviews with 

these individuals, and discovered that they accepted the narrative of rupture as true, even though it 

culpabilised their personal life choices. They also saw the abolition of private property and collectivisation 

as a crime against the Estonian nation. However, they made a distinction between the early Soviet years and 

the 1970s and 1980s, which they experienced as a period when agriculture not only boomed but also social 

and cultural life flourished. Grünberg’s interviewees interpreted their roles in light of the latter period, as 

facilitating the satisfaction of their workers’ social and cultural needs. Thus instead of betraying their 

nation, they interpreted their life stories as having contributed to their nation. Shame was thus not the main 

emotion they experience. Instead there was a sense of grief that their effort, their contribution to society, 

was completely denied. Most of them felt the need to excuse or justify their position as agricultural leaders 

and the party membership that this involved. 

I have observed the disciplining power of shame even among my youngest informants, many of 

whom were born in the 1980s, without any history of Party membership or memory of Soviet successes. 

Barbara (1981) even referred to her experience of shame as her “biggest childhood trauma”: 

“I was 10 years old when Estonia became independent. And as a child, I really liked 

our Soviet flag. We had this red flag with [waves of] water [on it], I liked that we 

had water. Then Estonia became independent and I understood that this Soviet flag 

was a symbol of something really bad. I have felt so ashamed, I have felt so guilty 

for the fact that I had liked the Soviet flag.” 
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By experiencing and acknowledging that sense of shame, Barbara still feels the burden of having done 

something really bad. She does not try to explain away her love for the flag, neither does she condemn the 

rupture narrative. She simply accepts that she was ‘wrong’ at that time, thus reinforcing the dominant story. 

She feels she deserves that penance. At the same time, Barbara knows that her positive evaluation of 

‘something Soviet’ at that time was innocent; she was a child, she could not know. Recalling it now, in the 

current dominant narrative, does not place her in a bad light, especially not since she narrates about her 

sense of shame afterwards. 

Hence, in the interpretation of Estonians’ life stories, we can see that the rupture narrative has 

been widely incorporated, even by those who at the time lived their ordinary lives. Only those who do not 

care about belonging to the Estonian national community, can afford not to reinterpret their lives as 

‘morally correct’ according to the community’s hegemonic narrative. As soon as the community accepts a 

wider variety of narratives, as is currently happening, will the variety of morally correct life stories also 

expand. This will allow Estonians to also share their normal lives in the ESSR and feelings of continuity 

rather than discontinuity. This has already been observed in life stories written since the turn of the 

millennium (Kõresaar & Jõesalu, 2013). 

Positive Soviet evaluations in Estonian society at large 

Quantitative research can help to give insight in the extent to which the Soviet past is positively evaluated in 

Estonia and tell us more about the kind of people who do so. To this end, I will use the survey ‘Me, the 

World and the Media’, conducted by the sociology department of Tartu University in 2003, 2005, 2008 

and 2011. I have started to explore the data by computing descriptive statistics of the following variable: 

1. How do you personally evaluate the changes which have taken place in the life of Estonia in the 

last (two) decade(s)? 1 = They have made me sad, 5 = they have made me happy 

The answers to question 1 can be seen in Table 9. First of all, this table shows us that there is a big 

difference between the evaluation of ethnic Estonians and those who identify as non-Estonians. 40.0 

Percent of the non-Estonians are not happy with the changes that have taken place in Estonia, against 21.7 

percent of Estonians. This is a significant difference. This difference is not unexpected: the status of 

Russian speakers in society has changed from first class Soviet citizens to second class citizens or residents 

of the Estonian Republic. In addition, Estonian and Russian speakers move within different media-scapes 

and have different family memories (Ehala, 2009) and thus different ideas about Estonia’s ‘normal’ state. 

Secondly, and perhaps even more interesting in light of this chapter which only deals with the stories of 

ethnic Estonians, the table shows that there is also quite some variation within the Estonian community. 

Thus, although in public speech recalling positive Soviet memories still leads to emotional discussions, 
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there is actually quite a substantial segment of ethnic Estonians (3.2% + 18.5% + 19.3% = 41%) that are 

not completely happy with the last two decade’s changes.  

Table 9 - Evaluation of the changes of Estonia in the last two decades 

 Estonians Non-Estonians 

Sad     3.2%      8.9% 
More sad than happy   18.5%    30.1% 
Difficult to say   19.3%    33.4% 
More happy than sad   46.6%    22.9% 
Happy   12.5%      4.7% 

Total 100.0% (1076)  100.0% (507) 
Source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, 2011, own calculations  

Whereas question 1 is more focused on the evaluation of the present, the second question I analysed 

explicitly addresses the Soviet past. 

2. Reconsidering Estonia’s development after restoring independence and comparing this 

contemporary situation to the ESSR era, has evoked very different standpoints among people. 

With which one do you agree? 1 = I completely disagree, 5 = I completely agree 

a. People’s lives were more secure in the ESSR era. 

b. The income of ordinary people enabled more material welfare in the ESSR era. 

c. In the ESSR era people were more caring and honest to each other. 

d. In the ESSR era there was nothing good that we should miss today. 

e. In the ESSR era the majority of the people lived their everyday lives, which does not 

differ much from life after the ESSR. 

For the second question, I first of all did a factor analysis, to see to what extent these variables actually 

correlate. Statement A, B and C load high on one factor, meaning that people who agreed with statement A 

most often also agreed with statement B and C. I therefore decided to combine these three statements into 

one variable which I called: ‘Positive Soviet evaluation’, see Table 10. Statement E is a bit ambiguous, 

because people might either disagree because they do not believe that people might have lived ordinary lives 

during the ESSR or because they do not believe that not much has changed after 1991. I therefore leave 

this statement out of the analysis. The frequencies of statement D are shown in Table 11.  

Table 10 - Positive Soviet evaluation, 2011 

 Estonians Non-Estonians 

I completely disagree     4.4%      0.2%  
I disagree   24.6%      7.6%  
Difficult to say   20.7%    12.1%  
I agree   35.3%    35.7%  
I completely agree   15.1%    44.4%  

Total 100.0% (1076) 100.0% (507) 
Source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, 2011, own calculations  
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Table 11- ‘There was nothing good about Soviet Estonia that we should miss today’, 2011 

 Estonians Non-Estonians 

I completely disagree     9.3%   38.1%  
I disagree   40.9%   33.5%  
Difficult to say   30.8%   22.8%  
I agree   13.8%     3.4%  
I completely agree     5.2%     2.2%  

Total 100.0% (1076) 100.0% (507) 
Source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, 2011, own calculations  

Table 10 shows that actually 50.4 percent of ethnic Estonians agreed that certain aspects were better in the 

ESSR than in contemporary Estonia. These factors included a sense of security, material welfare, and caring 

social relationships. Only 29.0 percent of the population disagreed and fully adheres to the rupture 

narrative: the Soviet period was abnormal and cannot in any way be evaluated as ‘normal’ let alone ‘good’. 

Table 11 is based on the rhetoric of the dominant rupture narrative: the Soviet period was 

abnormal and should in no way be evaluated as ‘good’ in any sense. Whereas the public discourse suggests 

that Estonians should agree with this statement and that only the ‘independence losers’ disagree, Table 11 

shows different results. On the individual level, only 19.0 percent of Estonians agree. This does not mean 

that those 50.2 percent who disagree do not believe in the rupture narrative, but it does tell us that the 

picture is less black and white than portrayed in the public sphere. 

Besides giving us an insight into the variation within the Estonian community, this survey data 

also shows how the evaluation of contemporary Estonia and the ESSR depends on the Zeitgeist. Figure 13 

and Figure 14 show how the evaluations have changed between 2003 and 2011.76 

  

                                                             

76 In 2003 the question about one’s perceived ethnicity was not yet posed. Since ethnicity and language are so closely 
related in Estonia, I have used the 2003 question that asks for one’s mother tongue to distinguish between Estonians 
and non-Estonians. 
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Figure 13 - "I am sad or more sad than happy with the changes of the last 10-20 years" 

 

Source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, own calculations  

Figure 13 shows that through time both Estonians and non-Estonians have become less happy with the 

changes in contemporary society. One could also say that they have become more critical of economic, 

social and political developments. Criticism is only possible when people perceive a certain distance 

between themselves and those in power. Although there have been moments of unity in the last few years, as 

in the case of the Bronze Soldier in 2007 and the Georgian war in 2008, there have also been various 

corruption scandals that have damaged belief in politicians. What becomes very obvious from Figure 13, is 

that both Estonians and non-Estonians became happier with the directions that society was taking 

immediately after entering the EU in 2004. Although this statement helps us to understand the moments 

that people might have been less open to and more critical of the kind of nationalistic rhetoric mobilised by 

politicians, it does not say anything concretely about the evaluation of life in the ESSR through time. This 

information can be found in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 - Positive evaluation of certain aspects in the ESSR77 

 
Source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, own calculations  

Figure 14 shows that non-Estonians have not changed much in their evaluation of life in the ESSR between 

2005 and 2011. Estonians, however, have been less positive from 2008 onwards. In light of my interview 

data, it is highly plausible that this is related to the increased nationalist rhetoric and fear accompanying the 

Bronze Soldier crisis and the Georgian war. As I argued before, at that time, even people who previously 

would be more rational about the Russian speaking minority and ordinary life in the ESSR, suddenly 

related emotionally to these questions, because of the politicisation of the matter. 

  

                                                             

77 Unfortunately, this question was not posed in the survey of 2003. 
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Table 12 - Regression analyses of the variable ‘Evaluation of the changes of Estonia in the last 2 decades’, N=1076 

   Model 1   Model 2   Model 3   Model 4 

Constant   2.876 (0.145)**   2.543 (0.258)**   2.356 (0.259)**   1.307 (0.255)** 

City / 
countryside78 

  
 -0.043 (0.063) 

  
 -0.047 (0.063) 

  
 -0.018 (0.063) 

 
 -0.045 (0.058) 

Age79  -0.002 (0.002)  -0.002 (0.002)  -0.003 (0.002)  -0.003 (0.002) 

Education80   0.330 (0.045)**   0.327 (0.045)**   0.283 (0.046)**   0.258 (0.043)** 

Value of freedom81    0.076 (0.049)   0.046 (0.049)   0.019 (0.045) 

Participation in 
the Song Festival82 

    
  0.199 (0.044)** 

  
  0.167 (0.041)** 

Trust in the  
Estonian state 

     
  0.380 (0.030)** 

R2 
(explained variance) 

23.1 23.6 27.0 44.2 

**<0,01, source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, 2011, own calculations 

Tanle 12 shows, first of all, that more highly educated people are especially happy with the changes in 

independent Estonia. There is no significant difference between younger and older Estonians and also none 

between people who live in the countryside or the city. The fact that mainly the highly educated are happy 

with the changes is not surprising. They felt the restrictions most in their opportunities during the ESSR 

period. Specifically, this related to freedom of speech, censorship on books, freedom of creativity, 

restrictions on cultural/national expressions. Later many of their values became embedded in the new 

nation-state. As seen in Chapter 4, participation in the Song Festival is a good measurement of the 

importance attached to national identity and a sense of national unity. Table 12 shows that indeed people 

who attach more importance to the expression of their national culture are happier with the changes. We 

also see that the effect of education remains. That means to say, regardless of whether someone attaches 

importance to one’s national culture, if one is highly educated, one is more likely to be happy with the 

changes. 

In model 4 I have added a variable which measures trust in the Estonian state. The question 

posed was “Below are various institutions and groups listed that act in Estonian society. For every one, 

please choose an answer between 1 and 5, which best characterises their trustworthiness according to you.” 

                                                             

78 Where do you currently live? People could answer freely. The possible responses were later categorised into 1) urban 
settlements, 2) rural settlements. 
79 How old are you? People could answer freely. The possible responses were later categorized into 1) 15-19, 2) 20-29, 
3) 30-44, 4) 45-54, 5) 55-64 and 6) 65-74. 
80 What is your current educational level? 1) primary, 2) basic, 3) vocational without secondary education, 4) 
secondary, 5) secondary and vocational, 6) applied higher education, 7) university. People could also write down 
education gained outside of these categories. These possible responses were later categorised into 1) less than secondary 
education, 2) secondary education, 3) higher education. 
81 Below you will find aspects that are important to some and unimportant to others. How important or unimportant 
are they to you personally? ‘Freedom (independence, freedom of choice)’, 1 = completely unimportant, 5 = very 
important. 
82 To what extent have you participated in major cultural and sport events? ‘Songfestivals, dancefestivals’, 1 = I have not 
participated, 2 = sometimes I have been there, 3 = frequently, regularly. 
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The first listed institution is the ‘Estonian state’ [Eesti riik]. I choose to add this variable because, looking 

at my interviews, I expected that people who feel closer to the state will be less likely to be critical of their 

arguments.83 Since the political rhetoric about the changes of the last 20 years and the preceding ESSR are 

largely based on the rupture narrative, I expected to find that people who have more trust in the Estonian 

state will be more positive about the changes of the last 20 years, because they perceive the current state as 

the ‘normal’ compared to the ‘abnormal’ state of the ESSR. This expectation is confirmed by the results in 

Table 12. 

In Table 13 I turn towards another statement, which more directly measures the evaluation of the 

Soviet past, but using quite extreme phrasing, which basically states that nothing was good in Soviet 

Estonia. People in the city are not significantly more negative about the ESSR than people in the 

countryside, neither are younger people than older, and neither highly educated than less educated. Thus, 

whereas the highly educated are happier with the change in independent Estonia, this does not necessarily 

mean that they completely support the rupture narrative. They have a more nuanced opinion: Estonian 

society has changed for the better, but that does not mean that nothing was good in the ESSR. What does 

explain complete support for the rupture narrative that still dominates Estonian politics, is the importance 

one attaches to freedom and the trust one has in the Estonian state. As expected, people who have more 

trust in the state are more likely to hold faith in the rupture narrative that still dominates political speeches 

(Jõesalu, 2012). 

Table 13 - Regression analysis of the variable ‘There was nothing good about Soviet Estonia, that we should miss 
today’, N=1076 

   Model 1   Model 2   Model 3   Model 4 

Constant   2.749 (0.145)**   2.013 (0.257)**   1.975 (0.260)**   1.465 (0.270)** 

City / countryside  -0.091 (0.063)  -0.100 (0.062)  -0.095 (0.063)  -0.108 (0.062)  

Age  -0.001 (0.002)   0.000 (0.002)   0.000 (0.002)  -0.001 (0.002) 

Education   0.018 (0.045)   0.010 (045)   0.001 (0.046)  -0.011 (0.045) 

Value of freedom    0.168 (0.048)**   0.162 (0.049)**   0.149 (0.048)** 

Participation in  
the Song Festival 

     
  0.040 (0.044) 

   
  0.024 (0.044) 

Trust in the  
Estonian state 

      
  0.158 (0.032)** 

R2 (explained 
variance) 

5.2 11.7 12.1 21.2 

**<0,01, source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, 2011, own calculations 

The dependent variable used in Table 13, with its extreme wording, does not allow for a nuanced measure 

of experiences in the ESSR. People might appreciate the changes of the last twenty years, and still evaluate 

                                                             

83 I checked whether belief in the ‘Estonian parliament’ had a significant effect. The effect for ‘Estonian state’ or 
‘Estonian parliament’ was the same. People who believed in the one, also believed in the other. 
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certain aspects of everyday life in the ESSR as better than nowadays. Therefore I have also done regression 

analysis of the variable that measures everyday experiences in the ESSR, see Table 14. 

Whereas highly educated respondents did not significantly agree more with the rupture narrative 

than less educated people, the former are significantly less positive about the Soviet period when it comes 

to everyday experiences of Soviet society as being more secure, materially wealthier, and more conducive to 

caring, social relationships. In their personal lives they might have had different experiences, for example 

because they are materially wealthier now than in the ESSR. Less educated people on the other hand might 

have had the opposite experience because salaries were less unequal in the ESSR than at present. This 

difference between lower and more highly educated Estonians completely disappears when respondents’ 

attachment to the expression of national identity is taken into account (see model 3). Thus, the importance 

one attaches to one’s national culture and identity is more important for one’s evaluation of everyday life in 

the ESSR than one’s level of education. Less educated Estonians are also significantly less positive when 

they attach more importance to their national identity. 

When it comes to the evaluation of the ESSR based on these everyday experiences, there is indeed 

a significant difference between people in the countryside and those in the city. People in the countryside 

are more positive than people in the city. This difference, however, is caused by the fact that people in the 

countryside generally attach less importance to the expression of their national unity and because they have 

generally less trust in the Estonian state. This is what we can see in model 3 and 5, when the countryside 

variable loses and again gains its significant effect. 

In contrast to the previous two statements, age does matter when it comes to the more everyday 

evaluation of the ESSR. Older Estonians are significantly more positive than younger Estonians. This 

difference can probably be understood in the light of experience. Whereas the older generations consciously 

lived through that era, they are able to evaluate the ESSR in terms of ‘normality’: at a certain point that life 

became normal for them. The younger generations, in contrast, grew up in the period of dawn and their 

lives have been given meaning in the wake of the national reawakening, and they learned that the ESSR was 

not normal. This generational difference confirms the different generational experiences described in 

Chapter 4. The reason why age did not have a significant effect for the previous two statements is caused 

by the fact that it was especially those in the 30-44 age category that were happy with the changes of the 

last 20 years, and because the two youngest generations (15-30 years) find it difficult (answer nr 3) to say 

that there was nothing good about the ESSR. Thus linear relationships cannot be found (cf. Jõesalu, 2005, 

p. 94). 
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Table 14 - Regression analyses of the variable 'Positive Soviet evaluation', N=1076 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

Constant   3.356  
(0.162)** 

  4.076 
(0.287)** 

  4.246 
(0.289)** 

  4.973 
(0.288)** 

  5.232 
(0.295)** 

City / countryside   0.151 
(0.070)* 

  0.160 
(0.070)* 

  0.134 
(0.070) 

  0.128 
(0.067) 

  0.138 
(0.067)* 

Age   0.007 
(0.002)** 

  0.006 
(0.002)** 

  0.007 
(0.002)** 

  0.006 
(0.002)** 

  0.006 
(0.002)** 

Education  -0.146 
(0.050)** 

 -0.138 
(0.050)** 

 -0.099 
(0.051) 

 -0.011 
(0.050) 

 -0.015 
(0.050) 

Value of freedom   -0.164  
(0.054)** 

 -0.137 
(0.054)* 

 -0.123 
(0.052)* 

 -0.116 
(0.052)* 

Participation in  
Song Festival 

   -0.180 
(0.049)** 

 -0.119 
(0.048)* 

 -0.117 
(0.048)* 

The changes of the 
last 20 years 

    -0.309 
(0.033)** 

 -0.263 
(0.035)** 

Trust in the  
Estonian state 

     -0.133 
(0.037)** 

R2 (explained 
variance) 

15.2 17.8 20.9 34.2 35.8 

**<0,01, *<0,05, source: survey ‘The world, the media and I’, 2011, own calculations 

In Table 14 I have moreover added the evaluation of the last 20 years as an independent variable. The 

explained variance tells us that this explains to a large extent how positive people are about the ESSR. 

Those who are happier about contemporary society are significantly less positive about the ESSR era. Note 

that this effect exists even when controlled for the importance of national expression, and even – see model 

5 – when trust in the Estonian state is taken into account. Again, as expected, people who have more trust 

in the state are less positive about life in the ESSR and obviously are less critical of the rupture narrative. 

Yet, as we have seen in the beginning of this chapter, these different memories of the Soviet 

period cannot solely be understood in terms of individual characteristics. The social and political context in 

which people live at a certain moment in time, plays a major role. If this same survey would have been 

conducted in the late 1980s/early 1990s, I would not expect to find such a heterogeneous understanding 

of the Soviet past, because the social and political context of that moment were characterised by an 

immense sense of national unity. And as political scientists have argued, a national community needs a 

(belief in a) national (hi)story. 

My key informant in the countryside, Tõnis, is highly educated, values his freedom, participates 

in every Song Festival, views the changes of the last 20 years as negative to a large extent and has little trust 

in Estonian state representatives. He is at first sight very positive about life in the ESSR. Based on Tõnis’ 

story and that of other people in his region, I will explore how evaluating the Soviet past in a certain light is 

related to feeling a part of the national community. Tõnis’ story contests the very central and established 

idea that ‘real Estonians’ do not challenge the rupture narrative. 
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Estonians with positive Soviet stories 

During my fieldwork period, I never explicitly asked people how they had experienced the Soviet era or 

what they thought had been good about life in the ESSR. I felt I was not interested in the past but in the 

present. I wanted to know how this past was still of value to them today, not how they had lived their lives 

back then. In addition, the rupture narrative is so strongly embedded in society that I felt uncomfortable to 

ask. I took it for granted that one way or another, the Soviet period would be condemned or ridiculed. 

Thus, all the interpretations of the Soviet period to which I refer here, have come up spontaneously in 

conversations. This is important to mention, because it means that I do not argue that people in the city 

have no positive Soviet stories to tell. It is highly likely that if I would have asked directly, the majority 

would have had stories to share. The point is that in their interaction with me, while speaking about the 

present and contemporary memory politics, they did not feel the need or wish to introduce the normality of 

their lives in the Soviet era. Until I ended up in the countryside. Tõnis did feel the need to bring up the 

positive aspects of the Soviet period, spontaneously. 

I had to travel far and stay long to gather positive stories about the Soviet era. I met Luule and 

Tõnis via their daughter Riina. Riina was one of the Estonian students I met in a bar in Tartu in autumn 

2007, at an event where Estonian and international students could get acquainted. After having exchanged a 

few words, Riina invited me to visit her at her parents’ place, in a small village in the south of Estonia. ‘A 

very famous castle is located in our backyard’, she advertised. It is not uncommon that Estonians invite 

foreigners for tours in their beloved environment. I happily accepted the offer and two days later I sat down 

at the dinner table of Riina’s parents. Riina and I kept in touch over the years, and when I returned three 

years later, had improved my Estonian and was again invited, I finally had the chance to talk to her parents. 

This conversation opened a completely new perspective on my research. As mentioned in the introduction, 

I decided to prolong my fieldwork period and move to the countryside for an additional two months. 

Luule and Tõnis were born in the Soviet period, in the 1950s. Tõnis’ parents owned a small 

farm, which met the Soviet requirements in terms of size and number of employees. Luule’s mother never 

finished her law studies after she met Luule’s father. He worked as a journalist and Luule’s mother also 

started to work at the newspaper. Both Tõnis and Luule went to university. Tõnis got an influential job as 

a master forester. He led a group of about 30 employees in an office attached to their house. Luule studied 

Estonian philology and worked as a journalist and an Estonian language teacher. They had four daughters, 

who all grew up in a village of about 50 inhabitants 25 kilometres from the Latvian border. Now all of 

their daughters live either in Tartu, Tallinn or abroad. Luule and Tõnis still live in the same house, which 

they moved into in the late Soviet period. Nowadays Tõnis still works in the forest, but without anyone 

‘under’ him. Luule is a full-time teacher in a high school. 
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I will briefly also introduce the other interlocutors I spoke to in the countryside, to give an idea of the kind 

of people and life stories behind my arguments in the following section. Even though Tõnis’ story is 

leading, these other people have informed my understanding about sharing positive Soviet stories.  

Luule introduced me to her colleague Pilve, who lives in the village where I was residing. Pilve was 

born in 1950. She became a teacher in 1970, married her husband and moved to Jõekülla, where her 

husband has his roots. In the old aged home of the same village, where also Tõnis’ mother is staying, I 

became acquainted with Mändi, my oldest informant. Born in 1918, she had lived in the first Estonian 

Republic as an adult and experienced the transformation of Estonian society. She grew up in a family farm, 

built by her grandfather, where all her relatives lived and worked. In the Soviet period their farm turned 

into a kolkhoz and they had to give away their animals. I met Tiia at the post office where she works. I 

would hang out there. When she was not busy with clients, we would talk about the village, the changes 

over the last decades and her family. Tiia was born in 1950 in this region. After having lived in Tartu 

province for a while with her mother, she moved back to the countryside in 1978. Her husband worked at 

a kolkhoz. I also met the cashier of the ‘supermarket’ in Tõnis’ and Luule’s village, when I went there with 

Riina to buy some chocolate. The shop is hidden in one of the Khrushchev-era apartment blocks. Without 

a local, you would not be able to find it. The cashier was very curious about me. Being about 40 years old, 

she had never spoken to a non-Estonian person before. Estonian was the only language she spoke, she said, 

and she had never met a non-Estonian who could speak Estonian. 

Finally, there were the women whom I joined to practice for the Women’s Folk Dance festival. 

Since I was temporarily away from Tartu, I could not practice with my own group. The countryside folk 

dance group consisted of only middle-aged women. We enjoyed many social activities together. At a certain 

point Aet invited me to her place to chat with her husband, who, as she said it, had established the first 

private farm in Estonia in the late 1980s. Both Aet and Eduard graduated from the Agricultural Academy 

and worked in kolkhozes and sovkhozes. Eduard’s father had a small farm and his mother was a teacher. 

They still live on the land where Eduard grew up, 2 kilometres away from his childhood farm. They have 

four children, and they have built houses on their land to accommodate the whole family. 

All of these informants have lived in this region for a long time, many on the same land where 

they or their partner grew up on. They were either teachers in local schools or agricultural workers in the 

ESSR. Eduard was already very critical of Soviet society during the Soviet period because his grandmother 

was, but Luule, Tõnis, Luule’s mother, Mändi, the cashier, Tiia and Aet all told me stories where they 

implied that although the Soviet system seems abnormal from a contemporary perspective, ‘at that time it 

was just normal’. 

“At that time it was just normal”  

When Luule invited me to the kolkhoz party described at the beginning of this chapter, she explained why 

she was so excited about it: “the songs we will sing are all from my childhood”. Conscious of the dominant 
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interpretation of the Soviet period, Luule felt the need to justify why she felt excited about a time publicly 

portrayed as ‘horrible’:  

“It was only called an occupation when it was again Estonian times. But during 

Russian times, life was just normal. It did not feel like an occupation. This is just 

how life was.” 

“My mother did not speak about [the repressions] to me. As I said, for those born 

during the Soviet period it was a normal time. I did not know that there were 

Russian soldiers and tanks somewhere. I was a child, I played, went to school, I 

lived an ordinary live. I only remember my mother listening to Voice of America 

but that is all. It might have been different for those whose relatives were deported. 

Maybe that they spoke about it. But my mother did not.” 

When we visited Luule’s mother, Luule urged her to share her memories of the Soviet period. “What 

should I say? It was a very normal [tavaline] life. Now they pretend it was not normal.” 

When I asked Tiia how her life was in the ESSR, she answered: “I cannot say anything (bad). 

Life was good.” She went on to explain: 

“Everybody had a job. No one had to worry when he graduated from school or 

university, that he/she would be unemployed. Also for women. A job was available 

for everybody. We often had kolkhoz parties. Everybody had food. And no one 

went naked. We had clothes, everything we needed. Not like nowadays, these 

children that are dirty and do not have anything to wear…” 

Tiia not only narrated about the Soviet period as normal, but in certain respects as even better than 

contemporary life. When I posed negative stories about the ESSR that I had heard from other Estonians, 

Tiia answered: 

“I do not know what was forbidden. The only thing was that we could not travel 

abroad. To Europe. And to the islands. But we did not have time to go to the 

islands anyway. And we could travel as far as we wanted to Russia, to Georgia, 

Azerbaijan and it was all very cheap to travel. This was the only thing. But I did not 

feel that anything was forbidden.” 

Luule and her mother also wished to emphasise that many things were better during the Soviet period. 

Luule told me several times how children used to get a warm meal at school. Nowadays she sees children 

who go hungry because their parents do not have money to pay for the school meal. One time she showed 

me a picture of her class and started telling me about one of the boys: 

“Look this boy, he phoned me today. He told me he could not join us on the 

excursion because his parents do not have the money. It costs 5 euros. They have 8 

children at home, the mother is at home, so they live from child support. This is 
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just enough [money] to eat for 2 weeks. After that they cannot pay for anything, 

and food is prepared for the children in school, so that at least they have something 

to eat. This is not normal, is it? And then he called me, how could I refuse him 

from joining us? I told him I would lend him the 5 euros.” 

This is just one example where Luule explains why she finds contemporary Estonia abnormal. Luule’s 

mother stresses that life in the ESSR was hard, but that is not different from nowadays, she believes. At 

least “everyone was at that time [tol ajal] as poor as everyone else. Not like nowadays, that some are poor 

and some are rich.” 

Pilve and Aet also experienced the Soviet era as normal, but in contrast to Luule, her mother and 

Tiia, they stress that eventually they were enlightened and now they also condemn that period as abnormal 

and repressive. Pilve was an obedient student, and believed what she was told in school and in the media. 

She did not miss anything in the ESSR: 

“Irrespective of the time, Russian or Estonian time, I have never had any problems. I 

never felt the need to resist. […] I spoke Russian well, I grew up among Russian 

children […], that was normal. […] At that time, the time of pioneers or Russian 

time, the time of red scarves, children had so many activities. All kinds of summer 

camps, events, etcetera. It disciplined children, taught them where the line was, that 

in itself is good. […] No one was unemployed. Everyone, including children, who 

wanted to do work, got work. […] Of course there were also all kinds of miseries, 

but they did not touch or concern me. […] For me it was like this: if something is 

not allowed, it is not allowed. It is simply a limitation. I could not want anything of 

that [forbidden fruit] at that time. But of course, by the time that people…” 

At this point Pilve’s narrative changed. The period of the Singing Revolution was for her a period of 

enlightenment. Suddenly the fairytale-like stories that her parents had told her about an independent 

Estonia and the occupation of the Soviet Union, seemed true. This changed Pilve’s evaluation of the Soviet 

era as an abnormal period: 

“Now I definitely do not want that Russian time to return. It was criminal. […] 

When the Estonian time started, I got to know how it actually was. How they 

[Russians] had entered and so on. I had not learned that history. Therefore I do not 

want that state anymore, because now I see it as unjust, how they came and what 

they did. […] But before, it was impossible to know all this. I was raised and born 

in that period and when one is taught like that in school, then the human mind 

embraces it as its own. […] I have studied and worked for 40 years; ‘it has to be like 

this and this it is’. When you got to know all this, it was indeed a very noble feeling, 

because I knew what usurpation meant. After all I was taught in school how states 

attacked each other, but not Russia. […] Today I feel that I do not want that time 

back anymore, I do not want it that way. […] I have thought about it and analysed 

it, and I do not want that I cannot travel, and that my children would have these 

restrictions that they cannot study or communicate or that we cannot bring 
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someone new to the village ourselves. I also do not want some kind of forced 

pioneering or Komsomol membership. It should be out of free will.” 

Thus from a contemporary perspective, Pilve evaluates the Soviet era as an abnormal time, ‘a time out of 

time’, even an unjust time. When I asked her to describe some of the major changes since Estonia regained 

independence, she answered: 

“I feel that justice has won, that foreigners/strangers have been driven out and 

justice has been restored. In the beginning it was of course difficult, because we had 

few things and salaries were small. But then it started to recover and life became 

better. There has not been anything to complain about.” 

Pilve clearly interprets her life story nowadays in the light of the rupture narrative. Even though she adapted 

well to Soviet society and considered it normal at that time, Pilve stresses her enlightenment later on in life 

and thus wishes to affirm her faith in the dominant rupture narrative, even though it condemns her 

experiences of that time. 

For Aet the Soviet period used to be normal: “My parents did not speak at all about the Estonian 

period or the repressions. Life was just the way it was. I never considered the Soviet period as something 

strange.” During our conversation, it was obvious how abnormal Soviet society had been for Eduard. He 

shared his jokes about the absurdity of the Soviet system. Aet changed her mind after she had met Eduard; 

“I knew much more than I had known before.” 

Unlike Barbara and her story about the Soviet flag, Luule, her mother, Tiia, Pilve and Aet do not 

feel ashamed that they believed in Soviet ideology. Pilve and Aet explain it away by saying they did not have 

the right knowledge available at the time. Luule, her mother and Tiia do not feel the need to explain it away 

because they still find that Soviet society had several good elements. They do not interpret their life stories 

according to the rupture narrative, but rather use their life stories to contest the commonly held belief that 

the Soviet era was a rupture. It concerns reflective nostalgia: not a desire to return to that version of the past 

but a critical evaluation of the present, as a kind of social commentary (Boym, 2007; Kaprans, 2010).  

Feeling excluded from the mnemonic community 

What makes an era ‘normal’? Anthropologist Sigrid Rausing, who did research on one of Estonia’s islands 

in the early 1990s, concluded that Estonians refer to ‘normal’ when things appear to be like in Western or 

northern Europe. Soviet Estonia was ‘not normal’ (Rausing, 2004). Hence, the idea of normality has 

become ethnicised: the Estonian independence era is ‘normal’, the Russian era is ‘not normal’. From the 

conversations I had with people I learned what exactly makes the Estonian era ‘normal’ for them. In 

Estonian times they perceive congruence between the people and their political representation. In other 

words, my informants believe that in ‘Estonian times’ life is normal because political decisions resonate with 

the wishes of the people, or the idea that the state and nation are one. During the ‘Russian era’, in contrast, 
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they believe, the authorities had world views and cultural values that differed from those of the people and 

thus the society that they created was not ‘natural’ for the people. 

This is where the difference between my urban informants and Luule, her mother and Tiia comes 

in. For Luule, for instance, congruence between the people and the authorities does not fall together with 

the change of regimes and is thus not an ethnicised question. She perceives late socialism and the early 

1990s as normal, when she felt that the voices of the people were politically heard and represented, when 

no one suffered extreme hunger. Tõnis agrees with her that the late socialist period – although he believes 

its absurd norms were a joke – was more normal than contemporary Estonia, which creates injustice, and 

that indeed the Singing Revolution was a time when everyone was one; a time of intense solidarity between 

the people and the authorities. From Tõnis’ story it becomes very clear why late socialism is more normal 

to him than contemporary Estonia, and that his sense of normality is inextricably linked to his sense of 

belonging. 

Let’s start with the question of why Tõnis feels that contemporary Estonia is not in its normal, 

natural condition. The main reason, he argued, is that Estonia’s contemporary power holders do not 

represent the needs of the Estonian people, but only of the wealthy, urban citizens: 

“The president with his bow tie has come from the US to tell us how we should live 

our lives, and tells the outside world we are doing so great. That is because they 

[Estonian politicians] only have eyes for the 20% of the population they are 

representing. Of course this part of the population is doing well, because these 

people are being represented. But 80% of the people feel unheard.” 

Tõnis obviously counts himself among the 80%, together with the other people in the countryside and the 

other ‘independence losers’ in the cities. He feels they no longer belong to the national community, whereas 

they do want to belong. 

“They do know [about life in the countryside], they are not that crazy either, but 

they do not want to know. This is the misery, the biggest misery. They do not care. 

Some people only care about how to get from Tallinn centre to the airport. The rest 

of Estonia does not interest him/her. His/her main question is how to get from 

Toompea [where the government is located] to the airport and at Tallinn airport 

Estonia does not extend any further. Further than that begins one frightening 

forest.” 

Tõnis clearly feels excluded from the Estonian community. During mature socialism, this was different. In 

the ESSR, people from the countryside were full members of society, he argues. He told me how health 

care, work and education were available to everyone. He recalls with a smile how a bus would come to pick 

them up to go to the theatre in Tartu, something which is, he claims, impossible now since theatre tickets 

are only affordable for those who have money and the busses to the countryside run only a few times a day, 

and not in the evenings. He narrated how the parking place of the Vanemuine theatre used to be full of 
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busses from various kolkhozes, as such, emphasising how culture really united people during the ESSR. 

The same is true for travelling, Tõnis argued, which used to be available for everyone, rather than the sole 

preserve of the rich. 

Tõnis bolsters his argument that contemporary Estonia is not in its normal state by arguing that 

both contemporary media and authorities cannot be trusted: 

“Every governmental power performs a certain censorship. Like the Russian 

government performed censorship, and it really did, the Estonian government 

performs it today in exactly the same way.” 

“Estonia’s most important newspaper is Postimees. When there was this war with 

Georgia, I saw this on the BBC and CNN. I do not understand English very well 

but I understood what was going on there. On these channels this world news was 

already there for a couple of days, and on the fourth day a small article appeared in 

the Postimees somewhere in the corner. It seemed that in the beginning they did not 

want to report about it, but that they had to eventually because the international 

media were paying so much attention to it. Only when it became clear that Russia 

had attacked Georgia and not the other way around, it became big news. Whereas I 

think that Russia had good reasons to invade. Anyway, what I am trying to say is 

that the newspapers present what they want to present. The director of Postimees is 

Ansip’s best friend. He checks with his friend whether the information is presented 

correctly or not.” 

Luule and Tõnis both voice that they think they cannot rely on their politicians in case of emergency. Luule 

argued: “If something would happen, if Russians would come, then all our politicians will flee. They would 

seek safety for themselves. And they will leave us alone.” Tõnis added: “Russians will not come. But yes, 

our ‘bow tie’, Laar, Ansip, they would all disappear.” By consistently referring to the president as ‘bow tie’, 

he emphasises that the president only represents the ‘rich’. Sharing positive stories about the Soviet era is a 

way for Tõnis to climb out of the neglected and inferior position he feels forced into by contemporary 

power holders. 

Political lies, rural truths 

Based on these insights into contemporary Estonian society, Tõnis argues, the public interpretation of 

history should also not be trusted. It is just one version of the past, told by just part of the Estonian 

population. 

“We have two kinds of history in Estonia: Estonian history and Laar’s history.” 

“I do not like that young historians like Mart Laar are writing so negatively about 

everything that has to do with Russia. I do not believe that doing this does right to 
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what has been done to the Estonian people. I think it should be important to have a 

good relationship with Russia. Why turn all the time to the US?” 

Tõnis claims that the Estonian elite are doing the same thing they blame the Soviet state of doing; neither 

of them is/was telling the truth. Late one summer evening Luule needed to get to Antsla, 40 kilometers 

from their home, to get money for an excursion of one of her pupils. Tõnis joined as well, because he 

wanted to show me something. We stopped at a place where a ‘polder’ was made during the Soviet period. 

“Look. You are writing your doctoral thesis and I want you to understand this very 

well. That you write about this as well. The Soviet period was not only bad. You 

see what the Soviet Union has invested here in this country? They made this polder, 

which cost millions of rubbles. And do you see these electricity lines? They are all 

inherited from the Soviet period. In the 20 years that Estonia has been independent, 

the state has not been able to invest in these kinds of things. […] The basis of 

Estonia’s present day society in terms of electricity and so on, is based on Soviet era 

construction. […] And no one speaks about this. The Russian times were bad but 

the fact that the successes we book now are based on Soviet investments, is 

something no one speaks about nowadays.” 

The Estonian elite, Tõnis argues, consciously ‘forgets’ the positive inheritance from the ESSR. Whereas the 

contemporary elite blame the Soviet authorities of rewriting history, they do not tell the whole truth either. 

Tõnis exemplified this further by arguing that Estonian politicians complain a lot about the deportations, 

but keep silent about the Holocaust: 

“In other words, in our own state, our Estonians were prison guards there [Kalev 

beach – where many Jews were killed]. We killed foreign women and children. At 

the same time, when they take our own people there [Siberia], no one kills them, 

about that we talk all the time and repeat it. How horrible, what a horrible thing! 

But the horrible thing that happened here in Estonia, about that we do not speak 

for some reason. Because Germans are our big friends.” 

Because Tõnis feels excluded from the mnemonic community, he lacks “sociobiographical memory”, or at 

least, does not simply uncritically internalise it. As seen before, this is the kind of memory that is 

incorporated as one’s own memory, but which actually is part of the (hi)story of the group: “being social 

presupposes the ability to experience events that happened to groups and communities to which we belong 

long before we joined them as if they were part of our own past….” (Zerubavel in Olick & Robbins, 1998, 

p. 123). When I speak with Tõnis and Luule about the deportations, they ascribe the memory of the 

deportations to those who were personally deported, instead of claiming it as part of their own histories. 

Tõnis even started laughing on one occassion when I told him I had spoken to deportees. He said: 

“These deportations are Estonian foolishness (rumal)! Estonians were taken to 

Siberia, I am not saying that this did not happen, but at the same time that these 
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deportations were taking place, people in Western Europe were taken to camps in 

order to murder them. The Soviet Union did not take Estonians in order to murder 

them and the Estonians returned. The Jews did not return and we do not speak 

about them. Why is Ansip speaking so much about the deportations of Estonians 

instead of investigating what has happened in Klooga [place where many Jews were 

killed]?” 

Tõnis compares the deportations of Estonians to the Holocaust in such a way that it relativises the Siberian 

deportations. By doing so, he refuses to recognise the belief that the Siberian deportations are more part of 

Estonian history than other mass murders. He does not take ‘his responsibility as an Estonian’ (see Chapter 

4) to remember the deportations as suffering that has injured ‘the Estonian people’ as a community, as it is 

often portrayed on commemorations by politicians. Luule distances herself from the topic by saying that 

Memento, the organisation of Estonians who have been deported, are ‘on the side’ of Reformierakond, the 

liberal political party ‘that only has an eye for the rich’. In other words, for Luule and Tõnis the memories 

of the deportations, and the rupture narrative more generally, belong to the Estonian elite, to ‘(the) 

other(s)’. 

The truth thus, Tõnis believes, exists outside of this political realm, among other places, in the 

countryside. According to Tõnis and Luule, people from the countryside are a different kind of people than 

those who live in the cities. They are not looking for power and they are not driven by personal interests. 

People who look for power or personal profit do not simply recall the past, but they make the past with a 

particular intention. In a conversation with Luule, I came to understand why ‘making’ and ‘using’ history, 

inherently conflicts with truthfulness: 

“But you know, some people who were former Communists, they are now… how 

to say this, Estonians. They have turned 100 degrees [sic]. They were active party 

members when it was Russian times, and after independence was regained they were 

active Estonians, they were on the Estonian side. Many Estonians have changed like 

this. I do not like these people. First they are on the Russian side and say everything 

in their favour. Then they turn around to the Estonian side. For example, one 

teacher in my school was very much against any one of us bringing a Christmas tree 

into the classroom [during Soviet times]. She forbade us to do so. But when Estonia 

regained its independence, she was the first one who took the Christmas tree into 

the class room and who was in the first row in church. These kinds of people always 

want to be in control, they want to be on the side of those who have power. If you 

would talk to them, you get only subjective information. They just want to make 

themselves sound great.” 

Untruthfulness can lead to great power, Tõnis and Luule argue based on the story of contemporary Prime 

Minister Andrus Ansip. “People like Andrus Ansip, they have changed their careers 100 degrees [sic]. He 

was the main person who obstructed the nationalistic events in Tartu.” Ansip, who had been Head of the 
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Organisational Department of the Tartu District Committee of the ECP from 1986-1988, violently ended 

the Tartu Peace Treaty protest of 1988. They continue explaining that Ansip subsequently fled abroad. 

“He fled. Ansip was a hamburger maker in the US, I believe. Or hotdogs. Yes our 

Prime Minister was a hamburger maker. When the situation started to change in 

Estonia, he felt that his life or position or whatever was in danger and he fled.” 

Luule added: “Can you imagine? At the time the country needed him the most, he left to save his own life. 

And later on he becomes prime minister. I cannot understand this.” 

In other words, only people, who are not eager for power, can live by truth. Luule explained at the 

end of her story about her colleague who suddenly brought in the Christmas tree: 

“But for example Tõnis, he stays true to himself. He had a relatively high position 

as forest master. But when he was asked to join the party, he refused. He did not 

want to become a member. He stayed true to what he believed. I have also never 

been a member of the Communist Party.” 

Luule argued here that only if one is able to distance oneself from the political discourse about the past, one 

is able to recall the truth and be truthful as a person. If Tõnis would have aspired to a higher position he 

would have had to join the party but he did not. Because people in the countryside are less hungry for 

power, Luule and Tõnis conclude, there is a truth that can be found there which is absent in the cities. 

This distinction between political lies and rural truths is reminiscent of Pierre Nora’s (1989, p. 

13) distinction between history and memory. “True memory” is a pure reflection of what happened, 

because it “has taken refuge in gestures and habits, in skills passed down by unspoken traditions, in the 

body’s inherent self-knowledge”. Sociologist Paul Connerton (1989) has referred to this kind of memory 

as ‘embodied memory’. However, Nora argues, as soon as one starts to reflect and think about the past, one 

reconstructs the past, and in that process, true memory becomes history. History, as constructed by 

politicians and historians, is thus always selective and therefore never true, both Nora and Tõnis would 

argue. 

Authentic memories, a better Estonian 

On a sunny day in May, I was helping Tõnis and Luule to sow the summer vegetables. While sticking his 

hands deep in the soil, Tõnis claimed that his stories are more ‘authentic’ than those I had heard in the city. 

He referred to the case of the Bronze Soldier to exemplify his point. “Behind that was just one thing; the 

elections took place.” Other Estonians, Tõnis continued, believed Ansip and his good intentions and voted 

for him. But Ansip only removed the monument to win the elections, and it worked; he won. 

In other words, it is not the belief in nationalistic rhetoric what makes one a good Estonian, but 

rather staying true to what one believes. Only then can one sincerely take care of each other and one’s land. 

This contrasts sharply with the dominant discourse of rupture, which frames Tõnis’ and Luule’s stories as a 
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threat to the nation-state. Tõnis and Luule rather interpret their stories as more sincere, truthful and 

authentic than those who simply echo the hegemonic discourse. In order to gain legitimacy for his stories, 

Tõnis urged on several occasions that I should check ‘this fact’ with others. “Please, ask about these facts 

that I have told you as well from other people, then you get a clear image and see that I have not even lied 

half a word to you.” “You can ask it from Luule as well.” “This is a fact, you can check it by asking 

anyone.” He did not recommend that I read the newspapers, or check out history books for a confirmation 

of his arguments, as he assumes his story to be a truth outside of the public. 

Besides having a ‘truer story’, Tõnis claims that one can only be a good Estonian if one is 

prepared to ‘move outside’ of public ideologies. For instance, with a capitalist spirit it is impossible to 

emotionally relate to the soil and to care about your fellow countrymen. He illustrated this when we visited 

the polder and the adjacent farm, which once was a kolkhoz and now a private farm: 

Tõnis: “I do not really like this idea of private ownership the way it has developed 

in Estonia. These investors who live in Tallinn. Business men.” 

Inge: “But the people who work here, are they locals?”  

Tõnis: “Yes of course. This is good, that these people have work of course. Because 

the countryside is lacking places to work. But private owners do not take good care 

of their workers. They pay them small salaries. The main aim is to make good 

money themselves. They do not care about the living and working circumstances of 

their workers. I have understood from TV that this is different in Western Europe, 

that private owners first of all want their workers to come to work smiling. In 

Estonia they only want to improve their own position. I do not like that.” 

Tõnis draws a parallel here between the inequality of urban dwellers and countrymen and private farm 

owners and local workers: the locals who have a more natural relationship with the land versus the owners 

who only want to make a profit and exploit their workers. In contrast to this undesirable present, Luule 

told me how earnestly people worked on the land during the Soviet era. “We had this huge plot of land, 

full of potatoes and other vegetables. We even had animals, pigs and chicken and so on. But now no one is 

taking care of that land anymore.” The capitalist spirit which is employed by the current Estonian elite, and 

believed in by the majority of Estonians, Tõnis argues, leaves few ‘good Estonians’ who really care about 

the land. Most people choose for their personal profit, rather than for their national community. Estonian 

ethnologist Kristi Grünberg found similar concerns among the former kolkhoz bosses she interviewed.84 

In other words, by telling positive stories about the Soviet period Tõnis addresses the problems of 

contemporary Estonian society and his inferior societal position. Lithuanian anthropologist Neringa 

Klumbyte (2010a, p. 308) has also claimed that stories about the Soviet past are actually stories about the 

present. “Rural and urban inhabitants’ memories are primarily reflections on post-Soviet changes and 

                                                             

84 Personal communication. 
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alterity regimes rather than accurate reconstructions of the Soviet era.” In addition to being a social 

commentary (Kaprans, 2010), Tõnis’ narration implies that his ability to tell these positive Soviet stories 

means that he is not in search of power, and thus more sincere in his love for his land and good intentions 

towards his compatriots. This is quite the opposite of the public framing of people who recollect positive 

Soviet memories as ‘red ones’ and threats to Estonian statehood. Tõnis rather sees his recollection of 

positive Soviet stories as a wakeup call for addressing the severe problem of inequality in Estonia, which he 

fears is a great threat to Estonia’s statehood. People need to feel one, need to feel included in order to be 

willing to ‘fight’ for their nation. 

Clearly, being positive about the Soviet past does not mean that one is a Communist and not a 

‘good Estonian’. Tõnis is able to reconcile both discourses. Later on in our conversation, when he made his 

point thoroughly enough – that he is not indoctrinated by Estonia’s contemporary elite and that he himself 

is distanced from the hegemonic discourse – a space opened up in which he began to narrate very negatively 

about the Soviet period: 

“If we speak about me, I can say that also I did not like the Russian regime. They 

wanted me maybe 10 times into the party, with all different kinds of enticements 

and they offered me high official work positions and they invited me forcibly. Like, 

if you do not become a member of the party, then we will kill you and hundred 

other miseries. These are big circuses and long stories. But I had my own principles. 

That was why I did not like this Russian thing, that so many Russians came here 

and so forth. Although I praise the Russian regime here [earlier on], this does not 

mean, that I would have been on the side of the Russian government or that I was a 

Communist. Absolutely nothing in that direction, rather completely the opposite.” 

Here Tõnis reinforced the image of himself as a ‘good Estonian’. He has always stayed true to himself, both 

at present and during the Soviet era. He rejected the invitation to join the Party, he listened to the Voice of 

America and joined the Baltic Chain in 1989. Nowadays they live good Estonian lives by participating and 

attending the folkloristic Song and Dance Festivals. “Then everyone is the same (ühtemoodi). The 

difference between those from the countryside and city disappears.” Besides that, they live close to Estonian 

nature. Their kitchen window faces a lake and forest. In their garden that lies in between, the Estonian flag 

is constantly hoisted. 

In accordance with the two values that characterise a true Estonian, pointed out in Chapter 1, 

Tõnis takes care of the place of his origins, the region with which he has a natural relationship and he 

actively contributes to the perpetuation of that relationship with the land in the future. As a forest master, 

Tõnis takes care of and conserves Estonian nature every day and he teaches his children to value Estonian 

nature the same way he does. On their bookshelf, Tõnis and Luule have displayed the literature of 

important national authors that every Estonian is supposed to have, as an expression of those same two 

values.  
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Figure 15 - View from Tõnis’ and Luule's kitchen window: Estonian nature and the Estonian flag 

 

Figure 16 - One of Tõnis’ and Luule's bookshelves, filled with books of important national authors 
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Tõnis keeps himself up-to-date about and engaged in Estonian matters and politics through his dedicated 

consumption of Estonian newspapers and television programs. For the kolkhoz party Tõnis decided not to 

join because he did not feel comfortable going there. 

It is important to note, however, that although Tõnis perceives his own story to exist outside of 

the hegemonic narrative of rupture, it actually is highly embedded in it. Memory scholars Olick and 

Robbins (1998, p. 127) have also warned that it is dangerous to regard counter-memories as existing 

outside the public discourse, because this approach assumes an “essentialist notion of authenticity”. Rather, 

through a process of “hidden dialogicality” (Bakhtin, 1984, p. 197 in Tulviste & Wertsch, 1994, p. 326), 

Tõnis tells his story in contrast to what he sees as the hegemonic discourse on the Soviet past. Thus, 

although Tõnis tries to escape it, it is reflected in his personal story by being (almost) its counter-story. 

Although Tõnis disagrees with the rupture narrative that Soviet life was abnormal and contemporary life 

normal, he does agree that life is normal when Estonians feel united with each other and their land. Like 

those who believe in the rupture narrative, he sees interwar Estonia as the society Estonians should strive 

for: when cultural life blossomed and people took care of their land. Unlike those who believe in the 

rupture narrative, Tõnis does not feel that interwar society has been restored by the restitution policies of 

the new Estonian Republic. Thus he agrees with the same natural social order, but has a different view 

about how to achieve that. 

Although the dichotomy between having good Soviet memories and being a real Estonian 

obviously does not exist in reality, it is amplified all the time in the public space. People who speak 

positively about the Soviet period are publicly laughed at, which excludes them from the “community of 

good citizens” (Klumbyte, 2010a, p. 296). I remember that Sirje, a friend of mine, told me she was afraid 

to be seen as not a ‘real Estonian’, if she would publicly remember something positive about the Soviet 

period or support the Russian minority. Even I had begun to believe this dichotomy, which I realised only 

when I met Tõnis and Luule. During my first dinner conversation at their place, Tõnis told so many 

positive stories about the Soviet period, that I eventually asked him ignorantly: “But… were you at all 

happy when Estonia regained its independence?” I realised by his silent answer that this was a naive 

assumption. While he had been passionately speaking before, he suddenly was completely silent. He bowed 

his back, was staring at his hands under the table. A tear rolled down his cheek as he answered: “Of course.” 

I do not think he was angry with me, but I could feel I had insulted him by assuming he had not been 

happy about Estonia’s re-independence. I decided to leave it up to him, whether he wanted to continue on 

the subject or not. Then he quietly continued: 

“We are only one million people. Of course we were happy when Estonia became 

independent. We went to the Baltic Chain, we were proud to be there. Everyone 

was. But now twenty years later, we are disappointed with that what has become.” 
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Concluding remarks 

The kolkhoz theme party in Tsirguliina that I attended in 2012 did not reach the national newspapers. It 

was a mnemonic act in the periphery of Estonia that stayed unnoticed for the centre: an event in the 

margins of history. Luule had very much hoped that the newspapers would evaluate it, so that her positive 

memories of Soviet celebrations also for once would be represented in public. The urban Estonians would 

get to know the stories of the people in the countryside and would understand that although they are 

nostalgic for the Soviet past, they are also proud Estonians. Unfortunately for Luule, the Soviet theme party 

remained only an experience for those who attended.  

In this chapter I have dealt with the question of silence: what has happened to stories of normal 

everyday life and happiness in the ESSR? In the previous chapters we have seen how much the Soviet 

repressions are still part of contemporary society, but the period of mature socialism brought possibilities, 

security and safety, which is publicly completely forgotten. I have argued that the rupture narrative has been 

embraced by such a wide part of the population during the Singing Revolution, that people have re-

evaluated and reinterpreted their personal life stories in order to belong to the national community. In this 

process, stories of normality and happiness have disappeared into the background, as these were difficult to 

reconcile with the image of the ESSR as illegal, criminal and foreign. 

Now, twenty years later, this discourse is still very strong. In conversations with urban Estonians, 

positive stories about the Soviet period almost never spontaneously come up, as they have apparently no 

meaning in their contemporary lives; there is no reason to bring them up. The survey shows however that 

half of the ethnic Estonian population believes that certain things were better in the ESSR than at present, 

especially older people who attach little importance to the expression of national identity and who have 

little trust in the state. Tõnis’ story has shown how a certain distance towards the state elite is necessary in 

order to critically reflect upon the rupture narrative and be able to share stories of fun and joy of life in the 

Soviet Union. Without that distance, shame will enforce the community members to adjust to the 

hegemonic discourse, in which there is no space (yet) for Soviet stories of happiness. 

The case of Tõnis has shown that although he distances himself from the hegemonic discourse of 

the mnemonic community, he does want to be part of that community. He aligns himself with the 

hegemonic discourse by distinguishing between state and nation. The state makes what Nora (1989) calls 

‘history’, whereas the nation – the people – live(s) by ‘memory’. By recalling positive Soviet stories, Tõnis 

voices a social commentary in order to redirect contemporary state representatives, so that eventually state 

and nation will again be the same. Only then, Tõnis argues, will the Estonian people and their state survive, 

a wish which, just like the rupture narrative, is in itself highly embedded in the ideals of the Singing 

Revolution. This chapter has shown that all my informants, also Tõnis and Luule, find it important to be 

‘good Estonians’. The informants introduced in the other chapters feel like ‘good Estonians’ when their 

stories resonate with the collective story about the past. Luule and Tõnis, in contrast, see themselves as 
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‘good Estonians’ when they tell the people’s story rather than the dominant political one. All of them want 

to be (seen as a) good Estonians, because they believe that that ideal safeguards the continuation of the 

national community. 

Theoretically, this chapter has contributed to our understanding of the relationship between 

identity and memory. According to Jonathan Boyarin (in Berliner, 2005, p. 198), “identity and memory are 

virtually the same”. What the case of Tõnis shows, is how exactly identity and memory are entangled. It is 

because Tõnis feels excluded from the nation building process, because he does not feel that the state 

representatives unite him with other Estonians, especially urban Estonians, that he does not feel himself 

part of the ‘national history’ or ‘collective memory’ either. The point is that it is difficult to be critical of 

stories of those you feel solidarity for. Although I do not identify as an Estonian, throughout my fieldwork 

in Tartu I had established a sense of solidarity with my informants, which was to a large extent based on 

my belief in their stories. While writing this chapter I noticed how difficult I found it to write positively 

about the Soviet period. Apparently even in my thinking the rupture narrative had taken root.  

Whereas previous chapters dealt with the question of remembering, this one has focused to a 

large extent on forgetting. It has also introduced the concept of power between the periphery and the 

centre. In the following and last chapter of this thesis, I will translate this question of power between the 

periphery and the centre to the wider European context, where different historical representations struggle 

for public space and where some stories turn out to be ‘stronger’ than others. 



 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 7: 

WWII on the periphery of Europe: 

A contested chapter 

 

A bus from Latvia had come to pick me up in Tartu that morning. It was late July 2010. This was a time 

of long sunny days, and short nights. After a three-hour drive from the south of Estonia to the north-east, 

we were approaching our destination: the commemoration site Sinimäed (‘Blue Hills’). In 1944, important 

battles between the Nazi and Soviet army had taken place here. The Nazi army, supported by thousands of 

Estonian soldiers, had managed to halt the Soviet offensive, enabling 80,000 Estonians to flee to Western 

countries (Kangilaski, et al., 2005, p. 19). I was invited to this “very interesting commemoration” by one of 

the organisers of the national ‘Day of Mourning’ in Tartu. After spending hours writing emails, I eventually 

managed to find a ride on this private, Latvian bus: half filled with Latvian teenagers, the other half being 

Latvians interested in history. It would have been impossible to reach the site using public transport since it 

was far from any major urban centre and close to the Russian border in the north east of Estonia. 

I guess I was naïve not to consider my attendance at this commemoration before leaving Tartu. 

Even while approaching the parking lot at the entrance to Sinimäed, I was not fully aware of the situation I 

got myself into. I saw people standing on the left side of the road taking pictures of us, screaming at our 

bus. For a second, I even felt like a celebrity, getting such a grand welcome. I saw the orange/black Saint 

George ribbons on their shirts, and innocently wondered why these Russians were attending this 

commemoration of the defeat of the Soviet army. Only when the people inside the bus angrily started to 

shout back, calling them ‘anti-fascists’, I understood I found myself in the middle of a heated 

confrontation. Then I saw the replica of the sign at the entrance of Auschwitz, which reads ‘Arbeit macht 

Frei’, that the Russian speakers had built to reinforce their anti-fascist protest. A few even wore prison 

uniforms, in a performance of WWII Jewish prisoners behind a make-shift barbed fence. By this time I also 

realised what they had been shouting at our bus: ‘fascists’. I was startled, shaken. 

Was I prepared to be among a group called ‘fascists’? Was I going too far in my anthropological 

interest in local culture, bypassing the values that I was socialised in? I considered telling the Russian 

speaking anti-fascists that I was not a fascist, but an anthropologist who was attending out of scholarly 

interest. At the same time, I felt this would damage my contacts with the people I was travelling with, since 
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I would be seen as choosing the ‘other side’. In fact, I just wanted to leave, but I could not. I decided to 

position myself as neutrally as possible by not carrying a flag, which I used to do at other commemorations, 

and to leave the group of Latvians to linger on my own. 

This description of my dramatic experience at the commemoration in Sinimäed clearly illustrates 

how different memories of WWII within Europe might clash, and how emotionally loaded encounters 

between different historical understandings can be. Among my Estonian informants the Sinimäed 

commemoration is not contested, as I also argued in Chapter 5, as it is generally understood as 

commemorating the Estonian veterans who fell while fighting for their homeland. For many Russian-

Estonians and for Russians, the commemoration is more problematic, because they see the Estonian 

soldiers as fighting in SS-uniforms against the Soviet army. They see them as ‘fascists’ and not heroes. 

These strong emotions, stirred up at my first visit to Sinimäed, also tells us something about ‘Western-

European’ moral judgements that are still attached to men who fought in SS-uniforms. This encounter 

induced ambiguous feelings in me, whereas other commemorations in Estonia had not triggered similar 

emotions. The deportation commemorations for instance were simply an addition to my historical 

knowledge. This event in Sinimäed, however, evoked conflicting feelings and forced me to think through 

my position in my research. 

In this chapter I will explore the historical understandings of WWII of ‘old Europe’ as a 

significant Other in memory practices in Estonia.85 I will argue that political clashes between Estonian 

politicians and state representatives from Western Europe around such commemorations stir up feelings of 

insecurity among a large part of the Estonian population. In specific circumstances, the different historical 

understandings of WWII hurt my informants, because many of them very much want to belong to the 

European ‘family’, rather than Russia’s sphere of influence. But they feel bitterly misunderstood and even 

unequal to their European relatives because of this unfortunate but very emotive historical turn. They feel 

they have a moral obligation, as argued in Chapter 4, to honour the stories of their parents or grandparents, 

and find it extremely difficult to reconcile historical understanding within Europe. In part, then, I took the 

opportunity to listen to the Estonian WWII narrative and try to understand the emotions that are attached 

to its contemporary remembrance. 

In this thesis, as well as in Estonian historiography, WWII as a topic in itself has been fairly 

absent. Many pages in Estonian historiography have been dedicated to national pride and Soviet suffering. 

WWII simply marked the beginning of the long black Soviet night. Both in Estonian society and in this 

thesis, WWII only became important when ‘Europe’ emerged as a factor in Estonian memory practices.86 In 

this final empirical chapter, the introduction of an external ‘Other’, seen as ‘old Europeans’ or ‘Western 

                                                             

85 My informants either refer to Western Europe as ‘in the west’ or as ‘old Europe’. ‘Old Europe’ is thus an in vivo 
concept, referring to the countries perceived to form the core of Europe.  
86 Although Estonian WWII historiography concerns a ‘counter’ story within Europe, it is important to realise that in 
contrast to the counter-memories discussed in the previous chapter, the counter-memories in this chapter have political 
legitimacy as they are supported by the nation-state. 
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Europeans’, will help to frame my discussion of the differences and similarities between my informants’ 

perspectives and relationships with the recent past. 

In the following section I will outline versions of WWII advanced by different elites. Then I will 

show how many of my informants perceive a hegemonic and incontestable European WWII narrative to 

exist, from which they feel excluded. Subsequently, I will highlight three ways in which the Estonian story, 

in contrast, is perceived as fragile and ambiguous. In the final section I will relate these various historical 

understandings to the question of power and belonging within Europe. 

Remembering WWII 

The beginning of Estonian WWII history goes back to 23 August 1939. The USSR and Germany 

concluded the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and divided Europe into two spheres of influence. Estonia was 

allocated to the Soviet Union. After Hitler attacked Poland, the Soviet Union began the establishment of 

military bases and the stationing of Soviet troops in the three Baltic States. Estonia was de facto 

incorporated into the Soviet Union on 17 June 1940, the same day that France surrendered to Germany. 

The Soviet Union took over all political decision making (Kangilaski, et al., 2005, pp. 10-12). Those who 

were seen as a danger to the new regime were arrested, deported, imprisoned or even shot: “members of 

‘counterrevolutionary’ organizations, former police and prison officials, former higher state officials, former 

large landowners and industrialists, former officers in the armed forces of independent Estonia, clergymen, 

and family members of all the above” (Raun, 2001, p. 154). In this first Soviet occupation, Estonia lost 

94,000 people, of which 40,000 had fled the country and 54,000 were either incorporated into the Soviet 

army, executed or deported (Raun, 2001, p. 154). 

In the summer of 1941, the front moved into Soviet Russia, and Estonia fell under German rule. 

This time, Jews and Communists had to fear for their lives. Three-quarters of the pre-war Jewish 

population fled to Soviet Russia. Virtually all 1200 remaining Jews were killed before the end of 1941, 

including Estonia’s only rabbi, Tartu University’s professor of Jewish studies, the disabled, some Jews who 

had distanced themselves from the Jewish community and a couple of Independence War veterans 

(IKUERK, 2001, p. xviii). The territory was declared Judenfrei in January 1942. During the German 

occupation, which lasted until 1944, Estonia lost 7798 citizens through execution or perishing in prison 

camps: 70% of them were Estonians accused of being Communists, 15% Russians and 12% Jews 

(Kangilaski, et al., 2005, p. 29). Another 7300 foreign Jews lost their lives on Estonian territory. About 

9000 Jews from Lithuania and Poland had been deported to Estonia in 1943 to work (Weiss-Wendt, 

2008, p. 476).87 An additional 100,000 Estonians fled to the West at the end of the German occupation, 

                                                             

87 For an extensive historical overview of the Holocaust in Estonia and its interpretation see Weiss-Wendt ‘Why the 
Holocaust does not matter to Estonians’.  
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when the Soviet army again approached (Raun, 2001, p. 166). When the German army surrendered in 

1944, Estonia was reincorporated into the Soviet Union. This time it would last until 1991. Being a 

strategically located and small population, Estonia suffered many losses in WWII. In total, Estonia lost 

23.9 percent of its pre-war population (271,200 out of 1,136,400), of which almost one third (about 

81,000 Estonians) died, including victims of the Soviet deportations and murders, and of the German 

deportations and Holocaust (Kangilaski, et al., 2005). 

Because “narrative templates provide an interpretive framework that heavily shapes the thinking 

and speaking of the members of this community” (Wertsch, 2012, p. 15), I will now explore the public 

interpretation of WWII in Soviet, post-Soviet Estonian and ‘European’ historiography. 

WWII in Soviet historiography 

After the war, the victory of WWII, i.e. the Great Patriotic War, became one of the primary myths of the 

Soviet Union (Weiner, 1996). As the Baltic States had not managed to re-establish their independence, the 

historiography of the WWII victory over Nazism was implemented in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. This 

myth was intended to create a sense of community among the divergent Soviet polities (Guenther, 2008) 

and dispel historical interpretations that challenged this victorious image of the Soviet Union. 

According to a Soviet history textbook that I consulted,88 the ‘Great Patriotic War’ started on 

22nd of June 1941 with ‘Operation Barbarossa’, when Nazi Germany attacked the Soviet Union. It leaves 

out the attacks of the Soviet Union on Poland and Finland in 1939, the incorporation of the Baltic States 

in 1940 and the alliance between the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany (Kattago, 2012, p. 33). According 

to the textbook, the 1939 and 1940 period did not yet constitute a situation of war. After all, it 

understands the incorporation of Estonia into the Soviet Union as a voluntary act that was desired by the 

common people. The pictures in the book testify how Estonians went out on the street with banners 

declaring ‘we demand joining the Soviet Union’. It further illustrates its point by stating that Estonians 

were so happy with the restoration of the Soviet regime, that by the autumn of 1940, already 30% of 

Estonian pupils had become pioneers. The heading ‘The restoration of Soviet power’ suggests that Soviet 

power returned to Estonia, claiming historical legitimacy. This restoration, it was stated, was primarily the 

victory of the proletariat, who had been fighting fascism, which was framed as “the most aggressive power”, 

to ensure peace and democratic freedom (Maamägi, et al., 1971, p. 494). 

The textbook draws a clear picture of the heroes, villains and victims of WWII. The Soviet 

soldier, who liberated Europe from Nazism, was the hero in the Great Patriotic War. The image of the 

“soldier-victor” or “soldier-liberator” was known to the “memory of any person who has spent at least a 

part of his life in the Soviet Union” (Krylova, 2004), crystallised in the image of a Soviet soldier waving a 

                                                             

88 I used the textbook “Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic’s history”, published in 1971. For a systematic comparison 
of Soviet, Russian and Estonian textbooks see Pääbo (2011b). 
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red banner at the entrance of the Reichstag in Berlin in 1945. From 1978 onwards the Soviet veteran could 

also count on social benefits. “Participants of the Great Patriotic War” were granted legal heroic status and 

accompanying privileges (Edele, 2006). According to the textbook, many Estonian men joined the Red 

Army in the international fight against fascism and for the liberation of their country (Maamägi, et al., 

1971, p. 541). These Soviet troops finally managed to free Estonia from fascism in 1944. After the war, 

the textbook further claimed, it was thanks to the Soviet Union that Estonians could quickly start to 

rebuild their lives, the economy and society. 

Fascism was the undisputed evil in Soviet historiography (Kattago, 2009). The period of German 

rule in Estonia (1941-1944) is persistently referred to as the ‘occupation’. This simultaneously claims the 

legitimacy of the Soviet power, as the natural state of legitimate rule that was interrupted by the cruel fascist 

occupation. The German apparatus is referred to as ‘fascist’, an ideological rather than national/ethnic 

term, which portrays everyone who would betray the Communist regime a fascist. When the fascists 

approached Soviet Estonia by the summer of 1941, the book goes on to argue, the Soviet Union managed 

to evacuate many Estonians, in danger of being killed by the Nazi regime, into the Soviet Union. About 

60,000 Estonians and many material assets were rescued in this way (Maamägi, et al., 1971, p. 541). From 

1941 onwards, Nazi Germany forced Estonians to work with them, to fight and kill Soviet workers and 

soldiers. The number of inhabitants dropped by 100,000, either murdered by the ‘occupants’ or taken to 

Germany as slave labourers (Maamägi, et al., 1971, p. 564). 

The fascists left many victims, according to the textbook. The first category of victims it discerns, 

were those who were brainwashed by the Germans. First of all, there were the tens of thousands of 

Estonians who left their homeland together with Hitler’s henchmen when the restoration of Soviet power 

was at hand in 1944, in reference to those who fled to the west. Secondly, there were the bandits (the 

Forest Brothers) who had been hiding in the forests during their fight against the Soviet Union (Maamägi, 

et al., 1971, p. 564). Thirdly, there were those Estonians who had been fighting in the German army, and 

thus against the own Soviet army, who had either been forced by the Germans or brainwashed. These three 

groups had fallen victim to Nazi propaganda and therefore had a misconstrued perception of Soviet reality. 

Although they are described as victims, they are simultaneously portrayed as villains, as dangerous elements 

in Soviet society. Their potential threat to national security and betrayal during the war provided the 

justification for their deportation and imprisonment. The textbook acknowledges that some people were 

‘removed’ by accident, which had happened in the chaos of mass relocations. These innocent deportees 

received permission to return soon after their deportation, it was claimed. 

The second category of victims, that the textbook discerns, concerns the common Soviet people, 

who were slaughtered without reason by the brutal fascists. The book emphasises that the Soviet people 

suffered the most during WWII. That number however hides the deaths of the Jewish citizens, who were 

killed for their ethnicity/religion. As Dutch Russian historian Karel Berkhoff (2012) has argued in his 
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book ‘Motherland in Danger’, the Holocaust, as such, has been absent in Soviet historiography because of 

the overriding emphasis on the idea that the Soviet people suffered the most and not the Jews. 

WWII in Estonian post-Soviet historiography 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, as we have seen in earlier chapters, “history was used to restore a nation-

state” (Ahonen, 2001). Thus, the heroes in the Soviet story turned into victims or villains in the new 

Estonian story and the former villains and victims into heroes. Estonian historiography became as it were a 

reverse version of ESSR historiography. The focus in the early 1990s was not so much on the heroism of 

WWII, but primarily on the victimhood under the occupations. WWII was not considered a period in 

itself, but rather the beginning of decades of repression and life in unfreedom. 

The book ‘Kodulugu’ [Story of the home(land)] was published in the wake of the Singing 

Revolution as a commentary on Soviet historiography. It was written by the history students Laar, Vahtre 

and Valk, who had been active in the struggle for independence. Kodulugu was used as a textbook in 

schools. In contrast to Soviet history, the book represents the beginning of WWII as ‘the end of Estonian 

independence’, not ‘the restoration of Soviet power’. The book stresses that Estonia would never have 

joined the Soviet Union voluntarily. Molotov threatened to declare war on Estonia if they would not sign 

the contract for the establishment of military bases in Estonia. 

The main victims of WWII were ordinary Estonians. “The common people again witnessed the 

forced entry of the foreign power silently swallowing their tears” (Laar, Vahtre, & Valk, 1989, p. 48). 

Many of these common people were deported to Siberia, the book claims. They were not dangerous, as the 

Soviet version argued, but innocent: women, children and old people. “The mass deportations of 14 June 

was a complete shock to the people. No one could imagine that something so uncivilised could happen in 

the 20th century” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 54). Besides being sole victims, ordinary Estonians were also 

portrayed as the heroes of WWII. “Estonia remained alone in this threatening situation. Nevertheless, the 

common people were ready to enter into armed struggle for their freedom” and while “holding on to their 

past, built for themselves a road to the future” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 45 and 66). The people who actively 

resisted the Soviet Union, e.g. those who hid in the forest, were not hostile elements indoctrinated by the 

Germans, but ordinary women and men who wanted to save their land and people. 30,000 Estonians were 

hid in the forest in the summer of 1941 in an attempt to save their lives (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 56). In 

contrast to the Estonian people, who are portrayed as innocent heroic victims with democratic values, the 

Russian people are portrayed as savage villains.  

The image of the German occupiers is a bit ambiguous. Upon their arrival in 1941, the book 

states, the approaching German army provided ‘the hope for freedom’. “The Estonians who had escaped 

the red terror received the Germans with flowers. The hope arose that the land would soon be free [...]” 

(Laar, et al., 1989, p. 56). The Estonian flag was hoisted upon the Hermann Pikk Tower in Tallinn, but it 
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was soon replaced by the German war flag and so the hope for independence disappeared. “The situation 

was clear. The land had just received another master [peremees]” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 58). 

The book goes on to argue that this created bitterness among the people and that an anti-fascist 

resistance was formed. But although the German soldiers were villains who had left 7798 Estonian victims 

(Kangilaski, et al., 2005, p. 29), the Estonian people depended on them in their fight against Communism. 

The book cites the radio speech by former Prime Minister Jüri Uluots who encouraged Estonian men to 

sign up to the German army: “J. Uluots stressed, that whatever the kind of Estonia you imagine, it is to be 

preferred to keep the red army at a distance from our land” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 60). Because 40,000 men 

instead of the expected 10,000 men signed up, the Germans decided not to form an Estonian army, which 

would become too powerful, but to provide the Estonian men with weapons and uniforms. These Estonian 

volunteers for the German army did not fight for Nazism, the book states, but for independence and 

justice. They joined “voluntarily, against [their] will” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 59), which meant to say they 

did not want to join the German army but had no other option to resist the Red takeover. In fact, some 

Estonians did choose a ‘third option’ and joined the Finnish army. The Estonian volunteers for the Waffen 

SS and the Finnish army are portrayed as heroes. They managed to obstruct the approaching Red Army for 

some time, which allowed many Estonians to reach the west. “[...] tens of thousands war refugees afraid of 

the red terror. They did not intend to leave their homes permanently, but just escaped the war” (Laar, et al., 

1989, p. 63). These Estonian exiles are no longer portrayed as Hitler’s indoctrinated ‘henchmen’, but 

heroic Estonians who risked their lives in order not to be killed by the Soviets. The same interpretation is 

provided for the Forest Brothers. 

The book portrays the Estonian people as having fought an anti-Communist battle that in the 

end was in vain. In other words, they had not passively surrendered but actively resisted. “[…] the battles 

did not change the fate of Estonia: the land had again changed its master [peremees]” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 

64). The book goes on to state that when the Germans were defeated in 1944, Uluots quickly installed an 

Estonian government. The Estonian flag was hoisted again, but the Soviet authorities took it down a couple 

of days later and the second Soviet occupation started. According to the authors of Kodulugu, this was not 

the fault of the Estonian people, but rather of Western allies who had failed to come to their rescue. They 

had believed in promises of the Atlantic declaration and in the possible help of western allies, declaring in 

the text “the west will not allow such injustice”. Estonians did not know that although western countries 

had not de jure acknowledged the western border of Russia according to the advice of Stalin, it had done so 

de facto in Yalta and Potsdam” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 65). 

WWII remembrance as part of the European family 

As argued before, this post-Soviet Estonian history written in the early 1990s, was very emotional and 

personal, a matter of responsive memory (Rüsen, 2005a). Therefore, there was not much room for 

discussion about victimhood and responsibility. For instance, no mention is made in Kodulugu of the 
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Estonians who fought with the Soviets. They simply fall in the category ‘Communists’, which hides their 

ethnicity and the fact that not the whole Estonian population was anti-Communist. In other words, 

Estonians were considered victims and thus could not be held guilty. Although there is enough attention 

paid to Estonian men who joined the German army for patriotic reasons, there is a complete lack of 

reference to involvement in the Holocaust. There is just one line about the murder of the Jews in 

Kodulugu. “The prison camps, the extermination of Jews and gypsies and the inhuman way of dealing with 

war camps, did not raise the popularity of the new men in power” (Laar, et al., 1989, p. 58). Clearly, 

responsibility for these war crimes is attributed to ‘the Other’. 

When negotiations about Estonia’s EU accession started in the late 1990s, Estonia’s 

historiography of WWII had to be reconsidered. The Estonian way of dealing with the past was criticised 

as being insufficiently self-reflexive by Western European politicians. The EU and NATO voiced their 

concerns. The history of the Russian-Estonians had to be included, WWII and the Soviet period needed to 

be disentangled, Estonian collaboration and Jewish victimhood had to be investigated (D. E. Stevick, 

2007). 

Such self-critical and democratic approach towards the past has not always been part and parcel 

of Western European historiography either. It has taken a long and bumpy road before responsibility, 

collaboration and complicity in WWII have been acknowledged (Judt, 2002). Immediately after the war, 

most Western European states blamed Germany for the terror of WWII and reconstructed the ‘national 

unity’ in their countries on the basis of the ‘resistance myth’ (Judt, 2002) so that one was either a hero, a 

traitor or a martyr. The victims belonged to the latter, including the Jews. For instance in France, the 

primary focus was on national heroism, and the belief was that all victims suffered ‘for France’. This is 

comparable with the myth of martyrdom that we have seen in Soviet and post-Soviet historiography. It was 

because of a generational shift, the baby-boomers came of age in the 1970s and 1980s, that historians 

began to evaluate their national histories more critically (e.g. German Historikerstreit). First of all, they 

broached the meaning of national pride. Since pride had proven to be dangerous in WWII, national 

histories should not focus on heroism and triumph, it was argued. The memory of WWII in Western 

Europe gradually shifted from a triumph to a trauma (Giesen, 2004). Victims were no longer seen as 

heroes who had died for their nation, but as innocent and passive (Giesen, 2004; Levy & Sznaider, 2002). 

Secondly, the question of responsibility was raised. The focus shifted from emphasising the guilt 

of the perpetuators to collective responsibility for the prevention of such injustice in the future. This shift 

had implications for how the Holocaust was understood. It was no longer solely a question of Jews and 

Germans, but transformed into a question of humanity (Giesen, 2004, pp. 48-54; Levy & Sznaider, 2002, 

pp. 11-13). In the context of this shift, there has been ample attention in Western European countries and 

the EU, for the public and collective acknowledgement of guilt, the acceptance of responsibility and 

apologies for either the lack of intervention or for complicity (Giesen, 2004, pp. 141-153). The Holocaust 

was no longer heritage or inheritance from the past, but became a traumatic burden to be carried by the 
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generations after. Seeing the past as a trauma, intrinsically links the concepts memory, democracy and 

justice (Kattago, 2012, p. 30). In order to live with the past, one needs to come to terms with it. To learn 

from past wrongdoings and to take responsibility are ways of embarking on a new beginning. And this 

recognition of traumatic pasts is essential for living up to important liberal and democratic values: “guilt 

which is silenced or repressed damages the political culture of democracy” (Schwan, 2001 in Kattago, 

2012, p. 31). In other words, being self-critical when it comes to the evaluation of the past is believed to be 

essential for guaranteeing the universal human right of justice for all victims and the prevention of such 

atrocities in the future. 

This changing meaning of Holocaust memory happened within Europe on a transnational level. 

Until the late 1980s, historiographies of WWII had been mainly national undertakings. Every nation-state 

singled out its own victims and heroes. It was the Balkan war in the early 1990s which awakened the 

horrific memories of WWII and brought the Holocaust to the centre of EU discussions. Pictures of the 

war and the camps in Bosnia, reminded many of Nazi concentration camps. Another question raised in the 

1990s was the restitution of Holocaust era assets. In 1995, the European Parliament adopted a resolution 

for the commemoration of the Holocaust (Levy & Sznaider, 2002). Politicians and historians in EU 

countries believed that a common European approach towards WWII was needed. For this reason, a 

Platform for European Memory and Conscience was founded in 2011. This EU educational project aims 

at raising awareness about totalitarian regimes among Europeans. These discussions and initiatives have 

increasingly resulted in a European institutionalisation of WWII memories: common commemoration 

days, a common ban on symbols, and since 2006, a common history textbook for French and German 

pupils, with the eventual aim of developing a European wide educational program (Leeuw-Roord, 2009). 

When discussions on WWII moved to the European stage in the 1990s, the post-socialist states 

had only just regained their independence. As just shown in the Estonian case, history was still in the 

process of being rewritten, since national histories could not be revised under totalitarian rule (Assmann, 

2006, pp. 260-264). In such process of writing, it is extremely difficult to confront unspeakable crimes of 

the past, e.g. the Polish pogroms or the terror against Jews in Hungary. Similar to the reactions in post-war 

Western Europe, the Polish pogroms and anti-Jewish terror in Hungary were said to be the responsibility 

of the Germans (Kiss, 2012, p. 13). Like in the Estonian case, the historical narratives of other post-

communist countries were very much rooted in a sense of national victimhood (Kattago, 2009; Kiss, 2012), 

which stood in sharp contrast with the discussions in Western Europe about the universalisation of the 

Holocaust and collective responsibility. As Hungarian memory scholar Eva Kovacs (2003, p. 156) has 

argued, it is extremely difficult to be critical of one’s past if the wheels of communicative memory are still 

turning. This would mean that “despite our own dispersed and fragmentary experiences, we would be 

capable of accepting not only that other people possess fundamentally different experiences but perhaps 

that our own experiences, when viewed from our present-day perspective, are unpleasant and difficult to 
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bear”. For these reasons, history writing in post-socialist Europe has been less a “scholarly examination[s]” 

and more a “heated political discussion[s]” (Kiss, 2012, p. 6).  

Not only was the relationship with the past more emotional when these post-communist 

countries such as the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia 

entered the EU in 2004, their citizens also had different historical experiences than the ‘old EU’ citizens. 

Since 2004, therefore, there have been many discussions within the EU about what should be remembered 

within Europe and how this should be done. What deserves a place in European historiography and what 

not? One of the core questions has been whether Communist crimes can be included in a broader European 

narrative of remembrance alongside the Holocaust. 

Despite the discussions about these questions within post-communist countries, eventually 

neglecting the arguments of the liberals, the foreign ministers of Bulgaria, Romania, Hungary, the Czech 

Republic, Lithuania and Latvia decided to write a proposal to the European Commission in 2010 with the 

request “to criminalize the approval, denial or belittling of communist crimes” within the EU, laws that 

several European countries had already passed on a national level. They stated that the denial of 

Communist crimes should be treated in the same way as denial of the Holocaust (Russian Politics RT.com, 

23 December 2010). Although this proposal was rejected on the EU level, a year earlier, in 2009, a 

resolution for a common commemoration day for victims of Nazism and Communism had been accepted. 

The adoption of this resolution was in support of the ‘Prague Declaration on European Conscience and 

Communism’, which was signed in 2008 by prominent European politicians to call for an “all-European 

understanding that both Nazi and Communist totalitarian regimes […] should be considered to be the 

main disasters, which blighted the 20th century” (Kiss, 2012, p. 5).  

These European wide discussions have influenced Estonian history writing since the negotiations 

for EU accession in the late 1990s. In 1998 Estonian president Lennart Meri founded the ‘Estonian 

International Commission for the Investigation of Crimes against Humanity’ in order to meet the 

democratic values of plurality of self-criticism and to fulfil the 1993 Copenhagen criteria for entry into the 

EU (Weiss-Wendt, 2008, p. 481): 

“Membership requires that candidate country has achieved stability of institutions 

guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights, respect for and protection of 

minorities, the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to 

cope with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union. Membership 

presupposes the candidate's ability to take on the obligations of membership 

including adherence to the aims of political, economic and monetary union.” 

The commission aimed to investigate the crimes against humanity that had taken place in Estonian 

territory. In his welcome speech in January 1999, Lennart Meri said: “[…] the work of this commission 

reflects our common conviction that we cannot build a free and democratic future without facing up to the 
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past” (Hiio, Maripuu, & Paavle, 2006, p. 1). The word ‘common’ referred here to a shared European or 

western values. 

Although Estonian politicians thus pro-actively responded to the requirement to reconsider their 

national history, the commission was founded to simply satisfy demands of the EU (D. J. Smith, 2002, p. 

7) and not to raise any public discussion about national historiography. Firstly, this was obvious because 

the German occupation was investigated before that of the Soviet occupation, which chronologically does 

not make sense. Secondly, the book published by the commission has so far only appeared in English. The 

thousands of pages on Estonian historical ‘crimes against humanity’ have not inspired any debate within 

Estonian society (Onken, 2007a). Thirdly, the historical approach that was used did not encourage any 

discussion. The book presents many historical facts, also about the mass murder of the Jews in Estonia, but 

lacks interpretation or analysis. The study did not raise radical new interpretations of the past, but rather 

picked up and contextualised existing ones, like the setting apart of the Jews (Feest, 2007, p. 246). 

Fourthly, there have been no legal consequences connected to the outcome of the research. 

There have been more instances where Estonian politicians and historians have responded to 

European requests without actually contributing to a more self-critical approach. For example, a history 

textbook written in 2004 by the same Lauri Vahtre,89 contains, in contrast to Kodulugu, which appeared 

15 years prior, at least two paragraphs on the Holocaust. The textbook explains that the regimes in power 

used hate against a certain people to evoke feelings of revenge. Here Vahtre (2004, p. 259) refers implicitly 

to the Judeo-Bolshevist myth spread by the Nazi Germans in Eastern Europe of the use of bitter feelings 

against the Russians in the extermination of the Jews (cf. Gerrits, 2009):  

“When it comes to the Jews, one cannot speak of a general enmity […]. Only a 

small part of the Estonian population took part in the extermination of Jews, whom 

were given this possibility by the foreign power. In the nationally tolerant Estonian 

Republic, something like this would not have happened.” 

Thus although this textbook responds to the democratic value of a plurality of victimhood and even 

acknowledges collective responsibility, it places the burden of responsibility on the Germans and portrays 

Estonians as mobilised puppets who would never had done something like this if life had been normal. 

Another example relates to the International Holocaust Remembrance Day, held on the 27th of 

January, which was institutionalised in Estonia in 2002. Although the government decided to mark this day 

in the national calendar, they made no effort at all to win support for the commemoration from the 

population (E. D. Stevick, 2007, p. 224). In 2000, the Minister of Education Tõnis Lukas (Fatherland 

Party) had publicly said that the Holocaust was not important enough for Estonians to include it in the 

curriculum (Poleshchuk, 2005, 68). They did not intervene when the principles of two elite high schools, 

publicly well-known intellectuals, announced that they did not intend to commemorate the Holocaust in 

                                                             

89 Estonian history for gymnasium [Eesti ajalugu gümnaasiumile], 2004 by Lauri Vahtre. 
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class, arguing that “it was inappropriate to put someone else’s horrors above Estonia’s own” (E. D. Stevick, 

2007, p. 227). In a private interview, an Estonian politician argued (quoted in E. D. Stevick, 2007, p. 223): 

“During my government, I would not allow it [the Holocaust commemoration day]. 

Mostly it feels that it is coming from outside so it is not helping.... The communist 

terror took more lives than the Holocaust. It must be combined with crimes against 

humanity.” 

The Minister of Education sent the schools a clear message before the first Holocaust Remembrance Day. 

They should not only commemorate those who fell victim to the Nazi crimes, but all those who have been 

persecuted on the basis of religion, ethnicity or for political reasons. At the Curriculum Development 

Centre, 30 school principals were asked to investigate how the first Holocaust Remembrance Day (2003) 

was spent in school. “From these 30 answers that we got, we had zero responses that this was an important 

day that we need to have in our school system” (E. D. Stevick, 2007, p. 228). Apparently, rather than 

supporting the commemoration of Holocaust victims, the Estonian state adopted the Holocaust 

Remembrance Day as a way to create “solidarity with the European and Transatlantic community” (E. D. 

Stevick, 2007, p. 227).  

Since Estonia entered the EU in 2004, Estonian politicians have become more assertive and have 

in several instances explicitly chosen not to listen to EU observers. According to Estonian political scientist 

Tõnis Saarts (2008), joining the EU brought an end to the external pressure on the revision of WWII 

history and minority rights issues, making a more nationalistic stance possible. From time to time, the local 

media would portray the pressure by the EU as a new kind of threat to the recently regained independence 

of the tiny Baltic state: having moved from a Russian sphere of influence into a Western European one 

(Mikkel & Kasekamp, 2008). An example of explicit non-adaptation to the European narrative of WWII 

was in 2005, when Putin invited the heads of state to Moscow to celebrate 60 years after the defeat of 

Nazism. The Baltic presidents argued that for them, WWII did not end in 1945, but rather in 1991 with 

the fall of the Soviet Union. The Estonian and Lithuanian presidents decided not to attend the 

commemoration (Onken, 2007a). The Bronze Soldier affair could be singled out as another example. 

Whereas the EU had required including the Russian minority in the redrafting of history, the relocation of 

the Bronze Soldier was clearly a move to remove the memories of the Russian speakers to the periphery. 

This political act empowered the ethnic Estonians both in relation to Russians as well as to Western 

Europeans (Kattago, 2012; Melchior & Visser, 2011). 

In other words, entering the EU has provided new challenges to WWII remembrance in Estonia. 

How do Estonian state representatives and historians negotiate between Western European memories of 

WWII and crucially different local historical experiences? Estonian International Relations’ scholar Maria 

Mälksoo (2010) has argued that this negotiation reflects the politics of becoming European. According to 

Mälksoo, the Baltic States very much want to belong to Europe but as new EU members they do not yet 

feel ‘fully European’ and their different WWII memories prevent them from becoming so. Thus, the 
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decision not to attend the 9th of May 2005 commemoration is therefore both a search for recognition of 

different WWII memories in Europe and a way to resist the hegemonic ‘European WWII narrative’. In 

other words, it is a response to feelings of insecurity and a way to empower Estonia in Europe. 

In this chapter I want to go beyond this memory politics, and question how ordinary Estonians 

perceive these transnational encounters between different ‘mnemonic communities’ in Europe. What are the 

emotions concerned with European memory disputes? The understanding of European WWII memories in 

people’s everyday lives will provide a new insight in those insecurities that come with life in a globalising 

world. 

The perceived superiority of Western European memories of WWII 

It is not so easy to describe what one means by ‘European memory’. Scholars, who work on European 

memory, often refer to the Stockholm Conference in 2000, where representatives of 46 nations came 

together to discuss “the commemoration of the Holocaust as foundation myth of the European Union” 

(Pakier & Strath, 2010, p. 12). However, as has already been addressed in the Estonian example, can we 

really say that the Holocaust is a central part of the memory of all European states? Jan-Werner Müller 

(cited in Pakier & Strath, 2010, pp. 13-14) has argued that it is more likely that Europeans will develop 

common principals for representing the past rather than a genuinely shared memory. Other scholars such as 

Stefan Troebst (cited in Pakier & Strath, 2010, p. 15) have divided Europe into different ‘mnemonic 

communities’: ‘Western Europe’ and ‘Eastern Europe’, ‘Central Europe’ and ‘Russia’ with all their particular 

understandings of the recent past. Despite these critical scholarly comments on the existence of a ‘common 

European memory’, I noticed that a ‘European memory’ and ‘Estonian memory’ of WWII do exist in the 

perceptions of my informants, as social constructs that are “real in their consequences” (Thomas, 1970). So 

first of all I will address the question, what does ‘a European memory’ mean to my informants? 

From my very first encounter with Estonian society, which in the beginning concerned mostly 

students because I did not yet speak Estonian, it was clear that Western Europeans are perceived to have 

different memories. First of all, Western Europeans are believed to have no bad memories of Communism. 

For that reason, secondly, Western Europeans are seen to consider Hitler as the cruellest dictator ever, not 

comparable to any other, not even to Stalin. That means that Germany was Europe’s main enemy in 

WWII, not Soviet Russia. Thirdly, the Jews are considered, according to my informants, the victims of the 

20th century in Western Europe, which leaves no room for the memory of other people who also suffered 

tremendously. Fourthly, Europe was considered to be liberated in 1945, when Nazi Germany was defeated. 

These are just four elements of different understandings of WWII in Western Europe that return in the 

stories of basically all my informants: this is what they (other Europeans) remember, but not what we 

(Estonians and other Baltic people) remember. 
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The Estonian ‘memory activists’ with whom I spent much time, not only perceive Western Europeans to 

remember differently in content, but also treat the past differently. Firstly, people in Western Europe are 

perceived to be very politically correct, at the expense of the truth. Meelis (born in 1922), whose mother 

was murdered by the NKVD, illustrates this with regard to the Holocaust: “Among those NKVD and 

KGB people, who actually committed crimes against humanity, mass murders, shootings, arrests, 

deportations, who sent people to camps, to death camps, were many Jews. But we are not allowed to stress 

this.” Meelis claims that political correctness precludes justice, since the perpetrators cannot be punished. In 

other words, Western European political correctness is perceived to sustain and create injustice. Also when 

it comes to those Western European soldiers, who are not commemorated because they died in Nazi 

uniforms. “In the west they do not dare to speak about their own history,”90 said one of the speakers on the 

annual commemoration of the Estonian men who fell on the eastern front in German uniforms.  

Secondly, Western Europe is perceived to have a more individualistic than collectivistic approach 

towards history. There, “nationalism is a bad thing”, Lembitu (1943) explained, and Kalev (1941) added: 

for them “where they come from, their roots, become less important,” because they are too much involved 

in making money. Marju (born in 1986), a student organisation member, also explained to me that 

Western Europeans lack a collective spirit. They do not appreciate their liberty but take it for granted and 

therefore are less motivated to fulfil their duties as a citizen, such as collectively commemorating. The 

young intellectuals in my research are generally less critical about the political correctness and 

individualistic approach in Western Europe, as they understand it as part of the democratic value system 

they support. They however do agree with the memory activists that Western Europeans should make a 

greater effort to understand the specific historical situation of Estonia and its current status as young and 

small nation-state, which has direct implications for the possibilities in dealing with the past in Estonia. 

In other words, European memories of WWII are perceived by my informants as based on 

‘historical memory’ and a ‘settled past’, which has its strength in its openness towards individual 

interpretation and discussion, while at the same time taking a clear, incontestable moral stance. This 

Western European memory of WWII and way of dealing with the past is seen as hegemonic, as ‘the 

European’ understanding of the past. ‘European WWII memory’ is not the sum of national memories, nor 

is it a ‘new’ memory. It is rather seen as the memory of the core member states imposed upon the ‘extended 

European family’ (the periphery). Before I can relate this to feelings of insecurity, I will explore the 

perceived ambiguity of Estonians’ ‘living (hi)story’ of WWII. 

                                                             

90 Speech of a representative of the Estonian Legion Friends’ Club at the Sinimäed commemoration, 31 July 2010. 
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The perceived ambiguity and inferiority of Estonian WWII memories 

Estonian collective memories of WWII are of course much closer than the Western European ones to my 

informants’ emotions and family stories. It is in this collective story that family memories of Soviet 

suffering find meaning, and that relatives who fought in a German uniform are not accused of being 

fascists. At the same time, just because this collective story is much closer and people have more informal 

knowledge on local experiences, Estonian memories are perceived as much more ambiguous, scattered and 

contradictory. I have come to distinguish three reasons why my informants perceive Estonian WWII 

memories as unsettled: (1) in terms of historical experience, the Estonian population is very heterogeneous, 

(2) the storyline of Estonian WWII historiography is ambiguous, and (3) Estonians are divided on the 

question how to approach the past, between political parties as well as among my informants. 

Estonian families on both sides of the war 

In terms of historical experiences, the Estonian population was divided by different forces of WWII. 

Estonians as a people cannot be featured as having been on either ‘the German side’ or ‘the Soviet side’. The 

representative survey ‘Me, the World and the Media’ posed in 2011 the following questions: 

1. Have you or someone in your close circle fought in the German army during the war? 

2. Have you or someone in your close circle fought in the Soviet army during the war? 

Table 15 - Participation of close relatives in WWII, N Estonians = 1076, N non-Estonians = 507 

 Estonians Non-Estonians 

Yes in the German army 27.1%   3.4% 

Not in the German army 37.8% 86.8% 

   

Yes in the Soviet army 34.3% 75.7% 

Not in the Soviet army  29.9% 13.3% 

Source: Me, the World, and the Media, 2011, own calculations. 

Table 15 shows that more than one in four ethnic Estonians reports that they had an acquaintance or 

relative in the German army. Every third Estonian personally knows someone who was in the Soviet army. 

A further calculation points out that one in six Estonians (15.9%) had loved-ones fighting in both 

uniforms, torn up by WWII’s main opponents.91 

My Estonian language teacher Ave (born 1970) once explained to me that: “My father was first 

in the German army, then in the Soviet one. This is completely normal for an Estonian man.” Moreover, 

                                                             

91 These figures do not necessarily correspond with historical facts, but say something about the present. They point 
towards memory rather than history. I depart from the idea that it does not matter to people’s ‘postmemory’ whether 
someone in his/her family was factually in the German or Soviet army. What matters is whether they believe this to 
have been the case. 
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many families faced the fact that some relatives were fighting in or suffered at the hands of one foe and 

then the other. As is the case in the family history of former Prime Minister of Estonia and textbook author 

Mart Laar, born 1960: 

“My grandfather was shot by the Nazis. Two of my grand-uncles were sent to 

Siberian death camps by the Soviets. My father-in-law was deported to Siberia as a 

nine-year-old boy, where he struggled to survive against death by starvation. 

Unknown to him, his hopes of seeing his father alive again were in vain; his father 

was shot early in 1941 by the KGB in Moscow’s Kirov prison” (Laar, 2004). 

Clearly, it is not possible to characterise Estonians as a people, and as a homogenous mnemonic 

community, to have been on either the one or the other side. The question, ‘who was on which side in the 

war’, also does not seem to matter as much to my informants as it does in Western Europe. I realised the 

absence of this question the first time when I was publishing an article in a Western European academic 

journal. I was asked for the family background of Mart Laar, and specifically requested to state which side 

were they on in WWII. The diversity of war experiences among Estonians and the absence of a link 

between those experiences and people’s (past and present) ideology, make it difficult for my informants to 

understand the past as a clear-cut story. 

Ambiguous story lines 

In other words, it is not that obvious for Estonians who was (and thus is) good and who was bad. In their 

stories, someone could have joined the Soviet army for the same reason as the German army, as there was 

not necessarily an ideological motive behind joining either one or the other side. I noticed that when my 

informants try to explain their WWII historiography to me, they struggle with contradictions and 

ambiguity when it comes to the following two storylines: (1) Did Estonian men participate actively in the 

war or were they forced? And (2), which occupation was worse?  

Stories about the participation of Estonian men in WWII portray both passive endurance and 

active involvement. On the one hand my informants’ stories imply that Estonian men were forced by the 

regime, as innocent victims, to be on either one side or the other. In other words, it was not an ideological 

choice. On the other hand, it is commonly understood that the Estonian men in the German army fought 

for the right cause as ‘freedom fighters’. These seeming contradictions exist in one and the same story. Sirje 

explained to me back in 2008 already: 

“Estonians were mobilised, forced to join the German army as they were forced to 

join the Soviet army. Of course, there were people who volunteered. But, as 

Estonians joined the German army, they were fighting for the liberty of their 

homeland, Estonia, not for the ideals of Nazi-Germany.” 
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One of the ambiguities in the Estonian narrative of WWII thus lies in the crucial question: did Estonians 

passively endure the war or did they actively defend their home country? The survey posed the following 

question: 

Do you agree more with statement A or B? 

A. Estonians who either fought on the German or Russian side should be treated equally as having 

been forced by the occupant. 

B. Estonians who fought on the German side fought for independence, those on the Russian side for 

the reestablishment of Soviet occupation. 

The survey data point out that in 2011, 50.3% of the ethnic Estonians believed that Estonians passively 

endured WWII (statement A), 37.9% found it hard to say, and 11.7% agreed that Estonians had an active 

role in WWII and fought for ideological reasons (statement B).92 Interestingly, this very survey question 

(devised by Estonian scholars) reflects two basic assumptions in the stories of my informants. First, if 

Estonian men in the German army fought for ideological reasons, it was for Estonian independence, not for 

Nazi ideology. Second, if Estonian men in the Soviet army fought for ideological reasons, they did not 

fight for the reestablishment of Estonian independence but for communist ideology. The first assumption 

is basically shared among all my informants. Although they differ in their opinions in many respects, I have 

never heard anyone imply that Estonian men fought for their belief in Nazi ideology. The second 

assumption is rare, because Estonian men who joined the Soviet army are generally believed to have been 

forced, not to have joined for ideological reasons. That also explains the high percentage of people agreeing 

with statement A.93 But for the few who did join for ideological reasons, an independent Estonia is not 

believed to have been the motive. In the public domain (in literature, historiography, political speeches), 

these contradicting narratives coexist as well and the question of passive endurance versus active 

involvement still lacks a definite answer.  

Another paradox in the Estonian narrative in terms of content comes out in the stories about 

which occupation was worse. To continue the story of Sirje, she argued: 

“Estonians had suffered a lot from the crimes committed by the Red Army. For us, 

the deeds and the crimes of the Nazis and the Communists are BOTH “bad”. But 

“Western Europe” isn’t very eager to comprehend it.” 

                                                             

92 For the sake of the argument on ethnic Estonians, I left the Russian speakers out of the analysis. For the total 
population (N = 1583) the figures are as follows: 42.6% agree more with A, 46.3% find it hard to say (most 
favourable category for the Russian speakers to answer – the statements are clearly designed within the Estonian 
discourse and do not fit closely with the Russian collective story), and 11.1% agree more with B. 
93 Although Estonian men in the Soviet army are generally perceived as forced into that uniform and therefore not 
responsible for what happened afterwards, stories about Estonians who joined the ‘Red side’ later on, by e.g. entering 
the Communist Party, are held responsible for their deeds and decisions. 
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Sirje, among other informants, stresses that both occupations and dictators (Hitler and Stalin) were equally 

bad. At the same time, these same stories narrate that the German occupation was much less terrible than 

the Soviet one. For instance, it is a common story that the German soldiers knocked on the door, asked for 

honey and bread, and gave something in return. They left their weapons near the front door. They were 

polite, in contrast to the Russians, who rushed into the house, and just took what they wanted. I was told 

several times how Russian soldiers would eat in Estonians’ homes with their weapons in their hands. Ave, 

whose father had been both in the German and Soviet army, explained: “During my life I have always been 

told that the German period was not as bad as the Russian one. ’42 and ’43 were better than ’44 and ’45.” 

Despite the fact that the German occupation left many victims in Estonia, I have never encountered 

negative stories about the German soldiers, including about sexual abuse. They are always placed in relation 

to the Soviet ones, who are considered much more inhumane and ‘not like us’. 

Within the Estonian community, these ambiguities in the story do not really matter, as they 

portray the complexity of their family’s histories. In this context it is no problem that “the wheels of 

communicative memory are still turning” (Kovács, 2003, p. 156). The lack of an unambiguous story only 

becomes problematic in the interaction with Western Europeans, when Estonians feel the need to present a 

settled and clear story with which they can justify their family experiences and stories. I often noticed how 

my informants started to feel uncomfortable while speaking about WWII. They had certain preconceptions 

about my understanding of history, even before I had said anything, and immediately began to justify for 

example why the Soviet period had been so much worse than the German occupation. At the same time, 

they did not want to downplay the severity of the German period either and would add: ‘both were equally 

bad’. For instance, Sirje told me when we became friends, that in our first meeting she had heard herself tell 

me a much more nationalistic account of Estonian history, than she would have advocated among an 

Estonian audience. She felt like a representative that had to speak in name of all Estonians and the need to 

provide me with a clear and coherent story. As you can see from the citation quoted above, she got 

frustrated by the fact she was not able to do so, feeling that “Western Europe isn’t very eager to 

comprehend it.” 

Lack of a clear political stance 

Estonian politicians and public figures do not provide an answer either and use the same ambiguous 

narrative. On the one hand they stress the victimhood discourse (Feest, 2007), on the other they praise the 

bravery of the Estonian people fighting for their homeland. The political discourse is still very much based 

on family stories, rather than a settled history. For instance, at the 8th of May WWII commemoration on 

Maarjamäe in Tallinn, one of the ministers began his speech like this: “I asked my father when I was young: 

why did you join the Germans if you thought they were going to lose? He answered: to show our Estonian 

mindedness (eesti meelsus). I want to thank these men for that.” As long as family stories are at the basis of 

official remembrance and national historiography, it is very difficult to get to a settled history. 
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Especially the memory activists in my research perceive the way that Estonian politicians and other officials 

deal with WWII as inconsistent and at times too soft. They find it problematic that the Estonian state 

takes contradictory positions. On the one hand the Estonian men who served in the German army are 

thanked for their fight for their home country. On the other hand they are denied official acknowledgement 

as freedom fighters. Mari (1960), one of the memory activists, explains that state representatives were 

always present at the Sinimäed commemoration to honour the Estonian men who had lost their lives in 

WWII in SS-uniforms. After EU accession, Estonian officials suddenly did not dare to show up anymore. 

These memory activists would rather like to see the Estonian state take a clear position to defend the 

‘historical truth’ against Western European political correctness. 

Two themes recur when it comes to the lack of a clear political stance: the Holocaust and the 

Estonian men in the German army. Regarding the Holocaust, I have argued before that there have been 

several instances of institutionalised Holocaust remembrance and education in Estonia, but state officials 

subsequently do not follow through or do not pay any particular attention to the subject. Also, regarding 

Estonian men in the German army, a clear stance is lacking. One of the veterans explained how confusing it 

is if state officials change their position all the time: “They have handed out medals, symbols of honour. 

But it seems difficult to acknowledge us as independence fighters.” These veterans have indeed been 

thanked by state representatives for their courage, at official state receptions and at Estonia’s WWII 

Remembrance Day called ‘Europe Day’ (8th of May). Former Prime Minister Mart Laar wrote a book 

about the Eesti Leegion [Estonian Legion], published in 2008 in the Estonian language, dedicated to “all 

those Estonian soldiers, who in the battles of the Second World War, fought with selfless courage against 

Communism and for the restoration of Estonia’s independence, even if they had to wear a German uniform 

to do so” (Laar & Suurmaa, 2008, p. 11). In 2012 Laar eventually managed to convince the other 

parliamentarians for officially acknowledging these veterans as ‘freedom fighters’. 

Yet at the same time, these same state officials turn down the invitation to attend the Sinimäed 

commemoration because the ‘west would not understand our presence’. In 2004 Prime Minister Juhan 

Parts decided to dismantle the Lihula monument, arguing that although he honours Estonia’s WWII 

soldiers, a monument of a soldier wearing a SS-uniform cannot be allowed in Europe’s public space 

(Brüggemann & Kasekamp, 2008, pp. 431-432). In other words, Estonian state officials seem to convey 

different messages at commemorations that do and do not attract European attention, and different 

messages in Estonian and English language media. I noticed that these changing and contradicting official 

stances make it difficult for my informants to figure out how they themselves should relate to these 

veterans, who are their relatives and neighbours. 

The memory activists mention two additional reasons why they find it so important for the state 

to take a clear stance. Firstly, they feel that going along with Western European political correctness 

impedes the possibility to get to know the historical truth and restore justice. I already mentioned the case 

of Meelis, whose mother was murdered by the NKVD and whose perpetrator cannot be punished because 
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– Meelis argues – he is a Jew and universally believed to be a victim rather than a villain. In addition, they 

find that political correctness prevents certain research to be carried out, which conceals the historical truth. 

Finnish historian Seppo Vepsäläinen confided to me, for example, that those historians who tried to 

investigate the participation of Jews in crimes committed by the NKVD in Estonia were forced to quit 

their work at some point because of accusations of anti-Semitism.94 

The case of the Dutch boy Auke de Leeuw, who won a poetry competition with a poem about his 

great-grand-uncle who volunteered for the German army, attracted the attention of some of the memory 

activists. Auke’s poem conveyed the message that everyone loses in wartime, regardless of who they are 

fighting for. Eventually this poem was withdrawn from the official Dutch 4/5 May commemoration 

program (Laugen, 2012). The chairperson of the ‘Friends of Estonian Legion’ [Eesti Leegiooni Sõprade 

Klubi] posted a newspaper article about the case on his Facebook wall, towards which one of his friends 

responded: “Where is the freedom of speech and the respect for people’s feelings, if a Dutchman is not 

allowed to remember his forefathers!?” The second reason why memory activists find it important that the 

Estonian state takes a clear stance is because they find it humiliating to the living that those who gave their 

lives for their homeland are not being openly honoured. As we have seen in greater detail in Chapter 5, they 

want them to be made sacred (Verdery, 1999). 

One of the questions that comes to mind is whether political parties do not differ in their ideas 

about the Holocaust and Estonian Legionnaires’ remembrance. Yes and no. I have not observed any 

difference in the evaluation of the Estonian men who fought in the German army. The parties agree that 

they fought for the just cause: Estonian independence. The difference lies in the question of whether the 

‘morally right status’ of these veterans can and should be officially acknowledged. Can we Estonians have 

our own understanding of history or should our national history be ‘appropriate’ for non-Estonians 

(Russians, Jews, Western Europeans) as well? The more nationalist-conservative parties such as the 

Fatherland Party find a strong national history more important for the Estonian state than a more inclusive 

historiography. They explicitly distance themselves from this perceived ‘European approach’ towards the 

past: “We are accused of fascism. Big countries think we fought for fascist ideology […]. We have to be 

able to speak about these things with the right words; we should not be ashamed. We are only one 

million.”95 More progressive Estonian parties such as the Social Democrats find a strong national history 

also important, but they do want to make sure that no significant other feels offended by it. They explicitly 

value democratic plurality and the need for debate. 

Also the young intellectuals in my research see the situation a bit more nuanced than the memory 

activists. On the one hand, they agree that it is a duty of Estonians to commemorate one’s own victims and 

evaluate the Estonian soldiers in German uniforms in their own historical circumstances. And they also 

                                                             

94 Personal communication with Seppo Vepsäläinen, on our way to the Holocaust commemoration in Klooga, 27th of 
January 2011. 
95 Trivimi Velliste – former dissident, founder of the Heritage Society, Fatherland Party politician – spoke these words 
at the 8th of May commemoration 2011 in Maarjamäe. 
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agree with the memory activists that Western Europeans should try harder to understand that national 

history in Estonia is more exclusive due to its specific historical and geographical context. On the other 

hand, they acknowledge the importance of adjusting to the democratic values prevalent in Western Europe, 

meaning to pay tribute to non-Estonian WWII victims and to take the sensitivity of the soldiers in German 

uniforms into account. Young intellectuals are aware of the difficult situation in which Estonian politicians 

find themselves, in a constant negotiation between the wishes and memories in Western Europe and their 

own society. 

My informants in the countryside do not seem so much concerned about the representation of 

Estonia’s WWII history in Europe. They consider Europe to be far removed from their personal lives. 

They also feel less pressure to portray one ‘Estonian (hi)story’ to the outside world. As many of them do 

not see their personal experiences reflected nationally, especially when it comes to the Soviet period, they 

generally feel some distance towards the ‘national story’. Tõnis (born 1950), who is in contrast to many of 

my other informants in the countryside very interested in politics and history, complains that Estonian 

politicians should better take care of the representation of diverging historical experiences within Estonian 

society than within Europe. At the same time, he confided: “Hopefully when you have written your thesis, 

Western Europeans will understand our history a bit better. […] the fact that we have been under Russian 

rule for so long. […] That we are more than a buffer zone.” 

In sum, the memory activists especially find it problematic that the Estonian state does not take 

one stance towards their evaluation of the Estonian Legionnaires and Holocaust remembrance. The young 

intellectuals understand better why they adjust their stance according to the specific situation. For my 

informants in the countryside these debates about Europe seem far away. Yet, what unites all of them, is 

that after decades of political repression, in which an ‘Estonian’ WWII story was impossible, they express 

the need for a national story of WWII that has legitimacy in Europe. Especially in times of crisis or at 

times when they need to ‘defend’ their own stance in European debates, they feel that such settled and 

acknowledged story is lacking and that they are left with an emotional and personal national story.96 

Emotions of insecurity: torn between the past and the future 

The perceived hegemony of a (Western) European collective story and inferiority of the Estonian story of 

WWII, challenges group membership of the ‘European family’ and raises two questions of ‘existential 

insecurity’ in the stories of my informants (cf. Eriksen, Bal & Salemink, 2010): (1) Are we Estonians fully 

European? (2) How can we Estonians be European and also stay true to our Estonian traditions? This 

connection between the memory of WWII and European identity does not fall out of the clear blue sky. As 

                                                             

96 Once more, I solely refer here to heterogeneity within the Estonian speaking part of the population, not paying 
attention to the Russian speakers. Other scholars such as Siobhan Kattago (2009) have focused on the ethnic 
differences when it comes to WWII memories. 
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mentioned earlier, WWII was not a significant period in Estonian historiography until negotiations for EU 

accession started in the late 1990s (Kõresaar, 2011c). 

It was in this same period that the Estonian people were ‘returning to Europe’, constructing a 

national identity away from Russia. For that reason, “West and East have been antipodes for Estonian-self-

construction, reflecting the dichotomy of Europeanisation and Russification, goodies versus baddies” (Berg, 

2002, p. 111). Even those people I have spoken to who do not support Estonia’s political integration into 

Europe, do not question that Estonia is culturally European, as antipode of ‘Soviet’. In their argument for 

their Europeanness, Estonians commonly refer to Estonian poet and literary scholar Gustav Suits (1883-

1956), who at the end of the 19th century spoke the legendary words: “let us be Estonians, but let us also 

become Europeans!” (Raun, 2001, p. 92). During the glasnost period in the 1980s, anti-Soviet resistance 

movements spoke about a ‘return to Europe’ and to democracy (Kiss, 2012; Sztompka, 2004, p. 12), 

implying Eastern Europe’s natural belonging to Europe. Also Estonian social scientists Lauristin and 

Vihalemm (1997) describe Estonians’ cultural belonging to the European family, arguing that Estonians 

have always identified themselves as belonging to the west, being the last outpost of Western European 

culture, at the border of the Slavic Byzantine and orthodox region. 

Because of the anti-Soviet and anti-Russian discourse in the 1990s and early 2000s, ‘Europe’ as 

an abstract concept has been prevailing in Estonian identity politics. Lennart Meri, president of Estonia 

from 1992 to 2001, is known for the ‘Europe’ rhetoric in his speeches and policies. After his death in 

2006, Latvian President Vaira Vike-Freiberga said “the world has lost a great Estonian, a great statesman 

and a true European” (BBC News, 14 March 2006). In contrast to nationalist parties in Western European 

countries that often resist European integration (e.g. Geert Wilders’ Party for Freedom has an explicit anti-

EU rhetoric), nationalistic-conservative political parties in Estonia stress the European roots of Estonians 

and the importance of European cooperation. Both Lennart Meri and Mart Laar, members of the 

Fatherland Party, and strong advocates of the preservation of Estonian culture, are responsible for leading 

Estonia successfully towards Europe. In Estonia, the will to belong to Europe is strongly related to the wish 

for security, to secure Estonian independence from Russian expansion (Berg, 2002). This strong will to be 

European brings along a fear not to be acknowledged by other Europeans as ‘fully’ European, since 

identification requires recognition by others (Maclure, 2003). The encounter with the (significantly 

different) experience and collective story of WWII in Western Europe plays into this fear. 

Are we fully Europeans? 

In this context, how can we understand the spontaneous invocation of WWII in informal conversations 

that I had with Estonians? The first time I encountered this was during fieldwork in 2007. The Bronze 

Soldier had just been relocated from the city centre to the outskirts. This lead to violent riots in Tallinn 

and interethnic tensions grew in society generally. I wanted to understand what this relocation meant to 

ethnic Estonians. I have argued elsewhere that its meanings were closely related to feelings of uncertainty 
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(Melchior & Visser, 2011). In several instances, I was answered by means of an analogy: what would you 

think if there would still be statues of Hitler in The Netherlands? How would you feel if 30% of your 

population would be Germans, who had remained after the war? In this analogy with WWII – comparing a 

Soviet soldier with Hitler, and the Russian minority with German occupiers – WWII serves as an 

interpretative ‘anchor’. By invoking WWII, my informants felt they could translate their feelings about the 

Communist period to my frame of reference of something similarly cruel (WWII). Moreover, to draw 

WWII analogies in such intercultural encounter creates a dialogue; a first step away from insecurity by 

claiming a voice as Europeans (Maclure, 2003). 

The survey data confirm that Estonian citizens find it very important that ‘others’ know and understand 

Estonian history. The question that was posed is:  

 In a couple of years the new building of Estonia’s National Museum in Tartu will be ready. 

Which tasks does Estonia’s National Museum definitely need to fulfil? 

People were offered 12 possible tasks for the museum and could answer: (1) this definitely, (2) also this, 

(3) not really, (4) not at all, (5) I do not know, I can not tell. One of the options was: “to increase the 

awareness of Estonian history and culture among other peoples [rahvad -Volker]”. 91,1 Percent of the 

ethnic Estonians agrees that this is one of the museum’s main tasks. Compared to the other 11 statements, 

it is placed on the third place, right behind “to provide new insights/knowledge, to create a comprehensive 

picture of Estonian history and culture and of the cultural regional specificity of Estonia” (92%) and “to 

evoke and develop interest in Estonian history and culture” (92.9%).97 It is interesting to note that 

Estonians find it more important that the museum aims at having Estonian history known and understood 

by others, than to portray the variety of people that have lived in Estonia throughout history (79.2%), to 

create a sense of national belonging (87.9%) or simply to be a great place for spending one’s free time 

(86.2%). 

As seen throughout this thesis, this longing for acknowledgement, coupled with feelings of 

insecurity about one’s identity, are very widespread in Estonia. Even young, highly educated Estonians, who 

have a relatively secure position in society, long for recognition within Europe. Marju (young intellectual, 

born 1985) feels that Western Europeans have trouble understanding why the Soviet repressions 

completely overshadow the cruelties of WWII for Estonians: “They do not know what it is not to have a 

state”. Such perceived misunderstanding is problematic in building a fruitful relationship between people 

(Maclure, 2003). If Western Europeans cannot understand our history, then how can we ever belong to the 

European family? This is not just because of having different historical experiences. Linda (1942) 

explained: 

                                                             

97 When the non-ethnic Estonians are taken into account, the order of tasks stays the same. The percentages are then 
respectively: 88.6%, 87.5%, 87.1%. 
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“Many [Western Europeans] do not know about the Soviet period and the 

deportations and about those politics. Many do not even know that Estonia exists. 

[...] If I am honest, I think they are not interested in what has happened here.” 

But there is more to this besides a lack of knowledge and interest: will Estonians ever become equal partners 

of Western Europeans? Polish sociologist Piotr Sztompka (2004, p. 11) traces the “emergence of the 

crippled, inferior, deficient and defensive identity of ‘incomplete Europeans’” within Eastern Europe to the 

period of modern capitalism and the Cold War, both periods in which the region lost its temporary 

importance in Europe. This colonialist and orientalist relationship between Eastern and Western Europe 

continues to exist because both in the east and the west people use and thus reinforce the ‘discourse of the 

East-West slope’ (Melegh, 2006). 

Several of my informants at some point voice the inequality they perceive to exist in Europe. 

Laine, who was born in 1968, for instance told me: “Estonia is at the periphery, such a small and faraway 

state. The voices of the big and rich countries are still more important.” This perceived inequality brings 

along a fear of having to adapt again to an ‘other’ whereas the ‘other’ is not prepared to adapt as well. 

Helena (born 1975), a history teacher living in Estonia’s northern countryside, answered when I asked her 

about the idea of creating a common European history: 

“I am curious whether that means that France is going to learn about Estonian 

history as well then. Did you learn anything in school about Estonian history? [..] It 

is just not fair. Why do we need to learn about France and England and The 

Netherlands, and no one is learning about us?” 

Again this raises the question: do we really belong to Europe? In the case of Estonia, a small country with a 

strategic geopolitical location, this reveals not only insecurity about questions of belonging, but also about 

security as such. Can we trust Western Europeans in times of need? The ‘return to Europe’ in the 1990s 

was a way to secure Estonia’s independence, to create allies in the west. The different WWII memories are 

however still in the way of forging complete trust. Not least because the Russian collective story coincides 

with the Western European one in the sense that fascism is seen by both as the biggest evil of WWII 

(Kattago, 2012). With the relocation of the Bronze Soldier, Russian activists, and the Russian state, drew 

upon this correspondence in the collective story, which excluded Estonia. During my fieldwork at that time, 

fear was omnipresent: will Western Europe support the decision of the Estonian state and with that, have 

respect for our historical experience? Linda expressed: 

“At that time we were afraid, that this turn would not stop, that Russians would 

take back the power. This support [by the EU] showed that we are not alone. We 

were afraid that no one would care about us in Western Europe.” 
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The historical experience that Western Europe did not bother to free the Baltic States from Soviet 

oppression at the end of WWII, is still an open wound. The ‘white boat’ as an everyday expression shows 

up from time to time, referring to an anticipated and expected salvation that might never come.  

This feeling of not being understood in Europe is part of a wider mechanism, comparable to the 

‘privilege of the experienced’ discussed in Chapter 2. On the one hand Estonians want Western Europeans 

to understand their historical experiences and current historiography. On the other hand they believe that 

Western Europeans will never be able to understand it because they did not live through it themselves. This 

misrecognition in Europe confirms Estonians’ double victim identity (Feest, 2007): they have not only 

become victims of history’s mass crimes, but also of contemporary misunderstanding (see also Cappelletto, 

2005b). 

European citizens with Estonian duties 

The second insecurity raised by European discussions on WWII is closely related to the question of 

belonging to Europe, without neglecting one’s Estonian duties. My conversation with Meelis, a medical 

doctor born in Estonia in 1922, very well illustrates this negotiation between adapting his story to my 

Western European frame of reference, and at the same time not causing damage to the honour of his 

mother. 

Meelis showed me a small, black box. When he opened it, I saw a piece of dry mud. ”I had the 

possibility to go to the place where my parents were killed. [...] I brought some mud from that place […], 

and here is the mud. [...] This is one of the relics with which I live.” The mud is all Meelis has left in 

memory of his mother. Both his parents were killed in 1942 by NKVD agents. The secret police service of 

the Soviet Union was responsible for much of the political repression under the rule of Stalin. After 

probing my stance towards World War II, Meelis revealed that the particular NKVD agent, who killed his 

mother, was a Jew. It was obvious he did not feel completely comfortable telling this story to a Western 

European: 

Meelis: “I do not know whether you want to hear this, or whether you are not 

allowed to listen to this at all, but among those who committed crimes against 

humanity were also Jews.” 

Inge: “Yes this is very…” 

Meelis: “But we do not speak about it!” 

Inge: “… this is a very difficult theme, but…” 

Meelis: “This is a very difficult theme, but I think, that you do not dare to… I am 

afraid, that you do not dare to listen to what I am telling you.” 
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Inge: “No, I…” 

Meelis: “Because then they can immediately accuse us of anti-Semitism.”  

Inge: “Yes some people do that.” 

Meelis: “Yes some people, but in the world is such a tone. In Estonia one is caught 

in this question, but this is considered undesirable. Thus, for you I am now an 

undesirable person, a suspicious type, about whom you should inform the Estonian 

defence police.” 

In the intercultural encounter between Meelis and me, the ‘rules’ were not that obvious. In telling me his 

story, Meelis was very cautious and insecure. He very much wanted me, a Western European, to understand 

and acknowledge his mother’s fate. For achieving that, he tried to show his awareness of the difficulty I 

might have with his story. If he would just have shared his story without explicitly referring to my ‘Western 

European’ frame of reference, he would have run the risk that I would have silenced him by calling him an 

anti-Semite, which would have been extremely painful for him. This would frame him not as victim who 

has lost his mother, but as a villain who feels superior to another people. Faced with my presence, Meelis 

thus needed to negotiate between his duty as son of his mother (and as Estonian whose compatriots might 

have similar stories of NKVD repression) and his wish to be understood by me, a Western European and 

be acknowledged as part of the European family. 

As mentioned before, my informants differ in the extent to which they find they should adapt 

their stories to Western European standards. But in all our encounters I observed a strong duty to protect 

their familial and local stories. These stories are considered essential to keep Estonian culture alive and to 

make sure that historical injustices do not repeat themselves. Thus, whereas many Western Europeans 

believe they can prevent historical repetition only by being reflexive and critical towards historiography, my 

informants rather see the creation and protection of a national story based on emotional family stories as 

the key to the prevention of future recurrence. Such collective emotional family story, after all, is believed to 

retain a living relationship between the people and their story. It ties people more to their past and creates 

the illusion of moving away from politics and into the private sphere, where history is perceived to be more 

‘real’.  

As seen in Chapter 4, this strong sense of duty has to do with the realisation that independence is 

not something that can be taken for granted. It has to be won every day again. The fear of extinction, of 

being a people of only one million, is very real in Estonia. Peeter (born in 1950), a chemistry professor, 

explained this feeling as follows: 

“A small people are very much aware of the realistic situation that their culture can 

be destroyed in no time. We Estonians, all Estonians have this feeling. We just 

know from history that we can be overruled so easily. During the Soviet period so 

many small peoples died out. […] [Our pride] is a defence mechanism. We realise 
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how important it is for a small people to defend its culture, its values, its customs, 

its language, because this is what keeps us alive.” 

This fear to disappear, being such a small people, is not new to Estonians. The Estonian writer Anton 

Hansen Tammsaare (1878 – 1940), who wrote one of Estonia’s major novels ‘Truth and Justice’, left a 

powerful message right before he died to the Estonian people in an essay with the title ‘In Faithfulness’ 

[‘Truudus’], which appeared in Eesti Noorus, December 1939: 

“If we really want to help ourselves, we need to cultivate the inner conviction, that 

our only way out is to be faithful to our land, our people, our language, our culture 

and our peculiarity. If we lack this true feeling, then no one can help us, because we 

will be like a pile of sand, which will be carried by a gust of wind, or like smoke, 

which disperses in the universe.” 

This perceived need to protect and defend local stories is inextricably linked to the fact that Estonians 

perceive their national story to be ambiguous and inferior in Europe. People in democracies that are still 

emerging, that feel in a state of threat, are less likely to expand their national identity in more inclusive 

ways, 

“since members have an interest in maintaining their dominance. […] Yet once a 

nation establishes its dominance in a state, the interests of ordinary citizens to work 

toward and feel a sense of national solidarity will often begin to fade. […] Once the 

nation's dominance is secure, it makes sense that citizens will tend to their own 

interests more and to the national interest less. There is simply much less of a 

national interest to tend to at this point. If a threat to one's nation arises anew, then 

an increase in national solidarity may follow” (Spinner-Halev, 2008). 

In other words, only when Estonians feel secure about their position in relation to Russians and Western 

Europeans, they will be able to accept a plurality of stories and not feel threatened by the perceived 

hegemonic story of WWII in Western Europe. But that moment has not (yet) arrived. Some of my 

informants have told me: ‘we cannot afford what big states can afford.’ Kalev explained: 

“I think that European values start to gain ground [in Estonia] and that the 

individual is getting more important. But Estonia is small, so in order to protect and 

keep our culture, the nation [rahvas] has to be at least as important as the 

individual.” 

These duties towards what is seen as ‘real Estonian’, as Estonian experiences, are difficult to reconcile with 

the will to be European, if the latter involves the need to respect a contradicting and ‘foreign’ collective 

story of WWII. 

Ideally, thus, Estonia would be a member of the European family and would have one’s peculiar 

understanding of WWII recognised by the other members, which would allow them to ‘keep’ it. The 
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feeling of misrecognition, which is central to the just described insecurity, “can inflict harm, can be a form 

of oppression, imprisoning someone in a false, distorted, and reduced mode of being… Due recognition is 

not just a courtesy we owe people. It is a vital human need” (Taylor, 1994, pp. 25-26 in Maclure, 2003, p. 

5). Struggles for recognition are thus struggles over ‘who we are’, in order to enhance self-respect and 

dignity. They appropriate ‘safe spaces’ in which people can tell their life stories without being judged. In 

other words, the invocations of WWII in many of my conversations with Estonians have been an attempt 

to create a dialogue. By engaging in dialogue about WWII, my interlocutors appropriate a voice in Europe, 

to get out of the position of accepting an inferior status in Europe, and to restore a sense of self-respect 

(Honneth, 1995, p. 164 quoted in Maclure, 2003, p. 8). 

There is one note I want to make before turning to the conclusion. In this chapter I have 

deliberately departed from the perception of my informants, which has resulted in drawing up differences 

between ‘Estonian WWII memories’, those of Russian speakers and those of Western Europeans. By doing 

so, I have reinforced the dichotomy between Estonians and non-Estonians, both in the quantitative as well 

as in the qualitative analysis. In reality, of course, the boundaries are not that clear-cut and well-defined. As 

mentioned in previous chapters, there are also Russian speakers who feel close to the Estonian narrative. 

However, as I also argued, they are no longer referred to as ‘Russians’ when they express such loyalty. In 

other words, although Russian and Estonian speakers in Estonia generally attach meaning to a different 

collective story because of different family memories (more on this see Kattago, 2009; Seljamaa, 2012; 

Ehala, 2009), the division between both groups as presented in this chapter is a social construction rather 

than a clear-cut distinction that exists in reality.  

Concluding remarks 

Since that first experience in 2010, I returned to the commemoration in Sinimäed two more times. My 

second and third experience differed significantly from my first. In 2011 and 2012, I travelled together 

with the Freedom Fighters Union from Tartu [Tartu Vabadus Võitlejate Liit]; veterans who had fought in 

German or Finnish uniforms in 1944 and whom I had come to know personally through the years. In 2010 

I felt very insecure. Was I indeed in a bus with fascists and attending a fascist commemoration? Due to the 

personal WWII stories I had come to hear throughout the years and a professionalisation of the 

organisation of the commemoration,98 I felt comfortable and at ease the second and third time. Until I was 

introduced to a Flemish couple in their fifties, who were attending in 2012 as representatives of the 

Flemish SS veterans, who had fought at that location. Then I felt again that my Western European frame 

of reference started to work, and the need to make clear that I was present for different reasons than they 

                                                             

98 In 2011 and 2012 the organisation kept a close eye on the attendants. They refused entrance to radical Russian 
speakers, and to Estonians who intended to use the commemoration for political statements.  
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were. I realised how difficult it would be to write this chapter up. I constantly had to negotiate between 

doing justice to the stories of my informants, and simultaneously translating them to a Western European 

audience. 

In this chapter I have explored the emotions evoked in my informants by the remembrance of 

WWII in Europe. The ‘return to Europe’ has created insecurity in this tiny state in the north-eastern corner 

of Europe. Estonia had the image of being a ‘western state’ in the Soviet Union, but with the return to 

Europe it has become an eastern country in the periphery. The fear of not being acknowledged as ‘fully 

European’ and of not being equal partners in Europe has created a feeling of insecurity about Estonia’s 

national identity. Since the historical experiences of WWII in Estonia are this different from those in 

Western Europe, where their struggle for independence is understood as collaboration with the Nazis, 

debates about WWII evoke the fear not to belong to the European family because of a lack of mutual 

understanding. In other post-communist countries such as Croatia, where there actually is an anti-fascist 

discourse, WWII is (ironically) less of a significant marker of European belonging (Paukovic, 2002). 

This in-depth insight in the emotions of insecurity evoked in my informants, also helps to better 

understand WWII analogies in Estonian politics. Like in many other post-communist countries, “the 

wheels of communicative memory are [still] turning” in Estonian society, lacking a “coherent, condensed 

narrative of communism” (Kovács, 2003, p. 156), which makes Estonian memory politics highly 

emotional.99 In some cases, particular memory politics are implemented in order to increase solidarity with 

the rest of Europe. Baltic politicians however, increasingly dare to take a clear stance, in which they defend 

their ‘national collective stories’. For instance in 2005, when the Estonian and Lithuanian president decided 

not to attend the 60th anniversary of the defeat of Nazism. They drew an analogy between the experience of 

Soviet repressions in the Baltic States and the tragedies of WWII in the rest of Europe. Maria Mälksoo has 

argued on the basis of foreign policy speeches that “Polish and Baltic calls for equal remembrance of their 

pasts emerge as an essential part of their individuation process as European, of their becoming a European 

subject” (Mälksoo, 2010, p. 655). 

Becoming a subject rather than object of European history and politics seems especially important 

to the young intellectuals in my research, as they frequently find themselves in international settings. They 

feel, however, that their WWII (family) stories, that diverge from the European norm, regularly obstruct 

them from being taken seriously as scholars, entrepreneurs and Europeans. Despite that my most liberal 

informants understand and support the importance of pluralism, it is difficult for them to be critical of the 

creation of a national WWII story based on emotional family stories. This is so firstly because of the sense 

of insecurity discussed in this chapter, but also, as seen throughout this thesis, because of the close 

relationship of their family stories with national history, the historical relationship between human rights 

                                                             

99 I thus disagree with Jarausch and Lindenberger (2007) who describe the Baltic States as being “marked by anti-
Russian consensus”. Having a national history based on mostly communicative memories, makes the collective stories 
of the Baltic States by definition very diverse and dynamic. 
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and democracy activism, the mass struggle for national freedom, the institutionalisation of legal 

restorationism in the early 1990s and the value they attach to the preservation of national culture. 



 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Guardians of living history 

 

In this thesis I have questioned what personal and national stories of the past mean to people in Estonia, a 

society in the periphery of Europe, characterised by a short period of nationhood, historical ruptures and 

quick and desired integration into the European family. 

The vulnerability of story telling 

In November 2013, two years after my fieldwork period, I found myself standing behind a desk in a big 

room in Estonia’s National Museum [Eesti Rahva Muuseum] in Tartu. I was facing a group of about 40-

50 people, most of them my informants, some of them my informants’ friends. I had invited them to 

present them my research findings and arguments. In accordance with their informed consent, I wanted to 

give them the opportunity to comment on my interpretations, arguments and conclusions, which of course 

are inevitably more abstract than the personal stories they have told me. Moreover, I wanted ‘to give 

something back’ in return for all their emotional support, personal memories, endless trust and rhubarb 

cakes. 

The audience consisted of a cross-section of my informants. I had met them at various stages of 

my fieldwork and through different social networks. The memory activists and deportees were definitely 

overrepresented. They are based in Tartu, dedicated to the topic, with lots of spare time and I could easily 

inform them about my presentation through an organisational structure. In addition, several informants 

from the countryside, my academic circles and my voluntary work were there to listen to my story. I felt 

quite nervous. Until now, I had been the listener and they the speakers, I the pupil and they the teachers. 

Now they were waiting for my story. I suddenly realised how vulnerable I became by providing words to 

my thoughts and making that story public. 

In practice though, several memory activists prevented me from changing my role from listener to 

speaker. They took over the supervision of the meeting and, rather, turned it into their own platform. 

Former political prisoner Mart Niklus began his interference by redesigning the front stage. He added some 

more chairs – what for, I asked myself, as I was the only person presenting – flowers in a vase and a small 

Estonian flag, complete with a black ribbon to commemorate the victims of a collapsed supermarket in 
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Riga. He was literally creating the (nationalist) framework in which he wanted others to understand my 

presentation. This was confirmed by another memory activist, reporting to one of his friends that ‘of course 

no Communist dares to show up here!’ When I invited the audience to help themselves to some coffee, tea 

and Dutch cookies, Mart Niklus corrected me telling them we could do this at the end of the meeting. At 

this point, I knew my platform had been hijacked. There was nothing I felt I could do, as this was how our 

relationship had taken shape during my fieldwork. They had been my teachers, they had spoken, I had been 

in the background, listening and observing. 

My presentation went fine and I looked forward to their reflections on my arguments. Had I 

overlooked something crucial, interpreted something incorrectly, or argued something unacceptable? There 

were no responses of that kind. Mart Niklus immediately interfered and placed a historian on the chair next 

to me ‘to help me answer the questions’. It needs to be said, I had never met that historian in my life, so he 

would be in no way able to answer questions about my research. The discussion that followed had no 

relationship with my arguments whatsoever. They either took the opportunity to voice critical comments 

on the contemporary situation in Estonia or to thank me for providing them a platform to speak. 

The memory activists were the first ones in line to pose their questions: ‘Do you agree that Russia 

has violated the border treaty and should return our piece of land?’ ‘Don’t you think that it is a problem if 

Estonians start defending their theses in English rather than Estonian, since this was exactly what happened 

with Russian before?’ ‘What would Dutch people say if one third of the population would consist of 

Germans?’ Most of my other informants kept quiet, except for Tõnis from the countryside: ‘We have 

spoken a lot about the Soviet deportations, but actually there is little difference with the contemporary 

deportations of the young highly educated who cannot find a job in Estonia.’ Language wise I was easy to 

interrupt and the historian appointed as chair pinched a large part of the questions. The former deportees 

did not pose questions, nor comments, but thanked me for my dedication to ‘eternalise’ their stories. As a 

present, several of them donated books to me, many of which narrated their personal life stories and 

expressed their gratitude for my effort and perseverance. 

Despite the lack of critical comments about my arguments, the presentation at the National 

Museum was a great and telling experience. Only afterwards did I realise how perfectly it illustrates what I 

have been arguing throughout this thesis. First and foremost, the meeting made visible how much speaking 

makes one vulnerable. Until that moment in the National Museum, I had been writing in the private 

spheres of my own house or my university office. I sat behind my desk with the dozens of stories, 

observation notes and pictures that I had gathered, not knowing what would tie these different experiences 

into a meaningful story. Although my story, my argument, had been extremely vulnerable, there was no one 

else with me working through that chaos and pose critical questions. Through endless reading and intensive 

analysing, the chaos became more and more ordered within the narrative of my chapters. The closer I got to 

a meta-story, the more comfortable I felt presenting it to others. At first I presented it within the safe space 

of the academic world, in which my interlocutors had no emotional relationship to my story. I felt my 
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meta-story became more vulnerable, more open to challenges and contestations, once I began to present it 

to Estonian scholars, and the most while standing there in front of those people whose stories had been the 

very fundament of my narrative. 

After that presentation, I even decided to publish a text about my research in the most-read 

Estonian newspaper Postimees (Melchior, 2013). People I did not even know could now comment on my 

argument and narrative. Besides many positive reactions praising my effort to get to know Estonian 

language and society, a few were very critical. They accused me of using the language of the occupier, 

specifically, being open to a more pluralistic outlook on society and of paying too much attention to the 

Russian minority. They obviously felt threatened by a non-Estonian version of their story. I have always 

had the feeling that Estonian scholars respected my (right to tell ‘their’) story as they saw I had done 

reliable and intensive fieldwork research. Many of the nationalists and memory activists however did not 

value my academic knowledge as much as their ‘native knowledge’, and kept seeing me as the pupil who will 

forever know less than ‘we as experience experts’ (Estonians) and amateur historians (memory activists). 

Finally, the reception of my story by my informants and the Postimees audience showed how much 

speaking requires compliance with a specific framework in order for one’s story to reach its audience. 

A living national (hi)story 

Storytelling simplifies the chaos of ‘life-as-lived’ and ‘life-as-experienced’ (Bruner, 1984). Stories put the 

“mind to rest by the illusion of sequence and order. […] Narratives tidy things up […]” (Sandelowski, 

1991, p. 163). Stories also help people to sustain a meaningful world (Carsten, 2007, p. 22; Fabian, 2007; 

Halbwachs, 1992, pp. 52-53; Lambek & Antze, 1996) and to retain a self-sameness over time (Erikson 

1959 in Olick & Robbins, 1998, p. 122). In the case of traumatic or disruptive events, storytelling helps to 

heal the self by relieving the experience from its meaninglessness. By representing the loss outside the self, it 

becomes more bearable, by cutting the living ties with the past (Nora, 1989). Moreover, what remains 

untold, has happened for no reason (Goodman, 2012; Hodgkin & Radstone, 2003, p. 99). 

As we have seen throughout this thesis, both individuals and (representatives of) communities tell 

stories. In the case of such collective stories, the relationship between the narrator and the story is not 

necessarily one of direct experience. In Chapter 2 I have explored the relationship between ‘the experienced’ 

(the deportees) and their life stories; stories that have become collective stories as part of national history. 

In Chapter 4 I have subsequently questioned how the non-experienced, younger Estonians have 

appropriated these collective stories as their own. Well-known memory scholar Jan Assmann (1995, 2006) 

has distinguished between these two kinds of stories as based on ‘communicative memory’ and ‘cultural 

memory’. Stories based on communicative memory are told by the living bearers; people who have “an 

‘organic’ experiential relationship” with the narrated past (Halbwachs, 1992; Nora, 1989; Olick & 

Robbins, 1998, p. 110). Stories based on cultural memory can also be told by the ‘generation after’, 
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because these stories live on after the living bearers have died. These are the stories told by films, books, 

museums, commemorations and monuments. In contrast to communicative memory, cultural memory, 

which also includes political memory, concerns long-term memory, “emplotted in a narrative […][with a] 

clear and invigorating message […] not […] volatile and transient, but [..] anchored in material and visual 

signs […] as well as in performative action […]” (A. Assmann, 2002, p. 26). 

In accordance with memory scholar Astrid Erll (2005, p. 115), I have argued that this distinction 

between communicative and cultural memory becomes problematic when recent historical events are both 

covered by cultural texts, as well as communicated by ‘the experienced’. What we have seen throughout this 

thesis is that in Estonia communicative and cultural memory, or memory and history, cannot be 

disentangled. In other words, distinctions between communicative/personal and cultural/political 

memories are in the end illusory. They overlap to an enormous degree. National historiography, as a form 

of cultural memory, is highly emotional, fresh, dynamic and personal. This is due to a ‘belated postmemory’ 

formed during the Singing Revolution, when a wide share of the Estonian population faced yet unnarrated 

painful memories of the 1940s. In addition, Estonia’s history written in the 1990s has been based on 

highly emotional life stories. In other words, the story of the Estonian people has never become an 

uncontested, well-established story, but is rather unsettled and highly emotional; a living national (hi)story. 

It is history, memory and experience all at once, all contested, competing and diverse. Such living history, as 

we have seen in Chapter 7 on WWII remembrance, has direct consequences for the level of allowable 

openness towards democratic plurality and critical discussion about the past. As long as my informants feel 

they should guard and cherish the past, they will not be able to accept alternative interpretations. Similarly, 

when my thesis was still a chaotic pile of data in the privacy of my home, I was also unable to self-critically 

argue with others. 

Guardians of the past 

Not all Estonians can be characterised as guardians of the past. Certainly, there are people in Estonia who 

feel completely indifferent towards that which has passed, or who worry more about the future or their 

private lives. Yet, as I have shown in this thesis, the people who feel indifferent in Estonia belong to a 

minority. In Chapter 4, which dealt with the question of postmemory, I have argued based on 

representative survey data, that almost 70 percent of those who identify as Estonians find it important to 

have collective moments of commemorating victims of recent Estonian history. They believe that 

ceremonial remembrance is of great importance for a healthy, democratic society. 

My research has focused on this part of the Estonian population, on those who care about the 

past. I wanted to understand why the nation’s past is so important to them. As we have discovered, the 

most important reason is definitely the close entanglement of national history and family stories. The story 

of the nation is the story of the family. The collective story is not part of ‘high’ culture, but of the 
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‘everyday’. This distinction, which is often made in the literature (see Erll, 2005), turns out to be illusory in 

the case of Estonia. My informants are confronted with the nation’s past at grandmother’s kitchen table or 

while visiting the grave of a close relative. Commemorations are thus a way to soothe the wounds of their 

loved-ones. Another reason why the nation’s past is so important to many is that almost every Estonian 

adult has experienced the Singing Revolution. They have been involved in and/or have contributed to the 

creation of ‘a collective story of the people’. Commemoration is a way to continue contributing to the 

collective good. This value of being (seen as) good Estonians, is a value shared by all my informants, as they 

believe that it safeguards the continuation of the national community. Yet, the way in which they believe it 

contributes most, either at public commemorations or in the privacy of one’s home, differs, as we have seen 

in the stories of Luule and Tõnis in the countryside. A final reason why my informants act as guardians of 

the past is because they fear cultural extinction and the subsequent loss of state independence. By sustaining 

an emotional relationship with the past, they believe they can prevent this from happening. 

The projected 70% of the population, who care about the past and share these beliefs, are far 

from a homogeneous group though. The memory activists, as we have seen in Chapter 5, feel threatened by 

modern developments such as increasing transnational cooperation and migration. By organising and 

attending commemorations they try to safeguard the ‘fighters’ spirit’ of former patriots and nationalists, by 

educating a new generation who will be prepared to give their lives for their nation. Their idea of the nation 

is an idealised version of the first independent Estonian Republic, which they aim to restore. The deportees, 

in contrast, do not commemorate in order to prevent social change. They first of all want to make sure that 

the next generation has learned lessons from their suffering and that they have not suffered in vain. The 

people in the countryside attach importance to local stories and traditions in order to retain and nourish the 

link between the Estonian people and their land, ideally outside of the political domain. The young 

intellectuals in my research are very outward looking, embracing changes and open to newcomers who are 

also willing to contribute to Estonian society. They find commemoration important for a healthy, 

democratic society that attends to historical injustice. The nourishment of a living connection between the 

past and the present is deemed essential for the preservation of cultural traditions, local stories and 

Estonian literature. Obviously, there is also a lot of individual variation within these groups. 

These different outlooks on society translate into different ideas about memory, history and 

politics. In Chapter 3 I have described how in the early 1990s the ideology of restorationism gained ground 

in politics. This was a nationalistic-conservative ideology aimed at the restoration of the pre-war republic. 

In other words, memory and history politics at that time derived from the idea that society had to be 

cleansed of all Soviet remnants. The moderates, in contrast, accepted that society had changed under Soviet 

influence and derived from the society Estonia had become  during the ESSR, rather than what it once was 

before WWII. However, the persuasiveness of restorationism won it from the moderates at a time when a 

new nation-state was being built. In Chapter 5, which looked at the memory activists, I argued that 

restorationism in the 1990s was not presented as a national exclusionist discourse, but rather as the 
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democratic path to ‘the West’. This political rhetoric about history and memory politics has not changed 

much in the last twenty years. Both in Chapter 3 and 6, I have argued that although the social democrats 

gain in popularity among the population, and have a more moderate view of society, the rhetoric of 

restorationism and Soviet rupture in politics still prevails (Jõesalu, 2012). The Soviet period is considered 

an abnormal period which should be dealt with accordingly, meaning that Soviet remnants need to be 

removed, even if they are of great importance to the Russian-Estonian and part of the Estonian population. 

I refer here to ethnic Estonians on purpose, in order to emphasise once more that within their 

private spheres Estonians do not refrain from sharing positive memories of the Soviet period. As explored 

in Chapter 6, half of the ethnic Estonian population agrees that aspects like sense of security, material 

welfare and caring social relationships were better in the ESSR than in contemporary Estonia. Within the 

university, I have heard youngsters nostalgically recall the Soviet films they watched. At the dinner table, I 

have heard older Estonians exchange stories about the ‘Soviet sausage’ (Klumbyte, 2010b), which they 

stressed was made of meat instead of the current ones made of water and preservatives. These are forms of 

reflective Soviet nostalgia (Boym, 2007). Within the private sphere, Estonians are also not as anti-Russian 

as often assumed by foreign observers (cf. Berger & Lorenz, 2010). In Tallinn, half of the population are 

Russian-Estonians. In their everyday encounters they live peacefully with ethnic Estonians. In the Language 

Institute as well as in other places where ethnic Estonians and Russian-Estonians work together, people 

fruitfully cooperate and do not resent each other. My informants, from the intellectuals to the memory 

activists, have told me positive stories about ‘Russians’. 

In the public domain, however, these positive stories should still be categorised as counter-

memories. In Chapter 6 I have argued that the young intellectuals and cultural figures create safe spaces in 

public in order to provide a counter-narrative to the prevailing nationalist-conservative discourse in politics. 

They find that the stories of the Russian-Estonians and of the ‘independence losers’ (Lauristin & 

Vihalemm, 2010) deserve a place in public space. As the most liberal minded individuals in society, the 

young intellectuals are both publicly critical of the Soviet discourse as well as of the current nationalist 

discourse. 

This critical position though, as seen as well in Chapter 4, is difficult to retain in times of crisis 

and perceived threat. Firstly, politicians easily point towards the threat of nostalgia, by reframing initiatives 

of reflective nostalgia into initiatives of restorative nostalgia. This turns the critic into a national traitor. 

Secondly, although the intellectuals have been the ones who represented alternative voices in critical 

moments such as the late 19th century and 1980s, the major difference is that back then the people in 

power were not considered to be ‘one of them’. Rather, their counter-voices at those times have resulted in 

a cultural and political nation. In the current situation, they need to negotiate between their critical position 

regarding the exclusion of deviant stories and at the same time their perceived responsibility for cultural 

preservation and the survival of the nation, a responsibility that has also historically belonged to the 

intellectual elites. Still today, as seen in Chapter 4, it is especially the more highly educated who feel morally 
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obliged to keep the past alive for future generations. Especially in times of crisis, young intellectuals in my 

research find it extremely difficult to retain their critical position and to not act as guardians of the past. 

They would not only feel as if they were betraying the dreams of their parents and grandparents, but also 

that they would refrain from their responsibility as cultural preservers towards the wider society. 

Individual and collective acts of preservation 

Moments of crisis and perceived threat are not rare in Estonia. We have encountered several ‘critical events’ 

(cf. Das, 1995) throughout this thesis, such as the relocation of the Bronze Soldier, the war between 

Georgia and Russia, and the recent political unrest in the Ukraine. Other events that suddenly increased the 

sense of insecurity concern for instance the foundation of a commission by Medvedev in 2009 to protect 

Russian history from criticism and falsification, or whenever an Estonian politician is suspected of having 

ties with the Kremlin, when Russian-Estonians organise themselves and provide a critical voice to the 

current state of affairs in Estonia, or when EU politicians do not seem to understand the bitter relationship 

that Estonians have with their communist past. In addition, there is an increasing fear that young and 

talented Estonians are leaving in search of a better life elsewhere in Europe, or that English will replace the 

former ‘superior’ status of Russian. All these instances create an almost constant but varying sense of fear 

among my informants that the Estonian language and culture are under threat. They might become extinct 

at some point, and thus require active preservation. 

Throughout the chapters we have seen that these individual acts of preservation take different 

forms. Many of my informants invest in their relationship with the land of their parents and grandparents. 

They visit their relatives, maintain the timber of the houses and keep the land fertile. They also invest in 

their relationship with nature, picking berries in summer and mushrooms in early autumn. The memory 

activists record historical films, compile documents and obsessively gather newspaper articles. The people in 

the countryside actively teach their children to live rural lifestyles deeply connected to the land and away 

from politics, ‘as life used to be’. 

My informants also engage in more collective acts of preservation. By engaging in them, they 

grasp and secure the volatility of the past (Connerton, 1989). Such collective acts are thus especially 

important when people feel insecure and “possessed by the past” (Lowenthal, 1996 in Gross, 2002, p. 

342). Commemorations are the obvious acts to mention here, but in the Estonian context maybe even more 

important and popular are the song and folkdance traditions that take place once every five years. As 

described in Chapter 4, during these festivals a significant part of the population spends time together. 

They dress in traditional clothing and spend time with their families and friends on the Song Festival 

grounds. Many of the people who do not attend physically, follow the events closely on the television. It is 

a kind of national reunion, since Estonians from all over Estonia and the world travel to Tallinn to 

participate. They feel connected to those Estonians who participated in Song Festivals since 1869 by the 
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clothes they wear, songs they sing and food they eat. The tears that I have seen rolling down the cheeks of 

many, while singing songs from the period of the Singing Revolution, signify the importance of this regular 

confirmation of a strongly united cultural community. Regardless of what happens in daily politics, the very 

fact that they see the emotional relationships that their compatriots experience with their national culture, 

traditions, folklore and history provides them with a sense of security that, despite their small number, they 

enjoy a strong sense of cultural unity. 

At this point it is important to get back to the clear distinction between emotions and politics 

that my informants make at such emotional occasions. Emotions are seen as ‘real’, politics as ‘invented’, 

intentional and self-interested. In Chapter 1 I argued that many of my informants feel closest to their 

national culture and origins while being on the land of their ancestors, a place where their memories are so 

personal and emotional that they simply cannot see them as political. In other words, the more emotional 

they feel while engaging with the past and cultural traditions, the less political they perceive it to become. 

This is also true for the Song Festival, even though thousands of people wave Estonian flags there. People 

have even explicitly requested that the Song Festival retains its perceived ‘real’ and folk character, and thus 

should steer clear from politics. When in 2009 the Minister of Culture tried to put words to the emotions 

of the audience, she was blamed for making it political.  

This perceived distinction between politics and emotions that is, as argued before, in the end 

illusory, is exactly what makes the political elite very powerful. Successful political mobilisation can take 

place precisely because it is convincingly presented as apolitical. As long as the mobilisers stay close to 

people’s very private spheres, they can make the past be experienced by the population as so-called 

‘authentic emotions’. As seen throughout this thesis, there have been many such state initiatives that nourish 

an emotional connection to the past and national community. The president has spread calls to gather 

grandparents’ stories, to list reasons why it is good to live in Estonia and calls for children’s drawings of the 

good Estonian life. At first sight these do not register as overtly political. The fact that such political 

mobilisations of memory are perceived as very personal, natural and apolitical makes it possible for political 

elites to easily draw upon and evoke this ‘past that hurts or feels’ at other moments as well, such as during 

the Bronze Soldier crisis.  

Be they politically mobilised or not, my informants participate in acts of active engagement with 

the past to secure their sense of freedom and a home. The more my informants perceive this engagement to 

be emotional, personal and thus ‘real’, the more secure they feel about the future. In this thesis I have 

pointed out that 

1. history and culture are deemed essential for the raison d’etre of the Estonian people and that 

2. historiography and culture are recurrently perceived to be in a state of threat 

Therefore, as long as these two requirements are fulfilled, the past will stay emotional and sensitive and its 

memories remain responsive rather than constructive (Rüsen, 2005a). 
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The paradox of closure 

Here we are back at the point which incited this PhD project: the fascinating fact that even young, highly 

educated Estonians experience a strong emotional bond with their nation’s past, as if that past still hurts 

them personally. Throughout the chapters I have explored how the creation of such living history is related 

to specific historical circumstances, the political mobilisation of the past since the late 1980s, the historical 

roles of the intellectuals and the contemporary sense of insecurity and threat within Estonian society at 

large and among my informants. In line with other anthropologists and memory scholars (Hodgkin & 

Radstone, 2003; Lambek & Antze, 1996; Müller, 2004; Port, 1994), I have argued that it is because of the 

belief that freedom cannot and should not be taken for granted, because identity and culture are perceived 

to be in a state of threat, that the representation of the past remains such a hot topic. After all, people 

dream of uncontested, settled and unambivalent stories of the past especially in times of chaos (Port, 

1994). But there is more to that argument, as this research has pointed out. 

I started this research with that underlying assumption: closure of the past is the desired end-goal 

for people, especially for those who feel insecure, and for that a settled history and political memory are 

essential. I assumed that people do not want a lingering past that keeps determining the present and that 

people who actively engage with the past do so because they have wounds they long to be healed, or ghosts 

they want to put to rest. However, what this research has pointed out is that this assumption is just partly 

true. In Chapter 2 I have introduced ‘the paradox of the experienced’, arguing that the deportees immensely 

long for the recognition of their suffering by others in order to heal their wounds, yet at the same time they 

do not believe that those who did not experience deportation personally can ever understand it. In Chapter 

4 and 7 we have seen how this same paradox can be observed among those Estonians who experience an 

emotional bond with their nation’s past, almost as if they have experienced the major turns of history 

themselves, once they relate to non-Estonians. Putting this in more abstract terms, Estonians who actively 

engage with the past do so because they long for a settled story and closure on the past, at the same time 

they fear that very same closure. 

Full closure through mediation and representation, meaning that the emotional bond with the 

past is cut loose, according to Pierre Nora (1989), is perceived by my informants as threatening. The fear is 

that once history is settled, it becomes factual, detached from emotions and thus meaningless. It will no 

longer be “[t]rue memory”; a pure reflection of what happened, because it “has taken refuge in gestures and 

habits, in skills passed down by unspoken traditions, in the body’s inherent self-knowledge”. The memory 

activists find this threatening because future generations will no longer be prepared to fight for their nation, 

as the past will lose its educational power. The young intellectuals see full closure as a threat because people 

will no longer actively preserve their culture and special relationship with the land and the community. 

Moreover both the former and latter would find it disrespectful towards their (grand)parents, if they would 

not ‘remember’ the emotions of the past generations and learn from them, such as their suffering and their 
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wish for independence. Finally, if history is no longer a family story passed on by elders, it will become a 

political story solely told by elites and thus vulnerable to manipulation and distortion. In other words, the 

danger of closure, as perceived by my informants, is that the horrors of the past might repeat itself. Firstly 

because the past’s educational lessons are no longer taken to heart and secondly because the collective story 

will no longer be one of the people but of solely the elite. 

In practice this means that many politically inspired projects aim at creating and reinforcing an 

emotional relationship with the past, in order to stay close to that ‘story of the people’ and to what is 

believed to be ‘true memory’. The Estonian president stresses in almost every important national speech 

that independence cannot and should not be taken for granted. On the ‘Restoration of Independence Day’ 

on 20 August 2014, in the wake of the Ukraine crisis, Ilves incited Estonia’s citizens by using their 

emotional relationship with the past to take responsibility and defend their nation:100 

“Terms like aggression, occupation, lawlessness, war are again completely valid. [...] 

I know, I hear, I recognise that one is worried. […] The majority of us feels worried 

because we feel the fragility of our civilisation, of our success and of our welfare. 

The stories of our grandparents and great grandparents add to that feeling, because 

we know how and how quickly everything once disappeared. […] Maybe the notion 

comes that the world in which we live might not be eternal. And maybe we need to 

contribute to its preservation. […] I invite you to reconsider what the defence of 

society and democracy currently means. What could we do to make ourselves feel 

more confident when history is again on the move. History, which has been so cruel 

towards our people and culture. […] And think, what everyone of us can do good 

oneself for this often and too recklessly cursed state, which has enabled all of us to 

enjoy what the Estonian people had to enjoy too little: freedom. Reconsider joining 

the Defence League or Women’s voluntary Defence League. Or any organisation or 

society that contributes to Estonia’s development. In the last 25 years the existence 

of our state has given all of us so many unprecedented opportunities. Think, how 

you can give something back. If we ourselves do not appreciate or value, we will all 

pay a heavy price. Defend Estonia. Long live Estonia!” 

In his speech, the president poured salt on deep and personal wounds, referring to one’s parents’ and 

grandparents’ stories, in order to mobilise citizens to defend their cultural nation. President Ilves employed 

an emotionally loaded ‘living history’ to stay close to the ‘people’s  story’ and to prevent repetition of 

historical injustices. At critical moments like these, the past that hurts suddenly starts to matter and 

contemporary friendships with Russian speakers or Western Europeans might come under pressure. The 

recent Facebook posts of my most liberally minded informants reveal that they also suddenly feel 

misunderstood: ‘the saddest thing is that during the last years (remember the Georgian war) Estonians have 

been seen in the West as the panic mongers’ (posted in Estonian). 

                                                             

100 The speech can be found at www.president.ee/et/ametitegevus/koned/10459-2014-08-20-14-55-39/index.html 
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This paradox of closure – longing for closure yet at the same time fearing and evading that same closure – 

adds to the literature on memory, because many theoretical ideas about getting to terms with the past, 

closure and social recognition, wrongly focus on the end-state and goal of social memory struggles. What I 

have shown in this thesis is that for the people involved, the struggle as a process might be more meaningful 

than the end-goal of that struggle. In a similar vein, the engagement with the past that I have observed 

among my informants are ways to nourish the emotional relationship with the past, not in order to come to 

terms with it so that one can move on, liberated from that painful past. In accordance with Nora (1989), 

they rather believe that as long as the past is emotional and meaningful to people, it will keep its relevance 

in the presence and people will be able to retain  its ‘authentic’ character outside of politics. 

This paradox is also essential for understanding why attitudes towards constructive memory, that 

Rüsen (2005a) has pointed out to be essential for a democratic approach of the past, are ambivalent in 

Estonia. Rüsen (2005a, p. 347) has argued that in a true democratic society citizens should be able to 

intervene in and be critical about the discourses of history, achieve moral distance to the past and “to 

historicise the memory of the undemocratic past,” which is impossible if the past still hurts. In EU debates 

on memory and history politics, the insight that a living history of ‘the people’ is perceived by many in 

Estonia as the only way to secure the small nation-state’s democratic future, as it is believed to be the only 

‘true’ history and to prevent the recurrence of historical injustice, might be a valuable contribution. On a 

political level, the need of an emotional, personal history rather than historicized version of the past for a 

democratic future can thus be convincingly communicated by Estonia’s elite. 

This research has also contributed to an understanding of the intersections of public and private 

memory, which so far has been understudied, since most scholars focus on either public or autobiographical 

memory (Cappelletto, 2005b). A better understanding has been partly possible because of the unique 

combination of qualitative and quantitative research, which is still rare in the field of memory studies. In 

this thesis I have departed from the individual level, asking individuals for the meaning of the past in their 

everyday lives, but I have always focused on the extent to which they feel their personal memories to be 

represented by cultural and political memory. By means of the survey data I have moreover been able to 

place my informants within the wider Estonian society. This approach has enabled me to show in what 

kind of contexts political and personal memory coincide, amplifying the political elite’s power to make use 

of the past. In addition, I have been able to look beyond political and cultural memory, namely at the 

reception side of collectively produced stories. In Chapter 7 I have discussed for instance the meaning of 

the institutionalisation of the Holocaust Remembrance Day in Estonia by its reception in society. Whereas 

commemoration days are relatively easy to implement, the ‘settling’ of the past socially is a much slower 

process. This realisation also helps to understand why a common European Day of Remembrance of 

Victims of Stalinism and Nazism on the 23rd of August is only a first step in the direction of a 

rapprochement between dominant historical narratives in Western Europe and Estonia, which might take 

much longer to seep into social memory. Significant changes in political memory thus not necessarily 
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signify changes in the memories of the masses, which is an important side note to studies that focus solely 

on political memory. 

An interesting question for future research definitely concerns the ‘new generation’, those born in 

the 1990s, and their relationship with national history. They have neither experienced the Soviet period 

themselves, nor the national sentiment of the Singing Revolution. Yet they do live in a society where all 

previous generations have an emotional relationship with the past and where memory politics and national 

historiography are still responsive rather than constructive. The question is whether this new generation will 

‘close’ the wounds of their relatives and will be able to open themselves up to a pluralistic approach towards 

the past, or whether the ghosts of the past will keep chasing them as well, not because these young people 

do not know how to bury them, but because they want their ancestors’ company in the journey of life. 
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Appendix 

In the last column I have marked an ‘IC’ if I have had extensive, informal conversations with someone, but 

no formal interview (‘I’). 

Informants that I met at commemorations or other history-related events 

‘Active memory carriers’ Birth Place Description Gender Data 

Meelis 1922 Haapsalu - Tartu Memory activist M I 
Kalev 1941 Tartu Memory activist M I 
Joosep 1946 Countryside Memory activist M IC 
Mari 1960 Tallinn - Viljandi Memory activist F I 
Leena 1944 Tartu Deportee F I 
Villem 1939 Countryside, near 

Tartu 
Deportee M I 

Eliisa 1940 Tartu Deportee F I 
Meeli 1935 Tartu Daughter of deportee F IC 
Johanna 1942 Elva Deportee F IC 
Enn Tarto 1938 Tartu Political prisoner M I 
Rein K 1951 Tartu Memory activist M I 
Alvar 1964 Tartu Memory activist M I 
Mart Niklus 1934 Tartu Political prisoner M IC 
Jaan 1960 Valga Museum director M IC 
Several WWII veterans 1920s Tartu Veterans German & 

Finnish army 
M IC 

      
Indirectly through this 
network 

     

Margus & Jüri (through 
Johanna) 

1931 & 
1927 

Elva Deportee F & M IC 

Olev (through Kalev) 1944 Tartu Memory activist M IC 
Linda 1942 Puhja Relative of deportee F I 
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Informants that I met at non-history-related events / activities 

‘Ordinary people’ Birth Place Description How we met Gender Data 

Marii (matkapäev) 1945 Tartu Deportee Nature event F IC 
Laine 1968   Voluntary work F I 

Helena & Heino 
grandmother 

1975 
&‘48 

Countryside, 
north east 

History 
teachers 

Watched after their 
children 

F & M IC 

Kaia, Tom & Ulla 1970 Tallinn  Watched after their 
children 

F & M IC 

Olger 1965 Tallinn  Owner of my 
apartment 

M IC 

Liisu 1985 Countryside  Stayed at her hostel F IC 
Paavo 1939 Tallinn Photographer Through nature 

event 
M I 

 

Informants that I met at non-historical but academic events 

‘Young 
intellectuals’ 

Birth Place Description Gender Data 

Riina 1986 Jõekülla - Tartu Student F I 
Sirje 1982 Tartu Ethnology PhD student F I 
Kristiina 1985 Tartu PhD student F IC 
Ave 1970 Tartu Estonian language teacher F I 
Anna 1987 Rakvere+Germany Student F I 
Aigi 1965 Tartu Historian F IC 
Ene 1971 Tartu Ethnologist F IC 
Kadri 1985 Tallinn - Tartu Student  F I 
Tiiu 1960 Tartu Folklorist F IC 
Uku 1981 Tallinn+Budapest History PhD student M IC 
Katrin 1977 Tartu Historian F IC 
Terje 1965 Tartu Ethnologist F IC 
Elo-Hanna 1980 Tallinn + USA Ethnologist F IC 
Meelis 1966 Tallinn Historian M IC 
Jaanika 1982 Narva+Finland Anthrop. PhD student F IC 
Folkdance members 1980-1992 Tartu Students F & M IC 

 

Informants that I actively approached for an interview because of their societal role 

‘Societal actors’ Birth Place Description Gender Data 

Marju 1985 Tallinn - Tartu Student organisation F I 
Andres Raid 1955 Tallinn Critical journalist M I 
Tanel 1984 Tallinn Organiser commemorations M I 
Lagle Parek 1941 Tallinn Political prisoner, ERSP, politician F I 
Eli Pilve 1982 Tallinn Historian Memory Institute F I 
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Informants that I met during my stay in the countryside 

‘Countryside people’ Birth Place Description Gender Data 

Tõnis 1950 Near Jõekülla Forest administrator M I 

Luule 1955 Near Jõekülla Teacher F IC 
Tiia 1950 Near Jõekülla Post office worker F IC 

Eduard & Aet 1952 Near Jõekülla Farmer M & F I 

Mändi 1918 Near Jõekülla Pensioner F I 
Folkdance members 1950-1995 Near Jõekülla  F IC 

Through Tõnis & Luule      

Pilve 1950 Near Jõekülla Teacher F I 
Peeter 1935 Near Jõekülla Political prisoner M I 

Mother of Luule 1935 Tõrva Pensioner F I 
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Summary 

Guardians of living history: the persistence of the past in post-Soviet Estonia 

The strong emotional response in Estonia to the April 2007 removal of the so-called ‘Bronze Soldier’, a 

WWII memorial erected by the Soviet authorities in 1947, signalled the need for a better understanding of 

the emotions attached to the past and memory politics in Estonia. As many novelists and memory studies 

scholars have argued, as long as the past remains emotional, people cannot fully live in the present. I 

witnessed the emotional response and was especially fascinated by the fact that younger Estonians also felt 

so strongly connected to the past at that time. In my doctoral dissertation I interrogate how Estonians – as 

a people who live in a society with an extremely complicated, violent past and only a short period of 

independence – encounter and deal with that past in their everyday lives and secondly why this past is still 

so emotional for them. 

In order to answer these questions, I engaged in ethnographic fieldwork from April 2010 to June 

2011 and during the summers of 2007-2012, and 2014. During most of this time, I lived in Tartu, 

Estonia’s second largest city and main university town, but I also spent two months in the countryside, as 

memories turned out to differ there significantly from those in the city. I also used life stories and historical 

documents from the personal archives of my informants for the analyses. In addition, I have contributed 

questions relevant to my research to the 2011 run of a longitudinal representative survey by Tartu 

University (2003, 2005, 2008, 2011). Finally, I have constructed two small-scale surveys, which I 

distributed among former deportees and among high school students respectively. 

In the seven empirical chapters of the thesis, I gradually unravel how different groups in Estonia 

relate to the recent past. In Chapter 1, I explore the ties that my informants perceive to have with their ‘soil 

of origin’ and national culture, and how these ties relate to their understandings of ‘being Estonian’. In 

Chapter 2, I explore what it means to have a public, collective story for those who have themselves lived 

through historical trauma, in this case the deportees to Siberia. In Chapter 3 I describe the historical 

process in which the Estonian past became a public story. I trace the main mobilisers of history writing and 

address the groups in society that did not have the power to contribute to the new history. In Chapter 4, I 

question the ways in which stories of the past can be passed on from one generation to the next. I attempt 

to answer the question why the past is so emotional even for the younger generations by elaborating on 

their sense of moral obligation. In Chapter 5, I explore the stories of the ‘memory activists’ in order to see 

what drives them to invest so much of their time in the production of a public story of the past. I also seek 

to explain why these ‘patriots’ are taken rather seriously in society, even though their discourse seems fairly 

radical. In Chapter 6, I zoom in on a group in society that feels that their stories are not reflected in the 

collective story: my informants living in the countryside. I have shown how public closure on the past 
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always excludes the stories of some and what this does to the people whose stories ‘do not fit’. In Chapter 

7, I focus on the Estonian debate on the memory of WWII and how the hegemonic version of that 

memory in Europe is perceived to threaten the Estonian story and approach towards the past. 

What I argue throughout the thesis is that on the one hand my informants long for an established 

collective story about the past as a form of closure, but on the other hand that closure is perceived as a 

threat to the survival of Estonian culture and independence. This is a fear shared by virtually all my 

informants, and has its roots – as I show – both in the period of National Awakening in the late 19th 

century when Estonians’ national identity became based on folklore and language as well as in the period of 

the ‘Singing Revolution’ in the late 1980s and early 1990s. During the Singing Revolution almost every 

Estonian citizen was confronted with the emotional history of their relatives and compatriots that suddenly 

could be openly discussed, as a ‘belated postmemory’ rather than a settled history. The official history of 

the young nation-state was literally built on these personal life and family stories. Due to the central 

position of intellectuals and dissidents in rebuilding the nation, counter-memories were completely absent 

in the early 1990s. However, a safe space for counter-memories has emerged again in public since the late 

1990s and intellectuals and cultural figures increasingly address narratives about ‘normal Soviet life’. I thus 

emphasise the heterogeneity of the Estonian population when it comes to practices of memory and to their 

ideas of what and how to remember. The ideas of the young intellectuals and my informants living in the 

countryside turn out to be much more liberal. Yet at the same time I show that during periods when my 

informants feel that national identity is under threat, which is quite regularly the case, the sense of unity, 

ideology of restorationism and ideal for cultural preservation of the early 1990s again prevail. In other 

words, closure on the past would heal the wounds and make it possible to fully live in the present. Yet by 

fully living in the present, my informants fear that Estonians will lose the power tool of a small people – 

cultural unity –which they have used since their very beginning as a people in the late 19th century. 

This thesis engages with and contributes to the wide scholarship on collective memory and 

remembering. Previous studies have often focused on the processes of getting to terms with the past, closure 

and recognition as desirable end-states. I show that people might long for closure, but in practice not aim at 

closure. Even though they desire to move on from their family’s and compatriots’ painful pasts, they fear 

what they will lose as individuals and as community if they do. 
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Samenvatting 

Patronen van een levende geschiedenis: het voortduren van het verleden in post-Sovjet 

Estland 

De sterk emotionele respons die volgde in Estland op de verplaatsing van de zogeheten ’Bronzen Soldaat’ in 

april 2007, een Tweede Wereldoorlog monument opgericht door de Sovjet autoriteiten in 1947, gaf aan 

hoe belangrijk het is om een beter begrip te verkrijgen van de emotionele waarde die gehecht wordt aan het 

verleden en herinneringspolitiek in Estland. Zoals vele romanschrijvers en herinneringswetenschappers 

hebben beargumenteerd, zolang het verleden emotioneel blijft, kunnen mensen niet volledig in het heden 

leven. Toen ik getuige werd van die emotionele respons in Estland, was ik vooral gefascineerd door het feit 

dat jonge Esten zich zo verbonden voelden met het verleden. In mijn proefschift beantwoord ik de vraag 

hoe Esten – als een volk dat in een samenleving leeft met een extreem gecompliceerd en gewelddadig 

verleden en maar een korte periode van onafhankelijkheid – het verleden tegenkomen in hun dagelijks leven 

en er mee omgaan en ten tweede, waarom dit verleden zo emotioneel beladen is voor hen. 

Om deze vragen te beantwoorden, heb ik etnografisch veldwerk gedaan van april 2010 tot juni 

2011 en gedurende de zomers van 2007-2012, en 2014. Ik woonde voor het merendeel van de tijd in 

Tartu, de op één na grootste stad van Estland en de studentenstad van het land, en daarnaast bracht ik twee 

maanden door op het platteland, aangezien ik ontdekte dat de herinneringen daar significant verschilden 

van die van mensen in de stad. Ik heb ook levensverhalen en historische documenten uit de persoonlijke 

archieven van mijn informanten gebruikt voor de analyse. Daarnaast heb ik relevante survey vragen 

toegevoegd aan een longitudinaal en representatief survey van 2011 uitgevoerd door Tartu Universiteit 

(2003, 2005, 2008, 2011). Tot slot heb ik ook twee kleinschalige surveys gemaakt, die ik heb afgenomen 

onder respectievelijk voormalig gedeporteerden en onder middelbare scholieren. 

In de zeven empirische hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift ontrafel ik geleidelijk aan hoe 

verschillende groepen in Estland zich verhouden tot het recente verleden. In hoofdstuk 1 ga ik na wat voor 

soort banden mijn informanten ervaren met hun ’grond van herkomst’ en nationale cultuur, en hoe deze 

banden zich relateren aan hun begrip van ’Est zijn’. In hoofdstuk 2 stel ik de vraag wat het bestaan van een 

publiek, collectief verhaal betekent voor diegenen die zelf het historische trauma beleefd hebben, in dit geval 

van de gedeporteerden naar Siberië. In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijf ik het historische proces waarin het verleden 

van Estland een publiek verhaal werd. Ik spoor de voornaamste mobilisatoren van de geschiedschrijving op 

en wijs ook op de groepen in de samenleving die niet de macht hebben gehad om bij te dragen aan de 

nieuwe geschiedenis. In hoofdstuk 4 onderzoek ik op welke manieren verhalen over het verleden worden 

overgegeven op de volgende generatie. Ik probeer hier de vraag te beantwoorden waarom het verleden zelfs 
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zo emotioneel is voor de jonge generatie, door dieper in te gaan op hun gevoel van morele verplichting. In 

hoofdstuk 5 ga ik achter de verhalen aan van de ’herinnerings activisten’, om er achter te komen waarom zij 

zoveel tijd investeren in de productie van een publiek verhaal van het verleden. Ik probeer ook te verklaren 

waarom deze ’patriotten’ vrij serieus genomen worden in de samenleving, ondanks dat hun discours redelijk 

radicaal lijkt. In hoofdstuk 6 zoom ik in op een groep in de samenleving die het gevoel heeft dat hun 

verhalen niet vertegenwoordigd zijn in het collectieve verhaal: mijn informanten op het platteland. Ik heb 

laten zien hoe het publiekelijk erkennen en afsluiten van het verleden altijd bepaalde verhalen uitsluit, en 

wat dit betekent voor diegenen wiens verhalen niet ’passen’. In hoofdstuk 7 focus ik op het debat in Estland 

over de herinnering van de Tweede Wereldoorlog en over hoe de dominante versie van dat verleden in 

Europa wordt ervaren als een bedreiging voor het Estse verhaal en de Estse manier van omgaan met het 

verleden. 

Ik beargumenteer in mijn proefschrift dat mijn informanten aan de ene kant verlangen naar een 

gevestigd en erkend collectief verhaal van het verleden als een manier om het verleden af te sluiten, maar aan 

de andere kant wordt diezelfde vorm van ‘closure’ ervaren als een bedreiging voor het voortbestaan van de 

Estse cultuur en onafhankelijkheid. Deze angst wordt door vrijwel al mijn informanten gedeeld, en heeft 

zijn wortels – zoals ik laat zien – zowel in de periode van de opkomst van het nationalisme aan het einde 

van de 19e eeuw, toen de nationale identiteit van Esten gegrond werd in folklore en taal, als ook in de 

periode van de ‘Zingende Revolutie’ in de late jaren ’80 en vroege jaren ’90. Tijdens de Zingende Revolutie 

werd vrijwel elke Estse burger geconfronteerd met het emotioneel beladen verleden van hun familieleden en 

landgenoten, een verleden dat plotseling openlijk besproken kon worden, in de vorm van een ‘verlate post-

herinnering’ in plaats van een gevestigde en op feiten gebaseerde geschiedenis. De officiële 

geschiedschrijving van de jonge natiestaat werd dus letterlijk gebaseerd op deze persoonlijke levens- en 

familieverhalen. Mede door de centrale positie van intellectuelen en dissidenten in het heropbouwen van de 

natie, waren counter-herinneringen compleet afwezig in de vroege jaren ’90. Echter, in de late jaren ’90 

opende zich een veilige ruimte voor deze counter-herinneringen. De intellectuele en culturele elite begon in 

toenemende mate het ‘gewone Sovjet leven’ publiekelijk te bespreken. 

Ik benadruk dus de heterogeniteit van de Estse bevolking wat betreft hun herinneringspraktijken 

en hun ideeën over wat en hoe te herinneren. De ideeën van de jonge intellectuelen en mijn informanten op 

het platteland blijken relatief liberaal te zijn. Tegelijkertijd laat ik zien dat tijdens periodes waarin mijn 

informanten het gevoel hebben dat hun nationale identiteit bedreigd wordt, wat regelmatig het geval is, dat 

het gevoel van eenheid, de ideologie van restoratie en het ideaal van cultuurbehoud van de vroege jaren ’90 

weer de boventoon gaat voeren. In andere woorden, het emotioneel afsluiten van het verleden zou de 

wonden genezen en zou het mogelijk maken om volledig in het heden te leven. Echter, door volledig in het 

heden te leven vrezen mijn informanten dat Esten het machtsmiddel van een klein volk – culturele eenheid 

– zullen verliezen, een machtsmiddel dat zij gebruikt hebben sinds hun geboorte als Volk aan het einde van 

de 19e eeuw. 
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Dit proefschrift draagt bij aan een uitgebreide wetenschap die zich richt op collectieve herinnering en de 

praktijk van het herinneren. Voorgaande studies hebben zich vaak gefocust op het proces waarmee 

samenlevingen het verleden onder ogen zien, hun afrekening met dat verleden en erkenning ervan, wat 

verondersteld werd het gewenste doel te zijn. Ik laat echter zien dat mensen ernaar kunnen verlangen het 

verleden een plekje te geven, maar dat in de praktijk niet nastreven. Hoewel ze wensen verder te gaan met 

hun leven en niet te blijven hangen in de pijnlijke verledens van hun familieleden en landgenoten, zijn ze 

bang voor datgene wat ze vrezen te verliezen – als individuen en als gemeenschap – als ze dat wel zouden 

doen. 
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Kokkuvõte 

Elava ajaloo hoidjad: mineviku kohaolu nõukogudejärgses Eestis 

Tugev emotsionaalne vastukaja, mis tekkis Eestis 2007. aastal, kui Tallinnas teisaldati nn pronkssõdur, 

1947. aastal Nõukogude võimude poolt püstitatud II maailmasõja mälestusmärk, näitas vajadust paremini 

mõista Eesti minevikuga seotud emotsioone. Paljud kirjanikud ja mälu-uurijad on öelnud, et seni, kuni 

minevik tekitab tundeid, ei saa inimesed elada tõeliselt olevikus. Ma olin nende sündmuste ajal Eestis ja 

mind hämmastas eriti see, kui tugevat sidet minevikuga tundsid tol hetkel ka nooremad eestlased. 

Doktoritöös uurin, kuidas eestlased – inimesed, kes elavad erakordselt keerulise ja vägivaldse minevikuga 

riigis, mis on iseseisev olnud ainult lühikest aega – suhestuvad lähiminevikuga oma igapäevases elus ja miks 

see minevik on nende jaoks ikka veel nii emotsionaalne. 

Nendele küsimustele vastamiseks tegin etnograafilise välitöö, mis vältas 2010. aasta aprillist 2011. 

aasta juunini ja kõigil suvedel aastatel 2007–2015 (v.a 2013). Suurema osa sellest ajast elasin Tartus, mis 

on suuruselt teine Eesti linn ja peamine ülikoolilinn. Ma pikendasin välitööd kahe kuu võrra, et koguda 

rohkem andmeid maapiirkondadest, kui selgus, et sealsed mälestused on linnainimeste mälestustest 

märkimisväärselt erinevad. Analüüsi jaoks kasutasin ka ajaloolisi dokumente oma informantide isiklikest 

arhiividest ja nende enda kirja pandud elulugusid. Lisaks panin oma uurimusega seotud küsimusi 2011. 

aastal Tartu Ülikooli representatiivsesse longituuduuringusse (2003, 2005, 2008, 2011). Ma koostasin 

oma andmete põhjal ka kaks väikesemahulist küsimustikku, mida levitasin vastavalt kunagiste küüditatute ja 

kõrgkooliõpilaste seas. 

Doktoritöös on seitse empiirilist peatükki, kus ma uurin samm-sammult, kuidas Eesti erinevad 

ühiskonnarühmad suhestuvad lähiminevikuga. 1. peatükis on küsimuse all side, mida minu informandid 

tunnevad oma sünnimaa ja  rahvakultuuriga, ning selle seosed ’eestlaseks olemisega’. 2. peatükis küsin, mida 

tähendab avaliku, ühise loo olemasolu nende jaoks, kes on läbi elanud ajaloolise trauma, käesoleval juhul 

küüditamise Siberisse. 3. peatükis kirjeldan ajaloolist protsessi, milles Eesti minevikust sai avalik lugu. Ma 

jälgin ajalookirjutamise peamisi eestvedajaid ning vaatlen ühiskonnarühmi, kellel ei ole olnud jõud uude 

ajalukku panustada. 4. peatükis käsitlen viise, kuidas mälestusi antakse edasi ühelt põlvkonnalt teisele. Ma 

püüan vastata küsimusele, miks on lähiminevik nii emotsionaalne teema isegi nooremate põlvkondade jaoks, 

uurides nende moraalset kohusetunnet. 5. peatükis nn mäluaktiviste käsitledes püüan välja selgitada, mis 

ajendab neid inimesi panema nii palju oma aega mineviku lugudest avaliku loo tegemisele. Püüan seletada, 

miks võtab ühiskond neid „rahvuslasi“ pigem tõsiselt, ehkki nende sõnum tundub üsna radikaalne. 6. 

peatükis on lähema vaatluse all inimesed, kes tunnevad, et nende lood ei kajastu ühises loos; need on minu 

maaelanikest informandid. Ma näitan, kuidas mineviku lõpetatus välistab alati mõnede inimeste lood ja 

kuidas see mõjub neile, kelle lood ’ei sobi’. 7. peatükis keskendun Eestis käivale debatile Teise maailmasõja 
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mälestuste üle ja sellele, kuidas Euroopa valitsevat ajalookäsitlust tajutakse Eesti loo ja minevikukäsitlust 

ohustavana. 

Doktoritöö keskne väide on see, et ühtpidi paistavad minu informandid igatsevat kinnistunud 

ühise minevikuloo kui lõpetatuse järele, aga teistpidi tajuvad nad lõpetatust ohuna Eesti kultuuri ja 

iseseisvuse edasikestmisele. Seda hirmu paistavad jagavat kõik minu informandid ja selle hirmu juured – 

nagu ma oma töös väidan – on 19. sajandi lõpu rahvuslikus ärkamisajas, kui eestlaste identiteedi aluseks sai 

folkloor ja eesti keel, aga ka 1980. aastate lõpul ja 1990. aastate algul toimunud laulvas revolutsioonis. 

Laulva revolutsiooni ajal koges peaaegu iga eestlane oma sugulaste ja kaasmaalaste emotsionaalseid 

minevikulugusid, sest neist võis järsku avalikult kõnelda. Need olid pigem ’hilinenuid järelmälu’ kui 

kinnistunud ajalugu. Noore rahvusriigi ametlik ajalugu rajanes otseselt isiklikel mälestustel ja 

perekonnalugudel II maailmasõja eelsest Eesti Vabariigist. Kuna riigi ülesehitamise eestvedajad olid 

haritlased ja dissidendid, siis varastel 1990. aastatel vastumälu täielikult puudusid avalikust diskursusest. 

Ohutu ruum nende jaoks tekkis avalikult alles 1990. aastate lõpus, kui noorema põlve haritlased ja 

kultuuriinimesed hakkasid rohkem tähelepanu pöörama lugudele ’tavalisest Nõukogude elust’. Ma viitan 

Eesti inimeste heterogeensusele, kui küsimuse all on mäletamise praktika ja see, mida ja kuidas mäletada. 

Selles on noored haritlased ja minu maal elavad informandid palju liberaalsemad. Samas näitan oma töös, et 

neil hetkil, kui mu informandid tunnetavad ohtu rahvuslikule identiteedile, ja seda juhtub üsna regulaarselt, 

siis domineerivad taas 1990. aastate alguse ühtsuse, restoratsionismi ja kultuuri säilitamise ideaalid. 

Teisisõnu, mineviku lõpetatus parandab haavad ja laseb elada täielikult olevikus. Kuid täielikult olevikus 

elades kaotaksid eestlased selle väikese rahva ühtsuses peituva kultuurilise jõu, millele nad on tuginenud 

alates rahvusena ärkamisest 19. sajandil. 

Doktoritöö on seotud kollektiivse mälu ja mäletamise laiaulatusliku uurimisega ja annab sellesse 

oma osa. Kui varasemad uurimistööd on sageli keskendunud mineviku tunnistamise, selle lõpetatuse ja 

soovitavate tulemite tunnustamise protsessile, siis minu tööst selgub, et inimesed võivad selle järele igatseda, 

kuid praktikas sellist leppimist ei taotle. Isegi kui nad tahavad oma perekonna ja rahvuskaaslaste valusa 

mineviku teemalt edasi liikuda, kardavad nad, et see jätab neid kui inimesi ja ühiskonda millestki ilma. 

 

 

 

 


